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Thesis Abstract 

 

From the early to mid 2000s, music cassettes appeared to be on the brink of extinction in 

industrialised nations. Nonetheless, in genres such as Punk, Noise and Hip Hop the format 

remained in use throughout this time. Growing sales over the past decade have led mass media 

outlets to declare a general revival of the cassette yet, the reasons for this resurgence remain to 

be investigated. 

This investigation is drawing on qualitative ethnographic fieldwork conducted in Japan, 

Australia and the USA entailing participant observation at various events, concerts and record 

shops and in-depth expert interviews with a total of 85 individuals involved in DIY cassette 

cultures. I argue that the cassette’s contemporary function, though in some cases enabling 

decelerated consumption and face-to-face interaction, is to provide an additional physical 

artefact of music that is primarily distributed digitally on the internet. This thesis explores how 

the cassette’s hybrid significance as a tool for expression and social connection perseveres in 

the 21st century within a locally, translocally, and virtually connected context. Here, grassroots 

DIY music scenes are creatively processing the challenges of the present, while major music 

corporations seek to capitalise on these cultural dynamics and embodiments of nostalgia.  

The core analysis section of the thesis begins with a comparison of the different music 

markets in Japan, Australia and the United States in order to analyse and relativise the mass-

media notion of an overarching ‘cassette revival’. It becomes apparent here, that the cassette is 

not treated as a fully-fledged audio format perse, but merely as a novelty merchandise item for 

example, for movie soundtracks such as the Guardians of the Galaxy franchise. Based on this, 

the material qualities of the cassette that contribute to its current significance are explored. 

Notably, the consumption of the cassette in the digital age has been subjected to a visual turn, 

meaning that the format is primarily consumed for its visual and material characteristics and in 

numerous cases functions as a cultural currency in DIY music scenes that legitimates primarily 

digitally curated and distributed music projects. Several case studies of cassette labels, cassette-

based podcasts and the annual international Cassette Store Day illustrate this aspect and 

underline the cassette’s technological and cultural hybridity that leads to its numerous 

appropriations throughout various cultural and social divisions.  Finally, by drawing on the 

practices of DIY cassette recycling and decade-old mixtapes re-appearing as marine debris, 

environmental aspects of current cassette consumption are taken into consideration in regard 

to a possible sustainable existence of the format in the future.  
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Several years back, when I was publishing ARTITUDE/audiofile, I began to believe that 

if I toiled long enough and dug deep enough, I would eventually become on top of all 

the ingrowths and outgrowths of the cassette music community. In a way it's comforting 

to know that no matter how hard you try, you just can't do this; the scope of the 

community is too vast and volatile. And just when you think you've got it down to 

something […] some new kid passes you off their new masterpiece and the cards will 

be thrown up all over again. 

Carl Howard, Electronic Cottage#1, 1989 
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Preface 

 

This is not a love letter to the cassette; it is about 35 years too late for that. I used cassettes 

on a regular basis during my childhood but am not a tape idealist. I do not hold a strong 

emotional or nostalgic attachment to the format. However, I seek to develop a 

sociological project that, based on listening to people who have invested a respectable 

amount of their lifetime into using cassette tapes for their DIY music projects, draws 

conclusions clarifying the reasons why the cassette tape is still in use. It is appropriate to 

see what lies beyond the proclamations in ostentatious headlines that have been rehashed 

for about a decade at the point of this writing such as: ‘Re-rewind: Are cassettes the new 

vinyl? Sales of the once defunct format more than double in 2017’ (Copsey, 2017), 

‘Cassettes are back, as “dead” media stomps the terra again’ (Hyman, 2016) or ‘Forget 

vinyl, cassette tapes are the hippest new format from the past’ (Palermino, 2015) that have 

been rehashed for about a decade at the point of this writing. According to these press 

accounts, cassette sales in the United Kingdom tripled in 2012 and then rose to 2.1million 

sold items in 2015 (Copsey, 2017; Poulter, 2016). In the following years, figures 

increased even more, displaying a 112% rise in 2017 compared to 2016. The reason for 

this unexpected growth is then related to the release of limited cassette editions for Lana 

Del Rey’s album Lust for Life and Jay-Z’s 4:44 (Copsey, 2017; Sanchez, 2018). 

Narrowing these journalistic narratives down to their underlying line of argument 

demonstrates that sales numbers are not indicating a general upswing of interest in the 

cassette format for British music consumers, but merely isolated occurrences based on 

fandom for certain major label artists.  

Because media accounts commonly brush over the devoted use of cassette tapes in 

DIY music scenes in favour of emphasizing aspects that reduce the format to the status 

of a ‘hip’ and nostalgia-laden merchandise oddity, it is necessary to acknowledge that the 

cassette tape affords a unique material way of interacting with music that sustains within 

the ongoing digitalisation processes that music is subjected to in the 21st century. The 

ways in which music is produced, distributed and consumed have been extensively 

reshaped since the turn of the century. Nonetheless, conceptualising this phenomenon as 

a one-dimensional process of renewal would be as simplistic an explanation as funnelling 

any occurrence of music practices in relation to cassette tapes into the notion of a transient 

‘cassette revival’. When consulting literature on the digitalisation and datafication 
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processes that music has been subjected to in the past 20 years in correspondence with 

the current occurrences of cassettes on websites such as Bandcamp and Instagram, it 

becomes evident that cassette tapes have been part of digital circuits for an extensive 

period. An example of this is the blog Cassette Gods (2007), that reviews DIY amateur 

cassette releases on a regular basis since 2007. In his investigation of cassettes in North 

American Noise scenes, Novak (2013, p. 220) describes this connection between the 

cassette’s materiality and the internet:  

Noise cassettes are remediated into a parallel world of digital representation on 

the Internet. Tapes are photographed and described in online reviews, and their 

sonic contents are digitized and posted for download on Noise web boards, file 

sharing services, or cassette-oriented MP3 blogs such as Cassette Gods […] 

Chewed Tapes, and Noise Not Music. Cassette labels post images and sound 

samples on their websites, and some make the contents of cassettes available for 

online downloading. Noise cassettes, then, did not remain offline, but fed back 

into digital circulation.   

 Regarding general digitalisation and datafication processes, Hesmondhalgh and 

Meier (2018) have analysed a diverse field of conditions that led to the ongoing digital 

transition phase that circuits of music are facing. While pointing out the influence of the 

IT and consumer electronics industries within this development, Hesmondhalgh and 

Meier pay attention to the point ‘that disruptions caused by recent “digitalization” of 

music are consistent with longer term processes, whereby music has been something of a 

testing ground for the introduction of new cultural technologies.’ (Hesmondhalgh & 

Meier, 2018, p. 1555). For the sake of analysing the current significance of the cassette 

through the manifold projects that use the format in the context of international DIY 

music scenes, I will, following Dant (1999, 2005, 2006, 2008), frame ‘cultural 

technologies’ in this context as material culture. Despite the transformation process of 

audio recordings into data commonly being presented as one that converts music into 

immaterial information, peripheral hardware technologies such as smartphones, 

computers and hosting server farms for music distribution services continue to be integral 

material components in the current economy of music (see Devine, 2015). Both 

Magaudda (2011) and Bartmanski and Woodward (2015a, 2015b, 2016) demonstrate that 

seemingly obsolete audio formats such as the vinyl record remain in use throughout the 

ongoing digitalisation processes in the 21st century; growing out of niche music scenes 
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into mainstream consumer culture by offering a different form of interaction with music 

than digital audio reproduction is capable of providing.  

The academic literature discussing the contemporary significance of cassette tapes 

for music making and dissemination remains scarce in comparison to the vinyl record. 

Based on this gap in the literature, this thesis grew out of my involvement with releasing 

and recording cassettes together with my friend Thomas Radam for our label Gravity’s 

Rainbow Tapes while living in Berlin from 2014 until 2017. During this time, it became 

clear that the diverse cultural dynamics, projects and practices related to the use of 

cassettes in Berlin and elsewhere differed quite drastically from the abbreviated reports 

in newspaper bulletins which condensed phenomena like Cassette Store Day, or the label 

Burger Records1 into the idea of a homogenous ‘cassette revival’. Based on discussions 

I had with friends, fellow artists, label and record shop operators in Berlin, I developed 

the wish to gather and record what dedicated, yet oftentimes overlooked DIY labels and 

artists had to say about their engagement with the format. As I experienced both the 

struggles and gratifications of making cassettes firsthand, I started to investigate the ways 

in which other people’s personal relation with cassette tapes formed and how they framed 

their view in accordance with their active participation in music communities. On a macro 

scale, the contemporary meaning of the cassette is negotiated within ongoing discourses 

that intersect local, translocal and virtually connected music scenes worldwide (Bennett 

& Peterson, 2004). Although the cassette’s unique technological and material 

characteristics stand at the core of why people still cherish and use the format, the context 

of meaningful and personal interaction with and around cassettes in domestic spaces, on 

merchandise tables at concerts and privately-run record stores has, in the past decade, 

been extended through digital distribution circuits and representation of cassette tapes on 

the internet. These diverse, yet interconnected material and cultural conditions result in a 

constantly revolving kaleidoscope of contexts and practices. Through culturally informed 

practices, that is, the ways people individually and collectively engage with the 

materiality of the cassette, new facets of meaning arise that add to the cassette tape’s 

overall relevance for current music. These dynamics illustrate why the notion of a mere 

temporary resurgence of the cassette for nostalgic reasons does not sufficiently explain 

what the use of cassette tapes entails for contemporary music practices.  

 
1 In July 2020 Pitchfork reported that Burger Records shuts down due to allegations of sexual misconduct. 

It is integral to acknowledge this problematic background of the collected data in relation to Burger Records’ 

status and influence on cassette labels around the world. (see Strong & Rush, 2018)  
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In order to develop a rich, historically informed analysis of the rootedness of 

cassette tapes in grassroots-based international music practices, I frame my investigation 

of the ways the cassette is adopted and redefined in varying circuits of practice around 

data gathered during an intensive one-year ethnographic fieldwork phase from 2018 to 

2019 that spanned from Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne in Australia to Tōkyō, Nagoya, 

Ōsaka, Kyōto, Nara and Fukuoka in Japan as well as Los Angeles, Portland, Olympia and 

Seattle in the United States. Over the course of this period, I conducted a total of 85 

interviews with artists, cassette label and record store operators as well as collectors and 

bloggers. The reason for choosing these areas lies not only in their geographical 

connectedness through the Pacific Ocean – it is common for bands and artists to travel in 

between these regions for tours across the coastlines covering major metropolitan areas – 

but also a connection to the historical network of ‘Cassette Culture’ whose heyday lasted 

from the early 1980s until the mid 1990s. Cassette Culture has its roots in the counter 

cultural mail art movement of the late 1960s that found its derivative in industrial culture 

spearheaded by projects like the late COUM Transmissions and Throbbing Gristle which 

strategically deployed cassette tapes to record, perform and disseminate their works (see 

Ford, 1999). Essentially, cassette culture consisted of an international network of amateur 

artists and musicians that recorded and shared their art and music projects through 

sending cassette tapes via postal services. Cultural circuits emerged and established 

themselves quickly through cassette reviewing magazines such as OP in Olympia, WA 

(Drew, 2019; McConnell, 2006) or collaborative projects such as Conrad Schnitzler’s 

cassette concerts in which group compositions were recorded and performed by artists in 

various countries on a single cassette which was successively passed on from person to 

person (see Novak, 2013, p. 217). Especially Japan’s Noise scenes formed their cultural 

identity through avid cassette trading with North America, Australasia and Europe during 

this period; emblematic projects such as Hijokaidan or Merzbow which started as early 

as the late 1970s still inspire current artists in international Experimental Music and Noise 

scenes not least due to their tireless releasing, live schedules and genre exceeding 

collaboration performances.  

For current Independent Music scenes, the cassette stands as a material artefact 

whose semiotic properties embody a cultural continuation of the DIY practices that 

formed the foundation of mail art, Industrial and Cassette Culture in the past. Embedded 

in the context of current music economy and Independent Music scenes, the cassette is 

intertwined with digital production and distribution circuits and widely appears as an 
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analogue artefact in the digital age. Tracing how current music scenes that engage with 

cassette tapes continue, alter and transgress the traditions of the former Cassette Culture 

makes a comparative investigation necessary. Australia, Japan and the United States 

continue to maintain thriving cultural exchange in DIY music scenes. Within this setting, 

the cassette circulates as a material artefact that embodies the cultural exchange and 

creative output between local, translocal and virtual music scenes. Social relationships 

are established and ongoing, with the impact of material artefacts going beyond the sphere 

of social connections in Independent Music. In a recent notable example of this, 

professional skateboarders Leo Baker and Cher Strauberry, who significantly drive the 

representation and inclusion of queer and non-binary people into the still heavily straight 

and male dominated skateboarding community, first built their friendship through the 

trade of music clothing, cassettes, zines and stickers: 

CS: I was selling band t-shirts online and saw Leo’s name pop up on my PayPal. 

I was with my mom in the car and was just like, “Mom, my favorite skateboarder 

just bought a shirt from me!” […] I think I wrote a note or maybe added some 

extra stuff? 

LB: Yeah! You gave me a tape that I still have, a couple zines and maybe some 

stickers? 

CS: I’m sure I tried to make it as cool as I could! 

LB: It was great! I opened the package and was like, Look how cute! I’m never 

taking this shirt off. I got second place in X Games… 

CS: Wearing the shirt! I saw the photo and was just like, No fucking way! My 

mind was blown (Jordan, 2020). 

Skateboarding scenes as Independent Music scenes are fundamentally characterised by 

strong DIY and grassroots-based ethics. Whether this takes shape in the handing down of 

used skateboard parts in the setting of local skate parks or zines and cassette tapes bought 

online through websites such as Bandcamp, these artefacts embody meaningful social and 

cultural connections between people. Skateboarding and a large number of Independent 

Music cultures share in this regard a necessity for active material interactions with 

cultural products in order to participate in their social circles. Although the majority of 

distribution circuits for music as well as skateboard hardware and video content has been 

unified through platforms such as Bandcamp, YouTube or Instagram, cassette tapes in 
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Independent Music scenes as well as the now technologically outdated Sony DCR-

VX1000 camcorder remain in use in skateboarding because of their unique material 

characteristics and aesthetics (see Dobija-Nootens, 2018). 

In order to unfold the economic and socio-political background of these material 

and cultural dynamics, Chapter 3 of this thesis provides an overview of the current 

production and distribution modes that span between the aforementioned countries and 

regions. In contrast to the way in which the production of cassette tapes was structured in 

the 1980s and 1990s, when Japanese consumer electronics conglomerates like Sony or 

Maxell produced the majority of consumer grade cassette tapes, a large number of labels 

and artists worldwide nowadays source their cassette tapes from manufacturers based in 

Canada and the United States. While this, similarly to the historic Cassette Culture, 

implies a reliance on international postal services, the management side of cassette 

distribution has been widely shifted into the online sphere, in which the American-based 

websites Bandcamp and Discogs have grown into the principal platforms for cassette 

circulation. This online contextualisation of the cassette has become an integral 

constituent of how cassettes and their surrounding music cultures are consumed. In 

particular, the primarily visual existence of cassette tapes in snapshots on social media 

platforms raises the question of the role of the cassette’s materiality in shaping the 

interaction with music in the digital age.  

This problematic is addressed in Chapter 4, which traces the material status of 

contemporary cassette duplication and consumption by starting off with an investigation 

of the availability and status of cassette player hardware for recording and playback 

purposes. The former abundance of second-hand cassette decks and portable players like 

the Sony Walkman in thrift stores during the early to mid-2000s, at a time when music 

consumption was widely focused on CDs, has now ebbed away. Websites such as Ebay 

or the Discogs marketplace, which for a period of almost two decades constituted the go-

to resources for acquiring affordable second-hand cassettes and hardware, contributed in 

recent years to not only amplifying fetishization processes that drove up prices for records 

and turntables, but also ‘collectible’, ‘rare’ or ‘retro’ cassettes and hardware. On top of 

this, repair shops run by craftspeople who know how to repair magnetic tape technology 

prove increasingly difficult to come by as technicians retire or pass away. In the meantime, 

newly produced players for cassette tapes are considerably inferior to former hifi grade 

hardware regarding built quality and fidelity; a condition that creates an overall precarious 

situation for people who seek to actively engage with cassette tapes as audio formats. 
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Based on these factors; the mainly visual and culturally fetishized representation of 

cassette tapes on the internet, scarcity in quality cassette hardware and the general 

professionalisation processes in global Independent Music scenes, cassette production 

and consumption has been subjected to a visual turn in the 21st century. The cassette’s 

technological hybridity, offering various uses such as recording, re-recording, listening 

or visually decorating stand at the centre of its material significance, showing that the 

diverse appropriations of cassette tapes can be traced back to the fact that the format 

constitutes an inspirational constituent in the material engagement with music throughout 

the global landscape of music and art.   

These cultural circuits are further explored in Chapter 5, which, based on Bennett 

and Peterson’s (2004) conception of local, translocal and virtual music scenes, 

investigates Magaudda’s (2011) ‘circuit of practice’ framework. Taking the multilayered 

uses of cassettes that occur in different types of music scenes into consideration, I argue 

in line with Nowak (2014) that Magaudda’s theoretical approach needs to be extended in 

order to include various circuits of practice in which this one particular music format is 

embedded. The investigation of music scenes in local, translocal and virtual contexts 

shows that the cassette tape’s surrounding circuits of practices change according to 

location, cultural backdrop and primary communication methods. Here, different layers 

of music scenes are penetrated by the use of cassettes, such as for example, in the case of 

split releases in which two different artists from a local or translocal setting contribute 

music to one side of a cassette each. These ‘split-tapes’ help to introduce in between 

different translocal music scenes and has for decades been an integral material means of 

music releasing and promotion in Punk, Metal and Noise scenes. It becomes apparent 

here that the use of cassette tapes is multifarious in nature and cannot be reduced to the 

single dimension of a resurgence, especially as many of the described dynamics in DIY 

music scenes have been continuously practiced for decades.  

This condition is further exemplified in Chapter 6 with an analysis of the 

transnational annual event of Cassette Store Day (CSD) which grew from a local 

celebration of the cassette in British Independent Music scenes into a global enterprise 

with international franchises throughout Europe, North America and Asia. CSD functions 

as one of the primary examples for the transition of the cassette from niche DIY music 

scenes into the mainstream. While the events initially posed ideal platforms for local 

artists and labels to use the cassette as a tool for building and maintaining creative 

relationships with their peers, it subsequently grew into a marketing scheme for major 
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labels and music distributors that re-released music of their artists on limited collectable 

cassette runs purposefully manufactured for the event. CSD developed from a grassroots-

based music project into an advertisement program for music releases that framed the 

cassette as a mere collectable gimmick rather than an inspirational tool for creative 

cultural exchange. However, exactly this status and use of the format crept into the 

attention of major news outlets that framed these advertisement dynamics as a 

‘comeback’. 

The technological and cultural hybridity of the cassette shows that grassroots and 

consumerist-orientated appropriations of the format co-exist in the digital age. The 

purpose of this thesis is to give the often-overlooked artists, labels and projects in DIY 

music scenes the attention that they deserve. It is the patience and perseverance of people 

who devote themselves to cassette-based projects that give cassette tapes their cultural 

richness as musical artefacts. The overlapping dynamics of economic, cultural and 

political appropriation of the cassette create a whirlwind of meaning that without a doubt 

appears obscure at times but overall stands as an irrevocable reminder of the fact that the 

cassette is far from being dead and gone.   
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Chapter 1: Backtracking the Tangled Tracks of Magnetic 

Tape through History 
 

1.1 The Cassette’s Pathway into the 21st Century   
 

The meaning of the cassette tape has been transformed in manifold ways since its 

unassuming introduction in 1963 by the Dutch Electronics manufacturer Philips. These 

changes have been largely induced by the technological development of the cassette 

format itself and the subsequent introduction of its playback and recording devices which 

initiated a globally spread array of cultural phenomena. This includes the rise of genres 

such as Hip Hop, Punk and Heavy Metal in the late 1970s and early 1980s that heavily 

relied on the production and distribution of cassette tapes (see Drew, 2019; Harrison, 

2006; Udarchik, 2018). In the following chapter, the audio cassette’s historical traces will 

be linked back to its early relation to transistor radios in the mid 1960s through the shift 

from low quality playback devices to high-fidelity cassette decks in the 1970s to the 

practices of home and mix-taping, which caused a major legal discussion in the early 

1980s fundamentally putting copyright aspects of recorded music into question (see Drew, 

2014, 2016; Jansen, 2009). In the early 1980s, the cassette was the first playback format 

that brought the practice of music listening into everyday public spaces such as street 

corners, public parks, playgrounds and parking lots; its relation to the Boombox and 

Walkman are integral for the historical, yet continuing image of the cassette (see Bull, 

2000; Hosokawa, 1984). Cassette-based four-track recorders such as the TASCAM 

Portastudio, introduced in 1979, reshaped the cassette as an amateur home recording tool 

and paved the way for DIY music cultures based on the idea of local and translocal 

sharing of self-recorded music with like-minded people that eventually gave rise to the 

emergence of Independent Music labels (see McConnell, 2006).  

As the cassette is a format for both the consumption and the recording of audio, its 

history will be discussed here in relation to the playback and recording devices that altered 

its meaning and significance for music production and consumption throughout the 20th 

century. The close relation of the cassette to these devices will function as a backdrop for 

the analysis of the cassette in the 21st century. The contemporary use of cassettes includes 

both self-released music in Independent Music and art scenes and the constructed revival 

of the format primarily pushed by major music labels re-releasing albums of their 

flagship’s artists on cassettes. The meaning of the cassette in the 21st century thus spans 
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on the one hand its redefinition as a music format in the context of digital music 

consumption patterns and on the other the connection to its historical significance in 

global popular culture that provides the backdrop for the current status of the cassette as 

a cultural icon. In order to understand the meaning of the cassette in the 21st century, an 

overview of its occurrences in mass consumer culture and DIY music scenes is therefore 

necessary. This will function as a background for the analysis of the cassette as a hybrid 

format of music production, distribution and consumption in the digital age.  

         

1.2 The Early Days of the Compact Cassette  

 

In the 1960s, cassette decks were developed as portable and easily accessible recording 

devices for everyday use. Early units were sold with built-in microphones and paired with 

transistor radios allowing for capturing various kinds of content from radio shows (see 

Millard, 2005, pp. 317-319). As recording in mono was still common, this was a practice 

that – regarding the reduced sound quality of the cassette tape at that time – aimed at an 

undemanding and playfully spontaneous teenaged consumer group (see Drew, 2014, p. 

254). By the early 1970s, cassette technology had fundamentally improved through the 

rise of stereo mixing of Pop and Rock music records in the latter half of the 1960s, noise 

reduction systems starting with the Dolby A system from 1966 onwards that decreased 

the cassette’s idiosyncratic and distracting background hiss, chrome tapes with higher 

frequency response in the late 1960s as well as the introduction of stereo recordability 

and playback in the early 1970s (see Daniel, Mee, & Clark, 1999, pp. 104-106; Dolby, 

2018). Cassette decks were increasingly incorporated into quality home stereo devices by 

Japanese electronics corporations like Panasonic, Yamaha, Sony and Akai. Within a 

decade, the cassette tape’s technological characteristics and marketed image had grown 

from a toy-like pastime for adolescents into a serious audio format for music enthusiasts. 

By the end of the 1970s, cassette sales started to challenge those of vinyl records in 

major music markets like the USA and Japan (see Drew, 2014, p. 259; Millard, 2005, pp. 

317-320; RIAJ, 2017, p. 12). Based on the premise that the cassette was a playback and 

recording device from the get-go, new possibilities for generating revenue became 

available that engaged local economies while simultaneously challenging the authority of 

national and international music industries. Record shops rented out vinyl records 

overnight and radio shows played selected albums in their entirety for the sake of 
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consumers dubbing them onto cassettes (Drew, 2014, p. 255). For an extended period of 

time, CD rental shops in Japan caused several legal conflicts with major record labels 

(see Stevens, 2008, p. 87). In some instances, these shops sold blank cassette tapes 

stacked behind the counter alongside with their leasable records and CDs. These business 

models, which sprung primarily out of the cassette’s simply accessible recording function 

enabled the entire spectrum of music consumers to freely select and record music onto 

mix tapes. As these practices widely bypassed possible revenue opportunities, cassette 

technology began to pose a threat to the recording industry. The format had been 

conceived with reluctance by the recording industry right from the start and as early as 

1968 Colombia records promoted the merits of their vinyl releases in relation to the 

inferior quality of the compact cassette. The persistent stylisation of the cassette as a sole 

derivative drawing in a parasitic fashion on supposedly original and authentic formats 

like the vinyl record and later the CD was established during this period and continues to 

this day (see Drew, 2014, pp. 254-255). Notwithstanding, various innovations in cassette 

recording and playback technology have continued to re-invent the format for a variety 

of purposes. Despite the initial lack of support from the side of major labels, the 

significance of the cassette grew as it opened up new possibilities for music listening and 

production.  

 

1.3 Music Becomes Mobile: The Boombox and the Walkman   

 

Philips, yet again at the forefront of a new media technology, introduced in 1969 what 

can arguably be called the first boombox in history. The Philips Radio Recorder, basically 

a radio and cassette deck unit with built-in speakers was fully operable using batteries 

and therefore allowed for public listening of recorded music outside of the domestic space 

of the home. Japanese electronics manufacturers like JVC, Sharp or Toshiba picked up 

on the technical specifications of the Radio Recorder and developed bigger and more 

powerful machines that were able to fill an entire neighbourhood with music (see 

Oatman-Stanford, 2013). The bulky design with intimidatingly large speakers of models 

like the JVC RC-550 from 1979 or the JVC RC-M90 from 1981 (that four years later 

ended up on the cover artwork for LL Cool J’s album ‘Radio’) developed into the now 

common archetypical image of the Boombox in popular culture. Equipped with a 

selection of tapes in their backpacks and the heavy Boombox placed on the shoulder or 
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sidewalk, young people, notably in New York City and Los Angeles but also in other 

cities throughout the USA, were from the 1980s onwards able to claim public spaces 

through demonstrating their personal preference in music.
2

 The size and power of 

boomboxes thus played a central role in the acknowledgement and reputation of various 

youth groups and music scenes such as breakdancing and Hip Hop as well as 

skateboarding and Hardcore Punk – the bigger the better was the rule of thumb for street 

credibility (see Oatman-Stanford, 2013). As these public listening practices frequently 

took place in neighbourhoods of ethnic minorities like Harlem and the Bronx in New 

York City or Little Haiti in Miami (see Richman & Rey, 2009, p. 151), boomboxes were 

also pejoratively called ‘ghetto blasters’, a term that reflects the rendering of public 

listening practices as sheer noise pollution. This hostility at the centre of a ‘moral panic’ 

against the occupation of sidewalks by adolescents and their boomboxes, however, only 

forged stronger identities among the juvenile groups (see Cohen, 2002; Schissel, 1997; 

Springhall, 1998). From the 1980s onwards, individual cassette mixes echoing through 

cranked up boomboxes in skateparks, breakdance, graffiti and simple ‘hangout’ spots (see 

Muska & Wilkins, 2017; Owerko, 2010) tied the social and cultural circuits in these 

spaces to emerging music genres such as Hip Hop, Thrash Metal and Hardcore Punk (see 

Drew, 2014, p. 261; Gosa, 2015, p. 61; Harrison, 2006, pp. 286-287; Oatman-Stanford, 

2013).
3
      

With its launch in Tōkyō and vast international advertising in 1979, (see Du Gay, 

1997, p. 8), the Sony Walkman took the individualisation of music listening to the next 

level and re-enforced the cassette’s particular quality as the most effective mobile device 

for recorded music. The Walkman individualised listening practices within public space 

(see Bull, 2000; Hosokawa, 1984). Whilst using headphones, consumers where now 

enabled to choose their personal soundscape when moving through the public spaces of 

everyday life: a condition that according to Shuhei Hosokawa characterized the Walkman 

as the ‘autonomy-of-the-walking-self’ (Hosokawa, 1984, p. 166 italics in the original). 

While the boombox was occupying public space by drowning out surrounding noise, the 

 
2 A practice that continues into the 21st century in various countries. In May 2018 while waiting for the 

tram in Surfers Paradise on the Gold Coast, I overheard a teenager blasting N.W.A.’s ‘Fuck Tha Police’ 

into the street through Bluetooth speakers that he carried around in his gym bag.   

 
3 During some of my visits at skate parks in the past years, I also encountered people playing Funk, Hip 

Hop, Hardcore Punk and Metal through their Bluetooth speakers. 
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Walkman was blocking out noise and thus reinforcing introspective listening (see DeNora, 

2000, p. 58). As this device paved the way for later digital hardware like the MP3 player, 

another invention at the end of the 1970s underpinned the status of the cassette as the 

central audio-format for creativity and self-expression.  

 

1.4 The Portastudio and the Emergence of Cassette Culture 

 

The TEAC 144, released in 1979, is the first four-track recorder that utilises a standard 

cassette tape as the base material for creating multi-track audio recordings. The later 

TASCAM Portastudio became one of the best-selling cassette recorders of its time. A 

four-track cassette recorder is able to engage all four tracks of a single cassette selecting 

left and right stereo signals on the A and B side respectively as four individual tracks of 

mono signal (see Fumo, 2016; Harding, 2015). The technology, driven by Japanese 

manufacturers like TEAC, TASCAM, Yamaha and Fostex constituted a small-scale and 

affordable recording studio for home use. Consequently, it enabled a vast number of 

musicians ranging from occasional amateurs to professionals to spontaneously record 

their music on cheap and widely available cassettes.
4
 The cassette served three different 

purposes in this context. Firstly, it functioned as device for recording and listening back 

to single tracks during the recording process. If the recording is finished, the four single 

tracks need to be dubbed into a ‘mixdown’ by plugging the device into a regular hifi 

stereo tape deck. This is due to the fact that several four-track recorders reel the cassette 

at higher or lower speed levels than regular consumer hardware in order to select all four 

tracks at the same time. When mixed, the cassette secondly served as a standard stereo 

recording for casual listening that thirdly could be duplicated on the home stereo and used 

for the distribution and promotion of one’s music via sending tapes in the mail or sharing 

them face-to-face (see Dink, 1992; Harrison, 2006, p. 290). By uniting all of these 

elaborate technical processes into one easy to use format, cassette tapes were adopted as 

sound carriers during the emergence of the first transnational correspondence network for 

 
4 Ben Green, researcher and frontman of the Brisbane based band Gold Stars told me that up until recent 

years his band had a four-track recorder connected to the sound system in their rehearsal space. He stated 

that cassettes are faster and more intuitive to use for recording spontaneous song ideas than a computer that 

requires separate recording hardware and software. Additionally, they are not as delicate as computers and 

audio interfaces that are prone to getting negatively affected by moist air as well as low and high 

temperatures. 
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amateur musicians. Artists who lived separately spread across the globe started to 

exchange, review and collaborate via home produced cassette tapes that were sent through 

international postal systems. From the early 1980s onwards, cassette zines throughout 

North America, Australasia, Europe and Japan (see Bailey, 2012; Drew, 2014; 

McConnell, 2006; Novak, 2013) started reviewing self-released cassette tapes and 

provided mailing lists with addresses for contacting people. This network, which later 

became known as ‘Cassette Culture’ existed during a distinctive period between the late 

1970s and mid 1990s. Emerging out of the Mail Art or Correspondence Art movement of 

the 1970s, in which pioneering projects like the New York School of Correspondence and 

the British COUM Transmissions and later Throbbing Gristle acted as central agents, the 

network of cassette exchange spanned between the regions of Europe, the Americas, 

Australasia, and Japan (see Ford, 1999; Friedman, 1984; Gangadharan, 2009; Minoy, 

1992; Novak, 2013, p. 204). The socio-cultural dynamics within these networks were 

strongly linked to a set of practices determined by the four-track’s technological 

specifications and quirks (Novak, 2013, p. 207). Enabled through the cassette’s 

overdubbing function, tapes were passed on from artists to artist as a communal recording 

format for international sound-collage collaborations. Many of these projects were based 

on devotion and non-profit in nature. While the music industry’s copyright legislations 

functioned on the professionally motivated premise that art needed financial stimuli to 

function, amateur creators sharing their music for free or little money rendered this 

presumption obsolete. As a consequence, legislations that backed the industry’s profit 

interests were faced with serious challenges given that their scheme was designed for 

dealing with individuals who infringed copyright but not with artists and consumers who 

refused to participate in gain-based systems altogether (see Drew, 2014, p. 262).  

 

1.5 Home Taping and its Legal Consequences  

 

However, it was another practice that the industry viewed as the biggest threat to their 

revenues and caused the largest legal consequences in the US and UK. The dispute 

reached a peak with the ‘home taping is killing music’ campaign launched in 1980 by the 

British Phonographic Industry that, among other things, involved the attachment of 

stickers with this slogan on distributed vinyl record and CD sleeves (see Drew, 2014; 

Novak, 2006, p. 330; 2013, p. 201; Staub, 2010, p. 31). Home taping as well as mix taping 
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is the practice of dubbing pre-existing and thus typically copyrighted music sourced from 

the radio, vinyl records, cassettes and CDs onto blank tapes. Listeners began to dissect 

and re-arrange music albums, so-called selection-taping, and dubbed the songs in new 

orders onto hand-designed mix tapes that they then would share with their peers and 

families. In surveys conducted by the Warner Music Group in 1980 (Drew, 2014, p. 257), 

consumers who identified themselves as ‘selection tapers’ outnumbered people who 

merely copied albums in their entirety. These dissecting practices distressed the industry 

as it had invested large portions of its marketing powers in the predating decades into 

establishing the coherent album as its primary revenue source (see Drew, 2014, p. 263). 

Underpinned by the usually non-selective style of playing vinyl records from start to 

finish, the cultural significance of the album was shaped as the coherent product of the 

musicians’ artistic intention. As consumers increasingly broke the album’s hallowed 

succession open, they moved from merely passive to active engagement with music by 

recontextualising single tracks into new relationships. From the industry’s point of view, 

this not only implied the violation of the financial copyright aspects but also the aesthetic 

value of the album that had previously been artificially charged with authenticity. In a 

legal sense, recording companies argued that the cassette solely gained value through its 

ability to exploit the industry’s original vinyl record and CD releases. Lobbyists claimed 

that loss in revenues would cause overall decline in new releases and musical innovation. 

These broad statements neglected the fact that, by 1980, emerging music styles like 

Thrash Metal, Hardcore Punk and Hip Hop substantially grew out of cassette and home-

recording communities (Drew, 2014, p. 261; P. Foster & Marshall, 2015; Harrison, 2006). 

The legal debates during the 1980s and 1990s demonstrate that cassette technology for 

the first time in history enabled consumers at a large scale to actively engage with 

recorded music and recording technology in creative ways. Recording mixtapes 

constituted the blueprint for digital practices of shuffled and playlist-based listening 

practices in the 21st century. Music albums still prevail to a certain extent, yet, re-

arranging their song order and mixing single tracks has become a common habit in 

contemporary music listening practices. Current music technologies have brought about 

a variety of novelties such as digital streaming, that made music more easily accessible 

than never before. In this context, the cassette’s significance has shifted as well. Chapter 

3 and 5 provide thorough discussions of the shifts in economic conditions that have 

changed the cassette’s material significance in the digital age. The following section will 
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trace the literature on the audiocassette to provide an overview of investigations that have 

analysed the cassette tape in the past. 

 

1.6 Tales of the Tape: Writing about Cassette Tapes 

 

Since its emergence, the audio cassette’s meaning and usage has changed extensively. 

From an easy-to-access medium for home recording to the technology that enabled the 

mobile consumption of recorded music, the cassette in the 21st century now exists in a 

digitally determined context. It has a large internet presence spread through stylized 

photographs on retail websites for Independent Music labels and music blogs (see 

"Norelco Mori ", 2018). At the same time, cassettes constitute an analogue alternative for 

music distribution and listening that enables face-to-face exchange of self-released 

recordings in local music scenes (see Curran, 2016, p. 42; Novak, 2013, p. 199). In order 

to sufficiently comprehend the technological and cultural factors that condition the 

current usage of cassettes it is necessary to trace the various contexts and practices that 

accompanied the format in previous decades. This assists in reconstructing and 

contrasting those cassette-related practices that have persisted throughout the years with 

the new ones that have appeared more recently.  

Early analysis of the cassette’s cultural impact occurred in the discipline of 

Ethnomusicology was primarily focused on numerous localities around Asia (Manuel, 

1991, 1993; Manuel & Randall, 1986; Rodgers, 1986; Sutton, 1985; Wong, 1989) and 

Egypt (El-Shawan & Branco, 1987). These endeavours have later been extended (see 

Greene, 1999; Manuel, 2012, 2014; Suryadi, 2003) with further publications investigating 

cassette culture in the Middle East (see Hirschkind, 2012; Miller, 2007, 2015), Africa 

(see Impey, 2013) and the Caribbean (see Richman & Rey, 2009). The cassette, as 

presented in this body of work, provides a sufficient background that contrasts the North 

American and European-centred practices like mix-taping and the Cassette Culture 

network that were mostly discussed in during that time. These investigations show how 

battery-powered cassette technology brought recorded music into rural areas without 

electricity, how low-cost cassette production allowed for the emergence of vibrant 

grassroots-based music economies and strengthened the cultural identities of local 

communities (Greene, 1999; Manuel, 1991, 1993; Manuel & Randall, 1986; Rodgers, 

1986; Sutton, 1985). Furthermore, more recent investigations of communities in Haiti and 
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South Sudan show how societies continue to rely on cassette technology for maintaining 

contact with oversea diasporas (Impey, 2013; Richman & Rey, 2009). These accounts are 

especially valuable as they provide a rich contextualisation and contrast for the 

contemporary use of cassettes in Independent Music and art scenes as well as the recent 

re-emergence of cassettes in the mainstream media of industrial nations.  

The documentation of cassette usage in these particular Independent Music scenes 

has produced a continuous stream of publications. American magazines such as 

Soundchoice, OP and Snipehunt show that the earliest accounts of this topic stem from 

the participants of those scenes themselves. Zines and written reviews of self-released 

cassettes played both a pivotal role in shaping local music scenes such as the Pacific 

Northwest as well as the emergence of the transnational cassette-culture network (see 

Drew, 2019; McConnell, 2006). A comprehensive text and material collection by former 

OP contributor and Olympia, WA-based writer Robin James (1992) called ‘Cassette 

Mythos’ gathers various accounts written by key figures of the cassette-culture network. 

Recent publications trace the roles that the cassette played for the emergence and 

maintenance of music genres and scenes like Hip Hop (P. Foster & Marshall, 2015; 

Harrison, 2006), Noise and Experimental Music (Bailey, 2012; Eley, 2011; Novak, 2006, 

2013), as well as Independent Rock and Pop music scenes (Busby, 2015; McConnell, 

2006). Looking at mass media coverage throughout the 2000s, the cassette appeared to 

be on the brink of extinction as several news outlets published farewell articles about the 

audio format (Bandcamp, 2013; Guy, 2007; Independent, 2007). In 2011 the Oxford 

English Dictionary went as far as dropping the word ‘cassette player’ from its concise 

edition (see Poulter, 2016).
5

 During this period, media research enthusiastically 

embraced emerging technologies like the MP3 format (McCourt, 2005) or the iPod (Bull, 

2005, 2006) as harbingers of music’s future consumption circuits. In the mid 2010s, 

however, various media outlets began to report on newly emerging cassette releases 

which they subsumed under the catchy phrase ‘comeback of the cassette’ (see Hyman, 

2016; Lynskey, 2010). Since then, researchers have been trying to make sense of the 

 
5 Interestingly, the Japanese textbook Genki that I use for my Japanese studies used a similar approach for 

their updated second edition. In the description on the publisher’s website, it says:  

‘GENKI has been thoroughly reviewed to eliminate outdated vocabulary and expressions, and replace them 

with alternatives that are frequently used in today’s Japan. This includes the dialogues, which now 

incorporate more contemporary expressions. Examples of changes include the elimination of テープ (tape), 

ビデオ (video), […] and the addition of CD, DVD, パソコン (PC), and メール (mail).’ (The New Genki, 

2018) [Translation by the author.]  
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cassette’s contemporary occurrence in mainstream media and Independent Music scenes 

(see Bohlman, 2017; Bohlman & McMurray, 2017; Curran, 2016; Demers, 2017; Düster, 

2017, 2020; Düster & Nowak, 2018; Eley, 2011; Staub, 2010; Udarchik, 2018). In 

accounts such as Demers (2017) interpretation of current cassette circuits as ‘creative 

anachronism’ or Eley’s (2011) analysis of cassette tapes in Scotland’s DIY music scenes, 

the cassette’s contemporary adoption is linked to its historic significance for grassroots-

based music distribution that developed during the 1980s and 1990s. The cassette appears 

now as a format that is charged with a retro-romantic ideal, a longing for a material and 

decelerated contact with music that determined everyday life in previous decades (see 

Reynolds, 2011). As the cassette in the 21st century is embedded into a multifaceted local, 

translocal and virtual context (see Bennett & Peterson, 2004), each of these determining 

factors needs to be taken into consideration.  

 

1.7 Cassettes in Ethnographic Studies: from South-East Asia through 

Africa to the Caribbean 

 

1.7.1 Cassettes Catalysing Local Industries and Mediating Local Culture: 

from Local Production to Trans-Local Distribution   

Practices gathering around the usage of cassettes exhibit strong ties to the music culture 

of a certain location. The ethnographic research on cassettes in Indonesia and India 

mirrors in this sense the diverse cultural and musical landscape of these nations. In regard 

to the use of cassettes and audio technology in general, both countries exhibited a range 

of similarities. In Indonesia, cassettes have been identified as a technological enablement 

that played an integral part in cultural communication and identity shaping processes in 

regard to a range of ethnic groups spread across the archipelago. Sutton (1985) shows the 

impact of cassette technology on traditional music in Java, while Suryadi (2003) focuses 

on the economic implications of music distribution through the dissemination of cassettes 

in West Sumatra. Both studies note that since its emergence in the 1970s, the 

decentralised cassette industry enforced a general separation between popular and 

traditional music as well as national state and local ethnic culture:  

Nowadays, […] "national cassettes" (kaset nasional) have become an icon of 

Indonesian national culture. National cassettes are acceptable among various 
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ethnic groups, acting as a bridge for people who come from different backgrounds 

in the framework of national awareness. On the other hand, commercial cassette 

studios serve to more thoroughly localize the representation of culture, effectively 

diverting attention from the state ideology of nationalism. The status of national 

cassettes is clearly different from that of so-called regional cassettes (kaset 

daerah). The latter are only more popular among each ethnic group (Suryadi, 

2003, p. 68). 

Much of what is available can be classified as “popular” music: pop Barat 

(Western pop) and pop Indonesia (Indonesian pop). Yet it is rare in a cassette 

store not to find a substantial section devoted to traditional musical and dramatic 

forms of the local population. […] The extensive offerings of traditional 

recordings, indicate clearly the continued popularity of traditional genres and, I 

would argue, help these genres find legitimacy in contemporary Indonesia (Sutton, 

1985, p. 23).  

Greene (1999) and Manuel (1991, 1993) stress the importance of mobile cassette 

playback devices in India. Similarly, Suryadi (2003) demonstrates the ways in which 

battery-powered cassette technology in Indonesia significantly enabled communities in 

rural areas without electricity to play audio recordings. This led to new forms of 

expressing local ethnic identity mediated through cassettes. One example of this is the 

creation of the domestic audio drama ‘drama Minang modern (modern Minangkabau 

drama) in Sumatra by the Minangkabau based theatre group ‘Balerong Group’ (Suryadi, 

2003, p. 61). This particular style, which reflects upon sociocultural aspects of the local 

Minangkabau society, did not exist in oral culture before; its rise in popularity was 

therefore related to the commercial distribution via cassette throughout Indonesia. As 

local ethnic culture was revitalized and represented on a national scale through the 

cassette, it exceeded the local boundaries that limited proliferation in the former culture 

of oral transmission. Suryadi writes: ‘This revitalization often involved the creation of 

new genres, predominantly by mixing pre-existing genres from both inside and outside 

the culture’ (2003, p. 61). Another audio drama form exemplifying this process is the 

Angkola family life drama. The Angkola community, located in North Sumatra, 

comprises one of the sub-ethnic groups of the Batak people who are manifoldly 

represented throughout Indonesia. Similar to the modern Minangkabau drama, the 

Angkola family life drama evolves around topics relevant for the contemporary Batak 

society. It incorporates themes such as:  
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Inheritance disputes; choice of marriage partners; the dilemmas and attractions of 

marrying non-Batak women; moving out of the rural ethnic homeland in Tapanuli 

but trying to maintain ties to village relatives and "stores of blessing and luck" 

located in ancestral houses and treasures; mother-son ties; clan loyalties; and 

hiring practices in family-run businesses (Rodgers, 1986, p. 25).  

As with the modern Minangkabau drama, the Batak family drama mixes pre-existing and 

new, as well as particular Indonesian and Western stylistic characteristics. Integrating 

different local dialects and traditional Indonesian song styles and instruments, jungle 

sound-effects such as animal calls and Western symphonic music, the cassettes 

constituted entertainment products created for both the consumption by local members of 

the involved communities but also external listeners from other parts of Indonesia (see 

Rodgers, 1986, p. 25). According to Susan Rodgers, the characteristic form of 

consumption exhibited by the cassette, featuring disembodied voices and re-

contextualised cultural symbols that can be paused and rewound, fractures the concrete 

setting of local communities into more universal themes that audiences throughout the 

Indonesian archipelago can identify with (Rodgers, 1986, p. 39). Eventually the 

introduction of the cassette in Indonesia as well as in India fostered new methods of 

cultural production and mediation embodied through the emergence of hybrid styles like 

the local audio dramas in Indonesia.   

In contrast, cassette technology also allowed for the rise of new ways of collective 

music production in North America and Europe. The dynamics in these areas show how 

locally confined actors in the cassette-culture network used the cassette to create 

collective compositions with partners in other cities or even countries that blurred the 

concept of artistic authorship. Incorporating four-track cassette recorders, contributors 

recorded on a single track and sent it to another person via mail. This process was repeated 

until the cassette was filled with recordings, creating a layered sound-collage of cross-

cultural origin. In special live events like Conrad Schnitzler’s cassette concert series, 

these cassettes would be mixed in real-time by a cassette DJ (see Montgomery, 1992; 

Novak, 2013, p. 207).
6
 As in Indonesia and India, the cassette was used in this context as 

a transmitter and communication tool for cultural meaning and creative expressions of 

 
6 Although using most likely self-recorded cassettes, a video recording of a young Alexander Hacke, back 

then performing under the moniker Alexander von Borsig at the 1982 Atonal Festival in Berlin may suffice 

as an example of how these performances might have looked like. Hacke came to fame for playing in the 

German Industrial band Einstürzende Neubauten (2016). 
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belonging. Ultimately, the shift from confined spaces of distribution for locally produced 

cassettes conveying cultural meaning to trans-local spaces created through the 

distribution and exchange of cassettes occurred in different spaces with differing 

economic and cultural preconditions. The relatively low cost for cassette production and 

consumption as well as its transportability eventually underpin in this sense Peter 

Manuel’s (1991, p. 191) and Suryadi’s (2003, p. 68) description of the cassette as a 

vehicle for democratic participation in the music-making process by allowing for locally 

based cottage industries that represented distinctive communal values. In the case of the 

glorification of widow burning or calls for the murder of Muslims (Manuel, 1991, p. 203; 

1993, p. 236; 2012, p. 225), these values can be of a highly problematical nature as well. 

Additionally, the cassette’s size allows the conveying of messages and information 

without being detected by international state security, military forces or totalitarian 

systems. Hirschkind (2012, p. 55 ff.) and Miller (2015) describe, for example, how the 

globally active terrorist organisation Al-Qaeda used cassettes to transnationally 

correspond and spread propaganda. These examples illustrate how the international 

introduction of the cassette led to the establishment of cassette-based production and 

distribution networks in a wide range of localities and contexts. Especially the distribution 

of politically and ethically problematic content via cassettes demonstrates that these 

networks developed autonomous dynamics spanning legal and illegal actions that in many 

cases could not be tracked down by either legislature, judicial or executive powers. 

Manuel illustrates these dynamics in the contrast between India and Indonesia:  

Although openly seditious, the tapes [in India] circulate beyond censorship of the 

state, whose repressive apparatus is incapable of enforcing minimal law and order, 

not to mention regulating the cassette industry. (One may note the contrast with 

Indonesia, where decades of military rule have created a police-state atmosphere 

in which any criticism of the government on cassettes is effectively prohibited) 

(Manuel, 1993, pp. 249-250).  

Another example of the intangible cultural and economic dynamics that the cassette 

introduced is the industry’s attendant phenomenon of music-piracy which evolved 

simultaneously with the establishment of local cassette producers in various nations 

throughout Asia, the Middle East and Africa. India hosted a vast number of pirate 

manufacturers, with pirated cassettes having accounted for an estimated 90% of all 

cassettes sales in India by 1985 (see Manuel, 1991, p. 193). Manufacturers in Thailand, 
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although the music industry at that time was centralized around approximately ten large 

companies, relied on a loose legal system to import pirated cassettes of western Pop 

Music (Wong, 1989, p. 78). Suryadi writes about pirated cassettes livening up the 

Indonesian music industry that widely consisted of small producers with little capital 

(Suryadi, 2003, p. 68). Unfortunately, Suryadi did not provide a further explanation on 

how piracy positively affected local cassette production. Some explanation for this 

phenomenon is provided by Peter Manuel and Randall Baier, who state that in regard to 

the grassroot structure of the Indonesian cassette industry the financial barrier for starting 

a cassette production company was even lower when relying on unofficial material:   

The capital investment required to start and operate a backyard cassette industry 

may be relatively small. In the case of a bootleg cassette industry selling dubs for 

one-half to two-thirds the price of the originals, the capital investment – both on 

the part of the consumer and the producer – is even smaller (Manuel & Randall, 

1986, pp. 99-100).   

The case of the cassette industry in Egypt as analysed by El-Shawan and Branco (1987), 

provides an indication of how local producers benefited from the production of pirated 

material as well. In Egypt, the introduction of the cassette in the 1970s resulted in the 

establishment of hundreds of private cassette manufacturers that amounted to about 400 

corporations in 1984 (El-Shawan & Branco, 1987, pp. 32, 36). Here, the music industry 

split into a majority of locally based private producers and a minority of large-scale major 

producers, such as the state-owned organisation Sono based in Cairo. Besides these 

official contributors, manufacturers working in the accompanying pirating economy 

supplied their copies from both of the aforementioned parties. Large cassette producers 

in Egypt were able to carry out all of the steps of the production process, sometimes 

offering services like dubbing to smaller companies (see also Manuel, 1993, pp. 74-75). 

This provides a suggestion regarding how manufacturers in Egypt, Indonesia, India or 

Thailand could have been profiting from producing and dubbing pirated and unofficial 

material in their companies, even though these dynamics also indicate that it was 

impossible to draw a definite demarcation line between official and pirating producers. 

The economic structure of the music industry in many developing countries remained 

obscure, thus frustrating a comprehensive analysis. The fluent boundary between legal 

and illegal practices of cassette producers in India for example was corroborated by Peter 

Manuel:  
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An initial problem is the existence of a vast pirate or "unorganized" sector of the 

music industry, which naturally defies being measured and studied statistically, 

especially on macro levels. Secondly, members of the electronics and music 

industries often have strong incentives to conceal or misreport aspects of their 

operations. Small and large companies may hide aspects of their business which 

involve the use of illegally obtained components, whether they be smuggled from 

abroad or indigenously manufactured by unlicensed companies. […] Thus, the 

sale of prerecorded cassettes in the early 1980s was several times larger than the 

sum of cassettes officially produced or imported into India, implying a vast usage 

of unreported production and smuggling (Nair 1986:52). […] The absence of 

reliable statistics […] impedes various aspects of a holistic study of the cassette 

industry, but also constitutes, in its own way, a distinctive feature of the Indian 

music scene (1993, pp. 64-65).  

Notwithstanding the unclear dynamics within production companies, El Shawan and 

Branco shed some light on the composition, formatting and design of cassette releases in 

Egypt. Here, the production managers of larger cassette producing plants appeared in the 

most powerful position in relation to the decision making for the production of cassette 

releases. Sometimes cassette plant managers even intervened in the structure of the music 

during recording sessions by changing certain arrangements and sections to fit them into 

a marketable cassette product (El-Shawan & Branco, 1987, pp. 36-38). Incorporating a 

repertoire of nation-wide popular performers as well as artists that sported supporters in 

their local communities, the commercial success of cassette releases was the primary goal 

in Egypt (El-Shawan & Branco, 1987, p. 39). According to Deborah Wong’s (1989) study 

of Thai popular and traditional music cassettes, producers in Thailand pursued the same 

goal. She points out that the legal structure of Thai cassette industry drastically 

disadvantaged performers of traditional music. Wong’s approach is based on the analysis 

of the visual design and appearance of Thai cassette cover artworks. In many cases, the 

performers of the recorded music are neither shown on the front cover nor mentioned in 

the liner notes or recorded pieces. Instead, the cassettes mostly feature covers designed 

with the optimum commercial appeal, notably featuring cover artwork with young female 

models and catchy album titles (see Wong, 1989, p. 91). Peter Manuel and Baier Randall 

identified a similar structure in the design of covers for the Indonesian popular music 

genre Jaipongan. Here the names of the performing musicians follow a hierarchy naming 

the singer usually above the accompanying musicians. The cover artwork features 
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alluring colour photos of the often-female singer, for example, in distinct dance poses and 

thus giving her the most prominent role in final design of the product (see Manuel & 

Randall, 1986, p. 93). Taking the intervention into the musical recording process by 

production managers in Egypt and the pragmatic commodification of traditional music 

cassette releases in Thailand and Indonesia as examples, the cassette has not only affected 

the spread and cultural value of popular music but also that of traditional music in many 

countries. As for the cassette industry in Indonesia, cassette recording – and playback 

technology – has affected the cultural value of Javanese Gamelan.  

Roger Sutton’s (1985) project on commercial cassette recordings of traditional 

music in Java describes how cassettes enabled repeated listening and analytical isolation 

of certain musical passages through re-winding and rerecording of particular figures and 

melodies. Cassettes thus became an effective tool in the passing down of and training in 

traditional music, with the broader part of the Javanese recipients sharing the opinion that 

the availability of cassette recordings raised the overall standard of musical performance 

(see Sutton, 1985, p. 25). Easily obtainable and accessible cassette recordings throughout 

Indonesia, Thailand and India nonetheless entailed a decreasing need for actual musicians 

as performances in rituals and festive occasions were replaced by the playback of 

cassettes (see Greene, 1999, p. 460; Manuel, 1991, p. 203; Sutton, 1985, p. 27; Wong, 

1989, p. 96). As for Indonesian popular music, Manuel and Randall describe how cassette 

playback was used rather than live performed music in lessons teaching dance styles that 

correspond to the Jaipongan genre (Manuel & Randall, 1986, p. 100). The cassette as a 

practical and widely distributed mass media format thus exhibited a discriminating 

influence on certain forms of live music as well. Affordability and access were important 

factors in this context. Enabled by the technical affordance of devices like the boombox, 

cassettes allowed for spontaneous playback in public and social settings. It therefore 

stands to reason that people in low-income communities preferred the playback of 

cassettes over live performance that usually implied hiring of expensive professional 

musicians.  

The international introduction of the cassette in the late 1960s and early 1970s (see 

Manuel, 1991, p. 190; Manuel & Randall, 1986, p. 99; Suryadi, 2003, p. 51; Wong, 1989, 

p. 78), decentralized various music economies in developing as well as industrial nations, 

by allowing people in rural environments to start producing and distributing music for an 

initially local audience. From these early stages onwards, the cassette enabled the rise of 

grassroots-based music economies in nations like India and Indonesia and the rise of 
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Independent Music scenes in Europe and North America in the 1980s and 1990s (see 

Manuel, 1991; Manuel, 1993, pp. XIV, 158; McConnell, 2006; Novak, 2013; Rodgers, 

1986; Suryadi, 2003; Sutton, 1985). Manuel shows that although cassettes found their 

way into the houses of urban upper-class citizens in North India, their strongest 

distribution was to be found in rural local communities. Due to their high prices, 

technologies such as vinyl records, CDs and their playback devices remained limited to 

the wealthy parts of Indian society. Most villagers – who in the early 1970s constituted 

80 percent of the Indian population – have had little exposure to vinyl records besides the 

visits by itinerant entrepreneurs who made a living touring through the countryside and 

playing records on their portable players for money. The exposure to the format became 

even more drastically reduced as 78 rpm records were replaced by 45 and 33 rpm records 

and record players that required electricity replaced spring powered models (Manuel, 

1993, pp. 38, 88). Lastly, styles heavily diffused on the cassette format, such as Punjabi 

truck drivers’ songs, were often seen as vulgar and too sexualised by upper class urban 

citizens (Manuel, 1993, pp. 158-159). Nonetheless, the cassette gave Indian folk music 

styles a platform that had been overlooked by the former influential record companies 

such as the Gramophone Company of India and EMI in the decades from 1902 until the 

introduction of the cassette tape in the Indian market in the late 1970s (see Manuel, 1993, 

pp. 37-39, 60, 64). It is therefore pertinent to ask what technologies superseded the 

cassette after its heydays in the 1980s and early 1990s and whether these later 

technologies brought further implications for music production, dissemination and 

consumption in the established grassroots music industry.  

Manuel’s work on the regional popular music industry in North India is informative 

in this sense considering that he has extensively written about the transformation of the 

cassette industry (Manuel, 1991) to the Video-CD industry (Manuel, 2012), and about its 

culmination in the contemporary digital dissemination practices of Indian popular music 

based on the MP3 format (Manuel, 2014). According to media outlets and academic 

publications, it is difficult to judge the extent to which cassettes continue to present a 

frequently used option for everyday music consumption in the 21st century in developing 

nations (see Impey, 2013, p. 208; Pereira, 2017; Smith, 2011). Manuel, however, draws 

a concrete boundary between the present and the past stating that the advent of digital 

technologies in North India has made the previous period focused on cassettes seem like 

an ephemeral moment that is now primarily of antiquarian interest (Manuel, 2014, p. 389). 

The former ‘cassette revolution’ that enriched Indian popular music by generating 
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hundreds of grassroots produced cassette releases encompassing regional languages, 

topics and musical styles aimed at emerging niche markets (see Manuel, 2012, p. 224), 

was superseded by widely spreading MP3-CD and VCD technology in the early 2000s 

(Manuel, 2012, p. 226). The latter shift from ‘cassette culture’ to ‘VCD culture’ is 

especially interesting, as it implies the transition from merely audio-based to visual-

audio-based music consumption through videos. This condition amplified a new sector in 

the music industry that incorporated the shooting of music videos into the production 

process of VCDs. On the one hand, the material costs for production were even lower 

than for cassette duplication. On the other, playback devices like battery-based boom 

boxes and TVs still allowed for consumption in rural areas without electricity. As a result, 

MP3 and VCD discs reinforced and enhanced the decentralised democratic production 

structures of regional cottage industries introduced by cassettes (see Manuel, 2012, p. 

227; 2014, p. 392). After the following switch to DVD technology, however, this dynamic 

was dissolved by the consumers’ ability to bypass official music producers altogether 

through illegal downloading from 2002 onwards (see Manuel, 2014, p. 393). 

Consequently, retailers were either forced to shut down or switch to the sale of digital 

music and data services for mobile phones, which eventually surpassed the revenue 

through DVD and CD sales in 2011 (Manuel, 2014, p. 393). This marked a fundamental 

change in playback technology as well, as mobile phones became the primary device for 

music and video consumption. Phones sold with flash cards or USB pen drives that store 

thousands of MP3 have widely replaced the former manifold selection of locally produced 

cassettes, CDs and DVDs. The video sharing platforms YouTube and Vimeo have become 

the central sources for Indian music videos on the internet (Manuel, 2014, pp. 396-397). 

For Manuel, the declining music production and diversity in the digital age allow the 

cassette and VCD era to stand out as highly productive and creative. Within these periods, 

communities were enabled for the first time, and without having to rely on major record 

companies, to express forms of cultural identity through audio recordings (see Manuel, 

2014, p. 410). In the Middle East, these expressions of communal identity were embedded 

into critical discourses on local and national political and religious matters. In Africa and 

the Caribbean, cassettes connected communities with their diasporas to express longing 

or religious goodwill, thus giving the cassette another facet of cultural and practical 

significance.  
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1.7.2 Cassette Poetry and Audio Letters of Longing: Negotiating Identity and 

Circulating Political and Religious Discourse through Audio Tape  

The distribution of culturally and socially relevant content through cassettes is not limited 

to recordings of music. Especially in the Middle East the cassette became a central tool 

for the circulation of information in political and religious discourses. Poetry and sermons 

as well as political speeches mediated through cassettes display multifaceted but strong 

ties to the Islamic revival in the Middle East that emerged from the end of the 1960s 

onwards (see Hirschkind, 2012, pp. 55-58). A prominent case of cassette usage in a 

politically charged context took place during the 1978 Iranian revolution in which 

subversive messages on cassette were massively distributed in the country (see Manuel, 

1993, pp. 34-35). El-Shawan and Branco (1987) account for the ways by which religious 

and political factors play into the manufacture of cassettes can be seen in the examination 

of the cassette economy in Egypt. The systematic censorship of recorded text, titles, cover 

artwork and photos according to state and religious standards shows that cassette 

production in Egypt was deeply embedded in religious and political regulatory systems 

(El-Shawan & Branco, 1987, p. 40). Comparing these dynamics with what Charles 

Hirschkind (2012) described 25 years later; the relevance of the cassette in Egypt did not 

decline, although its cultural and social surroundings have changed. As the Egyptian 

revolution of 2011 has shown, the Internet and especially social media platforms like 

Facebook have become integral factors for the political life in the Middle East (see Hatem, 

2011; Shapiro, 2009). Hirschkind’s analysis puts religious sermons disseminated through 

cassettes into the focus of his research. According to him, the meaning of the cassette in 

21st century Egypt is characterized by the notion of collective responsibility that is not 

centred on politicians, religious scholars or militants but the ordinary Muslim. Egypt is 

linked in this sense to local poetry disseminated through cassettes in Yemen as examined 

by Flagg Miller (2007). During the time of aftershocks from politically motivated violent 

clashes within the country, Miller describes how the playback of cassettes containing 

poems dealing with political topics became community events. The affordable means of 

production and spread of local Yemenite poetry and music reflect the cassette’s ability to 

bridge factors such as regional and temporal separation: 

Cassette lyrics are often quickly incorporated into group and social activities, 

despite having been recorded in other times and places. Even as a cassette tape is 

rolling, participants regularly comment on lyrics, explode in laughter, or even 
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pre-empt cassette singers’ end-strophe rhyme words. After recording machines 

are turned off, listeners often discuss the significance of poems in great detail 

(Miller, 2007, pp. 90-91).   

This type of reception which treated folk-poetry cassettes as an ‘authoritative’ 

(Miller, 2007, p. 91) source of information displays similarity to the way Hirschkind 

describes the value of cassettes for political discourses in Egypt. He adduces the example 

of two university students to illustrate the relevance of the cassette sermon: ‘For both […] 

cassette sermons were at once entertaining, politically informative, educational, and 

ethically nourishing, a media form consonant with the challenge of living as a Muslim in 

today’s world’ (Hirschkind, 2012, p. 59).  Being embedded in political, spiritual, and 

ethical discourses, the fact that cassettes foster trans-local solidarities offers the 

opportunity to strengthen the identity and autonomy of local communities on one side, 

but also to give rise to nationalist ideologies on the other (see Miller, 2007, pp. 96, 256-

266). Manuel describes the negative impacts of the diversification of media as the 

fragmentation into irreconcilable and antagonistic interest groups (Manuel, 1993, p. 248). 

Indeed, in India the cassette has also proven to be an effective transmitter for various 

political groups like Sikh separatists, women’s liberation groups and leftist organisations 

that used the format to educate, spread information or to deliver instructions (Manuel, 

1993, pp. 236-256). Listening to political messages instead of being limited to reading 

them brought new possibilities for political formation in an environment, such as the 

Indian countryside, where illiteracy prevails. On top of this, cassettes not only enabled 

national communication between political, religious or cultural peer-groups through 

audio recording, but also on a transnational scale between communities and their 

diasporas. 

Angela Impey (2013) examines how Dinka communities use cassette technology to 

stay in contact with emigrants after the civil war in South Sudan. These cassettes, 

specifically composed as ‘audio-letters’, feature original recordings by clan members, 

and include spoken messages and songs conveying news and expressions of longing 

addressed to the relatives overseas (see Impey, 2013, p. 202). The factors that led to 

cassettes being the favoured medium for communication are especially interesting, as 

they apparently run contrary to the increasing access to the internet and skills in using 

digital technologies in African and diaspora communities (Impey, 2013, p. 206). 

Common reasons for this preference include the affordability, portability and durability 
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of the cassette, especially its resistance to dust and heat and its overall durability when 

compared to digital technology. Setting these characteristics aside, Impey argues that 

cassettes gain special value through their ability to materialize time, space and 

relationships. She understands them as ‘affiliative objects’ (Impey, 2013, p. 206) that 

appear as tangible results of the purposeful act of keeping in contact. This argument is 

striking, as it implies that the social and emotional meaning attached to the materiality of 

the cassette in 21st century Africa transcends the format’s timely technological 

practicability (see Impey, 2013, p. 206). As physical objects, cassettes provide a personal 

familiarity for example, through handwritten track lists and annotations that can’t be 

replaced by digital counterparts: 

Sending a song as a “bloodless” MP3 file over the internet lacks the symbolic 

value and physical presence of a cassette tape, which can be stored in a collection, 

as one would a box of letters or postcards, and proudly produced as a bag of 

memorabilia that tells the stories of your life and relationships (Impey, 2013, pp. 

206-207). 

This aspect suggests an important factor that permeates cassette related practices in 

various nations in the 21st century. The decelerated contact with music by exchanging a 

crafted physical object is described by various members of Independent Music scenes 

(see Curran, 2016; Udarchik, 2018). It remains debatable in this context whether the use 

of cassettes in the digitally coined consumption environment of industrial nations 

contains a prevailing political dimension or not. This question will be examined in further 

detail in the following chapters of the thesis. The case of South Sudan, however, 

exemplifies that cassette usage in the 21st century still contains a multifaceted but clearly 

identifiable political dimension: Dinka communities using cassettes to perpetuate the 

bonding with diaspora members actively work against the socially demoralizing 

consequences of the prevailing civil war. Through the use of cassettes these communities 

counteract a state of war by actively connecting separated communities. The need to 

deliver authentic representations of the everyday life in South Sudan and overseas is 

essential. The cassette proved to be the medium that can sufficiently satisfy this need as 

Impey, in reference to Campbell (2012), describes how the idiosyncratic technological 

flaws of amateur recordings on cassette, notably unintended background sounds of 

passing traffic, animals or conversations act as immediate and intimate representations of 

everyday life: ‘Far from ephemeral, therefore, cassette tapes provide temporary 
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“presences” and a sense of grounded materiality that bridge the geographic, temporal, and 

affective distances that divided their creators and listeners’ (Campbell, 2012 cited in 

Impey, 2013, p. 206). As the postal system in South Sudan is not fully operative, the 

exchange of cassettes relies on hand-to-hand distribution. In conclusion, the cassette’s 

materiality and the meaningful transnational connections that are required for its 

exchange reinforce social bonding of communities that find themselves confronted with 

the problems of geographical separation and political instability. Phenomena similar to 

this can be found throughout the African continent showing that the cassette persists here 

as a cultural and socially meaningful audio technology in the 21st century (see Impey, 

2013, p. 207).  

Similar to the Dinka communities of South Sudan, cassettes in the Caribbean are 

used to connect families and communities separated between Haiti and Florida. The 

shared content, however, is different. Cassettes circulating between Haiti and Florida 

contain various kinds of liturgic recordings helping voodoo and Christian-catholic 

congregations to address each other. Worshippers in Haiti and Florida exchange blessings 

and healing rituals recorded on cassette (see Richman & Rey, 2009, pp. 150, 162). 

Richman and Rey state that, similar to the dynamics in Africa (Impey, 2013) and the 

Middle East (Hirschkind, 2012; Miller, 2007), the cassette recorder remains the most 

effective tool for establishing and maintaining transnational religious communities 

(Richman & Rey, 2009, p. 151). The use of cassettes for this purpose began with large 

numbers of Haitians fleeing from the Duvalier regime to the USA in the early 1980s 

where they were introduced to Boombox and Walkman devices. In the years that followed, 

the tape-based correspondence networks became so well established that recording a 

cassette became synonymous with writing a letter. As with South Sudan and its diaspora 

communities, cassette recording and listening sessions in Haiti and the USA developed 

into community events functioning as spaces for extending and maintaining shared 

culture expressed through proverbs, stories, songs and dance. The cassettes used for these 

communication practices were later widely replaced with mobile phones. Considering the 

recordings of rituals, even though the content has shifted from politically charged 

sermons criticizing the Duvalier regime to demanding prayers, cassettes prevail as the 

main communication format (see Richman & Rey, 2009, p. 152).  

The various characteristics of these ethnographic studies reveal the impact of 

cassette technology over the past 50 years. As the format leads to the establishment of 

manifold cottage industries producing music releases that represent local styles 
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throughout Africa, the Middle East and the Asian continent, cassettes appear as the initial 

technology that enabled the emergence of grassroots-based music distribution on a global 

level. Cassettes still prevail as audio letters between communities that are physically 

separated and bound by political instability. The cassette, besides the growing importance 

of social media, functions as a distribution method for various kinds of political and 

religious content throughout Asia, Africa and the Middle East. Especially in Muslim 

societies the cassette remains a transmitter of local and national political and religious 

discourses. In consequence, the technological disposition of the cassette that enables 

multifaceted usages such as recording, re-recording and playback turns out to be an 

integral part of the format’s persistence into the 21st century. In industrial nations, the 

cassette perseveres due to yet another group of practices that stands in close relation to 

digital methods of music consumption. As analogue music formats such as cassette tapes 

and vinyl records are no longer a technological necessity, their significance has been 

transformed and recontextualised. Nevertheless, the cassette occurs in altering 

manifestations in transnational music scenes.   

 

1.8 The Cassette ‘back then’ and ‘now’  

 

1.8.1 Cassette Culture, Bootlegging and Mixtapes 

Even though the dissemination of home-recording technology during the first half of the 

1980s contains the potential for the duplication of copyright material on a global scale, 

legal consequences appear merely in some nations. These discourses, that in the USA and 

UK reached an extensive scale with the start of the ‘home taping is killing music’ 

campaign, were examined in recent years by Marshall (2003) and Drew (2014). 

Marshall’s definitions of phenomena such as bootlegs, piracy and tape trading supply 

useful introductions to the topic. ‘Bootlegging’, meaning the production and sale of 

records containing previously unreleased live-recordings and studio material, is to be seen 

as commercial enterprise different from music piracy, that solely distributes unauthorized 

copies of already existent and circulated recordings. Tape trading, on the contrary, is 

described as a non-commercial activity of fan communities that gather around bands such 

as the Grateful Dead, which permits their audience to record performances and share the 

recordings under the condition that trading remains non-profit (see Marshall, 2003, p. 58). 

The recording industry receives these practices with ambivalent reactions involving 
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varying legal consequences. Marshall argues that bootleggers and tape traders 

ideologically support the music industry in the end, as they share music based on the 

notion of recorded music having its own value in artists’ works. Even though fan 

communities’ practices generally underpin the value creation processes of music 

commodities, the autonomy of their self-governed sharing networks challenges the 

industry’s general control over sound carrier dissemination. Remarkably enough the 

trading is seen as social exchange by the participants rather than political resistance 

against capitalist structures within the communities (see Marshall, 2003, pp. 57, 64). 

Nonetheless, transnational music industries treat home-recording technology as a 

constant threat to professional music production and sales. It is necessary to define two 

terms in this context that occur throughout the literature on historical and contemporary 

aspects of cassette usage.  

Cassette Culture describes historical international social networks that spanned 

Europe, America, Australasia, and Japan. Within these networks, artists exchanged their 

self-produced music on cassette during a distinctive period between the late 1970s and 

mid 1990s (see Novak, 2013, p. 204). In this sense, Cassette Culture’s projects, 

correspondences and collaborations were strongly structuralised by the cassette’s 

materiality: the cassette’s re-recordability in combination with the four track’s 

enablement of recording four distinct channels at once paved the way for individually and 

domestically produced music. The cassette’s small size and compatibility with playback 

devices around the world, two factors that helped tremendously when shipping cassette 

tapes internationally, then allowed for the relatively easy and quick transnational sharing 

of music recordings. The music industry’s copyright legislations function on the 

professionally motivated premise that art needs financial stimuli to function. Within the 

circuits of transnational cassette culture, however, artists were sharing their music for free 

or with little money involved, a factum that rendered the monetary strategy presumptions 

of the recording industry unimportant. As the industry’s legal system is designed to deal 

with people that infringe copyright but not with artists and consumers that refuse to 

participate in the system altogether, Cassette Culture posed a serious challenge to the 

industry’s legislations (see Drew, 2014, p. 262).  

Home taping as well as mix taping is the practice of re-arranging and dubbing pre-

existing and thus usually copyrighted music onto cassette. With the cassette being an 

audio format that allows for creative engagement of collaging sounds from various 

sources, ‘selection taping’ is cited as one of the main motives of home tapers (see Drew, 
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2014). In surveys conducted by the Warner Music Group, people who identified 

themselves as selection tapers outnumbered people who simply tape albums from 

beginning to end. These dissecting practices put the industry into a conflicting position 

as it worked in the preceding decades to establish the coherent album as its main revenue 

source. Underpinned by the successive mode of listening when playing vinyl records, the 

cultural significance of the album was shaped as the artist’s coherent work that followed 

a stringent narrative or concept. Consuming an album from beginning to end came to be 

equated with acknowledging the artist’s vision. As fans broke these sacrosanct orders 

open, they moved away from a merely receptive, that is, passive stance to an active 

engagement with the music. From the industry’s point of view, this step that not only 

violated financial copyright aspects but also undermined the cultural compositional 

aspects of the album format. Drew (2014), referencing a small-scale interview series that 

consulted mix tapers and was published in Rolling Stone in 1980, puts the social and 

creative virtues of mix taping into perspective. Practices like thematically sequencing 

music and decorating tape covers show that consumers used the cassette’s technology in 

order to channel the industry’s music as an expression of personal individuality and 

affection for affiliated people. The industry, nonetheless, did not acknowledge the 

communicative potential in these dynamics of gift-giving but focussed on the fact that the 

sources were illicitly obtained (see Drew, 2014, pp. 264-265).  

Following the dynamics in later years the industry’s hostile position towards tapes 

reoccurred in the trials evolving around the introduction of internet peer-to-peer sharing 

platforms like Napster in the early 2000s. Yet, as Apple managed to sign all major music 

labels into their iTunes project, the basis for contemporary digitally based music 

distribution patterns was set. Thus, through enabling consumers to purchase single tracks 

in iTunes, the prevalence of the album was further relativised, (see Drew, 2014, p. 267), 

a dynamic that further intensified with the introduction of streaming services and the 

malleable playlist (see Hagen, 2015; Kjus, 2016; J. W. Morris & Powers, 2015; Prey, 

2018; Skågeby, 2011). Interestingly, the developments towards mainly digitally based 

forms of music consumption, especially through smartphones, reconceptualise the 

consumption patterns of physical formats like the cassette tape. Once, enabled through 

the Walkman, cassette tapes functioned as the mobile music device per se. In the present, 

they are stylized for domestic consumption in a fashion reminiscent of the vinyl record; 

for example, through the incorporation of delicate conceptual packaging that emphasizes 

the materiality of the cassette (see Busby, 2015; "Neogolist Productions," 2018; "Norelco 
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Mori ", 2018; Staub, 2010). Considering the online playlist as a successor of the mixtape, 

Drew argues that the coalescence of creator, beneficiary and shared music into the 

physical artefact of the cassette is a phenomenon that contemporary algorithms arguably 

try to recreate (Drew, 2016, p. 146). Nevertheless, as 1980s and 1990s Cassette Culture 

benefited from the introduction of the four-track recorder, contemporary home production 

and distribution heavily relies on computer technology and online network resources. 

This leads Wikström to speculate that almost all music content in the future will be user 

generated, rendering traditional labels redundant (Wikström, 2009, p. 159).  

 

1.8.2 Cassettes in Current DIY Music Scenes 

Taking a look at the contemporary Independent Music landscape, however, things look 

different from Wikström’s prediction. Considering the vast number of music releases that 

disseminate through platforms like Bandcamp, labels function as gatekeepers. Their 

curational concept stands in this sense in close relation to the formats they release; music 

on cassettes as opposed to vinyl records or CDs represent certain genres such as Noise, 

Hip Hop or Hardcore Punk, aesthetics like lofi, or atmospheres (see Bartmanski & 

Woodward, 2020; Harrison, 2006, 2018). In some cases, consumers buy releases from a 

label entirely based on the trust in the selective expertise of the label operators, for 

example by finding the label’s logo on the packaging of an unknown record (see Hutchins, 

2015). Staub (2010) verifies:  

Over time, labels often develop a personal brand that engages both the sonic and 

visual aspects of their work. As a result, individual consumers who begin to 

readily identify with a certain label’s aesthetic become repeat customers. The 

preservation of a roster of repeat customers plays a large role in keeping tape 

labels from folding under financial strains, and these repeat customers 

unconsciously form a community around the appreciation of a label’s individual 

style (Staub, 2010, p. 63). 

Indeed, a row of academic investigations on cassettes in the context of contemporary DIY 

music focus on the role of Independent Music labels (see Bailey, 2012; Curran, 2016; 

Demers, 2017; Düster, 2020; Düster & Nowak, 2018; Eley, 2011; Novak, 2013; Staub, 

2010; Wilpert, 2010). Especially noteworthy is Busby’s (2015) critical survey of 

creatively packaged cassette releases for the purpose of storing, maintaining and 

displaying in archives and exhibitions. In various of the aforementioned investigations, 
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the cassette’s material idiosyncrasies, especially as relying on material audio formats for 

general music consumption is not a necessity anymore, are revalued and symbolically 

charged. The flaws of the cassette are in this sense reattributed to the dedication that 

individuals invest in the music and social circles of the scenes: 

the cassette’s post- millennial marriage to the digital download code […] resulted 

in not just a reemergence, but in fact a re-valuing of the cassette – a redefining of 

what it is, what it represents, and the practices that surround it – transforming it 

from a primarily pragmatic thing into one which is predominantly symbolic, and 

recreating it as a hybrid artefact – one which is at once analogue and digital, at 

once physical and intangible (Taylor, 2014, p. 1). 

Staub’s (2010) bachelor thesis on the ‘cassette underground’ gives valuable insights into 

the socio-cultural structures of North American DIY music scenes before the rise of the 

currently influential platforms Bandcamp and Instagram. In this context Toal (2007) also 

provides in this context an insightful analysis of the representation of people’s cassette 

storing, handling and discarding practices as documented on the photo sharing platform 

Flickr in the early to mid-2000s. Staub demonstrates that North American-based cassette 

labels and artists in the late 2000s and early 2010s were using nowadays largely outdated 

social media platforms such as Myspace and Last.fm for their communication and 

advertisement needs (see Staub, 2010, p. 79). Staub provides a basic distinction between 

local and virtual music scenes based on the use of cassette tapes (see Bennett & Peterson, 

2004):  

Fans of underground cassette music now have greater access to these 

communities, organized by artist, label, or Myspace and Last.fm genre 

specifications, than ever before. The anonymity granted by the internet removes 

the need for social posturing and ladder climbing that tend to become a part of 

hierarchical local scenes, but it also removes the highly personal face-to-face 

aspect of participating in one (Staub, 2010, pp. 79-80). 

Indeed, several authors locate the crucial point as to why cassettes are prevailing in the 

circumstance that the fixation of communication and music consumption processes in the 

online sphere have generated a need for physical and personal face-to-face interaction 

between members of music scenes. Staub acknowledges here the inherent tendency of 

online oversaturation that may pose detrimental consequences to the social cohesion in 

music scenes as consumers are faced with overwhelming quantities of available music: 
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‘In this regard, the exclusive bond formed among participants in earlier underground 

cultures does force individuals to make a commitment to the appreciation and 

development of a scene.’ (Staub, 2010, p. 80) It is this particular commitment to the face-

to-face and physical relationships between the members of music scenes that materialises 

through the use and circulation of cassette tapes. Novak (2013) provides several inciting 

analytical starting points for this explanation in his depiction of the cassette trading 

circuits in North American Noise scenes. One of Novak’s informants frames the cassette 

as an ‘artistic calling-card’ (see Novak, 2013, p. 223) that enables an instantaneous and 

materially more meaningful connection than the sharing of a download code or URL:  

After attending a number of live shows and slowly amassing a collection of tapes 

given by potential friends and collaborators, an uninitiated new listener must find 

a way to listen. Tape decks equip the listener to access the hard-to-get sounds of 

the cassette culture. But they also allow their owners the possibility of further 

participation by recording their own tapes to trade with others (Novak, 2013, p. 

223). 

In the second half of the 2010s, however, especially as numerous cassette labels and 

artists have moved on to using cassette tapes equipped with download codes in addition 

to primarily online forms of streaming and downloadable music on Bandcamp, the 

meaning of access to music yet has changed from ‘hard-to-get’ to ubiquitous access and 

effervescing of information. Novak’s analysis, although providing necessary valuable 

insights, shows signs of age in this regard (see Novak, 2006). Another early investigation 

of contemporary dynamics in cassette usage was conducted by Eley (2011), who puts a 

particular focus on the potentially subversive characters of cassette-based music 

consumption. According to his interpretation, the use of cassette tapes by newer 

generations of music listeners in industrial countries is to be seen as an intentional attempt 

in subverting the narrative of Western superiority by employing a ‘simpler’ technology 

framed as common to Eastern nations:  

we should acknowledge that [the] […] return to “primitive” technologies like the 

cassette tape forges-perhaps briefly, perhaps only symbolically-connections 

between the West and its so-called “enemies,” rather than bolstering a separation 

between the two […] Today's cassette culture, by eschewing contemporary media 

forms for more esoteric ones, is building on the older cassette culture tradition of 

rejecting dominant industry formats (Eley, 2011, p. 47).  
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Eley’s narrative, however, is less effective in demonstrating out to show how the 

cassette’s current ‘symbolic’ significance as a subversive tool is interrelated with digital 

economies and distribution methods of music:  

this turn away from modernity is ultimately a rejection of “mass digitization and 

the loss of the physical format” (quoted in Hogan). As straightforward as this 

rejection might seem, it is not until contemporary consumers actually begin 

looking for cassettes that the extent of their subversiveness becomes clear: they 

are nearly impossible to obtain (Eley, 2011, p. 50).   

With the advent and growing influence of music distribution platforms such as Discogs 

and Bandcamp, which during the time of Eley’s chapter were still in their initial phase, 

much has changed in regard to the accessibility of cassette tapes and their seemingly 

subversive character. Labels and artists that use the cassette as an intentional tool for anti-

promotion through only releasing an extremely limited number of cassettes certainly 

prevailed within the past ten years since Eley’s chapter was published. Also, fetishization 

of special-edition music releases on limited runs of coloured vinyl or cassettes has peaked 

within the past decade as collectors are extensively propelled by the digital and mostly 

visual representation of material music releases on the internet. Cassette distribution, 

consumption and collecting have in this sense grown to become digitally coined. The 

niche practice of distributing music only on cassette has been challenged as numerous 

releases of currently active artists are primarily distributed in digital form through 

streaming services. For the cassette, this meant a shift from pragmatic to more symbolic 

connotations (see Taylor, 2014). 

Udarchik’s (2018) thorough investigation of the Toronto Heavy Metal Music scene 

illuminates in this regard the social and cultural dynamics that form the cassette as a token 

for the ‘commitment’ to the scene. In her narrative the fleeting online interactions with 

music created a ‘tangibility gap, a gap between the sound image and the playback device 

created by a lack of a physically perceivable music medium. The music storage medium 

is rendered invisible to the user and thus dissolves any material relationship he or she can 

have with it.’ (Udarchik, 2018, p. 43 original italics). In order to close the ‘tangibility 

gap’, a reinterpretation of the cassette has taken place within DIY music scenes and the 

cassette’s meaning moved from a technical necessity for grassroots-based music 

production and dissemination to a symbol for dedication to a particular style of music and 

social circle: 
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The re-commodification of cassettes in Toronto NWOTHM [New Wave of 

Toronto Heavy Metal] means newly acquired roles for the medium. Whereas in 

the 1980s cassettes existed out of necessity (being the only way to transport 

certain recorded music), today they exist as a requisite for displays of 

commitment to the scene and support for the bands that produce them. The act of 

purchasing a cassette at a live NWOTHM show therefore becomes a performance 

of identity and further ownership a reinforcement of identity. According to Inti 

Paredes (traditional metal musician, promoter and record distributor), only ‘real’ 

fans collect and listen to cassettes (Udarchik, 2018, p. 48). 

Similar dynamics are unveiled by Curran’s (2016) investigation of cassettes in Glasgow’s 

and Edinburgh’s Independent Music landscape in which the usage of cassette tapes by 

younger generations is critically assessed by older scene members while the notion that 

cassettes offer a serious option for the release DIY music is growing. Moreover, Taylor’s 

(2014) tracing of the cassette in Scottish Independent Music scenes comes to the 

conclusion that the cassette as a ‘hybrid thing’ has been subjected to a transformation of 

‘pragmatism to symbolism’ in which cassette tapes are not primarily consumed as 

practical audio formats for music listening but as symbolic tokens that represent devotion:  

participants did not actually listen to the cassettes that they were buying, but 

rather, listened to the digital download that accompanies the vast majority of post-

millennial cassette releases. […] Participants emphasised the cassette as a 

convenient and cheap way of catering for their desire for a physical thing. The 

majority of them highlighted that even though they were aware that they could 

access the same music online for free, the purchasing and ownership of a certain 

cassette is important as a means of putting money in the hands of the artists and 

labels that you enjoy. It becomes a symbolic token of your involvement with a 

scene, as a person who doesn't merely observe or listen, but instead [is] an active 

participant in independent music who actively contributes to the production of 

culture (Taylor, 2014, p. 2). 

Skågeby’s (2011) comparison of cassette tapes and their surrounding cottage industries 

in opposition to the digital playlist constitutes a sufficient contrast during the early stages 

of music streaming platforms. The informants in his investigation of Swedish DIY music 

scenes that utilize cassette tapes displayed a certain level of aversion to the abundance of 

music streaming as they perceived that  
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ubiquity rendered music “meaningless”. The defiance was partly a deliberate act 

against the perceived conventions of music listening, but also as a way to “be part 

of a scene”. By superposing a social context on the abundance of available music 

a functional limit to both music listening and distribution created meaning for the 

respondents. The cassette was described as having a larger capability of 

conveying intention and effort, something that respondents interpreted as a sign 

of human investment. Music online was “just there”, without any significant 

social context (Skågeby, 2011, pp. 6-7). 

Skågeby’s research aligns in this context with Taylor and Udarchik as the cassette is 

framed as a material artefact of cultural authenticity that through its decelerated material 

interaction provides a means for dissociating cassette users from the overabundance that 

playlist consumption on streaming platforms represents. Demers (2017) denotes these 

self- and scene-defining adoption practices of the cassette as a playful instrumentalization 

of societies’ historical material culture; a practice that forms a ‘creative anachronism’ that  

represents fiction rather than some documentarian recreation of the past. This 

fictional aspect is crucial to the revival precisely because tape culture never really 

died, and is even flourishing in ways that would have been unforeseeable only 

twenty years ago. […] Current invocations of tape – its appearance, sounds, and 

technical idiosyncrasies – romanticize how tape actually behaves. Tape’s revival 

can be framed as a predictable consequence of the economy of waste that results 

from discarded sound recordings; […]
 
it also embodies a type of privilege in 

which participants purposively choose inconvenience (Demers, 2017, pp. 110-

111).  

Indeed, numerous actors within cassette utilising music scenes emphasize the continuing 

cultural significance of the cassette; the format does in this sense provide a material 

constant between current bands and labels and paragons active in the 1980s and 1990s 

(see Udarchik, 2018). Despite the now common and dominant digital production and 

distribution forms, however, the use of cassette tapes is not necessarily viewed as 

restricting ‘inconvenience’. In several cases, the material and technological limitations of 

the cassette allow for creative forms of collaborations that would prove more difficult to 

conceptualise and realise in the at times arbitrary conditions of digital music creation and 

distribution:  
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in the case of the label Twaague, […] the idea is to purposefully bring together 

artists with differing styles originating from the same circle of friends. The label 

released a ‘split cassette’, which features two different artists with diverging 

musical aesthetics, with each contributing one side of music to the cassette. The 

cassette release then functions as a platform for artistic convergence while 

preserving the characteristics of each contributor (Düster & Nowak, 2018, p. 206). 

The use of cassette tapes displays a multitude of contexts, usages and adoptions. The 

discussed analytical investigations of the cassette’s current status for music production, 

distribution and consumption in transnational Independent Music scenes provide useful 

highlights. Regarding their depth and focus on singular limited local scenes, however, 

they widely remain analytical starting points. What several of the discussed articles omit 

to include though is a thorough review of the current economic and socio-political 

conditions under which contemporary cassette practices are taking place. In order to 

substantiate the ensuing investigation of the cassette’s materiality and placement within 

current DIY music scenes and circuits of practices (Magaudda, 2011), the following 

chapter provides a critical overview of the cassette’s current position within various music 

economies.   

 

1.9 Conclusion 

 

This chapter has provided a brief overview of the cassette tape’s lifespan and its different 

artistic, economic and political manifestations across different cultures, countries and 

even continents. Literature on cassette tapes as tools for amateur-produced and released 

music (see Drew, 2019; James, 1992; McConnell, 2006), grassroots-based national music 

distribution (see El-Shawan & Branco, 1987; Manuel, 1991; Manuel, 1993; Rodgers, 

1986; Suryadi, 2003; Wong, 1989), spiritual transmission and liturgy (Miller, 2007; 

Richman & Rey, 2009) as well as the connection between communities separated by war 

and migration (Impey, 2013) reflects this cultural richness. In reviewing this literature 

and especially more recent accounts on the so-called re-emergence or revival of cassette 

tapes (Demers, 2017; Eley, 2011), it is, nonetheless, evident that a thorough and 

comparative study of the cassette’s significance for a diverse range of Independent Music 

circuits is missing. Indeed, since Manuel’s (1993) pioneering investigation of cassette 

culture in India, a row of small-scale publications up until now examined cassette 
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production, distribution and consumption mostly limited to local contexts (Bohlman, 

2017; Curran, 2016; Düster & Nowak, 2018; Skågeby, 2011; Taylor, 2014; Udarchik, 

2018). Even Manuel’s study itself, while providing a valuable and rare insight into India’s 

music economy, remained limited to this culturally diverse, yet particular realm. 

Following the name of his book, it was indeed merely one cassette culture that he 

investigated and not the economic and cultural connections between various cassette 

cultures. Regarding the diversification and digital connectedness of music economies, 

production, distribution and consumption circuits in the 21st century it is necessary to 

investigate the cassette tape as material object within a range of varying cultural and 

economic backgrounds. The audio cassette’s existence in the 21st century is remarkable: 

Split within a discursive field of tension between its revival since the advent of the 2010s 

and its continuous use within DIY music and art scenes since its launch in 1963 it is 

subject to a vast range of diverse practices that shape the cassette as a hybrid format. 

Meanwhile, magnetic tape technology as a storage medium for data in general is far from 

being outdated. In 2014 Sony announced the development of a new magnetic tape 

technology that is able to store 148 Gigabits per square inch resulting in a storage capacity 

of more than 185 TB per cartridge (Sony, 2014). The system is likely to be used as large 

data storage in the future (Cross, 2014). Despite the predictions in the previous years the 

cassette still plays an integral part in music culture. In this sense, the cassette has to be 

investigated as part of a multitude of DIY music scenes and cassette cultures, as the 

diversity of adoptions and practices ultimately gives rise to the cassette’s discursively 

negotiated significance and meaning. For this thesis, this approach is reflected in the 

methodology that informed the data collection process. In the following chapter methods 

for the fieldwork and ensuing analysis of data are discussed. The overarching aim here is 

to dissect how the cassette’s usage across different cultures is constituted.   
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Chapter 2: Conceptual Framework and Research Methods 

 

2.1 Scope and Purpose of Study 

 

This study seeks to map, understand and conceptualize the manifold approaches and 

musical cultures that are bundled together within contemporary practices and scenes 

involved with audio cassettes. The focus lies in comprehending the interconnectivity 

between DIY driven strategies in music production, distribution and consumption in 

relation to the symbolic and visual turn and fetishization that cassettes have been 

subjected to in recent years, especially in online connected music cultures (see Taylor, 

2014; Udarchik, 2018). DIY strategies are understood in this context as self-sufficient 

approaches to music and cassettes on a grassroots basis. For the use of cassettes this 

means that it is common for people who run cassette labels and release small runs of 

cassette editions to organise and conduct a majority of the production and distribution 

process by themselves. This includes ordering and dubbing of cassette tapes, creating, 

printing and packaging of cover artwork as well as the final distribution of cassettes at 

local concerts, while on tour or on the internet. I argue that the contemporary existence 

of cassettes, though in some cases re-enabling a decelerated face-to-face exchange of 

music (see Curran, 2016; Düster, 2020; Novak, 2013; Udarchik, 2018), mainly functions 

as an additional physical, yet hybrid and symbolic artefact (see Taylor, 2014) of music 

that is primarily distributed through streaming and downloads through services such as 

Bandcamp and Spotify. This notion is substantiated by outlining the embeddedness of the 

cassette format within digital distribution structures equally used by independent and 

major music labels and comparing it to practices in music scenes in which cassettes are 

used for underpinning particular scenic ideals. In genres such as Noise, Punk, Black Metal 

and Hip Hop the cassette is used in systematic ways of facilitated promotion and 

intentional anti-promotion through extremely limited and hand-made packaging concepts 

that question conventional marketing and product aspects of recorded music (Bailey, 

2012; Busby, 2015; Novak, 2013). This project investigates the renovated meaning and 

significance of cassettes in the digital age through analysing the transnational practices 

and discourses in Independent Music scenes, mass media and networked music cultures 

on the internet. Regarding the current practices of cassette adoption and circulation as 

well as the relation of the cassette’s material and technological limitations and 
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characteristics in regard to other music formats, Magaudda’s (2011) ‘circuit of practice’ 

approach is utilised to frame and visualise the cultural dynamics that contextualise current 

usages of cassette tapes. It is important to acknowledge that the significance of the 

cassette medium and its relation to DIY practices varies when regarded in overlapping 

contexts of local, trans-local and virtual types of music scenes (Bennett & Peterson, 2004). 

For the purpose of tracing these multi-layered narratives of actively involved participants 

in current DIY music scenes, the project deploys a qualitative ethnographic research 

approach with a focus on in-depth interviews and participant observation. While both a 

wide range of data and subtle nuances in the gathered information are of fundamental 

importance for tracing how the current significance of the cassette is framed by actors in 

the field, a flexible mix of methods including comparative, in-depth and reflective 

analysis was employed during the fieldwork conducted for this research (see Robben & 

Sluka, 2012). This included detailed, open-ended exploratory interviews and semi-

structured interviews with key informants such as label and shop owners, artists, curators 

and fans using a mix of formal and informal interview settings. The conducting of 

interviews was facilitated either person to person or via questionnaires sent through e-

mail. In addition, mapping of localities integral to the spatial and organizational structure 

of the scene such as record shops and concert venues was undertaken. As for music retail 

shops, documentation and analysis of the spatial composition of display shelves provided 

insights on how much emphasis stores are putting on the sale of cassette tapes. 
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Figure 1. Various display stands indicating different levels of care and attention put into promoting 

Cassette Store Day Japan 2018. From the top left to the bottom right: Pet Sounds Records, 

Manhattan Records, HMV Shibuya, Diskunion Shibuya, Big Love Records   

 

The fieldwork also involved participant and non-participant observations in various 

settings, such as Cassette Store Day 2018 in Japan. Data gathered during the fieldwork 

was recorded using a mix of techniques including field notes, pictures, audio recordings 

and videos. Besides investigating specific geographical locations, digital data such as 

posts, comments and screenshots were collected in the virtual field that constituted of 

social media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Bandcamp and Soundcloud, blogs 

such as Cassette Gods, Guide Me Little Tape and cassette-based podcasts such as Norelco 

Mori (active since 2014) and Tabs Out (active since 2012). Especially noteworthy are the 

Facebook groups ‘Underground Metal on Tape/Cassette’, ‘Compact Cassette’ and ‘The 

Cassette Tape Collectors Society’ in which thousands of members share and trade cassette 

tapes on a daily basis. Digital ethnography methods consisted of compiling and 
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documenting websites through screenshots and archiving of chat logs (see Hjorth, Horst, 

Galloway, & Bell, 2016; Murthy, 2008; Underberg & Zorn, 2013). The analysis of 

cassette-related reviews and discussions on forums, news outlets, blogs and podcasts as 

well as performances, interviews and documentaries on video-sharing websites like 

YouTube also involved the reconstruction of encounters between artists, fans and within 

music communities online. An example of this is the discussion in the Scandal Heaven 

forum dedicated to the Japanese Independent Rock band Scandal. The band acted as an 

ambassador for Cassette Store Day Japan in 2018 and released a limited-edition 

Walkman-style cassette player. The discussion in the fan forum gave valuable insights on 

how Scandal’s connection to cassette tapes was perceived within the band’s fan 

community. The data gathered from the forum constituted an integral part in the analysis 

of CSD. It contrasted information on the event’s marketing strategies that I had previously 

obtained through an interview with the event’s organiser Takamasa Endo (see Chapter 6). 

In reference to the historical cassette-based music networks of Cassette Culture in the 

1980s and 1990s, three geographical areas were selected that displayed strong cultural 

connections through cassette trading and lasting transnational social relationships that 

continue into the presence. This includes the metropolitan areas of the Kantō and Kansai 

regions in Japan comprising the cities of Tōkyō, Ōsaka and Kyōto as well as the United 

States West-Coast with cities such as Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland and Seattle 

as well as the Australian East-Coast with cities such as Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne. 

Through tracing contemporary cassette-related practices in music, the study unveils the 

connections between current and historic music networks. Investigating these regions, 

however, primarily serves the purpose of identifying how the significance for DIY music 

cultures has been transformed within the past 20 years. This chapter details the methods 

that informed the data collection process. After outlining the field and providing accounts 

to justify the localities chosen for the fieldwork, strategies for interviews and participant 

observations are reviewed. This is followed by a discussion of the analytical tools applied 

in the research. 
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2.2 The Field  

 

 2.2.1 Participant Selection Process and Description of the Field 

The use of cassette tapes in the digital age displays numerous characteristics that not only 

intersect different localities between cities, states and countries, but also the overarching 

online sphere that connects artists, fans and labels through music distribution platforms 

such as Bandcamp and Discogs (see Bennett & Peterson, 2004; Hesmondhalgh et al., 

2019). Due to this condition, it became clear in the early stages of the research design that 

a multi-sited fieldwork approach spanning various cities and countries in conjunction 

with an investigation of online dynamics would be necessary for sufficiently grasping and 

depicting the cassette’s meaning in current international music circuits. Based on Marcus 

(1995), who suggests a multi-sited mobile and flexible ethnography that examines 

networks of relations and connections between individuals, groups and localities the 

following regions were chosen:   

• Australia, with a focus on the cities of Brisbane, Melbourne and Sydney 

• Japan, with a focus on Tōkyō, the Kansai region, Nagoya and Fukuoka  

• USA, with a focus on Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle and Olympia, WA  

The selection of these areas was based on the aim of investigating three culturally distinct 

fields for the purpose of representing cultural diversity in the data that would help to 

contrast different adoptions and usages of the cassette tape. Also, however, the Australian 

East Coast, Japan and the American West Coast, constitute a geographic triangle of 

fostered cultural and economic exchange. In the sphere of music, musicians and labels 

organise concert tours in the respective countries. Creative collaboration projects are also 

common, for example, through split cassettes for which two different artists each 

contribute music to one side of a cassette release. Tour cassette releases are also 

commonly produced in small runs and due to the compact size of cassettes are convenient 

for musicians to transport while travelling. The cultural exchange between these regions 

based on the use of cassette tapes can be traced back to the era of Cassette Culture in the 

1980s and 1990s (see James, 1992; Minoy, 1992; Montgomery, 1992). The maintaining 

musical and cultural relations between Australia, Japan and the USA thus make it 

necessary to investigate how the significance and meaning of the cassette tape has been 

transformed since artists were relying on the format for the purpose of recording and 

distributing music. 
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Between these particular regions, it was possible to investigate different strategies 

for coping with challenges such as physical separation, language barriers and monetary 

restrictions. According to several articles featured in the Australian and Aotearoan/New 

Zealander music press (Bennison, 2015; Levin, 2009; Shiel, 2015), Independent Music 

labels in Australia are constantly engaging in new strategies that address problems caused 

by the geographical isolation of the Australasian region. With its long-lasting history of 

grassroots-based DIY culture (see Stafford, 2014), music scenes in Brisbane, Sydney and 

Melbourne constitute a significant and versatile field for studying current cassette projects 

in an environment fragmented and challenged by physical distance. In contrast to this, 

Japan provides a unique cultural and economic realm in which the coexistence of both, 

traditional cultural dynamics and the dominant influence of American popular culture can 

be studied in the field of Independent Music. As with Australia, Japan looks back at a 

long-established tradition of DIY culture that is closely related to creative strategies that 

tackle the cultural and monetary restrictions that amateur-based music cultures are facing 

(see Hopkins, 2015; Martin, 2016). Physical distance also plays an important factor in 

this context, as artists, labels and concert organisers regularly have to deal with the 

distance and cultural differences between the Kansai area, spreading around the cities of 

Ōsaka, Kōbe, Kyōto and Nara in the western part of the Japanese main island Honshū 

and the Kantō area, encompassing Tōkyō and Yokohama. In North America, the West 

Coast region of the United States constitutes a cultural hub that during the period of the 

historic Cassette Culture attracted the attention of international artists, for example, 

through music magazines such as the Olympia-based OP, which reviewed cassette 

submissions on a regular basis and provided a pre-internet networking platform for 

amateur musicians (see Drew, 2019; McConnell, 2006). Nowadays, cities such as Los 

Angeles, Portland and Seattle host a vast scope of active cassette labels and performers 

and comprise desired tour destinations for artists from Japan and Australia. The selection 

of the field was also based on my personal involvement in producing and consuming 

cassette tapes. Through the cassette-based podcast Norelco Mori operated by the then Los 

Angeles-based artist Ted James Butler, I discovered a number of North American and 

Japanese cassette releasing labels and artists. As my understanding of the collaborative 

relationships between artists and labels grew, it became more and more clear that a 

thorough investigation of the cassette’s current significance should take the economic and 

cultural ties between the United States, Japan and Australia into consideration. The next 
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step then consisted in finding an access to the field and recruiting people for possible 

interviews. 

 

2.2.2 Field Access  

Points of access to the field were provided through local record stores, events and concerts 

as well as local cassette labels and artists. The virtual field constituted of social media 

and music platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Bandcamp and Discogs as 

well as blogs like Cassette Gods, Guide Me Little Tape and the cassette-based podcasts 

Tabs Out and Norelco Mori enabled access to the field through providing necessary 

information on the location of projects and the involved actors (see Hjorth et al., 2016; 

Murthy, 2008; Underberg & Zorn, 2013). In addition to writing E-Mails and 

conversations in person at concerts and record shops, the Facebook message system was 

also used for the recruitment of interview partners. Record shop operators acted as key 

gatekeepers. Given that their knowledge of music scenes constitutes the basis for their 

revenue, these individuals were able to connect me with a range of key people within 

each of the scenes I investigated. As Novak (2006) has shown, record shops played an 

integral role for his fieldwork in Japan, and provided him with valuable guidance and 

information about the dynamics and construction of local music scenes:  

My Japanese interlocutors rarely directed me to other artists, or prominent 

livehouses, jam sessions, gathering spots, to any kind of obviously social marker 

of a local “scene”. Instead, I was often directed to local record shops as primary 

public sources for information or aesthetic commentary. My interlocutors often 

insisted that I visit a particular record store and speak to the clerk if I really wanted 

to understand the boundaries of his or her kind of music (Novak, 2006, pp. 268-

269).  

After gaining initial orientation points in the field, a snowballing method was used online 

through researching links on social media platforms such as Facebook and Instagram as 

well as by asking interviewees for references. In order to inform possible interview 

partners about my research project and provide transparency for possible informants in 

Japan, I created a website in Japanese (cassettes.duester.biz) and provided information 

and consent sheets to ensure the ethical conduct of interviews. I successfully concluded 

four Japanese language courses at Griffith University, providing me with the necessary 
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language skills for conducting interviews with informants in Japanese as well as dealing 

necessary requirements for travel and accommodation in Japan.   

 

 

 

Figure 2. Screenshot of the Japanese website for the project, providing general information on the 

scope and aim of the research. 

 

In the case of the North American cassette cultures, cassette podcasts like the Los Angeles 

based Norelco Mori and the Wilmington-based podcast Tabs Out functioned as useful 

entrance and overview points for the field, as their episode catalogues feature extensive 

contributions by currently active cassette releasing artists and labels. In Australia, I 

initially approached key figures such as the Brisbane-based sound artist and label curator 

Lawrence English, who runs the mostly cassette-based label A Guide to Saints as well as 

the prolific Room 40. From here, I used a snowball method to gather further information 

on local and translocal music scenes by consulting local record shops in Brisbane and 

concerts, as well as Facebook profiles of labels and bands. 

In order to gain a thorough insight on the cassette’s various current adoptions, I 

aimed for a rich data sample through obtaining a large number of interviews while 

simultaneously respecting and maintaining the independence of members in the music 

scenes chosen for my research. According to Wolff (2004), access to the field appears as 

a challenge of strategically engaging with resistance which might include a possible 

passivity or even hostility against the research by actors in the field. In cases where 
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participation in the research through interviews was denied, or possible informants did 

not react to my inquiries, I drew on secondary data online and through contacting other 

members of the scene. Gatekeepers, such as artists and record store operators are able to 

actively decide upon the access and the role of the researcher within the field (see 

Sanghera & Thapar-Björkert, 2008). This condition posed a reoccurring factor that 

informed the data collection, especially in relation to establishing contacts with record 

shop operators in Japan. Furthermore, the field contains its own narratives, rules and 

communication styles that stand in relation to the roles that can be occupied within it (see 

Strübing, 2018, p. 60 f.; Wolff, 2004).  

Regarding the recruitment of interviewees, it proved strategically appropriate at 

times to present myself as an ‘insider’ who has experience in working with cassettes in 

order to gain the trust of possible informants. In doing so, I referred to my experience in 

releasing and working with cassettes in Berlin playing in various Noise and Ambient 

projects but also through my involvement with the label Gravity’s Rainbow Tapes. By 

demonstrating that I brought practical knowledge in producing, distributing and 

producing cassette tapes into the field, it proved easier to win over individuals for 

interviews. My experience in dealing with cassette production facilities also functioned 

in this context as a backdrop that I was able to use for reflecting on my informant’s 

accounts of dealing with other cassette producers. My insider knowledge thus proved to 

be a useful tool in the data collection process while regularly being the subject of 

reflection and critical evaluation during the documentation and analysis of data. As 

Bennett (2002, p. 461) has pointed out, an unreflected treatment of insider knowledge is 

at risk of diminishing the analytical depth of ethnographic investigations to mere 

anecdotical descriptions. In reviewing literature that critically assessed the insider status 

of researchers Taylor (2011) states that insider views are always ‘multiple and contestable, 

generating their own epistemological problems due to subject/object relationality’. In 

investigating the role of intimate researcher – informant relationships, she also identifies 

several ‘dilemmas of intimacy’ such as ‘professional and personal ethical conduct, 

accountability, the potential for data distortion’ and also ‘role displacement or confusion 

and the vulnerability of friendship’, as well as the interpretative challenges that advanced 

levels of intimacy between the researcher and actors in the field entail (see Nowak & 

Haynes, 2018; Taylor, 2011, p. 13). On the contrary, a set of advantages include:  
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deeper levels of understanding afforded by prior knowledge; knowing the lingo 

or native speak of field participants […]; closer and more regular contact with the 

field; more detailed consideration of the social actors at the centre of the cultural 

phenomenon making access to, and selection of, research participants easier and 

better informed; quicker establishment of rapport and trust between researcher 

and participants; and more open and readily accessible lines of communication 

between researchers and inform- ants due to the researcher’s continuing contact 

with the field (Taylor, 2011, p. 6). 

In some cases, however, my position as an academic researcher did overshadow my 

efforts in proving myself as trustworthy correspondent. An example of this is the email-

based interview I conducted with the hosts of the Tabs Out cassette podcast. After initial 

contact was established, the hosts got back to me with the idea to answer the questions 

on air in a special episode, that in the podcast’s typical tongue-in-cheek manner, is called 

‘reel genius’. During the episode, it became quickly clear that my questions were 

perceived and judged from a reserved position of DIY actors vs. academics, a condition 

that essentially feeds into Tabs Out gatekeeping and supporting status for the local DIY 

music scene in Delaware; a factor, that later was explained to me by the Tabs Out affiliate 

artist Michael Nigro and fed into an analysis of the podcast’s significance (see Chapter 

5.2):  

Düster: Did the amount of submissions increase since you started? If so, what 

would you say is the reason for that and which genre did increase the 

most?  

Haley: That’s actually, there we go, that’s a good question.  

Orlando: Is that a PhD-worthy question?  

Haley: That is a PhD, give him his degree! …What was the question? (laughs)  

(Tabs Out, 2019) 

Depending on the role of informants in the field and whether they were occupying a gate-

keeping position, it was necessary to negotiate my status as an insider researcher. As the 

interview with Tabs Out illustrates, it was necessary to inform participants about my aims 

in order to work against the misconception that my research would merely exploit their 

knowledge for academic and financial gain. In several cases it helped to clarify that the 
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research project in the long run would result in a publicly available book on cassettes in 

the digital age and not just my personal doctorate.  

Taking the multifaceted status of the cassette tape and its numerous surrounding 

cultural adaptations and practices into consideration, a multi-sited ethnography in 

correspondence with an investigation of the digitally based distribution circuits of 

Independent Music was selected for an investigation of the cassette’s contemporary 

significance. This approach made a flexible toolset of investigative methods necessary 

for the conducting of the data collection, based on the fact that different levels of locality 

and digital connectedness of the investigated music scenes had to be taken into 

consideration (see Bennett & Peterson, 2004). A mixed-methods approach proved to be 

an appropriate solution for tackling this task.  

 

2.3 The Ethnographic Approach 

  

Ethnography as an empirically descriptive research method, that is, as so-called ‘lifeworld 

ethnography’ attempts to construct an analytical view through the eyes of the examined 

actors in relation to their own lived world (see Hitzler, 2011, p. 48; see also Chapter 3.2.3) 

(see Chapter 5). In the context of cultural sociology, ethnography concentrates on 

reconstructing the ways and practices that humans engage in to shape their social 

environment. From a sociological point of view, ethnography investigates the terms that 

are used by the members of a culture, group or scene to describe significant persons, 

practices, places, objects and times. The competent usage of these terms thereby 

determines the boundaries of belonging to cultures, groups or scenes. Semantic analysis 

in a sociologically orientated ethnography hence is initially focused on words and not 

texts. The reconstruction of words happens within the context of their observable usage 

within the field. Focus is put on the knowledge that enables active participation in a 

culture and a way of behaving that signifies affiliation as well as extraneousness in 

relation to particular groups. Ethnographic research is in this sense pragmatic; of interest 

are the various forms of social interaction and the relationships they represent according 

to the premise of George Herbert Mead’s symbolic interactionism (see Maeder, 2011, pp. 

52-53).  

This notion feeds into the analytical framework of this project; the significance of 

the cassette tape is fundamentally coined through cultural negotiations of the participating 
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artists, music enthusiasts, label and store operators in the fields. Ethnographic praxis was 

in this sense determined by the tension between my integration into the field for the 

recruitment of interviewees and collecting of information and the tactical separation from 

it in order to maintain an analytical perspective: in several cases, it was beneficial to act 

close to the field by approaching people in my role as a cassette label operator for the 

purpose of gaining detailed insights into their practices or acknowledging that I brought 

certain ‘insider’ knowledge from actively working with cassettes into the fieldwork. The 

collection of ethnographic data relied on the complementary methods of observation and 

consultation. It is important to note in this context that observation alone was not able to 

identify the motivation for practices in the field. These were only made discernible 

through direct consultation with the particular actors in interviews. In regard to data 

analysis, it is important to consider how ethnography can synthesize observation, action 

and inquiry into an analytical form through the process of recording, transcription, 

interpretation and writing. It is therefore necessary to have a closer look at the particular 

methods that were deployed for the purpose of researching the cassette’s significance in 

the 21st century.               

 

2.4 Data Collection   

 

2.4.1 Participant Observation and Digital Ethnography 

The central issue with observation lies in the fact that observers as externals are studying 

an event that usually would take place without them. The presence of researchers in the 

field thus has a certain impact onto the practices and actions taking place. A key challenge 

of observation then is to keep the impact of the researcher on the modification of the 

participants’ behaviour and answers to a minimum. This factor was taken into 

consideration during the research process and its traces were located within the data. From 

an ethical point of view, it was essential to keep the observation process transparent, 

which included briefing actors in the field about the observation and seeking their consent 

while giving them the option to reveal their identity or to remain anonymous. According 

to the separation between overt and covert methods in the field, I chose between actively 

engaging in communication with the actors and passive observation. I was able to 

successfully utilise participant observation for collecting data in music shops and at 

cassette related music events in all three countries. At concerts and tape release parties, 
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my focus lied on examining how people engaged with cassettes, especially in the context 

of banter and conversations on recent cassette releases, tape trading and distribution on 

merchandise tables. These types of common behaviour provided useful insights into how 

cassettes are handled and understood on a daily basis by actors in the field. As well as 

considering the ways interviewees framed their understanding of cassette tapes in the 

staged context of an interview with me as an academic researching on the format, it was 

thus also necessary to investigate how participants in music scenes naturally interacted 

with each other in relation to the trade, use and consumption of cassette tapes. In this 

sense, data gained from participant observations aided in contrasting and contextualising 

data that was collected in interviews and online. Specialised websites such as Bandcamp 

pages, Instagram profiles and Facebook interest groups, which focus on trading cassette 

tapes and the organisation of cassette releases and local concerts, feature shared 

knowledge among participants in DIY music scenes. Music scene members are able to 

negotiate the use and significance of cassette tapes online in ways that allow for the 

backtracking of information on past projects, artists and labels. The investigation of these 

websites thus proved essential for analysing how the use and understanding of cassette 

tapes has been transformed within the past decade (see Chapter 5). The blog Cassette 

Gods features in this regard well-documented reviews of cassette releases that date back 

to the year 2007. Cassette podcasts such as Norelco Mori and Tabs Out constitute relevant 

platforms as well that aided in mapping the releases and projects of currently active 

cassette labels.  

Further recording of data was conducted by taking field notes during and directly 

after planned observation sessions. Due to the diversity of the phenomena at hand, the 

problem of momentariness was accounted for through the adequate preparation and 

flexible application of recording and notation tools. In some instances, the selling of 

cassettes at a concert merchandise table appeared parallel to conversations for example, 

about local music scenes. Observation of these multi-layered dynamics thus implied an 

immediate chronological protocoling and detailed representation of events. The 

subjectivity of perception proved to be an important factor during this process, as it posed 

a reoccurring challenge in relation to attributing motives to the observed actors. It was 

therefore necessary to include annotations in the protocols that informed about the 

indicators for underlying and attributed meanings. The documentation process 

acknowledged that a purely objective description is illusory as it is not possible to 

undertake an observation without attributing meaning based on previous knowledge and 
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experience (see Strübing, 2018). It is nevertheless elementary to establish a reflective and 

critical handling of the previous knowledge prior to the start of the fieldwork. Subjective 

judgements based on my previous knowledge had to be identified and set into context 

during the later analysis of the data (see Lüders, 2011). Specifically, contextualising my 

previous experiences in recording, producing and distributing cassettes in Berlin’s DIY 

music scenes had to be critically evaluated during the process of data collection. Here, 

self-investigative Autoethnography played an integral part during the fieldwork.  

 

2.4.2 Autoethnography  

My knowledge of cassette related production, distribution and consumption practices and 

the respective language patterns evolving around them in Independent Music scenes 

throughout Australia, Japan and the USA accumulated successively during the data 

collection process. As certain tendencies became visible in regard to how, for example, 

Noise scenes in Japan define their use of cassettes in contrast to Bedroom Pop artists in 

Australia, methodological alienation (see Hirschauer & Amann, 1997) proved a 

successful tool for data analysis. Methodological alienation required me to strategically 

ignore my previous knowledge and familiarity with producing, distributing and 

consuming cassette tapes. This approach aided in identifying new patterns within 

common practices of actors in the field. Practically, it included investigating whether 

cassette label operators rely on the common production facilities and online distribution 

platforms or developed their unique solutions. In case of the label Muzan Editions in 

Japan, for example, the cassette was used as a cultural artefact for the purpose of attracting 

international artists to play and tour the Kansai area in Western Japan. This appropriation 

of the cassette differed drastically from my previous experience of how cassette labels in 

Berlin operated and made a thorough consultation with Muzan Edition’s managers 

necessary (see Chapter 5). Concerning the multi-sited constitution of the field, 

consultation with informants in correspondence with the critical assessment of my 

previous experience and knowledge proved especially important. Cassettes materialise in 

differing practices and with differing understandings in Japan, Australia and the USA. 

My own background knowledge stems from conducting research on cassette scenes in 

Berlin and actively taking part in those scenes by co-managing a cassette label and 

producing and releasing cassette tapes as an independent artist. Based on this background, 

I carefully selected and contextualised my previous knowledge that I brought to the field 
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as it was essentially coined by the dynamics of European cultural politics and musical 

practices (see Adams, Holman Jones, & Ellis, 2015; Boylorn & Orbe, 2020; Hughes & 

Pennington, 2017).   

According to Kenneth L. Pike (1971), there are two ways of approaching unfamiliar 

action and relationship dynamics displayed by observed and interviewed persons in the 

field. Firstly, it is possible to interpret the unfamiliar from an outside perspective, for 

which Pike applies the term ‘etic approach’. This implied, for example, a comparison of 

the unique production, distribution and sales strategies of Muzan Editions with my 

previous practical and research experience in Berlin and Australia. The inner re-

enactment of the actions in the field from the perspective of the actors themselves is 

referred to as an ‘emic approach’ (see Pike, 1971). Here, an interpretation of Muzan 

Editions’ novel practices was investigated by pointedly asking other artists, label and 

shop operators in the local scene about the label in order to gain inside-knowledge about 

it. When researching on familiar aspects of a culture as well, however, which due to my 

previous practical involvement as artists and cassette label operator was the case for this 

research project, a possibility remained that I would perceive certain phenomena as 

normal and unconditional. Purposefully directed alienation, as a mode of experiencing 

familiar aspects in the field from a new perspective as well as actively seeking out the 

opinion of other actors in the field proved to be a useful method for counteracting this 

disposition. Targeted triangulation of methods was also successfully incorporated in these 

cases (see 3.4.1). As an actively applied method, strategic alienation works against the 

phenomenon of ‘going native’ (see Lofland et al., 2013) within the field of research. Here, 

the researcher becomes too familiar with the field and loses the ability to critically analyse 

and differentiate between the role of passive observer and active participant in the field. 

As the practices evolving around cassettes are set up by persons acting in differing roles 

such as consumers, artists and producers, label owners and retailers, it was necessary to 

set these perspectives into context with each other through purposefully directed 

interrogation. 
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2.4.3 Interviews  

For the purpose of investigating a comprehensive range of cultural practices the cassette 

is embedded in it was necessary to obtain a large sample of data representing a wide 

spectrum of perspectives on the cassette’s importance for current circuits of music 

production, distribution and consumption. The meaning of the cassette changes in 

between different music scenes, cities, regions and countries. Through a substantial 

volume of interview data, it thus became possible to identify local, translocal and virtual 

differences in the adoption of the cassette. For this purpose, 85 in-depth, semi-structured 

interviews were conducted covering a wide range of key informants including label and 

shop owners, artists, curators and fans. The use of semi-structured interviews  

attempts to gather discourses on the various ways in which informants conduct 

their lives, process their thoughts and interact with their environments and their 

peers. This method sheds light upon data that would otherwise be overlooked, 

such as ‘people’s subjective experiences and attitudes’ […] However, the 

principles defining semi-structured interviews are not a recipe that researchers 

can repeatedly apply while expecting similar outcomes. Semi-structured 

interviews require the constant negotiation of alterity between the researcher and 

their informants, as well as the management of the moments within which the 

method unfolds (Nowak & Haynes, 2018, pp. 430-431). 

Each interview was prepared according to a general string of questions that aimed at 

information I wanted to acquire from the informants. The questions were adjusted 

according to the roles that informants occupied in the field. For cassette label operators, 

this included inquiries regarding which cassette manufacturers and distribution strategies 

are relied on. Working out the points of contact between artists, cassette labels and local 

independent music shops proved to be important in this context. Through analysing how 

social connections between different actors and projects in the field were established and 

maintained, practices that put emphasis on using the cassette as a tool for connecting with 

local music scenes were contrasted with the use of cassette tapes in correspondence with 

online distribution platforms such as Bandcamp for the sake of participation in virtual 

music networks. Interviews were initiated with ice-breaker questions regarding the 

informants most recent work and whether any upcoming cassette-related projects were 

planned. This strategy allowed for gaining an overview of the informant’s connectedness 

to local, translocal and virtual spheres of music scenes as well as leading over into related 
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topics such as the relationships with local artists and labels. Artists were asked questions 

concerning their intentions behind choosing cassette tapes for self-releasing their music 

in contrast to using CDs, vinyl records or remaining digital-only. While the set of 

questions was slightly adjusted to accommodate the informant’s expertise and 

background, several questions were used in all interviews. This included investigating 

thoughts on the role of the cassette’s materiality for contemporary music practices, the 

significance of the cassette in the context of the mostly digital music distribution circuits 

that exist today as well as opinions on Cassette Store Day and estimations on the future 

of the cassette.  

Interviews were primarily conducted in English. However, due to the nature of the 

multi-sited field, 23 interviews were held in Japanese and two in German (with Andreas 

Holderbach of the label Muzan Editions and the Swiss artist Rudolf Eber in Ōsaka). 

Japanese and German interview transcripts then required interpretation and translation 

during the transcription process. Due to the grassroots nature of Independent Music 

scenes, actors in the field commonly appeared in multiple roles; artists such as Koshiro 

Hino or Joshua Stefane in Japan perform and record under varies monikers and in 

different groups while also functioning as cassette label operators and concert promoters. 

In contrast to this, it proved valuable to also investigate the perspective of fans and 

observers such as the blogger and cassette collector Toda Takeshi and Yusuke Tatewaki 

who maintain a deep knowledge of a multitude of local Electronic and Experimental 

Music scenes in Japan and internationally in the rest of Asia, America, Australasia and 

Europe. The investigated scenes display an abundance of male participants in contrast to 

female or non-binary individuals. That being said, cassette tapes historically proved a 

central tool for feminist and queer political and musical projects and continue to do so 

nowadays (see Davenport, 2016; James, 1992). Examples are the band Sonotanotanpenz 

from Japan or the project Twompsax that features the transgender professional 

skateboarder and musician Cher Strauberry (Discogs, 2021). The overrepresentation of 

male interviewees in the data reflects in this sense more of the general gender dynamics 

in Independent Music scenes; cassettes appear throughout projects related to the entire 

gender spectrum. That being said, several Japanese interlocutors mentioned that the 

cassette’s small size and design is often referred to by female producers and consumers 

as cute, or ‘kawaii’ indicating that their usage reflects a certain degree of gendered 

performance, as cuteness in Japan is an integral component for the perception of 

femininity.  
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I think cassettes have a lot of material charm they are small and cute. 

Hitomi Itamura, Tōkyō, Sonotano Tanpenz 

I don’t know how it is in other places, but in Japan it has become a fashion. 

Cassettes are like a cool item. Girls say cassettes are cute and so on. 

Takehiko Yamada, Nagoya, File Under Records 

Miki: they are simply cute as objects. So, I am thinking: “I want to buy this cover 

artwork.” and then sort of experience the sound for the first time after buying 

based on choosing the appearance of the packaging. This little exciting personal 

experience is fun. When I go to cassette specialist shops, I always buy based on 

the cover artwork without trial listening (Sony, 2019b). 

The conducting of interviews was primarily facilitated face to face but also 

occasionally relied on e-mail exchanges. I compiled a series of common and individual 

questions for each interview that paid attention to the different roles in the field; for 

example, shop clerks were pointedly asked for the growth of cassette releases in their 

distribution and sales circuits, while label operators and musicians were asked to reflect 

on the cassette’s material aspects in regard to their contemporary usage for music 

production and consumption. Later, while incorporating theoretical sampling in the data 

analysis section, methodological comparison (see Chapter 4) aided in locating and 

contextualising the descriptions and explanation patterns used by the actors in the field to 

address their understanding and adoption strategies for cassette tapes. 

During fieldwork, a mix of interview forms incorporating semi-structured and 

expert interviews were used. Semi-structured interviews allowed for a flexible approach 

to the actors and topics that evolved out of the dynamics in the various scenes examined. 

Compared to structured interviews, this format strategically makes use of giving leeway 

to spontaneous topics developing in the course of the interview; coincidence is 

incorporated as an information-producing factor. As a mix of flexible questions adjusted 

to the particular informant’s expertise were used, the semi-structured interview method 

proved more responsive to topics put into focus by the interviewee. Interviewee-led 

sections of the interviews allowed for receiving a deeper insight into their knowledge and 

experiences with producing and consuming cassette tapes in connection with the social 

relationships in the local, translocal and virtual music scenes they participate in. The 

semi-structured interview method allowed here for giving interviewees input that would 
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allow them to remember insights from previous concerts, tours or recording sessions in 

which cassette tapes were relevant. Compared to completely unstructured interviews on 

the contrary, the use of semi-structured interviews allowed for a spontaneous focus on 

relevant topics important for the data collection (see Brinkman, 2013, p. 21). 

Methodologically, this strategy was supported by Brinkman’s (2013) four characteristics 

of the semi-structured interview:  

• Purpose: interviews are not conducted for their own sake as can be the case with 

leisured everyday conversations. Interviews function as necessary instruments 

for achieving the researcher’s set aim of producing knowledge on a given 

problem. Thus, it was required during fieldwork that the preparation of interview 

sessions was preceded and followed by reflexive accounts on the purpose and 

aim of conducting interviews.  

• Descriptions: The interview aims at obtaining the interviewees’ descriptions of 

their own life world experience rather than investigating the reasons for these 

views. For this purpose, questions put emphasis on asking interview partners for 

descriptions and avoiding limiting abstract and reflective questions. It was 

nonetheless inevitable that interviews featured sections containing reflective 

considerations and reasoning. This disposition then required differentiating the 

descriptive from the reflective passages during the transcription and analysis 

process.   

• Lifeworld: Following Husserl’s (2012) concept of ‘lifeworld’, the fieldwork 

interviews investigated the ‘intersubjectively shared and meaningful world in 

which humans conduct their lives and experience significant phenomena 

(Husserl in Brinkman, 2013).’ A primary assumption of the project based on my 

personal experience with cassette tapes is that the cassette’s significance as part 

of people’s lifeworlds is intersubjectively and practically negotiated through 

hybrid forms of usage. Interviews thus aimed at providing explanations of these 

cassette adoptions and socio-cultural negotiations based on the participant’s first-

hand accounts. 

• Interpretation: A central characteristic of interviews that gather around lifeworld 

experiences is interpretation. The recorded and observed lifeworld phenomena 

were rarely transparent and often featured various, and sometimes contradictory, 

aspects that required interpretation (see Brinkman, 2013, pp. 21-25).  
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Expert interviews functioned as a complementary approach to receive in-depth 

information on the practical side of contemporary cassette manufacturing, exchange and 

retail. As for the role and definition of the expert, Uwe Flick refers to Alexander Bogner 

and Wolfgang Menz (2009) for a definition of the competence the expert has to 

impersonate: experts have technical process oriented and interpretive knowledge 

referring to their specific professional sphere of activity. Thus, expert knowledge does 

not only consist of systematized and reflexively accessible specialist knowledge, but it 

also contains the character of practical knowledge (see Bogner & Menz in Flick, 2009, p. 

166). The practical part of knowledge including aspects of cassette acquisition, 

production, distribution and advertising thus constituted integral factors for the data 

collection. Bogner and Menz (2009) also conceptualise aspects of exploration and 

systematization: expert interviews provided introductory information and links between 

different fields explored in this project. In Japan, for example, the bloggers and cassette 

collectors Toda Takeshi and Yusuke Tatewaki were able to point out important 

connections to prolific American labels such as Orange Milk. As soon as a sufficient 

amount of information for an entrance into the field was provided through the 

consultation of experts and gatekeepers, ensuing interviews functioned as 

contextualization methods for providing hints on how to connect the already identified 

patterns and relationships between shops, live venues and cassette projects (see Flick, 

2009, p. 166). 

It was necessary in this context to locate the type of knowledge that expert 

interviews are transmitting. In the case of process knowledge, interviews focused on 

techniques and resources for cassette production, recording and retail as used by the 

different actors in the field. In the case of context knowledge, consultations identified 

how actors identify and locate themselves in the field (see Flick, 2009, p. 167). This sheds 

light on cassette label operators’ strategies for networking and how social relations of 

friendship and rivalry are constructed in the field and what ensuing consequences these 

dynamics have for cassette related projects. These different types of interviews were 

utilised in different stages of the data collection while the ability to set different thematic 

focus points proved to be a useful instance of method triangulation, a strategy further 

outlined below (see 3.4.1) (see Flick, 2009, p. 168).      
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2.5 Documentation  

 

2.5.1 Ethnography as Writing 

Ethnography is necessarily interwoven with the process of writing. Accumulating data 

has to be fixed in a readable format; this is the leverage point at which writing as a method 

begins. The relevance of writing and description according to Hirschauer and Amann 

(1997) consists in the practice of raising matters that previously were not obvious: 

material dispositions, communication in body language, wordless processes and visual 

events that concern routines in everyday social behaviour and communication. These 

routines and ingrained social behaviours, however, are of particular interest as differences 

in adoptions of the cassette and handling of the format in different cultural backgrounds 

and music scenes can be identified. Ethnographic writing aims here at making the 

inexplicit aspects of social practices and connections accessible for sociological analysis. 

Concerning appropriate methods for verbalising recorded dynamics, Strübing (2018) 

compiled a group of possible problematic factors that were taken into consideration 

during the ethnographic writing process. ‘Voiceless and inexpressible factors’ are made 

up of observations and patterns in the data that exceed the preliminary analytical 

framework, a condition that due to power relations and cultural, political or ethical 

standards within the field as well as the hybrid nature of the cassette’s materiality and 

adoptions, remained unverbalised by the actors themselves. This occurred especially in 

the early explorative stages of the fieldwork. The connotation of these patterns had to be 

developed through active interpretation which at times coincided with the writing of field 

notes and chapter drafts. Writing functioned in this sense as a method for finding a 

language that made the shared subjective experiences of informants intersubjectively 

accessible. In some instances, the sheer amount of information during an observation 

session in the field made it difficult to write notes while simultaneously observing. 

Seeking the permission for taking photos of merchandise tables and cassette sections in 

independent record stores functioned in these situations as assisting tools for the 

documentation process, especially when taking field notes did not suffice or was not quick 

enough (see Strübing, 2018). Through documenting the structure display structure and 

stock of available cassette tapes as well as the packaging of cassette releases, it was 

possible to gain valuable insights into the particular music scene’s most active projects, 

genres and labels. A major aim of ethnographic writing is synthesizing loosely connected 
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descriptions and incidents into a coherent narrative. This is the leverage point where the 

method of thick description comes into use.   

 

2.5.2 Thick Description 

Thick description is a method of presenting research results in a literary condensed 

manner. Geertz (1975) adopted the method from the British philosopher Gilbert Ryle 

(2009) and modified it for the application in cultural research. The point of origin is the 

accumulated raw data, coined as ‘thin description’ by Geertz. In this stage, the data still 

lacks an extensive contextualisation. Creating a thick description is then based on 

processes of selection, reconstruction and interpretation that analyse the data from 

different angles and make it accessible for readers. An important theoretical factor within 

this framework is the notion that meaning is not inherently existent in the data but 

generated through its practical usage in social contexts. Hence, the concept of 

understanding within thick description can be framed as a method for a hermeneutic 

ethnographic investigation of the cassette tape in the digital age. The hermeneutic 

principle manifests itself here through the interplay between different data layers: the 

whole is analysed from its components and the components gain meaning through their 

relationship with the macro context (see Friebertshäuser, 2011). Hence, thick description 

does not analyse the complexity of social relations in a reductionist manner; the large 

amount of data collected through the 85 conducted interviews contained in this sense the 

possibility for the examination of different accounts of cassette projects and usage with 

different methods and from different perspectives (see 3.4.1). The application of thick 

description in the analysis and writing process thus remained the product of an authorial 

process tightly linked to the data gained through fieldwork (see Friebertshäuser, 2011, p. 

33 ff.). The changing of methods and perspectives for the purpose of gaining new insights 

into the data was during this process linked to the concept of triangulation. 

 

2.6 Data Analysis 

 

2.6.1 Triangulation  

Triangulating different modes of investigation entails connecting and relating them to the 

topic of research in a meaningful and context-connecting manner. This implies the 

reflection on an issue from at least two different perspectives while employing, for 
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example, two different methods of data collection. The crucial criterion for selecting a 

method is related to its adequacy in relation to the object of research. Data evaluation was 

conducted concomitant with the transcription of interviews and analysis of fieldnotes 

written during participant observations. The basic problem during this evaluation process 

consisted in making the different modes of interpretation and the reasons for choosing 

them transparent (see Hitzler, 2011, p. 50 f.). Norman K. Denzin’s (1978) notion of 

triangulation as a validation strategy was accounted for during this process. This was 

primarily realised through methodological triangulation, the central concept in Denzin’s 

theory. Triangulating between different methods designates the use of various methods 

for a single subject (see Denzin, 1978). As a process, methodological triangulation first 

and foremost implied playing off the utilised methods of interviews and participant 

observations against each another in order to maximise the validity of the fieldwork. The 

observation of the Cassette Store Day 2018 in Japan, for example, was accompanied by 

an in-depth interview with the event’s organiser Takamasa Endo of the company Side-B 

Creations Inc. shortly before the event took place in Tōkyō in October 2018. This 

discussion fundamentally aided in clarifying the goals of Cassette Store Day Japan and 

was essential in contrasting accounts of participating artists as well as artists and record 

stores that refused to participate in the event. The discourse that Cassette Store Day 

attracts was also further substantiated with participant observations and informal 

conversations with store operators while visiting record stores throughout Tōkyō. The 

ensuing data was then used for a critical analysis of Cassette Store Day’s economic and 

cultural circuits of cassette distribution (see Chapter 6). This practical side of 

triangulation, however, contains the problematic that combinations of methods or their 

interchanging during a single investigation cannot be realised due to temporal, spatial or 

ethical restrictions, especially when record shop clerks were interviewed at work in their 

stores or musicians or fans within a noisy concert setting. As a method for evaluating and 

understanding findings, triangulation nevertheless appears instructive, especially when 

different methods lead to differing results in a single case, hence asking for further 

reasoning and examination. This method proved especially fruitful when it was applied 

to comparisons of diverging practices and understandings of the cassette in different 

locations and cultures. Triangulation thus found application in three different ways: as a 

strategy for validation, as a method for abstracting from the concrete data and as a method 

for generating additional insights in the data (see Denzin, 1978). These aspects were then 
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fed into an emerging concept on the cassette’s current significance using Grounded 

Theory.        

 

2.6.2 Grounded Theory 

Grounded theory is a qualitative research method aiming at the development of a theory 

on the basis of empirical data. It has its roots in George Herbert Mead’s Interactionist 

Theory (see Mead & Morris, 1934). Similar to the ethnographic approach, Interactionist 

Theory treats the social reality as an intersubjectively negotiated construct of ascriptions 

and explanatory models. Empirically investigable subjects of everyday life are thus 

understood as interactively created, processual and related to the perspectives of the 

actors in the field (see Strübing, 2018, p. 109 ff.). Within the paradigm of Grounded 

Theory, gathered data in interviews and observations was treated as an accumulating 

source and emerging patterns and connections were understood as preliminary 

contributions to the research question. Given the premise that the contemporary meaning 

and usage of the cassette appears as a multifaceted complex context, I needed to capture 

as much as possible of this complexity. The analytical process that aided shaping an 

interpretation of the cassette’s significance in the digital age took place in different stages 

and varying versions of theory emerged from the interaction with the gathered data.  

As a method for conducting research, Grounded Theory is not outlined as a set of 

prescriptive procedural rules. It refrains from formulating strict and detailed process steps 

as the actual research situation rarely corresponds to prescribed theoretical guidelines. It 

is rather based on a framework of procedure recommendations that granted a certain level 

of flexibility for the analysis of cassettes in Independent Music scenes, its representation 

on the Internet and the cassette’s recent revival in popular culture. By incorporating this 

method, various theoretical approaches successively emerged out of the accumulating 

data during the research process (see Strübing, 2018, p. 112 ff.). The data gathering relied 

on the above-mentioned methods of conducting interviews, participant observation, video 

and audio recordings, and the analysis of online sources. New data was then set into 

context with already available material and information from academic literature, news 

features on the internet and YouTube videos. My interview with the operators Sean 

Bohrman and Lee Rickard of the now-defunct Burger Records label were for example, 

set into context with previous online news features and video interviews. Interviews with 

long-running labels such as Monorail Trespassing in Los Angeles were compared with 
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earlier research on cassettes in North American DIY music scenes (see Eley, 2011; Novak, 

2013). The basic structural method of comparing data segments for the organisation of 

theoretical constructs. Comparison is to be seen in this context in relation to the 

understanding of everyday life: observed congruences and differences constituted the 

basic starting points from which theories on the everyday usage of cassette tapes were 

generated. Important for this was the alignment with the research question that set certain 

aspects such as the role of the cassette’s materiality for its contemporary appropriations 

into focus. Methods of comparison were emerging at different stages of the research 

process. The principle of minimal contrast was used in the early phase of the fieldwork; 

the search for similarities thus supported investigating which factors appeared as 

constants in the varying data elements (see Strübing, 2018, p. 115). Recorded similarities 

and differences then lead to emerging sub-concepts and the inclusion of research literature, 

such as conceptualisations of the cassette’s significance in multi-layered music scene 

settings (Bennett & Peterson, 2004) according to Magaudda’s (2011) ‘circuit of practice’ 

concept. The theoretical framework increasingly took shape as more and more cases were 

taken into consideration and compared to the already available sub-concepts. This process 

was finalised when a theoretical saturation was achieved: the continued involvement of 

more homogenous cases did not contribute new features to the developing theoretical 

framework and so the analysis moved onto the next stage of maximal contrast. By 

comparing and relating the theoretical sub concepts to each other, (see Strübing, 2018, p. 

115 f.) comprehensive correlations between the use of cassettes in Independent Music 

scenes and popular culture were drawn. Nevertheless, the selection of data had to follow 

certain systematic criteria that guarantee a structured approach. Here theoretical sampling 

provided a flexible approach.         

               

2.6.3 Theoretical Sampling    

Theoretical sampling in the realm of Grounded Theory describes the method for selecting 

data. It refrains from posing a predetermined selection plan in favour of a step-by-step 

development of samples. While in the beginning of the data collection it was important 

to gain a wide range of samples, the acquisition process became increasingly refined as 

patterns and connections between cassette labels and artists emerged. Over the course of 

the project, the criteria for data selections thus became increasingly specific. The initial 

assortment of data sprung from my practical background knowledge of participating in 
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and researching DIY music scenes involved with cassettes in Berlin. Once initial data on 

cassette usage in Australia, Japan and the United States started to accumulate, ensuing 

selections were based on the analysis of the first data segments. Three selection methods 

were employed: ‘open coding’ was used in the early stages of the research in which 

analysis remained tentative and a set of various interpretations and perspectives were 

possible (see Strübing, 2018). Aspects that resembled each other in meaning were 

summarized into categories. Although participant observations at the Cassette Store Day 

2018 were only conducted in Japan, interviewees in all three countries were asked to 

share their opinion and experience with the event in their location. By employing this 

strategy, it was possible to work out similarities and differences in the curation of the 

event in its various franchises. Similarly, the historic aesthetic lofi principals and 

grassroots-based ethics of genres such as Noise, Hardcore Punk that were primarily 

developed in the cassette trading circuits of cassette culture in the 1980s and 1990s aided 

in grasping and contrasting current interactions with the cassette’s materiality (see 

McConnell, 2006; Novak, 2013). Differences and similarities between cassette labels in 

diverse localities but working in the same genre context were identified through this 

strategy. Open coding allowed here for a thematic access to the data, a selection of 

relevant material that then was further investigated through more detailed analysis (see 

Strübing, 2018, p. 118). Axial coding was chosen in the following stage to develop 

connections between categories and theoretical concepts generated from the data. Axial 

coding evolved around the axis of chosen central categories, such as materiality, nostalgia, 

fetish, analogue vs. digital, DIY, music scenes and so forth. Through this, newly 

accumulating data was set into relation with the previously generated categories in order 

to contextualise the most recent cases with previously analysed examples. As the analysis 

and fieldwork proceeded, more categories were compiled until samples regularly 

reappeared in the categories and the overall data appeared as ‘saturated’. Lastly, selective 

coding was employed to strategically close gaps in the narrative and review and put the 

theory to the test (see Corbin, 2011, p. 73 ff.). At this point in the process, a range of 

different categories were developed and needed to be integrated into the theoretical 

framework. This occurred around a selection of concepts such as economic preconditions 

of the music industry, cassettes and the materiality of music and cassette related circuits 

of practice in various layers of grassroots-based music scenes (Bennett & Peterson, 2004; 

Magaudda, 2011) that describe the current significance of the cassette tape in its broader 

meaning. The aim at this stage was to create a guiding narrative thread that gathered the 
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loosely related theoretical particles and related them to the research question. These 

relations were actively created through reflectively and creatively engaging with the data. 

In regard to the investigation of the significance of the cassette’s materiality in current 

music cultures, the cassette, due to its numerous socio-economically and culturally 

informed adoptions that ultimately frame it as a hybrid format (see Taylor, 2014), 

functions as a fruitful example to critically reassess Gibson’s (2014) notion of 

‘affordances’. By employing Dant’s (1999, 2005, 2006, 2008) analysis of material culture 

and systematization of ‘material interactions’ with the cassette as displayed by various 

informants throughout the investigated field, I demonstrate that the significance of the 

cassette is deeply socially structured and subjected to ongoing discourses in DIY music 

scenes that negotiate the appropriate use of the format. In accordance with Kopytoff’s 

(1986) critical reassessment of Gibson’s theory, the cassette vividly demonstrates that its 

affordances as bona fide audio format, merchandise display item or tool for live DJing 

are constructed through social discourses (see Chapter 4). These core categories 

subsequently informed the theoretical sampling process. According to Strauss, Corbin 

and Glaser’s (see Corbin, 2011; Strübing, 2018, p. 122 f.) suggestion of ‘maximal 

restriction’ the number of categories was kept to a minimum in order to insure a precise 

and coherent analysis and narrative.   

    

2.7 Conclusion 

  

The cassette’s multifaceted occurrences in the context of music in the 21st century made 

it necessary to investigate the phenomenon in a multi-sited field. Ethnographic fieldwork 

was chosen as the best approach for examining the strategies, experiences and personal 

relationships of contemporary artists, label and independent record store operators as well 

as fans that engage with the cassette on a regular basis. This approach proved optimal for 

gaining a thorough insight into what material and symbolic characteristics render the 

cassette as a useful tool for music production, distribution and consumption in the digital 

age. A large sample of 85 semi-structured interviews spanning three countries and 13 

different cities in correspondence with a multitude of participant observation sessions 

guaranteed a sufficient amount of data for the purpose of mapping and analysing the 

current use of cassette tapes in international DIY music scenes. Due to the size of the data 

sample, Strauss and Glaser’s Grounded Theory functioned as the ideal tool to analyse 
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data concomitant with the fieldwork (see Corbin, 2011; Glaser & Strauss, 2009; Strauss 

& Corbin, 1998). Factors such as the cassette’s materiality, economic conditions and 

online distribution infrastructure as well as the influence of Cassette Store Day for the 

general perception of cassettes in broader society successively emerged as key points and 

were subsequently used as framework for the sampling process. Data samples were 

compared and aligned with Dant’s (2008) theory on material culture, Magaudda’s (2011) 

circuits of practice approach and Peterson and Bennett’s (2004) framing of cultural 

dynamics in different spheres of music scenes. Contextualising my findings with 

available literature on cassette tapes in the 21st century proved in this context to be an 

indispensable step for generating a wholesome analysis of the collected data. My insider 

status and previous experience in producing, distributing and consuming cassette tapes 

was critically assessed in an ongoing fashion during the fieldwork as well as during the 

analysis of data and writing process in order to guarantee a focus on the informants’ 

accounts in the analytical narrative. The outlined methodology described and discussed 

in this chapter provided a solid investigative toolset that systematically and efficiently 

structured the fieldwork. The next chapter of this thesis investigates the economic 

conditions that constitute the background for current cassette production, distribution and 

consumption circuits.   
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Chapter 3: Checking the Inventory: Production and 

Distribution of Cassettes in the 21st Century  
 

The significance of the audio cassette in the 21st century is bound by complex production 

and distribution patterns which have been in continual transformation. In comparison to 

the peak phase of cassettes’ usage during the early 1980s to mid-1990s, manufacture and 

dissemination of the format in the 21st century no longer relies on large cutting-edge 

electronics corporations like Sony, but on local private business that utilise half- century 

old machinery. As audio cassettes are no longer commonly available in retail stores, 

distribution is largely organised by the North American enterprises Bandcamp and 

Discogs (2018a, 2018b, 2020a); whose online platforms have become the central hubs 

for the worldwide dissemination of cassettes.  

The first step to understanding the significance of the cassette tape for music in the 

21st century is to trace the specifics of its availability, access and usage. Hence, this 

chapter investigates the economic and ensuing cultural elements in the interrelating 

context of the United States, Australia and Japan. In doing so, I will analyse the so-called 

‘cassette revival’ using several sales statistics and demonstrate how cassette 

manufacturing transitioned into a state in which it is upheld by a comparatively small 

number of private businesses. Lastly, after tracing the cassette’s current conditions for 

production that set it apart from CDs and vinyl records, I will show how its distribution 

patterns are constituted online and in the context of bricks and mortar record shops. The 

cassette appears embedded in a tightly knit context in which DIY production and 

distribution methods are overlapping with digital equivalents on the internet. My analysis 

of the cassette’s economic significance and placing will work through this correlation of 

the online and offline world while acknowledging the diverging technological and 

cultural aspects that may arise from its dynamic.   

 

3.1 The ‘Cassette Revival’ in Numbers: A Substantial Resurgence or 

Just a Temporary Fad? 

 

Increased sales numbers of cassettes from 2010 onwards across international music 

markets led to proclamations in hyperbolic headlines such as: ‘Re-rewind: Are cassettes 

the new vinyl? Sales of the once defunct format more than double in 2017’ (Copsey, 
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2017), ‘Cassettes are back, as “dead” media stomps the terra again’ (Hyman, 2016) or 

‘Forget vinyl, cassette tapes are the hippest new format from the past’ (Palermino, 2015). 

According to these articles, cassette sales in the United Kingdom tripled in 2012 and then 

rose to 2.1 million items sold in 2015 (Copsey, 2017; Poulter, 2016). In the following 

years, figures increased even more, displaying a 112% increase in 2017 compared to 2016. 

In the journalistic narratives these figures are then related to the release of limited cassette 

editions for Lana Del Rey’s album ‘Lust for Life’ and Jay-Z’s ‘4:44’ released in 2017 

(see Copsey, 2017; Sanchez, 2018). However, sales numbers are not indicating a general 

upswing of interest in the cassette format for British music consumers, but merely isolated 

occurrences based on fandom for certain major label artists. Audio cassettes are thus 

reduced to the status of merchandise items, with their primary quality not being the ability 

to reproduce audio, but to materialise nostalgia and/or pose a collectible oddity in sight 

of the now essentially digital setting of music in the 21st century. The recurringly posed 

question in newspaper headlines ‘Are cassettes the new vinyl?’ thus provides no merit, 

as the vinyl record tends to retain its original affordance as a physical music format that 

is actually listened to rather than a collectable figurine for a bookshelf. This is especially 

the case as cassette player hardware nowadays is less common and harder to acquire than 

record players (see Bartmanski & Woodward, 2015b). Following media accounts such as 

Palermino (2015), the cassette’s significance is framed on how ‘hip’ it is perceived to be 

for music releasing. The recurrent media narrative of the cassette as a ‘hip’ format for 

primarily white ‘urban hipsters’, however, does not sufficiently explain the multifaceted 

cultural dynamics that underlie contemporary cultural practices that relate to the use of 

cassette tapes. Indeed, when comparing sales statistics of cassette tapes throughout the 

2010s, it becomes apparent that ‘hipness’ understood as a mere temporary fad does not 

depict the whole spectrum of reasons why the cassette prevails in the digital age. 

While according to the data analytics firm Nielsen cassette sales in the United States 

increased from 129,000 copies in 2016 to 174,000 in 2017 (Caulfield, 2018; Sanchez, 

2018), the highest selling titles on cassette in 2017 were three distinctive soundtracks for 

the movie and animated series versions of the Guardians of the Galaxy comic books. A 

cassette mixtape given to Peter Jason Quill, generally known as his intergalactic crime 

defying persona Star-Lord in the late 1980s by his mother who shortly thereafter 

succumbed to terminal cancer, is an integral emotionally laden cornerstone in the movie’s 

narrative. For fans, owning an actual cassette designed in the style of the mixtape seen in 

the movie then becomes a desirable collectible and consequentially the main driver for 
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rising sales numbers of cassettes in the Nielsen report (see Caulfield, 2018; Sanchez, 

2018). That the bulk of these cassettes remain unplayed in their shrink-wrapped shells 

displayed next to other comic, movie and science-fiction memorabilia indicates that the 

core portion of cassettes leading the so-called ‘cassette revival’ were bought first and 

foremost as collectible artefacts for their design and form factor and not as audio formats 

meant for listening.  

The same thing can be said about the highest selling release for Record Store Day 

2015 in the United States. As Nielsen and Billboard reported (Rettig, 2015a), a cassette 

version of the first Metallica demo tape ‘No life ‘til Leather’ from 1982 re-released for 

the event sold almost 3,000 copies. As with the Guardians of the Galaxy cassettes, an 

actual cassette release of an original cassette that is now an extremely rare collectible 

appears to be a highly authentic form of merchandise item for a significant group of 

consumers. The high number of sales can be attributed to both Metallica’s international 

reputation and fanbase, as well as the lower cost of the cassette compared to the limited-

edition vinyl box sets and re-releases usually released for Record Store Day. Nonetheless, 

much like the Guardians of the Galaxy example, the cassette here appears as a collectible 

merchandise item (Discogs, 2020e).  

Coinciding with the Metallica demo release in 2015, the fashion and lifestyle brand 

Urban Outfitters began to sell cassette tapes and players after successfully introducing 

major label releases on vinyl and record players in their product line (see Rettig, 2015b). 

In order to appeal to a young and social media-skilled consumer base, the distributed 

players emphasise materiality and visual design and thus differ from the common plain-

looking black and boxy hifi-decks and Walkmans of the 1980s and 1990s produced by 

Japanese brands such as Sony and Akai. The built- and audio-quality is not the focus of 

the Urban Outfitters hardware; emphasis is rather on an eye-catching design with see-

through clear plastic or fake-woodgrain cases that look attractive on photos and 

eventually social media posts; rendering these items lifestyle accessories mainly for the 

purpose of being displayed and looked at. According to Matthew Taylor of the YouTube 

channel Techmoan, the origin of the translucent players that Urban Outfitters sells lies in 

hardware that was produced for the use by inmates in prisons. Translucent shells for 

electronics are a necessity here, a requisite to prevent the smuggling of contraband. As 

cassette tapes were the only allowed format for music consumption in prisons for an 

extended period of time ranging until the mid-2010s, the approximately two million 

prisoners in the United States constituted a stable demand for the format and translucent 
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players. Interestingly, following Matthews’ argument, the demand from prisons is also 

the reason why low-quality players were kept in production and eventually picked up by 

resellers such as Urban Outfitters: the electronics owned by inmates have to be 

unassuming in order to prevent fights over them (see Techmoan, 2020). As with the 

Guardians of the Galaxy or Metallica cassettes however, the Urban Outfitters tape 

catalogue is not to be located in the context of a renaissance of cassette culture, 

encompassing practices such as mix-taping, home-recording original music on 

Portastudios (see Drew, 2016; P. Foster & Marshall, 2015; Harrison, 2006) or elaborate 

cassette DJing that projects such as Koshiro Hino’s YPY are known for (Boiler Room, 

2018). Thus, the cassette in the context of its proclaimed ‘revival’ is stripped of any 

cultural or technological quality that would exceed nostalgia motivated consumerism. It 

is merely yet another merchandise item in a seemingly endless line of products that 

monetise the fandom and idolisation of North American popular music idols and 

Hollywood movies around the world.  

Still, Urban Outfitters’ concept as a ‘lifestyle retailer’ that not only provides 

clothing but also analogue music equipment for cassettes and vinyl and materials to 

‘decorate your small space, apartment or room (Urban Outfitters, 2020)’ indicates a novel 

trend in the retail industry. The cassette is integrated into this sales strategy as a 

fashionable lifestyle item that, due to its small size, fits into the limited space that young 

people in urban environments have available for dwelling. Confined by this limited space 

that leaves no room for extensive music collections, Urban Outfitters brackets out the 

selection process for their consumer base by offering a highly curated catalogue of music 

releases on cassette and vinyl, often with special imprimatur, thus rendering them Urban 

Outfitters’ exclusive releases such as cassette releases by Taylor Swift and Britney Spears 

(Urban Outfitters, 2021). The cassette is charged with a novel meaning in this context: as 

music streaming has become in the dominant perception the mass medium for music 

consumption in the urban environments of Western major cities, cassettes are 

reconfigured as decorative items, produced and distributed with the aim of looking good 

on shelves and social media posts. This is, however, not to say that cassettes are not used 

as bona fide sound carriers at all anymore. As the following chapters will demonstrate, 

the cassette maintains its status as a material tool for DIY and grassroots-based creativity 

throughout a wide range of amateur and professional projects in the contemporary 

landscape of music.  
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Yet, cassette sales in the US market grew even more in 2018, accounting for 

219,000 items sold and thus continuing the trend of previous years (Alexander, 2019). 

These sales figures remain comparatively insignificant in comparison to the dominant 

physical audio formats, specifically CDs and vinyl records. When comparing the 

statistical data in press releases of the recording industry associations RIAA in the USA 

and ARIA in Australia, the scale of cassette tape production and sales remains so 

insignificantly small that its figures are not explicitly mentioned; but subsumed under an 

‘other’ category of physical media which includes formats like SVCDs or DVDs 

(Australian Recording Industry AssociationA. R. I. A. Ltd, 2019; RIAA, 2019). These 

‘other’ sections of physical media are overall decreasing in numbers, hence making it 

hard to identify and review the status of cassette tapes. For vinyl records on the other 

hand, the situation does look different as their production and sales numbers have been 

well-recorded over the past decades. According to a report of the International 

Federation of Phonographic Industry IFPI, 2019 marked the 13th consecutive year of 

growth in sales and production for the vinyl record format (IFPI, 2020). Cassettes are not 

specifically mentioned in this statement, demonstrating that their overall sales 

performance was too insignificant for the global music market. In this regard, the Nielsen, 

IFPI, RIAA and ARIA statistics are registering an abridged fragment of the overall 

constitution of cassettes’ consumption and use in contemporary international music 

markets and cultures. In doing so, they omit the key element that constitutes cassette 

cultures in the 21st century: independently produced and distributed cassette tapes of DIY 

artists and music labels. As many of these cassettes are sold hand-to-hand at concerts and 

local record shops, or even traded on a tape-for-tape basis, these distribution patterns as 

well as the second-hand market are not represented in the aforementioned figures. How 

can they be taken into account?  

The largest portion of contemporary self-released and second-hand cassettes are 

distributed through the two online platforms Bandcamp and Discogs. Both companies are 

based in the United States and experienced a steep rise in contributions to their databases 

and revenue through their sales platforms within the past decade. In 2017, Bandcamp 

reported that around 500 artists from around the globe created a profile with the service 

each day, while 17,872 individual cassette releases were released through the platform 

(see Walker, 2017). Similarly, Discogs, currently hosting one of the largest online music 

databases worldwide with over 12 Million releases (Discogs, 2020c), has recorded and 

analysed submissions to its catalogue next to transactions in the marketplace and 
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compared these to the results of the annual Nielsen reports. According to the company, 

cassette sales in their market place, which are comprised of the sales of both second-hand 

along with current self-released cassettes, grew 37% in 2014, from 65,752 items to 90,173 

(Discogs, 2016). This upward trend continued; cassette sales in the market place grew 

30% from 125,685 to 162,811 units in the following years (Discogs, 2018a). However, 

in their most recent report at the end of 2019, Discogs noted that this trend had slowed 

down with an increase of only 4.45% between 2018 and 2019, comprising a change from 

194,720 to 203,382 cassettes sales (Discogs, 2020a). Following on from this evidence, it 

can be said that the current status of the cassette is not as simple as merely a temporary 

resurgence. Two articles published on the Discogs website address this fact by pointing 

out the difference between the Discogs database and the Nielsen statistics in terms of 

cassette sales by genre. The numbers sourced from Discogs’ own database represent ‘the 

number of unique releases for each of the most common styles that cassettes have been 

tagged with with on Discogs.’ (Discogs, 2018b). According to these figures, genres like 

Punk, Black Metal, Experimental Music and Noise have been most prolific in recent years. 

Experimental Music for example, comprised almost 4,000 individual cassette releases in 

the years 2016 and 2017, Noise around 3,000 and Black Metal over 2,000 (Discogs, 

2018b). These genres differ quite fundamentally from the soundtrack and Pop music 

driven results of the Nielsen evaluation. For example, Nielsen tracked Nirvana’s 

‘Nevermind’ album as the 10th highest selling cassette in the US market for 2017 with 

2,000 sold units (Caulfield, 2018). Discogs in contrast recorded around 2,500 individual 

new cassette releases in the Punk genre that same year, each individual release comprising 

distinct edition runs from as little as one cassette up to editions of 500 or more (Discogs, 

2018b). Hence, the units moved by a single major label cassette re-release like 

‘Nevermind’ is easily outweighed by the number of individually and privately produced 

cassette releases across the United States and world-wide. The omission of niche genres 

like Noise and Punk in the Nielsen statistics shows the lack of data foundation for the 

claims of a cassette resurgence. Over the past decade, genres that are tied to niche and 

underground music scenes have been far more prolific in their cassette production than 

major labels. They constitute the main cause of cassette supply, production and 

distribution in the 21st century, while functioning without the notion of a ‘cassette revival’. 

Cassette projects stemming from these scenes emphasize a historic continuation in their 

long-term use of cassettes. Key labels such as Monorail Trespassing from America or 

Breakdance the Dawn in Australia have been releasing and incorporating the format 
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continuously over the past decades, with catalogues featuring cassette releases dating 

back to the early and mid-2000s (Discogs, 2020b, 2020f).   

Lisa Foster (2018) of the independent record label Guestroom Records that operates 

stores in Louisville, Kentucky and Oklahoma City addressed these issues in a 2018 article 

titled ‘The Cassette Comeback Isn’t What You Think It Is,’ published on the Discogs 

website. Foster concedes that cassette sales in her stores, while still remaining small in 

relation to other physical formats, increased by 35% from 2014 to 2018. Although she 

acknowledges the possible connection between the rising sales figures and the release of 

the Guardians of the Galaxy cassettes, she links the phenomenon primarily to the 

increasing cost of vinyl records. In the years between 2015 and 2018 the median retail 

price for a new album on vinyl sold at Guestroom Records rose about 20%, thus making 

cassettes more attractive for cost conscious consumers (L. Foster, 2018). The importance 

of the cassette for the music scenes in Kentucky and Oklahoma is emphasized in this 

regard; for example, the local DIY label Auralgami Sounds contributes about 10% of the 

yearly cassette sales for the stores. Other self-released cassettes by local labels and artists 

come on top of that, clarifying that the dynamics of current cassette consumption and 

production cannot be reduced to the mere release of movie or major label artist 

merchandise. Cassette tapes occur as artefacts in contemporary music cultures and 

therefore, throughout the sections of this chapter and subsequent chapters in the thesis, 

will be located in the setting of an interwoven web of DIY and grassroots practices that 

display a strong connection to local, translocal and virtual music scenes (Bennett & 

Peterson, 2004; L. Foster, 2018). 

Hence, it is not only in North America, Europe, Australia or the United Kingdom 

where cassettes have drawn the attention of the public in recent years. In Japan, despite 

the global move towards streaming platforms as the leading way for distributing music, 

the music industry remains fundamentally shaped by the consumption of physical media, 

namely the Compact Disc. Overall revenue in the year 2018 accounted for 79% of 

physical, so-called ‘Record Music’ and just 21% digital sales; a quite distinctive 

composition compared to markets in the United States and Australia where streaming has 

been the main source of income for years (ARIA 2019; RIAA, 2019). CD albums and 

singles sold in Japan’s main music retail chain stores Tower Records and Disk Union stay 

strong as the key tools for major and independent record labels (RIAJ, 2019, p. 1 ff.). Still, 

statistics from the Recording Industry Association of Japan (RIAJ) specify that national 

CD production has been decreasing since 2009, with numbers falling from 210 million 
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units to about 130 million in 2018 (RIAJ, 2019, p. 4). This dynamic is paired with an 

increase in vinyl record production accounting for a growth from 400 thousand units in 

2014 to one million in 2018 (RIAJ, 2019, p. 11), while the music streaming sector started 

to catch on and generated more than fifty percent of all digital music revenue for the first 

time in 2018 (RIAJ, 2019, p. 1). 

Notwithstanding the claims in newspaper articles that have been celebrating a 

comeback of cassette tapes for the past decade in Japan as well (Chino, 2017), the number 

of nationally produced cassettes has been in a continuous downward trend since 1988, 

when the volume of manufactured CDs surpassed cassettes for the first time in history 

(RIAJ, 2019, p. 11). Nevertheless, in 2018 a total of 441,000 cassette tapes were 

manufactured in Japan, showing that there is still a stable consumer base apart from any 

claims of ‘cassette comebacks’ that may also have bolstered cassette sales in the country.  

Interest in the cassette format has grown again in recent years, especially in 

international independent and DIY music scenes. News reports that mainly focus on large 

and international phenomena like the Guardians of the Galaxy cassette releases, the 

Cassette Store Day events (see Chapter 6) or the prolific Burger Records label, widely 

neglect to incorporate the importance of grassroots-based local music scenes, artists and 

DIY labels that use their cassette releases on a small-scale grassroots basis in which they 

function as a cultural currency that allows for participation in music cultures, as well as 

local conditions in different national markets. The next section of this chapter will further 

investigate how contemporary production of cassettes is exceeding the borders of 

particular cultural communities, as independent Punk and Noise scenes in the United 

States, Australia and Japan have relied on cassette producers dedicated to the production 

of Christian cassette sermons or conservative Enka Music (see Fukuda, 2018; Shamoon, 

2014; Stevens, 2008). The current status of the cassette tape in the music cultures of the 

world is not a singular phenomenon of pure revivalism or nostalgia. The relevance, use 

and reception of the cassette for supply, production and distribution of music changes 

with each context the format is analysed in, underlining the format’s technological and 

cultural hybridity.  
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3.2 From Maxell to No-Name: The Contemporary Landscape of 

Cassette Production and Supply 

 

During the 1980s and 1990s, Japanese consumer electronics companies such as Sony, 

TDK and Maxell spearheaded cassette production worldwide. With their blank-cassettes, 

these manufacturers provided the recording material for an internationally connected 

tape-trading network of home-recording artists. For this, the cassette tape’s pocket-sized 

shape and re-recordability made it the ideal audio format for the sake of sharing. For the 

first time in history, DIY artists were able to connect creatively with like-minded people 

across the globe through a different medium than written letters in an era predating data 

transmission via the Internet. Nowadays, the practice of sending cassette tapes in the mail 

as a way to exchange artistic and musical ideas has been widely replaced by email and 

real-time communication on social media platforms. Regardless of this transition, 

international DIY tape production and distribution continue to thrive, making it necessary 

to investigate how the current supply of cassettes is constituted.  

In the face of this, two names are recurringly mentioned by cassette label operators, 

artists and journalistic enquiries alike: National Audio Company (NAC) operating out of 

Springfield, Missouri and Duplication.ca with facilities in Montréal, Toronto and 

Melbourne. Both of these companies are based in North America and currently appear as 

the most prolific producers and suppliers of cassettes in this area (National 

AudioCompany, 2019). Thousands of international cassette projects from the Americas, 

Europe, Oceania, East- and Southeast Asia are sourcing their supply from these two 

companies. Besides this, NAC produced several of the aforementioned cassettes for 

recent movies like Guardians of the Galaxy or Star Wars: The Force Awakens, as well as 

the Metallica demo tapes for the 2015 Record Store Day (Dezember & Steele, 2017). 

Ordering a few hundred cassettes for a release can be a cost-intensive endeavour when 

shipped in-between continents for a DIY label run with private funds. This then begs the 

question as to why so many labels and artists are using two producers based in North 

America to supply themselves, especially when other production plants operating around 

the globe like Dex Audio (2020) in Australia, Mobineko (2020) in Taiwan, T.A.P.E. 

MUZIK (2020) in Germany, or Tape Line (2020) in the UK are also available. Eventually, 

a complex set of factors like prices for cassette assembly, dubbing, printing next to 

available colour options, as well as convenience and reliability of the transaction and 
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production process is determining the selection process. The reason then, why NAC and 

duplication.ca are currently heavily relied on is because they offer the most-attractive mix 

of these factors for most customers.  

In multiple cases, as with NAC and Lifeshaper (2012), both based in Australia, 

cassette manufacturers have been maintaining production during the early to mid-2000s, 

a period during which the format was considered in general to be obsolete and defunct 

(Guy, 2007; Independent, 2007). In the United States and Australia, Christian cassette 

sermons provided an integral source of demand for ongoing cassette production that kept 

companies like NAC afloat during a time when general and grassroots music production 

shifted towards distribution via Mp3 downloads alongside professionally pressed or 

home-produced CD releases.  

For years, Joyce Meyer Ministries, an evangelical Christian group based in 

Fenton, Mo., ordered 250,000 blank tapes a week on which it dubbed sermons 

and self-help advice. Listeners of "How to Hear From God" and "Eat &Stay Thin" 

kept [National Audio Company] prowling for supplies long after most music fans 

switched to compact discs (Dezember & Steele, 2017). 

Religious cassette sermons, that also maintained a strong cultural influence not only 

for Christian communities in the West, but also for cultural and religious discourses in 

Egypt and Yemen among other states (Hirschkind, 2012; Miller, 2007), thus constituted 

a steady demand for cassette producing facilities around the world. Reasons for this 

include the prevalence of cassette players in cars, but also making the relevant content 

available to older generations of consumers not necessarily affiliated as yet with CD 

technology, let alone personal computers. The location of these manufacturing plants in 

the case of NAC in Missouri, and Lifeshaper Langwarrin, rural Victoria, fit into this 

framework as well; these locations are likely to maintain a higher saturation of active 

church communities with substantial shares of elderly members than urban areas. 

Cassettes have also sustained against conventional technology in language education; due 

to their material sturdiness, reliability and intuitive operation for stopping, rewinding and 

reviewing audio material they proved to be a practical tool for training in listening 

comprehension7. Not only this, but also institutional rigidity led to a continued use of the 

 
7 While travelling in New York City in 2016, I received a lesson in the traditional Japanese dance Nihon 

Buyō. The teacher was using self-recorded cassette tapes with the accompanying music played on a small 
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cassette tape in prisons throughout the United States and the purpose of interview 

recordings in the United Kingdom police forces (see Hudson, 2012).  

These examples illustrate that a comparatively small, yet culturally widely varied 

demand for cassette tapes continued during a time when CDs and digital files became the 

prevalent technology for music consumption, which ultimately led to Christian sermons 

being produced next to anarchist Punk recordings, and Rap mixes next to language 

education or motivational speeches in the production halls of companies like NAC and 

Lifeshaper. As the cassette remained a format that in comparison with other physical 

media could be cost-effectively and quickly produced in small quantities and repurposed 

due to its re-recordability, it functioned as a cultural hybrid, gathering various 

ideologically opposing, yet intersecting cultures. Tom Martin, who started his now 

defunct cassette label Comfort 35 out of his Melbourne bedroom in 2014, acknowledges 

this diversity and disparity while talking about how he sourced tapes for his releases:  

There’s one person, when I was doing Comfort, where I got all my cassettes. He 

lived out in Langwarrin which is like rural Victoria and he ran a service that is 

called Lifeshaper and so it was a Christian thing and he had sort of a tape running 

machine where he runs all the tape through to custom lengths and then shells it. 

And that’s from my understanding [where] most of the blank cassettes in 

Melbourne [came from]. […] you always gonna find these specific people who 

for whatever reason have been involved with tapes and I find the more you look 

at it, the more it is like people often doing sermons or whatever like, it is usually 

religious like affiliations. […] His website sort of lists that it’s a Christian service 

and all that so, it’s quite bizarre and again, it’s one of those small things where 

it’s a small connection between these probably quite conflicting sort of cultures. 

[Laughs] But, I always thought that was really funny.   

Tom Martin, Melbourne, Comfort 35, The Faculty  

 
device in the dance studio. She explained to me that people sometimes laugh at her for using those; however, 

through decades of experience, she knew how to precisely reel the tapes to the sections of the music she 

wanted to study.  She also appreciated being able to quickly change in between cassettes and having them 

lying on the floor without the worry of accidentally scratching them. Furthermore, my first Japanese 

listening comprehension exercises at Humboldt University of Berlin in 2015 were still conducted using a 

cassette tape older than many of the course’s participants.   
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As of April 2020, Joyce Meyer Ministries sells their audio materials only on CD 

and DVD (Joyce MeyerMinistries, 2020) with the former cassette versions currently sold 

on eBay for as low as $2US. Certainly, rurally located private cassette companies were 

able to continue their operations based on the demand of Christian ministries during the 

2000s. However, throughout the 2010s these ministries increasingly digitized their 

catalogues and gradually moved out of the cassette market. Simultaneously, the demand 

for cassette production grew in international DIY music scenes, eventually constituting a 

major source of income for private cassette manufacturers.  

Parallel dynamics of shifting demand for cassettes can also be found in Japan, 

where presently the largest part of current cassette labels relies on imported cassettes from 

NAC and Duplication.ca for their releases. However, cassette production facilities 

established for the Enka industry were used by members of the various DIY music scenes 

for decades, next to the widely available retail blank cassettes by Maxell, Sony and TDK 

among others. Maxell blank audio cassettes of various lengths remain available in 

supermarkets and electronics stores such as Aeon or Yodobashi Camera as of 2019.   

 

 
 

Figure 3. Various length blank-cassettes and head cleaner at Aeon supermarket in Tōkyō, October 2018. 

 

As with the facilities primarily producing Christian cassette sermons, the 

intersection of DIY music scenes throughout Japan with the national Enka industry 

introduces another facet of cultural contrast embodied through the cassette. Being a genre 

of Japanese Popular Music, Enka developed into its contemporary shape during the years 

following the Second World War. Now characterized by ‘synthesized electronic sounds, 

and lush, pop-style orchestration that is very different from any pre-Meiji style of music’ 
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(Shamoon, 2014, p. 113), the genre’s audience is primarily constituted of older listeners, 

many of whom have been using cassette tapes for the majority of their lifetime. Enka 

pieces are performed by a single or small group of vocal performers commonly 

accompanied by an orchestra that mainly utilizes western-style instruments with 

occasional appearances of traditional Japanese instruments like the Koto. Enka is not a 

particularly widespread music genre in contemporary Japan; releases are mainly 

distributed through dedicated shops, while Enka sections in music retailers like Tower 

Records, if existing, are relatively small compared to the ones for current J-Pop artists. 

Enka’s lyrics commonly deal with aspects of Japan’s cultural uniqueness with 

conservative forms of romance also being a common theme. In some cases, even 

glorification of nationalistic values can be found (Fukuda, 2018, p. 45; Shamoon, 2014, 

p. 113; Stevens, 2008). Visually, the cover artworks for Enka releases remain uniform 

and show female Enka singers commonly wearing traditional Kimonos and male singers 

wearing western style suits 8  or occasionally Kimonos. As the comparatively slow 

adaptation to the music streaming model in Japan illustrates (RIAJ, 2017, 2019), a limited 

number of established technologies like the CD or even the cassette persists in Japan, 

while new modes of consumption take longer to gain traction compared to other countries. 

Hence, cassettes were continuously in use since they started being adopted as a 

mainstream audio format in the early 1970s; in the cultural milieu of a conservative music 

style such as Enka, but also in the grassroots-based cultures of the Punk and Noise scenes 

where the release of music on cassette has remained the norm.  

Yabuki Rokuon Kōbō (Yabuki audio recording workshop), a small cassette producer 

that was operated by two men in the basement of an apartment building located in 

Koganei city west of Tōkyō shows how these culturally diverging styles of music were 

united through cassette production. The company maintained a reputation for offering 

affordable prices during its 26 years of operation, which led to the plant supplying a loyal 

crowd of DIY Punk labels in addition to their usual affiliates in the Enka industry. Tōkyō 

local Takashi Kosaka, who, besides operating his DIY label Black Hole since 2011 also 

promotes tours and shows of Japanese and international artists, was part of this group. 

Yabuki Rokuon Kōbō terminated production in June 2018 after one of its owners became 

ill and passed away ("My Koganei: Yabuki Rokuon Kōbō," 2019). Kosaka explains: 

 
8 A noteworthy exemption is the American/Japanese Enka singer Jerome Charles White Jr. commonly 

known by his stage name Jero, who became famous for performing Enka while wearing Hip Hop-style 

clothing.  
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Kosaka: It was two middle-aged guys running that place. It was a small company, 

but unfortunately the manager got ill last year, and it stopped. I used them all the 

time, they were the cheapest and the guys who ran it were good, but the manager 

passed away and then I started ordering at Aimoto Kagaku. 

Düster: So, that first company was one for Enka tapes?  

Kosaka: Yes! But from the 80s onwards Japanese Hardcore Bands made their 

cassettes there as well. When I went to their office before, they had those bands’ 

stickers stuck everywhere. The two guys made the tapes in the basement of an 

old apartment building. So, it’s sad.  

Takashi Kosaka, Tōkyō, Black Hole  

Through companies such as Yabuki Rokuon Kōbō, the areas of Enka and DIY music, 

although culturally incongruent in their self-understanding, have been producing their 

music releases in close vicinity for decades. Given that the cassette is a culturally hybrid 

format, it allows for varying and even opposing kinds of cultural adoption: for Enka, the 

cassette embodies a basic, sturdy technology for an aged group of consumers that is 

reluctant to adopt new digital music forms like MP3s or even the CD. Tied into this is 

also nostalgia, as Enka often portrays ‘the good old times’ in its lyrics. For Punk, 

Industrial or Noise cultures, however, that perceive themselves as ideologically rooted in 

oppositional or countercultural ambitions, the cassette remains as the only format that can 

be cheaply reproduced on a grassroots level, manifests an authentic low fidelity sound 

and can be creatively appropriated for example through spray painting its shell (see 

Brackett, 2002).  

Subsequent to the ceasing supply of cassettes produced by Enka focused facilities, 

a shift in demand for more colour and design options in cassette production has led large 

numbers of cassette labels and artists to choose overseas production in North America 

over local production in Japan. Furthermore, companies set up especially for the purpose 

of importing cassettes and vinyl records for local Japanese releases have emerged 

throughout the last decade. Takamasa Endo, CEO of one of these companies, Vinyl Star 

International, that also operates the cassette specific venture Cassette Express and 

organises the Cassette Store Day Japan events, provides insight into the reason why his 

company is importing cassettes from Canada for the Japanese market:  
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There is [sic] two or three cassette plants in Japan, but they have only white 

coloured [cassettes] because these plants are only for the Enka industry. So, they 

don’t care about the colour or design of the cassettes they just need the hardware 

that’s why they only produce the white shell colour. But in the US and Europe 

there is [sic] many different plants using many different colours. In the US they 

have 25 different colour options, in Canada it is more than 50 colours. So, we are 

using this plant to produce cassettes.  

Takamasa Endo, Tōkyō, Vinyl Star International, Cassette Store Day Japan 

Giving an insight from the perspective of artists and cassette label operators on this matter, 

Tomohito Hiratsura, who performs Ambient and Electronic Music as Duenn and ran a 

cassette label under the same moniker that from 2011 to 2018 released an overall of 45 

titles, successfully relied on an Enka cassette production plant for his label:  

Hiratsura: Well, they went out of business, but there was a cassette pressing 

company that produced Enka cassettes. I ordered them from there, but the owner 

was getting quite old and stopped. Everyone is ordering cassettes from overseas 

companies because you can choose the colours. There are many options, aren’t 

there, yellow, green and so on. You only get black, white and grey in Japan. I am 

personally a minimalist, so I am fine with those three options [laughs] I think this 

is one of the reasons.  

Tomohito Hiratsura, Fukuoka, Duenn 

This shift in demand, as well as the factor of ageing and the death of cassette production 

plant operators with no successors, worn-out cassette production hardware and a 

worldwide decrease in the supply of magnetic tape (see Holman, 2018) is leading to 

shrinking domestic cassette production in Japan. As cassette labels are mainly using 

imported cassettes from North America for their releases, the official production numbers 

of cassette manufacturers in Japan are dwindling, while cassette releases in Independent 

Music scenes outside of Enka and J-Pop have been increasing during the past decade. 

While the demand for cassettes grew out of Independent Music cultures as a new 

generation of consumers and artists discovered the material and consequently cultural 

significance of the cassette tape, the format’s production conditions remained precarious 

and especially challenged by the supply of raw materials.  

Likewise, on a global scale, the limited supply of magnetic tape for audio cassette 

production has posed challenges for cassette production services and consumers alike. As 
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Steve Stepp, CEO of NAC explained, the company’s last major supplier for magnetic 

tape in South Korea ceased production in 2014. NAC acquired the remaining inventory 

of magnetic tape that lasted the company for approximately two and a half to three years 

of production. Consequently, NAC took the next step of staying in the business of cassette 

manufacturing, through acquiring a set of machines for producing the magnetic strips on 

the back of bank cards and remodelling these in order to start production of their own 

magnetic tape which was introduced in 2019 (417, 2019; Dezember & Steele, 2017). 

NAC and the French company Mulann (2020), who both previously specialised in 

producing magnetic strips for bank cards, are now producing their individually developed 

‘Fox’ grade of magnetic tape and remain amongst the few producers for magnetic tape 

used in audio cassette production worldwide (Holman, 2018; Ledsom, 2020). The shift 

in magnetic tape production, especially when one of the last remaining suppliers in China 

shut down their production in 2018, affected orders for record labels such as the prolific 

Burger Records, who changed from solely relying on their long-term Pasadena-based 

cassette provider M2COM (2018), to outsourcing some of their production to the higher 

priced and further afield NAC for the first time in 11 years. During this period, NAC grew 

into its new role of supplying the American market with magnetic tape, which inevitably 

caused some delay and disruption in material supply for smaller local cassette producers 

like M2COM. Jonathan Borges of Monorail Trespassing was directly affected when NAC 

ran out of their tape stock:  

I was worried about [the tape shortage], but I knew that [NAC was] working on 

their own tape and a lot of people that I know were worried about it to the point 

where they didn’t wanna work with them, because they thought the quality would 

be inferior. And I think I actually had something in production when they ran out 

and I ended up getting some of the last chrome tape that they had. And then the 

next time I had something ready, I knew it was gonna end up being on the new 

tape and I decided to just see how it would go. And when I got them back, I didn’t 

notice very much of a difference, I was happy with the way they sounded. The 

quality was fine. [That was the] Super Ferric. And at this point, I’ve done a 

handful of things with them [and] the quality has been fine. As far as I know, 

there is no type II chrome tape being produced anymore, because the chemicals 

are hazardous to the environment. So, what exists is what’s left. And I know one 

of the other companies, duplication.ca in Canada, I think they just ran out of 

chrome tape from what I’ve heard.  
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Jonathan Borges, Los Angeles, Monorail Trespassing, Pedestrian Deposit 

The above accounts show that cassette production and supply in the 21st century is bound 

to a complex set of conditions, affecting the format’s availability and distribution locally 

and internationally. In this setting it remains clear that the cultural and economic purpose 

of contemporary cassette production cannot be reduced to novelty merchandise releases 

for science fiction movies or a nostalgia-driven temporary fad. Cassette production has 

remained a constant factor for locally and internationally operating audio format business 

in multiple industrialised countries and throughout the past decades. The use of cassettes 

for releasing music offers certain cost related and material virtues that gained a new facet 

of importance in the contemporary musical landscape bound by a saturated online sector. 

The next section of this chapter will introduce and discuss these virtues of the cassette 

format in relation to the remaining major physical formats, CDs and vinyl records.  

 

3.3 The Advantages of Cassette Production  

 

When comparing the material and cultural significance of cassettes in the 1980s and 

1990s with contemporary music cultures in the digital age, differences and similarities 

become especially tangible when cassettes are contextualised with CDs and vinyl records. 

For a central figure in Cassette Culture like California-based artist Don Campau, cassettes 

were the primary tools for enabling distribution and sharing of spontaneous sound 

creations and home-recorded music in small runs on a hand-made basis during the era of 

pre-internet communication:  

I think Cassette Culture refers to the era of 1980s to mid-90s, essentially. [In] the 

early 80s, everybody wanted to make an LP and a record and hell, that was too 

expensive. And once you make the LP, you got 500 of ‘em in your garage. I 

wanted to move on to the next tape and that was the cheap affordable nature of 

cassettes, [they] were the ideal medium. Home taping continued on; it continues 

on today. And yet, I wonder, if you have the same kind of trading idea, the same 

kind of community. There is a lot of Electronic bands now putting out new tapes. 

Most of these are not on Maxell or Memorex, these are like professionally 

duplicated. ‘Cause nobody got a cassette deck anymore. I always made my tapes 

from one cassette deck to another. I don’t think it’s coming back in the same way 

that we had it before, ‘cause I would just go down to the drugstore and buy some 
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Maxell 60-minute tapes, make my little cassette and then I’d copy my tape and 

put my covers on it and there you go (Davenport, 2016).  

Indeed, the majority of currently released cassettes are professionally produced. The 

significance of the cassette has changed and in the 21st century, it is first and foremost 

offering a re-establishing of physical relationships with music (see Hennion, 2007). This 

is especially the case in music markets that display a generally established cloud-based 

access to music consumption, like Australia and the United States as well as in a market 

that is ongoingly experiencing this shift, such as the music industry in Japan. In these 

environments, where music is primarily a digital and often intangible commodity, 

cassettes function as the quirky and slow, yet charming analogue counterpart to music 

streaming, that allows for a continuous and decelerated interaction with an album in its 

entirety. An experience that dematerialised, chopped up, playlist-based streamed music 

is not able to induce. The display and performance of musical taste (see Hennion, 2001) 

and personal identity through a cassette collection comes into play here as well (see 

Chapter 4 for a discussion of the cassette’s materiality). For Death-Metal fans in the 

United States, for example, building a cassette tape collection is economically more 

affordable and culturally more valid than a vinyl collection, because of the high value 

attached to rare collectable demo tapes of classic bands in the genre. Besides 

connoisseurship, a collection of physical music formats also displays cultural patronage 

as it materialises the quantity of monetary support for artists and the local music and art 

scene. As Stephen Hoffman from the Portland based Doom band Tar Pit described:  

All the people that I know that have cassettes, you know, they have their cassette 

racks up in their houses and it’s like that’s how you identify yourself to a certain 

extent, is the music that you play and the music that you listen to and that’s kind 

of a way to display that for people. And I guess, T-shirts are the same way, you 

wear them. I love Death, so, I have a Death T-shirt so, you have a bunch of 

cassettes you’re like “This is who I am, musically.” like, “Check out all my 

cassettes!”.  

Stephen Hoffman, Portland, Tar Pit 

Next to T-shirts, that have become a major merchandise source of income for independent 

bands (see Bennett & Rogers, 2016), DIY labels and independent record stores like 

Amoeba in California, cassette tapes constitute the most affordable way to professionally 

produce and distribute music physically in the 21st century. Thus, the act of releasing 
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music on cassette has shifted from spontaneous small-run releases dubbed on blank 

cassettes over the course of a weekend as Don Campau described it. This practice was 

largely replaced with the introduction of CD-R burning computer drives in the mid-2000s. 

During this period, rewritable CD-Rs became the major format for international DIY self-

releasing music scenes and an artist and label owner like Mike Nigro, who now operates 

a cassette focused label entertains vivid memories of preparing CD-Rs as gig merchandise 

on a weekend with friends and beer in his hometown of Wilmington in Delaware.  

Nonetheless, with the start of the 2010s the increasing interest in the cassette format 

also implied a shift in production style that handles tape releases as more carefully 

planned and professionally produced monetary and cultural investments. A cassette 

release is meant to stand out visually, whether it is on the merchandise table or an online 

shop and typically comes with a download code to access the music digitally. The upright, 

pocket-sized form factor with its one-piece j-card cover artwork that folds around two 

corners is a welcome visual alternative to the eternally square shaped CD jewel cases and 

record sleeves that even continues into the digital representation of cover artwork on 

music streaming websites. In this sense, the novelty aspect of the cassette’s material 

appearance perseveres, especially for the constant stream of young and new consumers 

gaining interest in exploring niche music in their local scenes and through the internet. 

On top of that, a cassette costs a fraction of other merchandise on both the producing and 

acquiring ends of the spectrum. Even though the music landscape in the 21st century is 

fundamentally digital, the wish for music fans to take home a physical artefact that 

materialises a cherished memory of a concert remains uncontested. For this purpose, the 

cassette tape proved itself to be the ideal analogue memento in the digital age.  

Yet, as the costs for professional cassette production are still comparatively lower 

than for CDs or vinyl records, the inhibition threshold for a release on cassette is still 

larger than the immediate digital distribution that Spotify and Bandcamp offers. 

Nonetheless, cassette releases are treated as a material bonus for albums that are primarily 

distributed online as streaming or downloads. Tape stock is thus carefully calculated and 

kept according to predicted sales for some cassette releasing projects. Riley South for 

example, who plays in the Experimental Hip Hop formation Too Birds and runs the label 

and artist collective X Amount Records in Melbourne explained the thoughts behind his 

label not having released any cassettes as of 2019:  
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Our decision isn’t purely “Oh, cassettes, no one would buy them, let’s not do that.” 

A lot of it is kind of I think the unknown of them. Kind of the “we don’t know if 

they would sell”, so there’s a financial argument. We don’t know if we have the 

right market for them. And if it would just be something for us, like if we got a 

few cassettes made just to test it out, I think that would be a lot better than 

instantly going to 50 or 100. I think the main factor is we don’t know how well 

they would sell and that’s why we don’t make them at the moment. We would 

love to make them. But I think it kind of comes down to the financial viability. It 

definitely does. 

Riley South, Melbourne, X Amount Records, Too Birds 

In the way South describes the thought process predating the decision-making for a 

cassette release, it becomes obvious that cassettes are treated as fully-fledged 

merchandise articles as well in the Independent Music sense of the 21st century. Yet, as 

material artefacts they still function as a form of cultural currency that allows for 

participation in local, translocal and virtual DIY music scenes (see Bennett & Peterson, 

2004), but they are distributed with caution. Giving cassettes away for free as promotional 

material may appear too risky and involved; online advertisement through social media 

has become the norm in this context and the cassette conversely has taken on the role of 

a fully-fledged product rather than a promotional item:    

Wilson: With friends, we’ve been like “Hey, let’s swap cassettes!”, ‘cause 

they’re friends you know, we wanna have their music as much as they wanna 

have ours. […] But I don’t think we’ve ever like handed someone as like a demo 

to be like listen to this.  

Griffith: Not unsolicited. […] We do get cassettes just sent to us as part of 

releasing them from the labels, but it’s not a huge amount. So, sometimes it can 

be as few as five or ten if it was a smaller run, at most like, 25 or 50, but usually 

less than that. So, if you wanna make any sort of dinner money or whatever from 

shows, you know, we have a very limited amount of tapes that we can actually 

give away. So, we don’t wanna waste… or not waste, but like just hand out tapes 

willy-nilly, there does have to be like, more [of an] intention behind why we’re 

giving someone a cassette tape. So, if I’m talking to someone then like “Oh yeah, 

you should check out this group I’m in!” I will refer them to our website, to our 

Bandcamp, wherever they wanna hear our stuff. As opposed to just giving them 
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a cassette. ‘Cause it’s also out of context, just a person on the street probably 

doesn’t even know what to do with a cassette. Still, not going to a show, where 

you can have that opportunity to have the dialogue like “Here is why we’re doing 

it!” and you can see other people are in fact doing it, you know. Even though a 

lot of cassette labels have been around for like 10 years or more at this point, the 

idea of releasing a cassette, I feel like still seems novel and new to like a broader 

audience.  

Angela Wilson & Brian Griffith, Los Angeles, Electric Sound Bath  

But contemporary cassette releases do not exist only in relation to digital distribution and 

marketing patterns of music. Similar to what Don Campau described about the early 

1980s, many artists and labels in the digital age treat vinyl records as the ultimate goal 

for physical music releases. In this regard, very little has changed in terms of why 

cassettes appear as the secondary cheaper option for physical releases that are still 

offering an analogue listening experience, especially when taking the prevailing 

restrictions of high production and retail prices for vinyl into consideration (L. Foster, 

2018; Rayner, 2018). Fetishized legitimization is a cultural side-effect of this for music 

that ends up on a vinyl record: the high production costs for the format imply that both 

artist and label act based on a total conviction that the music offers enough cultural 

authenticity to justify the struggle of paying several thousand dollars for production. The 

downside is the accompanying danger of having boxes of unsold records stacking up in 

one’s home; due to the comparatively costly production process, manufacturers for vinyl 

records and CDs require customers to buy minimum order quantities of up to several 

hundred items, a factor that sets cassette production apart, as minimum orders are 

generally not common. Ori Ofir, a Los Angeles-based artist, who has multiple years of 

experience dubbing and releasing cassette tapes for his label Night Gaunt Recordings, 

experienced this first-hand when he started to focus on vinyl releases in 2018:   

It costs seventy dollars probably to make a run of cassettes. That’s if I’m like 

being really liberal with pricing and shit. I never hesitated like I do with vinyl. 

It’s like the biggest fear, sitting on boxes of records, which happens to everyone. 

The biggest labels sit on shit. It’s just part of the deal. Running a tape label, you 

don’t have that worry, so you can release more things, take more of a risk also in 

that sense which is really nice and exciting. 

Ori Ofir, Los Angeles, Night Gaunt Recordings 
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Also, Portland local Jed Bindeman, drummer for the psychedelic band Eternal Tapestry 

and co-owner of Little Axe Records re-releases old cassette rarities from the 1980s and 

1990s on vinyl with his label Concentric Circles. In a particularly notable account, his 

partner brought him a thrifted tape from a Goodwill outlet centre. These thrift stores are 

known for their industrial sized halls containing dozens of wheelie bins filled with 

assorted things and junk that are successively replaced in the course of a day. Usually, 

these bins are the last stop for items before being sent to landfills and recycling plants. 

The cassette that Bindeman received contained original home-recorded music by the 

British artist Carola Baer. This particular cassette turned out to be the only copy in 

existence, recorded while Baer was residing in San Francisco in the early 1990s. 

Bindeman found and contacted Baer, and eventually released the album to great acclaim, 

selling the entire edition of 500 pressed records in the first month. The appeal of the 

release is unmistakably tied to the materiality of the cassette: a unique hand-made home-

recorded artefact originally meant only for a single recipient by the artist, materialising a 

tremendous amount of intimacy ended up as a ‘message in a bottle’ that was saved from 

vanishing and never finding an appreciative audience. However, when asked why he re-

released the album on vinyl and not on cassette like the original, preserving the material 

context of the album’s background narrative, Bindeman responded:  

A lot of people still don’t wanna buy tapes. And I feel like, especially if I’m 

approaching an artist who made a tape, like if I had said to her: “I found this tape 

of yours, can I reissue it on a tape?” That to her would be a lot less appealing. 

Because she’d be like “Why would you wanna make a tape of this?” ‘Cause most 

people nowadays don’t think that tapes have much of a validity. And even with 

records, though it’s because one of the other albums that I put out, was this thing, 

which was by a group, they never released this album. They recorded it in 1980, 

but it just never came out. And I asked them if I could do an LP of it and they 

said: “Why aren’t you gonna do a CD?” ‘Cause they’re still CD people. And I 

said: “Well, there’s no real market for CDs nowadays. There is, but it’s small.” 

So, they didn’t even understand why I wanted to do a record. So, I know, if I had 

said: “Can I issue this as a tape?” I wouldn’t be surprised if they said “No”. 

Jed Bindeman, Portland, Concentric Circles, Little Axe Records  

The generational demarcation line regarding format choices becomes evident here: the 

CD may remain valid for music consumers that grew up in the 80s and experienced first-
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hand the step-up in audio fidelity that digital music provided in comparison to analogue 

technology (see Nowak, 2014). For the next generation however, the CD merely provides 

a redundant materialisation of digital music that is more easily and quickly accessible 

through downloads or streaming. The sound experience of the CD provides no novelty 

for young listeners. Similarly, its material aspects are not yet as heavily exploited through 

retro merchandise culture as is the case with cassettes and vinyl records.  

 

 

 
Figure 4. Coffee in an Australian supermarket with cassettes as the main design and branding element. 

 

Driven through popular culture, the consumption of analogue audio formats in the 21st 

century is heavily conditioned by nostalgia and a longing for aesthetic authenticity in 

Independent Music genres such as Hip Hop, Noise and Punk, in which the cassette tape 

functioned as the central technological driver and medium. As time moves on, it is thus 

possible that throughout the upcoming decade CDs will be recontextualised for nostalgic 

consumption in a manner similar to that of records and cassettes during the 2010s. 

Regarding the rising costs of vinyl records and collectible and major label cassettes, CDs 

are already becoming more attractive again for some consumers. Tuna Tardugno, 

manager of the cassette stock at the Amoeba record store in Hollywood, noted:  
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I feel CDs, people are starting to get back into, because they’re just so cheap now. 

It’s like what happened with cassettes; they were so cheap, so people were like 

“We love it!”, you know. ‘Cause it is discouraging when you go look at the bins 

and the records are all 30 and 40$ and your like “What?!” Laughs “What 

happened?!” But then you look at the CD and all the CDs are like 3 and 4 bucks. 

Tuna Tardugno, Los Angeles, Amoeba Hollywood 

Tardugno’s account illustrates why cassettes remain attractive for many amateur 

musicians self-releasing and distributing their music; cassettes offer an affordable way to 

bring music into a physically tangible existence that retains its analogue novelty factor 

without involving too much cost and risk for producers and consumers. As I illustrate in 

the next section of this chapter, the materiality of the format underlines the prevailing 

need for musicians, curators and consumers to maintain social relationships through 

distributing cassettes as physical currency for music in the digital age. Exchanging 

cassettes between friends and collaborating on cassette releases prove to be materialised 

motivations for individuals and groups to interact with contemporary music. The ongoing 

circulation of cassette tapes demonstrates that convenience is not necessarily a primary 

factor of consideration when it comes to music consumption; material interaction with 

physical audio formats still plays an important role for people involved in niche music 

scenes.  

 

3.4 Cassette Distribution in the Digital Age  

 

3.4.1 Bandcamp, Download Codes and the Mail  

Unlike in the 1980s and 1990s, when cassettes were either distributed hand-to-hand or on 

the basis of mail order lists and post office box addresses printed in zines, online 

distribution now constitutes the main form of dissemination for cassettes. In the course 

of the 2010s, the website Bandcamp established itself as the prominent platform for the 

retail of self-released cassettes. In doing so, Bandcamp replaced competing services such 

as Storenvy and Bigcartel, both of which were not specialised in music retail, but 

generally provided sales space for user-generated crafted goods. The social media 

informed dimension of Bandcamp’s user interface ultimately sets the website apart from 

its competitors: by registering and buying music through the service, every customer 

receives a ‘fan page’ on which purchased releases are listed in a personal collection. Users 
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then have the opportunity to follow other users, artists and labels in order to keep up with 

the latest releases and trends. Sales on the website generally function on a pay-what-you-

want basis, meaning that artists and labels are free to offer no set price or a minimum 

amount they would like to receive. Depending on their preference, customers can then 

decide if they would like to pay the minimum price or more. Through this sales technique 

Bandcamp users are encouraged to view themselves as direct patrons for independent 

artists and labels. In doing so, Bandcamp also differs from regular record stores, where 

artists are only able to sell their music on the basis of investing in the production of 

physical audio formats. Acquiring music through Bandcamp is thus closer to donation or 

subscription to content creators on Patreon than it is to the traditional concept of buying; 

the production of an artist’s upcoming release can be supported for example by 

purchasing their current album for $100AU (Hesmondhalgh et al., 2019). According to 

Bandcamp’s ‘Fair Trade Music Policy’, the service then retains 15% of online sales, and 

10% from sales of physical items. The wording of this policy is unsurprisingly 

reminiscent of the organic and fair-trade industry’s marketing lingo:  

Since we only make money when artists make a lot more money, our interests 

remain aligned with those of the community we serve. It’s a straightforward 

approach, and one we’re happy to say works well. Fans have paid artists and 

independent labels $489 million using Bandcamp, and $15.0 million in the past 

30 days alone. Thank you for being a part of a fair, sustainable music economy 

(Bandcamp, 2020c)! 

Through its sales practice and self-promotion, Bandcamp successfully retained a fair and 

authentic image in the eyes of its customers. But essentially the offer of a centralised 

platform providing easy access to distribution management tools is what made Bandcamp 

attractive for music creators:   

I don’t know how to build a website. I’ve never hosted my own website. And like, 

integrate that with Paypal. And just build all the pages yourself. And I think that 

was like something, maybe if I had to do that, I never would have started doing 

this. But Bandcamp just made it so easy. So, I think Bandcamp is an amazing tool 

that I love. It makes orders so easy and like I’m happy to pay the fee that they 

charge. They’re absolutely a venture funded company, which is a thing that I hate 

like, very, very deeply. But it’s not a perfect world. And you have to make 

compromises somewhere, so. But they consistently say: “We support independent 
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artists we wanna build tools and services for independent artists that are useful. 

And we wanna take feedback from that community and build more things to 

support that.” And they have done that consistently and I really feel like they 

haven’t done anything to betray that. […] You have a company that sees a market 

and, in this case, bizarrely, it’s like physical music online, they’ve seen a market 

and they built tools to take advantage of that market and I love those tools. So, it 

is a trade-off, right? And I think I got a good deal. 

Mike Nigro, Sydney, Oxtail Recordings  

In this position, Bandcamp played an integral part in the global rise of cassette distribution 

in Independent Music scenes through congregating and facilitating all necessary 

distribution requirements necessary for running anything from bedroom music projects 

to prolific independent labels with dozens of new releases every year. As the service’s 

beginnings date back to as early as 2008, a side effect of its operations is the accumulation 

of an extensive backlog of music encompassing a wide spectrum of artists and labels that 

are now defunct. In this way, the website can also be seen as an archive of Independent 

Music in the 21st century. Yet, this notion collides with the venture orientated business 

model of the service; a discrepancy which John Stevens, who, besides producing and 

performing Noise and music in various groups and with their solo project Shallow, also 

works as a librarian with the arts collection at the State Library of Victoria in Melbourne, 

pointedly addresses:  

The line that I’ve heard in a lot of librarian circles is that: “Don’t rely on a 

corporation to do an institution’s job.” Fundamentally, they gonna be focused on 

profit, if suddenly that business model is not profitable, because most people 

don’t pay for Bandcamp pro, it’s just free. So, one day, it might just slip into the 

ether and all that stuff will be lost. I don’t think that they’ll do that, I think their 

ideology as far as a streaming platform goes, I think is generally good. But it’s 

still a business. So, you gotta be just aware like one day all of this could be gone. 

So, what then?   

John Stevens, Melbourne, Shallow, Colostomy Baguette?, Religious 

Observance 

This potential danger of losing years-worth of independently produced music has 

eventually been recognized by institutions and so, for example, the National Library of 

New Zealand created an acquisition account on Bandcamp through which it obtains, saves 
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and catalogues contemporary national Independent Music releases for the purpose of 

archiving; a practice shared with the National Film and Sound Archive in Australia 

(Bandcamp, 2020a).  

When viewing Bandcamp not only from an archival point of view, but also through 

the lens of DIY culture, the platform remains visually minimalistic, creatively limited and 

streamlined for the purpose of playback and sales; only a few options such as changing 

colours, and adding pictures are available to personalise a page. The layout and 

measurements for cover artwork remains linked to the dimensions of CD booklets, a setup 

that is sometimes appropriated by artists through for example, inserting an unfolded 

cassette j-card layout into the square. This practice seeks to incorporate the material 

idiosyncrasies of the cassette in order to culturally enrich the sterile digital environment 

of the platform with aesthetic properties of DIY music cultures (Bandcamp, 2020e).  

 

 
 

Figure 5. Digital cover artwork on Bandcamp in the format of a cassette J-card  

(Radio Khiyaban, 2019). 

 

A concrete connection between the analogue and digital realm is then established using 

download codes that are attached as printouts on small pieces of paper in the housing of 

cassettes or sleeves of vinyl records. When purchased at a concert, for example, the 

download code guarantees that customers are equipped with unlimited access to the 

digital version of the music in addition to a physical item. Also, the other way around in 
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the online sphere, a purchased physical release through Bandcamp automatically grants 

access to the digital versions of the music. Furthermore, methods to adjust and appropriate 

these set sales patterns by independent labels can be found; an example of this is the 

Wuhan and Kyōto-based Sango Records (2020f) that sells some digital only versions of 

their releases for exaggeratedly high prices like 99,999 Yen, in order to force customers 

to buy the cassette releases for 1500 Yen that automatically comes with unlimited 

downloads and streaming of the music. The same strategy is also employed by other 

labels on Bandcamp, such as the Eindhoven-based Radio Khiyaban (2020e). In another 

case, the now defunct Brisbane-based band Bent released the digital version of their 2014 

cassette ‘Non Soon’ on Bandcamp for no set price, but with the tongue-in-cheek plea in 

the description to: ‘Download for one hundred million dollars please.’ (Bandcamp, 

2020d) While the purchasing system on Bandcamp is digitally optimised and, as Mike 

Nigro described it, works at the intersection of digital and physical music distribution, the 

listening experience that Bandcamp provides is still fundamentally organised according 

to the coherent structure of an album, EP, demo or split release. A release is accessed by 

the consumer as a complete entity, meaning that the track order is set up by the artist or 

label and cannot be altered by listeners. User-generated playlists, now the central 

consumption model for platforms like Spotify and Apple Music are thus nowhere to be 

found on Bandcamp; the website functions in this sense more like an online mimicry of 

an independent record shop that offers independent artists the opportunity to sell their 

releases on a commission basis.  

As in previous decades however, cassette tapes still need to be sent in the mail once 

an order has been placed, revealing yet another reason why the format has gained appeal 

within the second decade of the 21st century. As shipping costs have continuously risen 

since the new millennium, the distribution of physical products for DIY music projects 

has become increasingly challenging:  

When I started it was 97 cents to mail a cassette in the US and that was almost 20 

years ago. And over time it definitely, it just continued to increase. It’s always 

been more obviously, to send out of the country. But I wanna say, maybe the late 

2000s was when it started to become kind of a problem and when some of the 

[tape-]trading ceased. Once it started to become 5, 7 and now 10-15 [dollars] to 

mail a single cassette. I’ve always tried to keep it as low as I possibly can. For 

international orders I use this other shipping service that keeps the prices as low 
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as I possibly can, but even with that it’s about eight dollars to Canada. And then 

ten dollars anywhere else. And for most people, I fully understand that’s twice 

the cost of the cassette itself. That’s where Bandcamp ends up sort of taking over 

with a lot of people.   

Jonathan Borges, Los Angeles, Monorail Trespassing, Pedestrian Deposit 

In this scenario, the cassette tape perseveres as a cost-effective product due to its small 

size and light weight. Especially in Australia – geographically isolated from North 

America and Europe – import and even national shipping costs for physical media remain 

comparatively high, leading to label operators finding DIY solutions for keeping the costs 

low in their projects. Brisbane local Phillip Hunter, who has been running his label 

Tropical Cancer Rort since 2018, wraps cassettes in paper bags and posts them as letters. 

Sydney-based prolific Noise artist Hirofumi Uchino, who builds and distributes electronic 

effects units and instruments mentioned a striking disparity between relatively low costs 

for sending items from Australia to the UK and high shipping costs to Canada. The 

challenge of high shipping costs eventually led him to co-operate with a music shop in 

southern Germany that now distributes his units across Europe. But not only 

internationally, also interstate in-between the United States and Canada creative 

distribution patterns can be found that provide strategies for bypassing restrictive 

shipping costs. Michael Hentz of Auasca, a cassette label operating in-between Brooklyn 

and Los Angeles, described his experience ordering cassettes from the Toronto-based 

label Séance Centre:  

I would have to pay for that Canadian fare, but I did order something ‘cause I 

really wanted it from them and the price for shipping was surprisingly cheap and 

I was like “Oh, weird!”. So, I bought it anyways and then I found out that it was 

sent from Buffalo. So, he must have had somebody that he was able to list in the 

States, you didn’t really have to go far between Buffalo and Toronto, dropped off 

a load and was just like “Here, fulfil these orders and I’ll just pay you your salary.” 

or whatever, and just take care of all the US orders. Because if not, then it’s like, 

people are weird about shipping and they’re like “Alright, that’s too expensive”. 

Like, if I buy a five-dollar tape and my shipping’s twelve dollars for a cassette, 

like, what are you doing? But if it came back and you’re paying two fifty to four 

dollars for shipping, then it makes sense.    

Michael Hentz, Los Angeles, Auasca 
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These dynamics show that the dissemination of cassettes in the 21st century is still 

fundamentally shaped through traditional patterns of mail- and hand-to-hand distribution 

augmented with an instant access online management system. Again, this intersection 

needs to be critically revaluated with due regard to cassette production and distribution 

informed by traditional DIY culture: through its convenient bundling of necessary 

technical sales and publication elements, Bandcamp ultimately fosters a corporate 

centralisation for Independent Music distribution. As a consequence, the original 

complexity of DIY music culture is forced into line through the uniform surface of the 

Bandcamp profile. Indeed, artists and labels used to be difficult to access and remained 

scattered during the former age of cassette culture. Yet, these projects remained 

fundamentally shaped and held together through grassroots practice like mailing lists and 

review magazines such as OP or Factsheet Five, consequentially wholly lying in the 

hands of the participants of the scenes themselves. In the words of one of the central 

artists of cassette culture Zan Hoffman:  

We can happen to praise Phillips for fifty years ago introducing a common unified 

inexpensive media which we all had access to the mechanism of both recording 

and playing back. You had the power to be part of the conversation that seemed 

to be a conversation that was media companies, radio stations, magazines and 

books (Davenport, 2016).  

The manner in which cassette distribution in the 21st century can still be called part of 

DIY culture or a DIY practice has therefore to be located in an ongoing discourse, bound 

by newly emerging distribution patterns, recontextualization of digital and analogue 

physical media and a generational gap between practitioners. In this landscape, 

independent record stores still remain an integral cultural hub for local music 

communities and with the start of the 2010s increasingly also the site of cassette 

distribution.  

 

3.4.2 Record Shops: Where the Digital Realm and Real-Life Intersect 

As with independent cassette labels and artists that fundamentally rely on online 

distribution for their projects, store fronts of independent record stores in the digital age 

function as material extensions of what essentially are online mail-order services. When 

entering a record shop, no matter if it is located in Perth, Fukuoka, Düsseldorf or New 

York, one is likely to find the store operator behind a laptop placed on the counter, 
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absorbed in managing shipping, formulating emails or comparing price trends for items 

on Discogs.  

Cassettes appear in two forms in this context: As second-hand or ‘vintage’ products, 

cassettes have been a constant source of income for long-time operating stores such as 

Amoeba in California or ¿Los Apson? in Tōkyō. A general increase in interest in second-

hand cassettes also led to particular releases becoming more and more collectible in recent 

years. Tuna Tardugno, at Amoeba in Hollywood, described how several of the large 

fixtures filled with cassettes lining the store’s walls used to sit untouched before needing 

replenishment. By contrast nowadays employees are not quick enough to fill gaps in the 

shelves and several local collectors even identified the days when Tardugno fills the 

shelves with new back-stock in order to quickly pick through the latest items.  

Apart from the upswing of interest in collectible second-hand cassettes, 

contemporary renditions of music released on tape also impacted independent record 

stores. Long established stores acknowledged that for some genres the cassette 

successively replaced CDs and CD-Rs as physical formats for self-released music, while 

recent shops again deal with cassette on a regular basis as a normalised and re-established 

commodity. Takehiko Yamada’s File Under Records for example, has been operating 

since 2002 and is a central institution for Nagoya’s Independent Music scenes, yet, only 

in recent years have cassettes found their way again onto the store’s shelves:  

When I opened the shop there were no cassettes. I was only selling a few used 

ones from my own collection. I started dealing here again with dedicated cassette 

releases by various bands within the past three to four years. 

Takehiko Yamada, Nagoya, File Under Records  

Cassette sales remain of varying importance for independently run record stores and 

depend on factors like the store’s location and its affiliation with local music scenes. 

Exemplified by File Under Records in Nagoya, or Repressed Records in Sydney, small 

and privately-run record stores remain central cultural hubs operating on a par with local 

Independent Music scenes. Especially through the presence on social media these shops 

also allow non-locals like tourists and visitors to find a direct access to local underground 

music scenes, and cassette tapes are important in this situation: due to low production 

cost and the option to produce releases in small editions, cassette production does not 

involve the pressure of necessary extensive nationwide and international distribution in 

order to be viable. Cassettes are thus commonly circulating throughout local music scenes 
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and also translocally, for example in the form of split releases, that connect artists from 

different vicinities through the project of a shared cassette release:  

I think [cassettes are] a good way to discover new bands particularly, like, in a 

local scene. I think cassettes are tied to place as well, so if I went to Berlin for 

example, I’m sure if I went to the local record shop there and looked at the 

cassettes that were on offer it would give me a good idea of what the local bands 

are doing there. Rather than like what a US or British band is doing, ‘cause they’re 

probably selling vinyl at higher prices, but it’s a good idea to really get an idea of 

what the locals are creating. Because it’s so easily accessible and you can do it 

yourself. Whereas I don’t think you can really make your own vinyl like it’s a lot 

harder to learn the process and you probably have to invest a lot more time and 

money. 

Andy Szetho, Melbourne, Soft Powder 

As in the case of Sydney’s Repressed Records, keeping in close connection with the local 

music scenes has been a central objective for the store since its inception in 2009, 

particularly through the contribution of its associates, such as long-time employee, 

musician and independent label operator Nic Warnock. Touring artists stop by at 

Repressed Records when visiting Sydney and in particular, a relationship with music 

scenes in Japan was established through Takashi Kosaka, who personally visits the store 

to distribute the cassette and vinyl releases of his label Black Hole and has organised 

multiple tours for Australian bands in Japan and vice versa, for example sharing his 

Tōkyō flat with artists such as Sydney locals Mope City. But also, in the face of 

gentrifying city neighbourhoods and noise restrictions, Repressed Records or the now 

defunct bricks and mortar store of Blackwire Records also function as safe spaces, 

especially for queer participants of Sydney’s underground music scenes struggling with 

organising and playing concerts in other venues such as hotels and pubs. According to 

Max Jardany of the label Urban Cowboy, the current hardship for Sydney’s Independent 

Music scenes in finding safe and reliable live music venues is based on rigid noise 

restriction laws and lockout laws in the city’s nightlife area King’s Cross (see Neubauer, 

2017). These restrictions led to problematic and potentially abusive visitors seeking out 

Newtown instead of King’s Cross for their weekend entertainment, to the distress of 

members of Sydney’s DIY music scenes who, due to the lack of live music spaces, are 

forced to frequent the same establishments as said customers. Taking this into 
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consideration, Independent Music stores provide more than just a sales and storage space 

for physical media, but function as safe spaces for local music scenes that increasingly 

face the challenges of gentrification, economic and social instability. Here, cassette 

releases materialise the aspiration of creative individuals to participate in local 

Independent Music scenes. Having a cassette release standing on the shelf of an 

independent record store is then to be interpreted as the aspiration of creative individuals 

to participate in a local music scene rather than actually selling their releases:  

As far as shops, I found that’s not very good at moving units. People don’t really 

go to a record shop to buy my tapes. [Laughs] But literally before I came here, I 

went to the record shop down the street and dropped off some tapes. To Repressed, 

yeah. I see that more as that community participation element, like I don’t think 

Repressed is gonna sell any of my tapes, but I want to go to the shop, talk to the 

person at the shop, get my tapes on the shelf there, just so that they can sit there 

and maybe be seen. Makes some nice social media post, to be like “Hey we’re on 

the shelf at Repressed! Go get ‘em!” Nobody does. Laughs But it’s just another 

way to participate.   

Mike Nigro, Sydney, Oxtail Recordings  

Material presence becomes then a central aspect and requirement for participation in a 

local music community. Exemplified through local independent record stores, cassettes 

and other physical media thus exist within a reciprocal realm of cultural and material 

interdependency: the materiality of the cassette is emphasized through the cultural 

conditions of music scenes that identify it as an authentic form of physical music releasing 

and CDs as inauthentic. Conversely, the social and cultural dynamics occurring in and 

around record stores in the digital age are eventually determined and characterised by the 

material conditions of the physical products these stores are distributing online and 

through their bricks and mortar facilities.  

 

3.5 Conclusion 
 

This chapter has portrayed a range of economic conditions that illustrate the cassette’s 

perseverance in the digital age. The continued use of cassette tapes fostered different 

types of interpretations from mass media outlets that generally interpreted the occurrence 

of the format as a temporary ‘cassette revival’ that in particular feeds the nostalgic needs 
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of urban ‘hipsters’ (see Alexander, 2019; Palermino, 2015). By depicting the multitude 

of contexts in which cassette tapes currently appear, such as merchandise gimmicks for 

major label releases and Hollywood productions as well as in DIY music circuits that 

heavily distribute through online platforms such as Bandcamp, I am challenging this 

notion of cassette tapes being a mere temporary fad. The cassette prevails due to the 

multitude of adoptions it allows for, a condition that in the next chapters (see Chapter 4, 

5, 6) will be developed as the cassette’s technological and cultural hybridity. This entails 

a further investigation of the reciprocal factors that determine the function and 

significance of the cassette’s materiality in correspondence with digital distribution and 

consumption circuits of music on the internet. The divide between continuing to use the 

cassette as a bona fide audio format for recording and listening purposes in niche music 

scenes such as Noise and Experimental Electronic Music and the reframing of the cassette 

as a material merchandise item that is primarily looked at rather than listened to is 

addressed in this context (see Chapter 4.3). 

The economic conditions of cassette production and distribution are intertwined 

with the ongoing digitalisation and datafication processes of music. The distribution 

circuits of cassette tapes, although still relying on retail in local independent record shops 

and cassettes sent via postal services are now mostly digitally based and revolve around 

platforms such as Bandcamp and Discogs. International cassette production for 

Independent Music projects has largely moved away from small local producers to North 

American-based NAC and Duplication.ca. While the demand for cassette tapes persists, 

the decline in old stock materials as well as the recent production of new magnetic tape 

by companies such as Mulann and NAC are proof that sustainable strategies for the future 

of cassette production are required. Besides the challenges that the dwindling stock of old 

magnetic tape poses, the status of cassette players appears problematic in the sense that 

second-hand hardware is becoming more and more difficult to come by and newly 

produced players frequently display questionable quality. The consequences of this 

condition for the use of cassette tapes are further examined in Chapter 4. The current 

political economy of the cassette vividly demonstrates that the format is neither dead and 

gone as proclaimed in the mid-2000s (see Independent, 2007), nor solely a temporary fad 

that will be forgotten in the coming decade (see Lefebvre, 2011). As the status of the 

cassette for contemporary music circuits cannot be trimmed down to a mere ‘resurgence’, 

the following chapters will further explore the format’s material, economic and cultural 
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intricacies in order to provide a more comprehensive depiction of the cassette’s relevance 

in the digital age. 
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Chapter 4: The Cassette as Material Memento in the 

Digital Age 
 

This chapter will trace and analyse the material conditions of current cassette usage and 

further illustrate my argument that the cassette persists because of its material and 

technological hybridity and manifold cultural adoptions, that both complement and 

counteract the convenience of predominant digital modes of music consumption (see 2.1). 

I argue that the current scarcity of available cassette player hardware and ongoing 

fetishization of the cassette’s materiality (see 2.2) led to a visual turn in cassette 

consumption in which the cassette is treated less as a fully-fledged audio format and more 

like a visual and tactile merchandise item that finds widespread visual representation in 

the online sphere (see 2.3). Gibson’s (2014) model of the ‘affordances’ of material objects 

should be acknowledged in this context as it provides the basis for a robust theoretical 

grounding of this shift in cassette usage. I will follow (Bloomfield, Latham, & Vurdubakis, 

2010), Dant’s (2005) and Nowak’s (2014, 2016) respective critiques of Gibson and the 

discursive integration of affordances into the sociology of technology, a field which in 

essence spans between the poles of technological determinism and social constructivism 

(Hutchby, 2001, 2003; Rappert, 2003). In doing so, I will argue that a conception of 

affordances in the case of a hybrid object like the cassette tape has to take the socio-

economic ‘trajectories’ (Appadurai, 1986) or ‘biographies’ (Kopytoff, 1986) of said 

object into consideration in order to delineate its cultural significance: 

Solely inventorying the affordances of objects does not account for the ways in 

which individuals mobilize these affordances in their everyday interactions with 

music and with what outcomes. […] affordances themselves do not offer an 

explanation of how the characteristics of music technologies unfold within 

everyday interactions. The affordances of music technologies are always there as 

they are material characteristics of these objects. However, they are made sense 

of when interacted with (Nowak, 2014, p. 11). 

Certainly, the longevity of the discourse on affordances (see Heras-Escribano & de 

Pinedo, 2016; Krueger, 2014; Lo Presti, 2020) demonstrates that Gibson’s concept has 

not lost its theoretical weight. Technologically and culturally speaking, hybrid artefacts 

such as the cassette tape nevertheless illustrate the fact that affordances need to be located 

in close relation to the material interactions they induce in music producers and 
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consumers. Furthermore, it is necessary to investigate how these interactions are made 

sense of in social, cultural and economic contexts. The reciprocal relationship between 

possible affordances of cassette tapes and the pragmatic interaction that individuals 

display with them is what lies at the core of a material analysis of the cassette’s current 

significance:  

Affordances of music technologies define the type of material interactions that 

unfold during music listening experiences, as much as the moments of 

interactions change the meaning of music technologies’ affordances. The mutual 

definition between the context of interactions and the materiality of music 

technologies is at the core of differentiated modes of music consumption (Nowak, 

2014, p. 13).  

The analysis of the cassette’s material conditions will therefore follow Dant’s (2008) 

theory of material interaction in order to shed light on the significance that the material 

engagement with cassettes occupies in current music practices. It is necessary in this 

context to delineate my understanding of hybridity in relation to cassette tapes. Taylor 

(2014) frames the cassette’s hybridity in the context of its symbolic redefinition as 

material artefact in digitally determined contemporary music circuits:  

the cassette's post-millennial marriage to the digital download code […] resulted 

in not just a reemergence, but in fact a re-valuing of the cassette – a redefining of 

what it is, what it represents, and the practices that surround it – transforming it 

from a primarily pragmatic thing into one which is predominantly symbolic, and 

recreating it as a hybrid artefact – one which is at once analogue and digital, at 

once physical and intangible (Taylor, 2014, p. 5).   

Taylor’s argument according to which the current status of cassette tapes cannot be fully 

explained if reduced into a setting of merely ‘analogue vs. digital’ standards of music 

consumption is pertinent. For Taylor, the cassette exists ‘within a continuum of practice 

and consumption – an analogue-to-digital spectrum of things, and importantly, one where 

our relationship with one particular point of the spectrum informs and impacts upon our 

relationship with others’ (Taylor, 2014, p. 6). His notion of hybridity, however, appears 

to be focused on the reappropriation of the cassette tape in recent years and in particular, 

the use of download codes that are attached to current cassette releases and allow for 

digital downloads and streaming of the distributed music. Taylor links the cassette’s 

continuing relevance here to the general diversification and datafication in the modes of 

music consumption:  
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I contend that by taking the hybridity of our relationship with recorded music, 

and the artefacts and practices that make up these relationships, as a starting point, 

we can move towards a more fully realised and well-rounded understanding of 

the ways that we negotiate value in a system of culture that is increasingly defined 

by accelerating digitalisation on one hand, and the rediscovery and redefinition 

of material things on the other (Taylor, 2014, p. 6). 

Taylor discusses two different types of hybridity in this context: a digitally influenced 

hybridity of the consumers’ access to and relationship with recorded music in general, 

and based on this, a hybridity of the cassette as redefined hybrid material ‘thing’. In 

Taylor’s understanding of hybridity, the cassette appears as recently readopted for 

consumers who still wish to buy, own and collect a materialised artefact from a concert 

or record shop, yet mostly listen to the digital download codes that commonly accompany 

current cassette releases (see Taylor, 2014, p. 2). According to my conception of hybridity, 

however, this constitutes merely one aspect of the numerous modes of usage that the 

cassette allows for and that manifest its ongoing significance for mass consumerism as 

well as DIY music circuits. Displayed through its material and technological qualities 

such as its re-recordability that allowed for mixing of tracks, general compatibility, small 

and sturdy size enabling creative packaging and cost-effective shipping, the cassette has, 

in contrast to vinyl records and CDs, been a hybrid format subjected to numerous forms 

of usage and meaning since its introduction in the early 1960s. The current digitally 

coined practices of consumption and distribution of cassettes did, therefore, not fully 

reframe the cassette as a digitally contextualised hybrid ‘thing’ but merely added to the 

cassette’s already existing technological and cultural hybridity. Based on this concept, 

the examination will subsequently continue to investigate how the cassette’s significance 

practically unfolds in the interplay between material and social interaction following 

Magaudda’s (2011) ‘circuit of practice’ model and Bennett and Peterson’s (2004) 

division of local, translocal and virtual music scenes (see Chapter 5).   

 

4.1 Counteracting Music Streaming? The Contemporary Cassette 

Listening Experience  

  

The practice of listening to music has been the subject of major transformations in the 

past two decades of the 21st century. The computer and smartphone have become 

ubiquitous media, used for innumerable purposes in everyday life, and consequently the 

central contact points with recorded music. Cloud-based music streaming is now the 
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primary means of music consumption (see Arditi, 2017; Hagen, 2015; IFPI, 2017, 2020; 

Kjus, 2016; Marshall, 2015; J. W. Morris & Powers, 2015; Prey, 2018), offering an 

unprecedented immediacy in accessing the majority of music humankind has recorded. 

Music data is administered and stored on servers owned by the streaming platforms and 

then accessed externally by music consumers. Here, files are no longer stored on the 

listener’s computer, hence the music is only available as long as the paid fees are covering 

the access (see Skågeby, 2011). David Arditi writes: ‘If I buy a CD, I own it forever, but 

if I pay for a subscription, I no longer have access to music if I stop subscribing—after a 

year, I have spent $120 with nothing to show for it. While Apple Music boldly claims 

“It’s all your music” […], in actuality none of it is your music’ (2017, p. 8). In 

consequence, music streaming challenges, in an unprecedented manner, the 

understanding of how musical recordings are owned by consumers; a custom that has 

been a central prerequisite for the performance of musical taste (Hennion, 2001, 2007), 

fandom and connoisseurship for decades, in an unprecedented manner.  

Investigating this problematic, recent economic research on music streaming 

consumption (Danckwerts & Kenning, 2019; Sinclair & Tinson, 2017) has sought to 

show that the engagement with such services nevertheless leads to a simulacrum of 

ownership for users. It explores how the functionality and usage of music streaming 

displays several ‘antecedents’; namely, ‘controlling the ownership target, investing the 

self in the target, coming to intimately know the target and pride’ (Sinclair & Tinson, 

2017) that ultimately lead to an impression of ‘psychological ownership’, defined as ‘the 

state in which individuals feel as though the target of ownership or a piece of that target 

is “theirs” (i.e., “It’s mine!”)’ (Pierce, Kostova, & Dirks, 2003, p. 86). However, several 

participants in Sinclair and Tinson’s qualitative project lamented the lack of tangibility 

and involvement that music streaming afforded in contrast to interacting with personal 

collections of physical audio formats (Sinclair & Tinson, 2017). Similar studies on books, 

movies and photographs (Atasoy & Morewedge, 2018) as well as vinyl records and CDs 

(Bartmanski & Woodward, 2015b; Giles, Pietrzykowski, & Clark, 2007) show that ‘the 

materiality of physical goods makes them easier for people to touch, manipulate and move 

compared to digital goods, and these actions critically advantage physical goods in the 

capacity to garner psychological ownership’ (Atasoy & Morewedge, 2018, p. 1344). 

Indeed, Peck and Shu (2009) demonstrated how touching a physical item increases the 

sensation of ownership over it. Furthermore, a quantitative study by Styvén (2010) on the 

connection between music involvement and tangibility preferences (predating the rise of 

streaming services), suggests that: ‘while an individual’s preference for CDs or LPs does 

not exclude the use of digital music for sampling, convenience or complementary 
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purposes […], tangible formats remain more highly valued’ (2010, p. 1089). Her results 

suggest that ‘enduring music involvement increases music consumption in all formats, 

but tangible formats are perceived as more valuable’ (2010, p. 1093).  

The current manifold appropriations of the cassette tape indicate that the format 

holds a similar potential for psychological ownership over music, despite academic 

literature either treating it as a secondary format to vinyl records and CDs (see chapter 

3.3) or neglecting it altogether. Hybridity is the format’s key characteristic that shapes its 

manifold appropriations in varied cultural contexts of Independent and DIY music scenes 

and also in the sphere of major label releases worldwide. Fundamentally shaped by the 

re-recordability that sets it apart from other physical media, the cassette’s hybridity is to 

be understood pragmatically. To borrow the words of Dant (2008), an object is 

pragmatically understood ‘in the sense that meaning is contingent on the current situation 

that continually unfolds in the course of the interaction with the object’ (2008, p. 15). The 

material interaction with cassette tapes is closely linked to the embodiment of musical 

experience and music-linked memories that exceeds mere consumerism such as for 

example, the recording of rehearsals, musical ideas or even concerts onto cassette that 

can be transmitted and shared with others in a social setting. Even though the sharing of 

music is also possible through burned mix-CDs, audio files or online playlists, the 

material singularity of the magnetic tape, with its predetermined start and finish on each 

side and continuous sonic flow in between, sets the interaction with cassettes apart from 

other formats. The cassette’s material traits, however, should not be interpreted merely 

as an antithesis to music streaming or digital downloads, since the sharing of personalised 

playlists in an online context has widely become a commonplace activity for music 

listeners (Danckwerts & Kenning, 2019; Sinclair & Tinson, 2017). What the cassette’s 

ongoing usage illustrates for music production, distribution and consumption in the 

digital age is that the understanding of the online sphere and the realm of physical goods 

as opposing entities ought to be transcended. I argue that these areas function in a 

complementary way and that independent of whether listeners acknowledge their feelings 

of psychological ownership for music in their Spotify playlist or not, they continue using 

the service because of its mobility and convenience while treating cassette tapes as 

supplements and additional material artefacts that satisfy the need for contingent material 

interaction (Dant, 2008), tangibility, embodiment of memories (see Bennett & Rogers, 

2016) and communication outside of the online realm (see Skågeby, 2011; Taylor, 2014; 

Udarchik, 2018). Current modes of music consumption are fragmented (see Nowak, 

2014) and audio formats are compartmentalised according to the specific material 

interactions they induce. In this context the cassette affords a decelerated music 
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experience and, through technological aspects like inserting and reeling cassettes, tactile 

interaction that streaming is not capable of offering. Nonetheless, the overarching 

fragmentation into genres and cultural niches that are historically tied to particular audio 

formats such as vinyl records (see Bartmanski & Woodward, 2015b) and cassette tapes 

(see Düster, 2020) allows for co-existence between the analogue and digital sphere. Both 

spheres exist simultaneously and are correlated; ultimately giving reason as to why one 

is not superseding the other.  

Chiefly, what I propose for the material and consumption related study of music 

and culture is to go beyond the novelty aspect that analogue formats have occupied in the 

past decade and, through accepting their co-existence with digital music distribution, 

explore how the correlation between these two spheres functions rather than analysing 

either medium separately based on the misleading notion that newer technologies will 

always supersede and replace older ones:  

the digital age is characterized by more diverse and uncertain modes of 

consumption where one format does not necessarily replace another, but 

complement[s] it to further establish the differentiated omnipresence of music in 

everyday life. Modes of consumption through various technologies induce 

particular musical experiences, which emphasize the role that their materiality 

plays within musical affects (Nowak, 2014, pp. 6-7).     

The social ‘trajectories’ of music consumption practices including physical audio formats 

become apparent in this context, underlining Baudrillard’s (1981) notion that demand is 

a complex representation of a society’s political economy that ‘emerges as a function of 

a variety of social practices and classifications rather than a mysterious emanation of 

human needs’ (Appadurai, 1986, p. 29). Central for the current demand in music 

consumption is the tangibility of music, and for music to be tangible it has to occupy 

physical space; or as the Swedish historian Rasmus Fleischer frames it: ‘Music should 

not be thought of as a thing or as digital “content”, but as something which must take 

place and take time in order to matter’ (Fleischer, 2015, p. 266 original italicisation). 

Through owning recordings on cassette, vinyl record or CD, one can be in touch with 

music; the ritual of flipping through a physical collection, crate digging (Ahmed, Benford, 

& Crabtree, 2012; Bartmanski & Woodward, 2015b), holding and looking at items 

(Auslander, 2001) and the eventual selection reflects a performance of musical taste 

(Hennion, 2001, 2007) that ultimately becomes meaningful through the limitations that a 

collection of physical music recordings in a fixed space concretises. 
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Not only this, but the immense digitalization practices of music and discarding of 

seemingly obsolete material audio formats pose a serious threat to the archiving of audio 

and music collections. In comparison to magnetic tape, vinyl and compact discs, hard 

drives pose a convenient short-term but inferior long-term storage solution:  

More and more of my friends […] are unloading their collections of CDs and LPs, 

preferring instead to keep their collections readily available on hard drives. In 

making this simple move, while retaining the music for themselves in the near 

term, they make it much less likely that any part of their collections will outlive 

them, given the short lifespan of hard drives. […] In turn, they will never make it 

into archives. This process is less a simple kind of forgetting, like forgetting 

where one left one’s car keys; it is more properly a forgetting of forgetting. Our 

descendents won’t even know what is missing. […] If early recordings were 

destined to become lost recordings, digital recordings move in the same direction, 

but they do so more quickly and more fitfully. For while a damaged disc or 

magnetic tape may yield a little information – it may be possible to hear an old 

recording through the waves of hisses or crackles of a needle as it passes through 

damaged grooves – digital data have a more radical threshold of intelligibility. 

One moment they are intelligible, but once their decay becomes palpable, the file 

is rendered entirely unreadable. In other words, digital files do not age with any 

grace. Where analog recordings fade slowly into nothingness, digital recordings 

fall off a cliff from presence into absence (Sterne, 2009, pp. 58, 64). 

The move towards streaming services demonstrates in this context a further development 

in outsourcing consumer’s music collections; listeners do not even own the material 

storage medium itself anymore. For the way of accessing and experiencing music 

consumers then need to rely on the prefabricated access and organisation methods 

streaming providers are offering. As Fleischer (2015) rightfully states, music listening on 

streaming platforms such as Spotify is centred around the service’s search engine (see 

also Prey, 2018). When not relying on algorithms or professionally prefabricated playlists 

that are based on statistics reflecting consumer trends that are sorted according to what 

Spotify calls ‘moods’, users already have to know what they want to listen to and then 

search for it in the database. This seemingly simple question, ‘what music do I want to 

listen to right now?’ (Fleischer, 2015) is relatively easy to address when relying on a 

limited personal collection of owned physical recordings. In the face of instant access to 

a vast music database however, it can become an intimidating and existential hurdle for 

the enjoyment of music selection (see Marshall, 2015). A condition that has also been 
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researched in the context of consumption of TV streaming services (see Groshek, 

Krongard, & Zhang, 2018; Lobato, 2019; Steiner & Xu, 2018). Tuna Tardugno, who 

oversees the cassette stock at Amoeba in Hollywood, confirmed:  

I know a lot about music and if someone gives me their phone and be like: “Here, 

play something!” I’ll blank. But, when I have my records, I’ll like, “Oh you gotta 

hear this thing!” and I know, when I’m going through my tapes, I’m like “Yo, 

have you heard this?” For me, I like it better, because I put a picture with it instead 

of having to go through my mental like, “What do I wanna listen to?” My 

boyfriend runs a coffee shop and I’ll go with him sometimes and he’ll be like 

“What shall we listen to?” and I’m just like, “ugh… Thin Lizzy…?” (Laughs). I 

can think of Ramones and Thin Lizzy and that’s it. And I’m like “Ah, what is 

music?!” But I have so many records and if you’re at home and you’re like what 

do wanna listen to? I’ll be like “I got it, hold on!” And I find it and be like, “This!” 

So, I could never imagine not having physical format[s] around. 

Tuna Tardugno, Los Angeles, Amoeba Hollywood 

Directing the selection process through limitation, defining what one likes and what not, 

is what essentially demarcates a collection and, in consequence, musical taste and the way 

music listeners shape and display their identity (see Giles et al., 2007) as music amateurs 

(see Hennion, 2001; 2007) and part of their ‘extended self’ (see Belk, 1988; Belk, 2013). 

Amateurs derive enjoyment from the interaction with the materiality of the cassette tape; 

the gestures that require its consumption may they be selecting, unpacking and handling 

cassettes or listening. These aspects mediate the act of musical ‘tasting’, a process, that 

Hennion describes though comparing it with drinking wine:  

In the act of tasting, in the gestures that allow it, in the know-how that 

accompanies it, in the supports sought (in other people, or in guides and reviews), 

in the tiny ongoing adjustments that lay it out and favour its felicity and 

reproducibility – it is on the basis of all these responses that objects return to those 

who take an interest in them (Hennion, 2007, p. 101).  

The cassette, in contrast to music streaming platforms, thus draws interest as an object 

with specific material conditions that mediate fundamentally different forms of musical 

experience from digital technologies. The idiosyncratic material interactions with the 

cassette that include handling shells and packaging, insertion into the player compartment, 

reeling and switching of sides are thus to be seen as part of the enjoyment of the music 

itself and is closely intertwined with the act of curating and presenting a material 
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representation of musical taste in the finite space of one’s home. Independent record 

stores and music labels exemplify this aspect, as their catalogues reflect the taste and 

selection process of their operators and curators (see Bartmanski & Woodward, 2020). 

Yet, with the seemingly endless availability of music on the internet, a music enthusiast 

in search of limitation of their music choices is grasping at nothing. Access to Spotify, 

Apple Music, YouTube and Bandcamp is consequentially an access to anti-collections of 

recorded music: boundless clusters that only become digestible once they are navigated 

in accordance with commercially coined algorithms or ‘tags’ that inform the selection 

process.  

In the face of this, the cassette tape re-introduces a physical limitation of available 

music and allows for selective practices which musical taste can be latched onto. By 

intentionally raising the technological and material requirements for accessing music, as 

listening to cassettes is bounded by player hardware, technical knowledge and physical 

rituals, the listening experience of music is re-contextualised in a setting where focus is 

put on the materiality of the medium but also on a conscious form of music listening as 

the cassette demands a regual material interaction for the music to continue. Through the 

active physical interaction with the materiality of the cassette, listeners are able to re-

establish an active emotional connection to the object as signifier for the musical 

experience (see Dant, 2005, pp. 63-64). Simply put, the technological idiosyncrasies and 

limitations of the cassette, such as the required physical intervention by the listener on 

the player and sound carrier when one of its sides ends, are to be seen as an inseparable 

component for the appreciation of the format’s unique listening experience that contrasts 

music streaming’s radio-like continuous flow of sound (see Hesmondhalgh & Meier, 

2018, pp. 1564-1565). In the face of the implicitly presumptuous promise that digital 

cloud-based music storage is imperishable (see Devine, 2015; Hand, 2008), the cassette’s 

material limitations become a physical reminder that having the luxury of an extensive 

access to music recordings is not a thing that can be taken for granted. As Brisbane-based 

prolific artist and curator Lawrence English explained: 

The thing that I both love and hate about [the cassette] is that it’s also not forever. 

The promise of digital is to be forever. Which it isn’t, of course. It’s a fallacy, but 

like, the cassette is so tenuous, somehow. And it happened recently, someone 

gave me a tape and I was really excited listening to it, put it in there, it got chewed 

and snapped off and I was like “fuck!”. And I emailed the guy, and I was like 

“the tape just got chewed!” and he is like “I don’t have another copy.” and I was 

like “ah!”. So, it was like, quite real, I thought “yeah, that’s cool!” that it’s not a 

right, it’s a privilege. And I think that is a kind of nice way to think about tapes. 
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So, it’s also the access and I mean ok, you can get it digitally, but it’s a very 

different experience putting the thing on, like, psychologically and emotionally.  

Lawrence English, Brisbane, Room 40, A Guide to Saints   

The case of the cassette tape and the technological obsolescence it represents, however, 

intensifies this juxtaposition of physical audio formats and music streaming. Cassette 

tapes are treasured for their idiosyncratic technological qualities: enjoyed as a limited 

analogue audio format that provides a unique sound and listening experience that omits a 

range of high and low frequencies and conveys characteristic tape hiss as well as an 

uninterrupted successive flow of music. Skipping in between and re-arranging tracks, a 

fundamental characteristic of music streaming, is opposed by the cassette’s time-

consuming and inconvenient way of reeling the tape in order to jump from one track to 

the next (see Fleischer, 2015; Skågeby, 2011). It is exactly this uncompromising and bare-

bones aspect of consumption that nowadays makes the cassette attractive. As the listening 

experience is unmistakably formed by the cassette’s technical limitations, it is not an 

algorithm-directed never-ending current of music that actively has to be stopped by the 

consumer; instead, listening to a cassette has a concrete start and finish indicated by the 

cassette-specific material characteristics of the play button lifting mechanically or the 

sound that the first and last millimetres of tape produce: 

My favourite part of some tapes is this little sound that they make at the start and 

the end. When it’s like, “doooiii”, when you know it’s like, getting started or 

when you come to the end. 

Riley Jones, Brisbane, Soot, The Goon Sax 

These characteristics draw the listener’s attention back to the material body of the cassette, 

as it needs to be flipped around from Side A to Side B in order to be listened to in its 

entirety. The result is an analytical, coherent listening practice that, because the format 

recurringly needs to be physically interacted with in order to keep the music going, brings 

the music back into the focus of attention. For Lawrence English, it was this particular 

limitation-induced listening practice of the cassette format that inspired him to start his 

dedicated cassette label A Guide to Saints around 2010, in concurrence with his main 

label Room 40:  

What I liked about tapes was the effort it took, particularly in those days before 

the kind of gap look ahead function. What I liked about a tape was you bought it 

and ok, you put it on, you listen to it and you think like “Fuck, I hate track 3!” 
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but every time you put on side A, you had to go through track 3, so you sit there 

and you’re like “I hate this track, why do I hate it?” And then you actually had 

some kind of critical function around […] why it was that you were dissatisfied 

with that piece of music. And I think it was actually really useful, because it 

taught you a kind of criticality that otherwise isn’t there. ‘Cause I mean nowadays 

it’s like “don’t like it, skip, don’t like it skip”. And like, ok, it’s easy and good. I 

think as well like this kind of nature of the, even more than LPs, the nature of the 

trajectory to music on a cassette was very singular somehow. And I liked that a 

lot and I still do. And that’s probably why I started A Guide to Saints. ‘Cause I 

wanted to encourage that sort of linearity or whatever it is that you wanna call it 

that is provided by this idea of a tape running off a sprocket across a head and 

sound coming out. And there is no way to kind of like press something and have 

it all like physically move. It’s trapped somehow in a way that I like.    

Lawrence English, Brisbane, Room 40, A Guide to Saints   

This singularity, this limitation, embodied through two spools, containing nothing but 

audio information on a magnetic tape trapped inside a plastic shell, is the material aspect 

that highlights why the cassette is present in today’s music consumption. The ability to 

inscribe personal meaning and memories into the cassette’s body simply by using it over 

time further illuminates that the consumption of cassette tapes is inevitably linked to the 

format’s material conditions:    

Once a cassette is brought on a road trip, or taken to the beach in a boom box, the 

wear and tear it experiences becomes part of its unique history, and on the part of 

the user, the memory formation associated with the music on the tape; personal 

experience becomes part of the work. For this reason, cassettes are understood to 

be among the most auratic of media, and so are prone to be fetishized and 

collected by their enthusiasts (Staub, 2010, p. 66). 

Interestingly, the cassette’s compact size and thin shape bears similarity to the 

smartphone; considering what they afford (see Gibson, 2014; Kane, 2017), however, 

these two items are essentially opposing each other. Bound by its mechanical limitations, 

the cassette tape remains an object that invites a singular, yet tangible and directed usage; 

holding it, one can rest assured that it will contain nothing, but sound information stored 

on a magnetic tape. The enormity of the smartphone’s affordance, in contrast, is 

impalpable; playing audio files is just one of the innumerable possible functions and so 

listening to music becomes less of a conscious act and more a soundtrack or background 
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noise to whatever other stimuli simultaneously running software applications are offering. 

On the contrary, the cassette offers a decelerated, that is to say an actively slow experience 

of listening to music that Rasmus Fleischer (2015) suggests is an aspect of what he coins 

‘postdigital sensibility’.  

Fleischer (2015, p. 256 original italicisation) argues that ‘the everyday experience 

of a digital superabundance has contributed to a recent interest in forms of music which 

are not available to any individual, anytime and everywhere’ and proposes ‘that these 

postdigital practices should not be taken as just a nostalgic reaction against the use of 

digital media but could rather be understood as belonging to a politics of affect.’ The 

ability to be affected, to be moved by music is what is at stake for Fleischer and he 

interprets the cassette’s materiality as a means for ‘creating “common notions”, which 

will strengthen the capacity of bodies to be affected by music.’ As the postdigital 

sensibility is conceptualised ‘as a way to bring collective experience into the 

individualized experience’ (Fleischer, 2015, p. 266) in the presence of digital music 

consumption, the cassette tape, amongst a plethora of other material merchandise and 

music memorabilia found in Independent Music scenes, functions as a tool for 

reconnecting music with a sense of communal and physical belonging. 

An example of this is the mixtape project of Ian Becker, a Los Angeles-based artist 

working under the moniker Man At Home. Becker, who has maintained a practice of 

recording onto cassette since he started making music as a child, selected several classical 

and avantgarde pieces from his personal vinyl record collection and compiled them into 

two cassette mixtape editions entitled Vinyl Ether. Becker dubbed a first edition of 25 on 

standard TDK and Maxell chrome cassettes, adorned with a home-printed black and white 

still life cover made by his partner. He posted a photo of the final result on Instagram, 

encouraging people to personally contact him if they wanted to receive a copy:  

I handed out some to people around town that I ran into; that I knew might like 

one or that wanted one. I was like “anybody in LA that wants one just you know, 

let me know, let’s meet somewhere, give me your address and I’ll throw it in your 

mailbox and then anybody else just… DM [direct message] me your address and 

I’ll send one.” And like I said, I had the tapes already, so it wasn’t a big deal. It 

was more like I wanted to find a good way to use some of them and I wanted to 

put together a group of things for people to listen to that they either already 

enjoyed or never have heard of.  

Ian Becker, Los Angeles, Man At Home  
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Creating a personal relation through the materiality of the cassette was key for Becker’s 

intention of sharing his musical collection with others. The cassettes were the only way 

to get hold of the mixes; Becker distributed them on a face-to-face basis and did not 

upload the mixes digitally out of concerns for the copyright of the contained music. 

However, a friend of his converted his selection into a Spotify playlist:  

I just sent him one ‘cause we’re old friends and always played music together and 

worked on a ton of stuff. He was like, “I don’t have a cassette deck, but I just 

went on Spotify and found each of these pieces except for one of them, so I made 

a playlist of it.” So, it’s out there in the world, like if someone wants to hear that 

mix, they can just go on Spotify and find that playlist and it’s there. I didn’t even 

have to bother with it, someone did it for me. 

Ian Becker, Los Angeles, Man At Home 

Even though the transmission and distribution process for the mix tapes was organized 

through Instagram, Becker sought to break out of the anonymous digital realm of the 

Internet and establish a personal contact either through meeting people locally in Los 

Angeles or sending the cassette in the post. This way of slow and limited music sharing 

on a personal level enabled through the cassette’s materiality is what exemplifies 

Fleischer’s concept of ‘postdigital sensibility’. Although the cassettes were mixed and 

produced using computer software and then distributed through employing a social media 

platform, they helped to share music on a personal level that does not counteract the 

availability of music on the internet, but more so offers a different approach to distributing, 

acquiring and consuming it. The reception for the mixtapes was positive, and Becker still 

receives feedback on them years after making the first run:  

Even the first one I made was probably the middle of 2017 and I think earlier this 

year, a couple of years later, I am still getting messages from people like, “still 

playing that tape, love it you know, every couple of months I put it on while I’m 

drawing or while I’m you know, writing or whatever.” So, yeah, I think that the 

flow kind of was good, I hope that it was good enough and the nice thing about 

the 90-minute tapes is that you get 45 minutes a side so, you have like a real solid 

block that you can you know, kind of do one thing flip it over and then you can 

you know, keep going or make it feel slightly different but you’ve got you know, 

two big chunks of music that you can just sit down and let play and you know, go 

with it. 

Ian Becker, Los Angeles, Man At Home 
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The case of the Vinyl Ether mixtapes is not a common occurrence in the contemporary 

context of music and cassette consumption. However, it shows the potential that the 

cassette’s materiality offers for maintaining interpersonal relationships based on the 

sharing of music in a material form. The feedback that Becker received clearly indicates 

that the recipients of the cassettes were emotionally affected by his selection, thought, 

attention and effort he invested in creating and sharing his mixes on tape. The distribution 

of mixtapes and correspondingly the sharing of music beyond the common dissemination 

patterns of streaming services and platforms such as Bandcamp thus exemplify a 

‘postdigitally sensible’ practice of music distribution and consumption, that does not 

oppose other existing forms, but complements them.  

Owning the necessary equipment to listen to cassettes, on the flipside, is not 

common anymore and has led to the visual characteristics of the cassette being 

emphasized rather than its aural characteristics. Owning and listening to cassettes is not 

necessarily the norm in the digital age and several components such as download codes 

that are attached to cassette releases ensure that consumers are still tied into the digital 

distribution circles of music. The next section of this chapter explores the currently 

available options for cassette player hardware and clarifies the cultural consequences that 

arise from their limitations for contemporary cassette usage.  

 

4.2 Precarious Listening: The Problematics of Current  

Cassette Hardware 

 

Specific hardware is required for listening to cassette tapes. The availability of reliable 

cassette player hardware, however, has not matched the recently increasing demand and 

production numbers of cassette tapes. Second-hand hifi units from manufacturers such as 

Akai, Yamaha or Marantz that were produced from the mid-1970s until the mid-1990s, 

constitute the main resource that cassette users have to rely on. Once plentiful, when CD 

technology reached a level of affordability that allowed for extensive consumption 

throughout the 2000s, the supply of these units from thrift shops, eBay, garage sales or 

flea markets has now noticeably decreased. Based on the scarcity, age and overall 

superior quality of older cassette hardware, prices have risen in recent years, especially 

on internet platforms such as eBay and Discogs. Due to their technological obsolescence 

cassette decks were largely removed, as ‘junk,’ from the general circulation of products. 

When this occurred, they gained a new position as fetishized, and in a Kopytoffian (1986, 

p. 83) sense, ‘singularized’ vintage hardware, underlining his notion that material objects 
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recurringly take on and lose their status as commodities according to the varying socio-

economic contexts in which they subsist. Tuna Tardugno of Amoeba Hollywood noticed 

a change in availability and pricing of cassette players when the store transferred from 

sourcing local second-hand hardware to newly produced stock:   

Probably during the resurgence, maybe like 2012 or 13 we were like going to the 

thrift stores around town and getting cassette players ‘cause people would come 

in all the time and ask for ‘em and we’re just like “Yeah, maybe we should.” And 

they were so cheap, they were like five bucks for like beautiful cassette players 

that no one cared about, so we would […] sell […] used ones for a while. And 

then the person that orders the CD players and the vinyl players, that distributor 

started offering cassette players so she’s like “Maybe we should try it” and they 

sell like crazy. So, we probably started selling them new, maybe three years ago. 

[…] Also, there was a time on Ebay, where the stuff was really cheap. And like 

now, that stuff is pretty hard to find, like it used to be cheap, which I think was 

kind of the appeal of it; was accessibility. Financially, it wasn’t firm [anymore], 

we wouldn’t turn a profit on [the used ones] if we were going in, not like now, 

you go to the thrift store and they’ll be like thirty dollars and you know you’re 

selling ‘em for like twenty bucks, so it’s like “meh”. We may as well just bring 

the new ones in.  

Tuna Tardugno, Los Angeles, Amoeba Hollywood 

Important here is the increasing challenge of hardware maintenance, as high quality and 

fitting replacement parts can be difficult to obtain for models that ceased production 

decades ago, while private repair services and engineers with the necessary knowledge 

are successively retiring or passing away. For DIY repairs, owners then have to rely on 

tracing knowledge on the internet from hifi and AV forums or YouTube channels such as 

DrCassette (2020) or Cassette Comeback (2020). 

Besides second-hand cassette hardware, only a few new brands of cassette players 

have been introduced in recent years that remain relatively affordable and offer a 

reasonable quality in material and used parts. The consumer audio electronics producer 

TEAC and its professional audio hardware division TASCAM have introduced new lines 

of cassette decks in 2018 after discontinuing their previous 202ᴍᴋVI7 model in 2016 

(VWestlife, 2018). The 2018 TASCAM 202ᴍᴋVII, a double cassette deck with USB output 

and, due to discontinued licensing, a dynamic noise reduction system instead of the once 

common Dolby Noise Reduction, was initially listed in the United States for $499,99US. 

TEAC then offered a consumer-focused version of this unit, the W-1200 listed for 
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$389,95US (Amazon, 2020c). Subsequently, two CD and single cassette deck units with 

similar specifications were introduced by both divisions: the TASCAM CD-A580 for a list 

price of $399US and the consumer grade TEAC AD-850 for $289US (see VWestlife, 

2018). According to the hifi and audio equipment themed YouTube Channel VWestlife 

and the specifications provided by TASCAM and TEAC, these units contain inferior parts 

as compared with traditional hifi cassette decks of the 1980s and 1990s, yet, they offer 

the highest hardware standard possible in 2020 (TASCAM, 2020; TEAC, 2020; 

VWestlife, 2018). Still, their comparatively high prices make them less desirable than 

second-hand hardware, eventually contributing negatively to the popularity of the cassette 

tape as these units elevate the monetary inhibition threshold for developing an interest in 

cassettes higher than for the already more popular vinyl record. Another problem 

illustrated by VWestlife’s (2018) analysis of the TASCAM 202ᴍᴋVII is the quality of the 

parts used in the production of this model: former cassette players originating from 

previous decades used sturdy materials such as metal, steel and aluminium for small 

interior parts such as hinges and cogwheels. In current hardware, these components are 

commonly made of plastic and rubber compounds, drastically reducing the mechanical 

resilience and lifespan of these models in comparison to older ones. Thus, when used 

cassette players can be obtained for a fraction of the latest hardware and still offer higher 

quality in materials despite occasional maintenance requirements, it becomes 

understandable why current cassette users rarely seek out newly manufactured hardware.  

Portable non-branded hand-held cassette players are widely available online 

through retailers such as Amazon or eBay. As with the TASCAM and TEAC cassette decks, 

these units predominantly feature an in-built USB port and are advertised as cassette 

‘capture’ or ‘converter’ devices (Amazon, 2020a, 2020b). The ability to bridge analogue 

and digital audio reproduction through USB connectivity has become commonplace for 

contemporary cassette players and demonstrates that the format remains viewed as 

inferior. As a consequence, the audio recordings contained on a cassette need to be saved 

through transferring them into a digital form. In the case of contemporary cassette releases 

and listening practices however, this digitization function is widely rendered unnecessary 

as current music is typically already available in digital form and higher audio quality 

online. The cassette affords the possibility of removing music from digital circulation and 

consumption and repositioning it as a physical artefact that fosters enjoyment of the audio 

format’s material quirks. Digitization, nevertheless, besides for an ageing group of 

consumers who intend to digitize their old cassette tapes that contain band rehearsals, 

family gatherings or memos for posterity, appears redundant:  
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The cassette to USB things, yeah, I’ve seen them advertised. I never want to; they 

just look so cheap and crap [sic]. And it’s like the same thing you know, there’s 

turntables that have USB stuff on them. It’s just, why would you bother? They 

just seem wrong in a way. So yeah, I haven’t dabbled in any of that. But that’s 

probably the only cheap option to actually get a working cassette player, ‘cause 

they need some kind of digital connectivity with USB or iPhone or whatever […] 

they always gotta add on some cheap gimmick, like the USB thing or Bluetooth 

or I don’t know, not necessarily tape stuff. That’s why I just naturally 

immediately went to older kind[s] of designs and equipment just ‘cause that’s 

kind of when they made them good. 

Matt Kennedy, Brisbane, Eternal Soundcheck, Kitchen’s Floor, Sorry Golden State 

Indeed, currently available portable cassette players are comparatively affordable with 

prices around $30US, yet their built- and sound-quality varies drastically and is in 

numerous cases substandard.  

An example is the IT’S OK Bluetooth cassette player distributed by the Hong Kong-

based company NINM Lab. The unit’s development was subsidised through a funding 

campaign on the website Kickstarter that, in unison with other recent advertisement 

campaigns such as Sony’s CFD-S401 cassette boombox, was heavily marketed towards 

Japanese women in their early to mid-30s (Kickstarter, 2020; Sony, 2019a). This is 

especially emphasized through the player’s body featured in different pastel colours and 

a see-through lid made of clear plastic. As with cassette players distributed by the lifestyle 

retailer Urban Outfitters, the visual and fashionable dimension of cassette consumption 

is emphasized here. The unit’s main selling point, however, is its Bluetooth 5.0 capability 

which, according to reviews and advertisement, made it the world’s first cassette player 

to do so (Frishberg, 2019). Nonetheless, with a price of about $89.00US as of May 2020 

(NINM Lab, 2019), it remains a comparatively costly option, that according to the 

YouTube channel VWestlife is unjustifiable. In a video entitled “World’s first Bluetooth 

cassette player” Kickstarter BUSTED!’ attention is called to the player’s advertised 

‘Classic Mono Sound’ (NINM Lab, 2019). Indeed, the IT’S OK player’s sound 

reproduction is mono and not stereo; a major drawback in fidelity that renders its price 

questionable (VWestlife, 2019). According to the video, the unit was not developed from 

scratch by NINM Lab but is based on a portable player by the Chinese company Skywin 

that can be purchased in bulk for as little as $7.00US from the website Alibaba (2021). 

NINM Lab merely adjusted the colours of the casing and replaced the in-built speaker 

and radio with a Bluetooth port. The channel punkporvida, demonstrated that static and 
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motor noise of the IT’S OK player drastically affect the sound quality in comparison with 

a regular second-hand hifi cassette deck (Punkporvida, 2019).  

 

 
 

Figure 6. Left: Promo shots for the IT’S OK player Right: Skywin cassette player (NINMLab, 

2021; Shenzen Skywin Electronics Co. S. S. E. C. Ltd, 2021). 

These accounts exemplify that attention was paid first and foremost to the visual 

design of the unit instead of providing a satisfying listening experience. Given the 

significant severe disparity between price and sound quality, the IT’S OK player is a 

striking example of the precarious state of cassette hardware in the digital age. In contrast 

to the sphere of vinyl consumption, in which DJ culture and Electronic Dance Music 

maintained a steady demand for new, functional and most notably, sturdy record players, 

the cassette was often regarded as a secondary audio format and with the rise of affordable 

CD burners in the early 2000s the demand for cassette technology decreased significantly. 

Underground music scenes such as Lofi, Hip Hop, Noise and Punk that continued to use 

cassette tapes thus were obliged to rely on thrifting, appropriating and repurposing 

second-hand hardware. As these sources are now running out however, participants in 

cassette-based music communities are forced to turn to new hardware that is offering 

additional, but not high demand functions such as Bluetooth and USB connectivity. 

Another example of this is the French cassette producer Mulann, that as of 2020 is 

working on launching their own Walkman player with Bluetooth function and a 

smartphone-like rechargeable battery (Ledsom, 2020). Besides minor endeavours like 

Sony’s CFD-S401 that remains limited to the Japanese market, the Sony CFDS70 and the 

previously discussed units by TEAC and TASCAM, major electronics companies have not 

yet responded to the apparent demand for affordable and reliable cassette hardware that 

provides durability and an audio standard such as some of Akai’s previous cassette player 

models that feature abrasion resistant ceramic tape heads. This issue is thematized in 
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Independent Music communities that engage ongoing discourses on how to voice their 

demand for new cassette hardware:  

I’ve seen it on social media a fair bit. There’s this guy, who does [a label] and I 

remember someone posted saying, “ah, Aldi, I bought this tape deck, they’ve got 

‘em on sale.” […] And he commented on it, “do not buy that, do not support that. 

This is why there aren’t like, good-quality tape decks being made elsewhere. 

You’re getting your shitty new ones.” That really got my attention where he was 

like really fighting for it. Normally, people would be like “fuck yeah, tape deck!” 

But he’s like “nah, fuck that, there needs to be quality shit being made and this is 

why there is not.” And to see him stand-off that so strongly was like, pretty 

inspiring. So, hopefully, it’s people like him and getting that kind of message 

around will build a market for that thing, which is already there in numbers. But 

it just hasn’t been shown yet, I reckon.   

Phillip Hunter, Brisbane, Tropical Cancer Rort, En Kernaghan Band, Hexmere  

Partially based on these problems surrounding the availability of cassette player hardware, 

a shift in the format’s consumption dynamic occurred in recent years. The following 

section of this chapter explores the prerequisites and consequences of this shift and how 

it affects the cassette’s usage and significance in the context of several contemporary 

Independent Music scenes. 

 

4.3 Affordance in Transition: The Visual Turn of the Cassette Tape  

 

Because of the hardware limitations that currently restrict listeners’ ability to access the 

full sonic potential of cassette tapes as compared to the easy online access to high-quality 

digital audio files, the cassette’s consumption in the 21st century places visual properties 

over aural ones. This phenomenon needs to be understood within the internet’s 

overarching tendency to converge the material qualities of cultural and technological 

objects into predominantly visual ones; in the words of Straw (2007, p. 13): 

Just as the Internet has renewed the economic value of innumerable cultural 

artifacts from the past […], so it has hastened their convergence on the realm of 

the visible. In the realm of the visible, they come to be adorned with textual 

commentary and forms of graphic display that have become the basis of their 

public presence. On the Internet, aural, tactile, and other forms move toward the 

visual as the manner of their self-announcement. Textual artifacts from the past, 
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similarly, migrate toward the gridlike graphic visuality of the Web page. The 

visual has become the mode of public presence of cultural forms in their 

commodity or memorial state.   

Certainly, the manifold visual representation of nostalgia-laden cassette culture related 

imagery in the online domain has been a central driver for the change in the format’s 

usage. Paralleling the recent increase in fetishized limited-edition pressings and re-

releases of already well-known albums on coloured vinyl records (see Bartmanski & 

Woodward, 2015b), the disposition of the cassette tape, as it is still commonly treated as 

a second-tier format with limited access possibilities, differs in its latest integration into 

visual consumption from the vinyl record. I will demonstrate, with reference to the works 

of Nowak (2014) and Dant (2005), that this shift in the cassette’s affordance is not solely 

bound by technological preconditions in hardware limitation, but essentially determined 

by how actors in Independent Music scenes creatively appropriate these restrictions and 

utilise the cassette’s material hybridity in order to create consumption patterns that fit into 

the primarily visually coined context of the digital age.  

The neologism ‘affordances’, rooted in Gibson’s (2014) psychological theory of 

visual perception, contends that ‘what fundamentally we attend to in our surroundings are 

not the shapes, colours and orientations of surfaces in our surroundings, but rather the 

meaning of things for action.’ (Costall, 1995) In this sense, Gibson is interested in what 

an object invites us to do when we look at it. For example, a ‘rigid object with a sharp 

dihedral angle, an edge, affords cutting and scraping; it is a knife. It may be designed for 

both striking and cutting, and then it is an axe’ (Gibson, 2014, original italicisation). Yet, 

what Gibson’s original conception of affordances failed to take into consideration was 

the socially transmitted knowledge of these objects as cultural artefacts (see Costall, 1995, 

1997). In fact, the determining influence of the social sphere for how objects’ affordances 

are perceived and set into action remained largely untouched in Gibson’s writing. This 

problematic was subsequently addressed; in regard to the social determinants that 

contribute to the current shift in the utilisation of cassette tapes, Dant’s (2005) and 

Loveland’s critique of Gibson’s theory are insightful in this regard. In his book 

Materiality and Society, Dant suggests that ‘the change in the material life of human 

societies that […] I called “material civilization” means that there are always newly 

emerging contexts in which the affordance of existing objects is continually revised’ 

(Dant, 2005, pp. 73-74). Loveland (1991) notes that preferred affordances are culturally 

selected in the sense that the disposition of shared living in a cultural milieu stimulates 

the individual to use objects in a certain way. From this, she concludes that: ‘Part of what 

we call creativity seems to involve the ability to transcend the preferred set of affordances 
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when considering the affordances of objects and events.’ (Loveland, 1991, p. 101) Taking 

Loveland’s interpretation of creativity into consideration, the sociocultural engagement 

with the cassette tape’s materiality offers a reason as to why the preferred or ‘canonical’ 

affordances (see Costall, 1997) of listening to and recording on cassettes have been 

overtaken by looking at, holding and displaying them in the 21st century. The perception 

of cassette tapes changed in conjunction with the general trend towards digitalization that 

has been affecting music consumption since the start of the new millennium. The 

cassette’s significance in this context, as it is a material object that allows for different 

modes of interaction with music, is pragmatic in the sense that ‘the meaning of objects is 

understood by consumers through “reading” them as a set of signs that have meaning 

within the culture and [this] relation is pragmatic in that the meaningfulness of objects 

unfolds through interaction’ (Dant, 2008, p. 13). The change in the perception and usage 

of the cassette tape came about as a consequence of the consumers’ active engagement 

with its hybrid materiality.  

Looking back, the aesthetically lacklustre visual appearance of the cassette tape in 

its first decades of commercial existence left little doubt that the medium’s primary 

qualities were recordability and portability. Colours and tones were mostly monochrome, 

limited to white, black and grey and cassette shells and j-cards were largely used for the 

conveying of information rather than deriving visual pleasure. Yet with the shift towards 

using the cassette as a canvas for transmitting primarily aesthetic visual aspects, these 

original affordances of listening and recording have not been completely replaced. Even 

though mock-ups such as cassette-shaped USB drives exist (Discogs, 2020g), the cassette 

retains its cultural validity and heritage by continuing to offer a listening and recording 

experience. Nonetheless, its primary form of consumption has become visual and to a 

certain extent tactile.  

This aspect, mirroring Dant’s assertion that the affordances of objects are ongoingly 

culturally negotiated, generally feeds into the ambivalent character of DIY music 

releasing practices in the digital age. While recordings are expected by the majority of 

music listeners to be instantaneously available online, independent labels additionally 

have to release on physical formats in order to maintain a presence in bricks and mortar 

record shops and on merchandise tables at concerts. Even if an album is already digitally 

available, a physical release, preferably on vinyl, but due to production costs realistically 

on cassette, has to be produced in order to maintain cultural integrity in Hip Hop, Noise, 

Punk and Experimental Music scenes. Hosting music on Bandcamp is free of charge, a 

recording can thus lie dormant in the online sphere for months or years until it eventually 

gets released on a physical format. Recordings, however, that remain as mere downloads 
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and do not make the leap out of the internet into the material world, do not offer any 

physical reference point to justify a purchase or even be remembered altogether:  

Turner: How many times do I just buy a digital download? You buy the tape on 

Bandcamp and you get the digital download. Or you buy like, a pin or a t-shirt 

and you get a digital, you know, you buy something, and you get the download. 

It’s not often that I would go on and just buy the digital download, unless it was 

like for a charity or for a compilation or something. It’s just interesting, it’s like 

I’m not gonna waste my time doing just a digital release anymore.  

Nokes: It feels like those three [cassette] releases are our only releases, ‘cause 

you have them in front of you. The first one that’s the digital thing that we did for 

our band doesn’t feel like it’s really part of the catalogue. I forget that it was the 

first thing that we did, that it’s like actually on the label. It’s this like, the 

impermanence of a file, but like whether it’s a file that you downloaded or it’s on 

a streaming service like, it’s just you don’t give a shit about it. It’s like “Ah, it’s 

always gonna be there, whatever.” You don’t take care of it. You don’t have to 

carry it around when you move house. [sic] Whereas like, when you got record 

collections and tapes and stuff like, you kind of you interact with it, actually 

interacting with a physical product and sitting down and putting on side A, side 

B whether it’s a record or a tape or just listen to a CD as well.  

Chloe Turner & Jonnine Nokes, Melbourne, Tender Collection,  

Activities of Daily Living   

Releasing music on cassette ties it back into a tangible form that functions as a physical 

reminder of the music’s existence while at the same time offering a decelerated sound 

and listening experience. The interaction with the cassette tape as with the telephone in 

Dant’s (2008, p. 19) example is bound by ‘culturally acquired bodily skills to make it 

function’, which entails practices such as opening cases, tape deck compartments and 

reeling cassettes into position. In this sense, the cassette functions as a material 

counterpoint to the online sphere, where DIY music distribution is widely enabled, but 

simultaneously also threatened by the excess of new releases and impermanence of digital 

storage (see Fleischer, 2015; Skågeby, 2011). Music on cassette appears decelerated in 

two main ways: it allows for both a slow and attentive listening experience and an active 

limitation regarding the discovery of new music. As David Novak (2013) wrote about the 

habits of North American Noise artists such as Jessica Rylan, who limits her consumption 

to tapes she trades with fellow artists, the use of cassettes can pose a tool of a ‘postdigital 
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sensible’ (Fleischer, 2015) music consumption that actively evades exposure to the 

overabundance of music on the internet by emphasizing the communal belonging that is 

embodied through cassette releases that are exchanged on a face-to-face basis. 

Interestingly, this aspect of current cassette usage is neither bound to owning a cassette 

player, nor actually playing and listening to the cassettes. As it is common for 

contemporary cassette releases to come with downloads or free streaming of digital 

versions of the music when purchased, either through attached printed download codes 

in the cases or online access, the cassette itself is not primarily treated as an audio format 

for listening purposes anymore, but as a physical memento:  

Martin: I’ve got a ton of cassettes, but I don’t have a cassette player around. I 

just buy them and then just get the download code and put it on my computer. 

You know, (laughs) I’ve produced a bunch of cassettes, but had no means to listen 

to them. My only cassette player broke ages ago. So, you know, it’s just like a 

physical means of validating a transaction because the main place [where] bands 

are selling their music is at gigs you know, face to face with the audience. ‘Cause 

that’s the only place you gonna see anybody who even knows who you are. 

Because they saw you 5 minutes ago, right? If somebody walks into a record store, 

they are not gonna know any of the bands I put out there.   

Düster: So, if one of your favourite bands puts out a 7-inch or tape would you 

buy it anyway? 

Martin: 7 inch I would, ‘cause I have a record player and I listen to records 

(laughs). With the cassette, yeah, probably I would anyway, just to kind of say 

“thank you” to the band, you know. Depends on how much it costs. 

Ian F. Martin, Tōkyō, Call and Response Records   

This shift in usage has led to a visual turn in cassette consumption. Nowak (2016) 

theorized the iPod’s ‘performative hybridity’ as a central cause for the device’s 

widespread dissemination in the 2000s. The cassette tape’s current status bears a similar 

dynamic, as its introduction into various music scenes shows that its ‘performative 

hybridity’ has been solidified throughout the past decade. At the same time however, its 

affordance consecutively tapered towards a mere visual and tactile consumption and 

replaced the cassette’s former status as a fully-fledged audio format for listening and 

recording purposes. This is not only experienced first-hand, but also widely shared 

through images of cassettes and cassette collections that are circulating through social 

media websites, namely Instagram and Facebook. Entire Facebook groups such as 
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‘Underground Metal on Tape/Cassette’ are dedicated to sharing photographic images of 

cassette tapes. While listening to the cassette’s particular sound aesthetic still remains 

essential in numerous Lofi, Experimental, Punk and Hip-Hop scenes, the initial and 

primary experience of cassette tapes has become visual and tactile for many. 

Consequently, this new dimension of cassette consumption challenges how the format 

can be theoretically contextualised and grasped.  

Indeed, following Martin Hand’s (2012) examination of different analytical streams 

and discourses in the study of visual culture, the field has yet to be extended regarding 

the analysis of what significance physical audio formats play in the visual consumption 

of music. Aside from investigations that are limited to the widely fetishized visual 

affordance of vinyl records (see Auslander, 2001; Bartmanski & Woodward, 2015b) the 

visual impact of physical audio media especially in correlation with the increasing 

dominance of visual advertisement and visual commodification of everyday life through 

blogging and vlogging still remains under-researched. In the case of cassette tapes, it is 

not only the diminished availability in cassette player hardware that has contributed to 

the shift towards visual consumption, but also limitations in the audio quality of the 

cassette tapes themselves. The dwindling supply of chrome tape has caused ferric oxide-

based tape compounds to be the main constituent for contemporary cassette tape 

production (Holman, 2018; Ledsom, 2020). Furthermore, offering services for creating 

visual artwork and shell printing as well as packaging were prioritised and as a result, the 

product catalogues of contemporary cassette producers such as National Audio Company, 

Duplication.ca or Tapeline are not primarily distinguishing themselves by offering 

different grades of magnetic tape, but distinctive colour and printing options for cassette 

shells, cases and j-cards:  

We’ve come quite far from the late peak of the cassette tape sort of in the early 

90s I guess, when people cared about Dolby, they cared if it was a chrome or, you 

know. And nowadays the cassettes that get made up, I think they are pretty low-

grade right? It’s interesting, because it’s become more about the format than 

about the quality of sound.   

James Greer, Tōkyō  

Besides limitations in material supply, also the cultural influence of independent labels, 

predominantly in the realm of Ambient, Experimental Electronic Music and Noise has 

also been a contributing factor in attributing major importance to the visual components 

of cassettes. Contemporary labels such as Orange Milk, Patient Sounds, Chondritic 

Sound, Ascetic House, Trapdoor Tapes, Breakdance the Dawn or Monorail Trespassing 
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have distinctive visual design elements in common. Their cassette releases are directly 

identifiable by their appearance and display uniform visual elements such as logos and 

catalogue numbers that let them neatly line up next to each other on a shelf. Even though 

many of these labels have their individual design concepts, two general aesthetic 

tendencies can be distinguished: Ambient, Experimental Electronic Music, Vaporwave, 

but also Indie Rock labels, such as the Columbus-based Orange Milk, Umor Rex from 

Mexico City, Ōsaka’s birdFriend, or Berlin’s Späti Palace recontextualise the cassette’s 

analogue technical idiosyncrasies with hyper digital and colourful artwork designs that 

derive influence from internet art and heavy reliance on photo manipulation software such 

as Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator. For Keith Rankin of Orange Milk, who also works 

as a visual artist, the graphic element of his releases is essentially connected to the music:  

I’ve always done most of the covers myself, though we’ve also hired a variety of 

artists we like. The visual element was always extremely important. For popular 

artists like Rihanna or someone, their face and personality shape their public 

identity, for small artists it’s usually the album art that fills that role, because so 

much subconscious meaning is conveyed through the feel of the art.  

Keith Rankin, Columbus OH, Orange Milk, Giant Claw,  

Death’s Dynamic Shroud.wmv 

In order to stay visually identifiable and stand out in the uninterrupted stream of new 

music online, current Independent Music labels invest major efforts into the curation of 

cover artwork and the creation of a uniform aesthetic for their projects. Due the current 

overabundance of music, thoroughly curated music labels gain an indispensable 

significance as ‘cultural intermediaries’ (see Maguire & Matthews, 2012) which maintain 

human and not algorithmic recommendations that consumers can base their choice on. 

The ‘sound’ of a label, meaning its particular selection that reflects the taste performed 

by its operators, is at first represented through artwork and visual design. In comparison 

to the 1980s and 1990s, contemporary cassette releases are catering to the ambivalent 

status of music in the digital age. Orange Milk’s visual aesthetic for example, is 

reminiscent of 1980s airbrushed advertisements, yet transcends mere nostalgia by 

combining this technique with design elements that imitate the appearance of consumer 

software and websites. Avid cassette collector and blogger Toda Takeshi, who since 2010 

amassed around 2000 tapes summarizes the visual and material appeal of the format:  

It has something nostalgic about it, but more than that it looks like a new thing. 

It’s completely different from how tapes looked back then. It feels like they’ve 
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become pretty. The artwork as well, everything is interesting. Also, in comparison 

to records, if they have a special design or packaging each tape feels like a piece 

of art, there are many options for them. The standard format for packaging is the 

clear plastic case, but tapes in different kinds of bags in combination with other 

items or booklets etc are released as well. Each tape release can have many 

interesting versions.   

Takeshi Toda, Tōkyō, Dirty Dirt, Buy Nowers Club   

Besides brightly coloured and digital designs, labels such as Trapdoor Tapes and Minimal 

Impact in Australia, as well as Lust Vessel in Japan utilize monochrome photocopy and 

collage methods that are reminiscent of the expressively rough aesthetic of hand-made 

cassette releases in the 1980s. These design choices tie back into the aural aesthetic of the 

music and genre, thus reflecting sound on a visual level. In this sense, artworks that 

emphasize spotless and sharp digital features appear in correlation with hyper digital 

Experimental Electronic and Ambient music. Rough photocopied designs on the contrary, 

are essentially related to Punk and Noise. Self-evidently, the border in between these two 

aesthetic streams is fluent and there are numerous artists and labels that play with hybrids 

and utilize stylistic elements from both streams. It is nevertheless important to note that 

these two visual styles are also essentially tied into the historic context and preconditions 

of said genres. The clear-cut digital aesthetic of current electronic music cassette labels 

can be traced back to the releases of synthesizer and Ambient music pioneers such as 

Eliane Radigue, Brian Eno or Laraaji. Monochrome and noisy photocopied designs, 

however, represent the tools for DIY reproduction available in the 1980s that were also 

omnipresent on concert flyers and zines.  
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Figure 7. Historic and current Noise releases on cassette. Left: K2 – Tekhnodrug released via 

Kinky Musik Institute (1993). Right: K2 / Ikire (ゐ忌レ) split released via Trapdoor 

Tapes (2019). 

 

  

 

Figure 8. Historic and current Electronic Music and Ambient releases on cassette. Left: Hiroshi 

Yoshimura – Pier & Loft released via Fukusei Gijutsu Kohbo (1983). Right: Eternal 

Showers released via Moss Archive in (2019). 
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Taking these aspects into consideration, the visual dimension of current cassette 

releases serves three purposes: it represents the artist’s or label operator’s taste as it 

creates a corporate identity that makes the release visually identifiable in the flood of 

online releases. It embodies the sound of the contained music on a visual level, further 

giving an indicator of what genre is represented in the release. Lastly, it ties present-day 

cassette releases back into the history and tradition of the particular genres, thus 

signifying inspiration and cultural continuity:  

Now that physical releases are becoming a choice rather than a necessity, when 

people choose to do that, they also wanna make it good. They wanna make it look 

slick or even if they wanted to, there’s lots of labels that still go for that 

photocopied aesthetic the Hanson, Thousands of Dead Gods, Torn Light and all 

of that is more in the like harsher more Power Electronics or like hard Noise realm, 

because that music or that sound is aggressive, is harder and so in all musics and 

arts [sic] you have visuals that represent or coordinate with the sound. So that’s 

the look of that sound. That’s what it’s gonna look like, probably. And also, I 

think I’m interested in cleaner sounds too. And home recording, but I like a lot of 

mellow, Ambient or you know, pretty sounding synthesizer music. […] I’ve 

released singer songwriter stuff or kind of Electroacoustic, I’m a mellower guy. 

(Laughs) So, visually that’s you know, I like clean graphic design. […] So that’s 

what it’s gonna look like. That’s what my self-releases have looked like for years 

too. It’s that visual representation of what the sounds are and that’s where my 

personal interest lies.  

Mike Nigro, Sydney, Oxtail Recordings     

In this context it is important to note that the visual turn in the affordance of cassettes 

goes hand in hand with a general movement towards a professionalisation of DIY music 

production and distribution. In contrast to the former hand-made-based cassette culture 

that lasted from the late 1970s until the mid 1990s and appropriated the cassette as a 

medium for spontaneous self-releasing in resistance to the professional 

commercialization of the cassette by major music labels as an alternative to vinyl records 

and CDs (see Davenport, 2016), contemporary projects heavily utilise professional 

production methods such as graphic design software, professional prints of j-card inserts 

and even cassette shell printing and assembly. DIY handcrafting, previously 

indispensably connected with the production of cassette releases, is now mainly digitally 

based and characterised through streamlined production and distribution patterns. 

Roughness and imperfection, a former central material and visual constituent of cassette 
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culture’s aesthetic that significantly represented the culture’s straightforwardness 

regarding participatory accessibility has now widely disappeared as an aesthetic observed 

in cassette production and been replaced with a slick and professional appearance. The 

rough photocopy aesthetic and methods employed by a few labels such as Trapdoor 

Tapes is then to be re-evaluated as an attempt to counter the sterility of cassette releases 

in other contemporary genres. By re-introducing non-digital crafting methods such as 

photocopying and collaging, the cassette is recontextualised in the cultural setting of 

former Noise cultures.  

However, it is not only the cassette releases of modern-day Independent Music 

labels that emphasize the visual aspect of cassette tapes. A striking example of this is 

Norelco Mori, a cassette-based podcast run by the artist Ted James Butler, as it gives 

credit to the importance that cassette design and packaging has for numerous scenes 

world-wide. Butler started the podcast in 2014 while residing in Los Angeles (Norelco 

Mori, 2020a), and its curation and sequencing are shaped by the cassette’s technical and 

material features. Each episode of Norelco Mori features a compilation of cassettes, 

played and mixed by Butler into one coherent mix with minimal commentary. Even 

though the podcasts are available online as digital streams and downloads, the cassette’s 

typical audio traits of hiss, compression and equalisation are retained. Several special 

edition episodes focus on releases by a single label, others span cassette contributions 

stemming from multiple international labels. Besides maintaining the distinctive aural 

qualities of the material cassette experience in the podcast, Butler also pays particular 

attention to detail when displaying the artwork and packaging of the releases he features. 

Throughout the 75 episodes of the podcast, cassettes have been draped amongst foliage, 

in front of synthesizer hardware, or on sun-drenched concrete.  

I personally experienced the emphasis Butler puts on the visual appeal of cassette 

releases first-hand when I submitted releases from our label Gravity’s Rainbow Tapes for 

review in 2016. Amongst the cassettes I sent was our third release which featured our 

most elaborate design and packaging. It was based on 14 individual ink paintings I had 

created on thin calligraphy paper. Each cassette tape contained an individual cut-out of 

the original painting folded up as a j-card inside the cassette shell and came packaged in 

a bag with a print showing the painting in its entire form, thus making the individual 

section of the original identifiable. It came as no surprise to me that Butler selected 

exactly this release to be featured in episode 66 of the podcast and not the other releases 

I sent, as they were merely housed in standard cassette cases and came with a digitally 

designed and printed j-card (Norelco Mori, 2020b).  
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Figure 9. Sean Derrick Cooper Marquardt / More Black Then God: our third release with 

Gravity’s Rainbow Tapes. 

 

During the first half of the 2010s, when the number of new international cassette 

projects notably increased, Norelco Mori constituted a platform that gathered a curated 

selection of Los Angeles related, but also international releases. By introducing and 

contextualising the creative physical output that could be realised using cassettes, the 

podcast helped to inspire and shape the aesthetic of subsequent projects. Butler’s visual 

presentation of the releases he selected, particularly their design and the material 

characteristics of their packaging, played an integral role in this process. Several Norelco 

Mori episodes focus on a single label and feature a selection of their output on cassette. 

In curating episodes this way, Butler helped to establish a cultural canon of influential 

and outstanding labels for music scenes that use cassettes; again, a necessary aspect of 

curation that assisted in navigating the confusingly dense landscape of online music.  

Visually, the aspect of uniformity and coherence is emphasized in these episodes: 

Tandem Tapes’ releases all feature the same layout on their spine with the distinctive 

round label logo and full size black and white artwork on the front, similar to the design 

concept of releases by the Berlin-based label Total Black. A general trend in the visual 

turn in cassette artwork design and packaging has been the removal of informational text 

from the front cover artwork. Commonly the front area of a cassette release now features 

only the picture of the artwork without the artist’s or release’s name. This information is 

either relocated to the cassette’s spine, or completely remains within the digital version 
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available online, emphasizing that the aesthetic and material experience of the cassette is 

valued in contemporary production and consumption. One of the earliest label-focused 

special edition episodes in 2015 featured Monorail Trespassing:  

I always appreciated Ted’s aesthetic. Like, the curation of everything. Everything 

like the detail, from the photos to the episodes themselves, everything was just so 

well-rounded, and it didn’t focus on one particular genre. But it made everything 

work together in a really nice way. And I felt the same about the Monorail episode, 

I felt he really understood what I am doing with the label because it’s not really 

about any one genre and I felt like he curated that episode very well in a way that 

would show someone what the label’s about. Everything from the Harsh Noise 

stuff to the Ambient stuff to the weird one-off type things.    

Jonathan Borges, Los Angeles, Monorail Trespassing, Pedestrian Deposit  

As Borges’ reception of the episode illustrates, Butler’s selection and presentation of the 

cassettes was not detached from what cassette label operators envisioned for their releases 

but was aligned with their choices in design and packaging. LA local Ori Ofir, who started 

his label Night Gaunt Recordings in 2014, remembered the role that Norelco Mori played 

in introducing him to new releases, labels and artists. Elaborated packaging was popular 

during this period, as artists and labels explored the material boundaries of what the 

cassette enabled for turning music releases into conceptual and sculptural objects. 

According to Ofir, the most outstanding release Butler received was sent to him, in ‘a box 

filled with dirt and the tape […] wrapped in barbwire’. These types of sculptural 

packaging for cassette releases are very evocative of 1980s cassette culture.  
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Figure 10. HouseHoled – Life Expectancy Reversal: a contemporary release purchased at Musique 

Plastique in Portland, Oregon in September 2019. The release is dubbed on a standard blank cassette. The 

case is wrapped in colourful tape and pieces of cardboard collaged with stickers of Mickey Mouse. 

Indeed, when comparing these motives for using sculptural packaging in correspondence 

with cassette releases from the past and nowadays, the parallels are remarkable: John 

Foster, Robin James and David Rauh, who co-published the seminal music magazine OP 

in Olympia, Washington from 1979 to 1984, established a platform for artists and music 

enthusiasts around the globe by providing printed reviews of self-released music on 

cassettes in their ‘Castanets’ columns (see Drew, 2019; Eley, 2011; McConnell, 2006). 

As with Butler’s Norelco Mori 30 years later, they also frequently received sculptural 

cassette submissions that deployed packaging methods of mail art culture, much to the 

amusement and frustration of their local post office: 

Rauh: [Holding the HouseHoled – Life Expectancy Reversal cassette]  

This would be a typical kind of thing we would get, like bushel baskets of this 

kind of thing and I mean, home-made stuff. I mean, this [one here] would be mild, 

sometimes they would have like plants attached to them or be in all kinds of 

containers.  

James: Hollowed-out toys.  

Rauh: So, the thing became almost, the audio was just part of the product at times.  

Düster: Would you say that it took away from the music at some point?  
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Rauh: Well, no, I didn’t feel detracted; I just felt it was yet another aspect of the 

sort of DIY approach that people were using. I am not a musician. I was just 

curious, and it was clear; OP was a big networking tool for a lot of the readership 

so it was clear that that would be a good access point for people. […] What people 

wanted [to] sent this stuff in for a lot of times was they wanted to trade, they 

wanted to just connect with other people. And that’s basically what we saw 

ourselves as, as facilitators of that.  

James: I think they all wanted the big money. It was frustrating. […]   

Foster: I really saw the cassettes like the Micky Mouse one, that’s really came 

[sic] out of that mail art movement where people do very elaborate post cards and 

other things and gussy up their envelopes and add dimensions to. 

Rauh: People at the post office thought we were doing the weirdest thing.  

Foster: It’s insane and terrible for the machines. (laughs) 

Rauh: But they handed us those boxes full of these packages ‘cause it was all 

this weird stuff. And they just thought “what are you guys doing?” I just always 

said “we’re doing a music magazine and were getting all home-made stuff from 

all over the world.” It was kinda remarkable, they really enjoyed it.  

Foster: And I think, just sort of the lo-fi, anyone-can-make-a-cassette-thing was 

just very appealing and then to add the different layers on top of that, such as the 

Micky Mouse or whatever, intensify the enjoyment, you know, of the whole thing. 

Robin James, David Rauh, Olympia WA, OP Magazine    

As the international network of people that surrounded OP quickly grew to a large group 

submitting several hundred cassettes to the editors each year, using the cassette’s material 

durability for unusual packaging concepts was a way to stand out from the crowd, calling 

attention to the release for the purpose of building social connections and, as Robin James 

mentioned, selling units. For OP magazine in the 1980s as for Norelco Mori now, the 

cassette’s material features that allowed for DIY recording and packaging were used as a 

tool to break free from anonymity. The technological and cultural preconditions under 

which these practices took place, however, are fundamentally different: OP’s reviews and 

network for musical dissemination on cassette predated the quick and easy-access 

exchange of data on the internet. Before OP and other review zines were established, 

local Independent Music communities and single persons were unfamiliar with each 
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other’s works simply due to the spatial limitations that accompanied the diffusion of 

information through print media and local radio stations. Nowadays these limitations 

have widely vanished. Getting hold of information on new music releases has never been 

simpler; still, due to the overabundance of available music the threshold for standing out 

from the crowd and being recognized proportionally increased with the ease of access. 

Cassettes worked as a mechanism to accelerate music exchange in the 1980s and 1990s. 

In contrast, they now function as a physical means that filters the excess of available 

music, slows down consumption and re-establishes personal relationships with music and 

other listeners that cassettes can be shared with.  

Nonetheless, all these practices are interrelated with digital forms of music 

distribution and affected by the visual aspects that digital consumerism entails. The 

nowadays common overemphasis and fetishization of the cassette’s visual aspects led 

labels like Ori Ofir’s Night Gaunt Recordings to re-evaluate the material role that cassette 

tapes have to fulfil:  

When Carmen and I set […] up [the label], it was 4 years ago and there was like, 

such a gnarly push for intense packaging, especially in California and everyone 

was all about that 4 years ago. And I think, her and I were like, we didn’t wanna 

be super fetishizy of the object. I think, both of us wanted the piece of music to 

stand out more than the actual object. And the tape is just secondary to what is a 

part of it. […] I thought about doing more folds in the J-card and stuff like that to 

extend it, but it ended up being “what’s the purpose of excessive packaging?”, I 

guess. Just crazy packaging, ‘cause I feel like with tape culture part of it is the 

crazy packaging. […] It’s such a shtick also though, why the shtick though. It’s 

like more about the packaging than about anything else, which is kind of funny. 

It’s like commodity fetishizing, you know, object fetishizing becomes a really big 

part of tape culture which is cool but is kind of weird. There is like something 

backwards about it almost; […] what is the intention behind it? If you’re just 

printing 30 full J-cards what is [it] that you really do besides kind of jerk off your 

graphic design skills?  

Ori Ofir, Los Angeles, Night Gaunt Recordings, Lower Tar 

The preference of visual artwork, design, sculptural cassette packaging and hand-

numbering over the audio fidelity aspects that the cassettes are able to reproduce 

exemplify the change in affordance that the format has been subjected to in the course of 

the past decade. Due to the limitations in cassette hardware and material supply of 

magnetic audio tape, the visual and material aspects of the cassette as a collectible item 
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have become its main virtue. Producing hand-numbered limited runs of cassette releases 

with elaborate packaging and artworks that accompany a digital release of music has 

become the norm for cassette releases in the 21st century. The music remains first and 

foremost distributed online, yet its desirability is enhanced through making it available 

as a collectable material object. The cassette turned out to be an ideal item for this purpose, 

due to its cultural heritage value for multiple DIY music genres such as Noise, Metal, Hip 

Hop and Punk (see Bailey, 2012; Curran, 2016; Harrison, 2006; Novak, 2013; Udarchik, 

2018). Vinyl records, although highly fetishized and desired for current music 

consumption, remain, due to their recent price inflation, unattainable for many DIY music 

projects. The cassette fills this need for a material release that first and foremost is 

pleasant to look at while being held or displayed, yet, as a merchandise item, does not 

cost as much to produce as other formats or soft goods such as t-shirts or tote bags. 

The visual turn in cassette consumption is to be seen as a side effect of the inflation 

that music has experienced since its distribution mechanisms have been relocated to the 

internet. Even as a fetishized collectable merchandise item that in practical terms merely 

serves as a container for a download code of digital music, the use of audio cassettes is 

to be interpreted as an attempt to reintroduce an exclusivity and uniqueness to music that 

has been widely lost with the introduction of digital downloads and streaming. Yet, 

examples like Norelco Mori or the Vinyl Ether mixtapes show that the practice of using 

cassettes as an actual audio format still prevails and functions as a ‘postdigital sensible’ 

community building element in international DIY music communities. 

 

4.4 Conclusion: The Material Dichotomies of Music  

 

This chapter has traced the material aspects that condition the current modes of cassette 

consumption and has demonstrated how the cassette’s materiality can be made sense of 

in relation to music’s currently predominant mode of consumption, that is, music 

streaming. The seemingly endless flow of music streaming is contrasted here with the 

material start and finish of the magnetic tape that demands physical intervention by the 

listener. Through using cassette tapes, listeners are able to offset the immateriality and 

overabundance of cloud-based music access with a highly curated selection of personally 

preferred music that ornaments the living space, represents memories through material 

artefacts and allows for a direct and creative person-to-person exchange about music that 

does not need to rely on a computer or the internet.  

Due to the age of the technology and a lack of newly produced quality hardware, 

the access to cassette players and consequently the full range of its diverse technological 
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and material properties is restricted as second-hand players grow increasingly hard to find 

in working condition. Repairing used hardware becomes complex in this context as well, 

as replacement parts and knowledge on servicing can be difficult to come by. Based on 

these factors that restrict the consumption of the cassette as an audio format in conjunction 

with the general tendency of the internet to represent technological and cultural objects 

in a predominantly visual manner (see Straw, 2007), the cassette’s consumption in the 

digital age widely takes on tactile and visual forms rather than aural ones. Nevertheless, 

the cassette’s material hybridity based on functions such as re-recording as well as its 

sturdy and compact shape that allows for creative designing and packaging constitute the 

basis for the manifold current adoptions the cassette is subjected to. Without a doubt, the 

practical engagement with the cassette’s material quirks does not only remain on a 

personal level, but has social and cultural consequences for music production, distribution 

and consumption in independent and DIY music scenes worldwide. In doing so, cassette 

tapes can be contextualised with Dant’s (2008, p. 29) conceptualisation of the engagement 

with material objects in the sense that:  

the part that objects play in our lives helps to make our lives culturally what they 

are, partly through the symbolic associations they have, but also through the 

gestures, actions and practices that they entail. These practices, which seem to us 

to be merely functional in terms of meeting needs, are sociologically significant 

because they locate us in particular cultures at particular times, and in relations 

with other people both near and far.  

In the digital age, the cassette not only works as a material memento for personal aesthetic 

pleasure, but also gives meaning to interpersonal relationships that evolve through the 

material interactions with music. The exchange, and sharing of tapes, listening parties as 

well as the creative artistic collaborations that continue to emerge from material 

interactions with the format give credence to the cassette’s current cultural significance. 

The following chapter investigates how the cassette connects people ‘both near and far’ 

in the context of local, translocal and virtual music communities.      
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Chapter 5: From Local to Translocal to Virtual and Back: 

Cassette Tapes as Cultural Currency in DIY 

Music Scenes 

 

5.1 Hybridity in Context: The Cassette’s Manifold Circuits of Practice 

 

In the preceding two chapters I have demonstrated how the cassette appears in multiple 

cultural and economic contexts while its different material and technological 

characteristics afford various possibilities of appropriation; a condition that I refer to as 

the ‘hybridity’ of the cassette tape (see Nowak, 2016 for an examination on the hybridity 

of the iPod). This chapter will shed further light on aspects and variants of this hybridity 

and explore what it entails for current Independent Music scenes. As I seek to illuminate 

the ways in which the cassette tape’s material significance for music in the 21st century 

is culturally determined, I discuss Paolo Magaudda’s ‘circuit of practice’ theory and 

demonstrate that it needs to be structurally extended, in order to grasp the cassette’s 

hybrid characteristics. The use of cassette tapes exemplifies material ties between music 

networks in different geographic areas such as Australia, Japan and the United States that 

make a systematic extension of the circuit of practice theory necessary.   

In his 2011 article ‘When Materiality bites back: Digital music consumption 

practices in the age of dematerialisation’, Magaudda adopts the ‘theory of practice’ 

approach, drawing on recent innovations in theorisations of consumer practices that focus 

on the occurrence of ‘practices’ as the central aspect of analysis in consumer and object 

relationships (see Shove & Pantzar, 2005; Warde, 2005; Warde, 2014). He applies the 

‘circuit of practice’ method as ‘an explicative model that helps us to empirically visualize 

and understand changes and transformations of social practices from the point of view of 

the experience of people participating in these practices’ (Magaudda, 2011, p. 16). 

Drawing on empirical qualitative data collected in Italy between 2005 and 2006, 

Magaudda uses the model to investigate three distinctive practices for music consumption, 

namely the use of the Apple iPod, external hard drives as storage for music files and the 

recent adoption of vinyl records by younger generations of music listeners (see Magaudda, 

2011, p. 15). In this context, Magaudda’s analysis of vinyl records is relatable to the 

current status of the cassette tape. Notably, Magaudda puts an emphasis on the cultural 

authenticity of the vinyl record to form a basis from which he then continues to explain 

the format’s reintroduction into music consumption practices. According to Magaudda, 
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the establishment of digital files as music’s core consumption form deprived the act of 

listening of its essential cultural meaning and value; a factor that he identifies with Frith 

(1986, 1996) as a ‘crisis of “authenticity” of the musical experience’ (Magaudda, 2011, 

p. 29). The digital shift is then to be seen as a rift between former material and nowadays 

digital consumption forms and not only pertains not only to the direct access to music but 

also to the ways in which music’s surrounding cultural artefacts such as journalistic 

accounts in magazines are accessed (see Magaudda, 2011, p. 30). Based on the dominance 

of current modes of music distribution and consumption which are organised around 

streaming services (see IFPI, 2017, 2020), several music enthusiasts and producers, 

especially within niche music scenes, developed a need for a more material, tactile, and 

‘culturally authentic’ engagement with music; in Magaudda’s eyes leading to a 

reappropriation of the vinyl record:   

These feelings therefore produce a change on a material level, pushing the listener 

towards the adoption of vinyl and a turntable […], the appropriation of which is 

one of the elements that contribute to the development of a process of 

reconfiguration of meanings, values and feelings around the use of the obsolete 

LP […]. Finally, the re-integration of vinyl records as a socio-material musical 

practice is the basis for the development of new activities and behaviours, which 

involve the buying, listening, conservation and appreciation of the vinyl and 

turntable […] (Magaudda, 2011, pp. 30-31).   

Although these dynamics are plausible in the context of Magaudda’s data, they highlight 

only one particular dimension of practices that vinyl records are subjected to. Arguments 

that the reintroduction of the vinyl record has been a way to counteract the perceived 

material loss and inauthenticity of digital music on the internet are persuasive (see 

Bartmanski & Woodward, 2015a, 2015b, 2016; Hayes, 2006), however, this argument 

merely puts consumption practices at the centre of attention and omits the large cultural 

and social circuits of exchange, sharing and gift-giving that are contained in the DIY 

practices of Independent Music scenes (see Bailey, 2012; Novak, 2013). A record player 

for example, does not necessarily need to be acquired due to a frustration with digital music, 

but can be situationally inherited from a friend, relative, class-, band- or workmate who 

shares a similar interest in music.  

I will refrain from treating the material relationships between audio formats and the 

‘circuit of practice’ as a singular phenomenon; rather I extend these circuits by 

acknowledging that material audio formats like the cassette have the ability to entail 

multiple layers in the circuit of practice model. In doing so I draw on Nowak’s reading 
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of Magaudda, where it is noted that: ‘…isolating the materiality of one music technology 

also neglects how it exists in relation to other technologies, in “circuits of practices” […] 

and it overlooks the comeback of analog technologies, like the vinyl disc’ (Nowak, 2014, 

p. 9; see also Nowak & Bennett, 2020). I will emphasize this plurality of ‘circuits of 

practices’ through the case of the cassette tape. Especially when looking at the relevance 

of cassettes, I suggest that for niche music artists, label operators and fans, the practice of 

music making and the active involvement in independent and DIY music scenes 

positively affects a perceived cultural continuation and relevance of physical audio 

formats; objects such as cassettes and vinyl records then are not necessarily perceived as 

‘readopted’ per se, but treated as continual and historically relevant material artefacts in 

the cultural heritage of particular genres such as Hip Hop, Noise or Punk (see Styvén, 

2010). A strict focus on the analysis of cassette consumption patterns fails to account for 

the cassette’s re-recordability; the cassette is not simply a ready-made product but allows 

the possibility of creative appropriation through sampling, sound manipulation or usage 

as a home-recording device. The cultural socialisation of an individual, meaning the 

introduction to artists, DIY projects, spaces for live music and the history of music scenes 

through friends, family members, school- or workmates, plays an integral part in this 

context.  

There are some misconceptions that age is a primary factor for participants in music 

scenes or projects that utilise cassette tapes. These misconceptions are especially 

popularised in internet memes that, often authored from a middle-aged male perspective, 

instrumentalize the technological and cultural rifts between generations to show that 

emerging young musicians and music listeners, reduced to the status of ‘digital 

natives’(see Thomas, 2011), possess little or no knowledge of cassette tapes (see Figure 

11 below).  
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Figure 11. A collection of internet memes perpetuating the notion that the knowledge of cassette tapes is 

inevitably linked to particular generations of audiences (like totally 80s, 2014; Kym Cdn, 2021a; Kym Cdn, 

2021b; Club 8 Nouvelle, 2021; LorieRansom, 2017). 
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An example of the ways in which emerging musicians employ cassettes as material 

culture is the band Soot from Brisbane (Soot shares members with The Goon Sax). As 

The Goon Sax features Louis Forster, son of Robert Forster of Brisbane’s well-known 

The Go-Betweens, these bands maintain a direct connection between Brisbane’s historic 

and current Independent Music scenes (see Stafford, 2014). Even though the members of 

Soot and The Goon Sax are in their early to mid-20s, they do not perceive the cassette as 

a new or rediscovered medium as it has been handed down to them as a cultural artefact 

that they now continue to carry into their own music making. A central figure in 

Brisbane’s DIY music scene, Matt Kennedy of Kitchen’s Floor, remembered 

experiencing this relationship when visiting a concert by Soot and Robert Forster on 

Record Store Day in 2018:  

 I was around the corner at Tym’s Guitars watching Soot play and then when Soot 

finished, I went across the road to Phase 4 and […] the crowd was definitely a lot 

older than me. A different demographic. But it was kinda cool ‘cause Soot, there’s 

the Goon Sax connection, there’s The Go Beweens connection, they’re like the 

new generation and then across the road is Robert Forster still kinda doing his 

kind of solo kind of songwriter stuff. So, it was kinda nice, felt very local, very 

Brisbane, very community kinda minded and yeah, it was a fun day. 

Matt Kennedy, Brisbane, Eternal Soundcheck, Kitchen’s Floor, Sorry Golden State  

This continuation in the cultural path of Brisbane’s Independent Music scenes is further 

embodied through several zines that Soot have released. Bundled with bootleg mixtapes 

‘of things how we see it’ (Bandcamp, 2020g), these zines combine 1970s and 80s songs 

of the Queensland Post-punk and Noise Rock scene with their contemporary counterparts, 

expressing the band’s own perspective on how they continue the cultural heritage of 

Australian Independent Music. Soot started the zine as a platform to share their art outside 

the realm of social media and to fill the gap in their local music community after Brendon 

Annesley, who ran the prolific zine Negative Guestlist passed away in 2012:  

I don’t like using social media personally, so I wanted somewhere to put my 

drawings and that felt like more part of the real world. And then Tia like, took it 

to the Negative Guestlist direction. And then I think it’s a good combo. And I 

think the physicality makes it exciting to me, rather than just like, talking to the 

void of the Internet.  

Riley Jones, Brisbane, The Goon Sax, Soot  
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The materiality of a zine in combination with home-dubbed mixtapes that Soot distribute 

at record shops throughout Australia, tape and 7-inch listening parties or concert venues 

allow for sharing and social bonding through physical artefacts. The format of the cassette 

tape allows here for spontaneous, yet culturally and historically aware self-released music 

that continues the tradition of Australian DIY music.   

It is significant in this context to discern the aspect of locality that feeds into the 

production, distribution and general significance of cassette tapes, especially in Australia, 

where local communities are challenged by the vast distances that extend between urban 

centres. Peterson and Bennett (2004) introduced the distinction between local, translocal 

and virtual music scenes, rightfully pointing out that the representation of local and 

translocal music scenes in media has been extended through a virtual realm in which 

actual physical distance and separation has become less prominent. In this context, new 

pathways for the rise of online-based music communities are established that can cover 

multiple local and translocal music scenes:  

The first, local scene, corresponds most closely with the original notion of a scene 

as clustered around a specific geographic focus. The second, translocal scene, 

refers to widely scattered local scenes drawn into regular communication around 

a distinctive form of music and lifestyle. The third, virtual scene, is a newly 

emergent formation in which people scattered across great physical spaces create 

the sense of scene via fanzines and, increasingly, through the Internet (Bennett & 

Peterson, 2004, pp. 6-7).   

In the remainder of this chapter, I will draw on this categorization to classify the material 

and cultural circuits that connect cassette tapes with current DIY music scenes. Especially 

as it was conceptualised in the early 2000s, Peterson and Bennett’s three-tier model 

presentation does not yet detail the level of complexity that the cultural, material and 

digital interconnections between different music scenes have reached within the past ten 

years. This particularly pertains to the rise of social media and music platforms such as 

Spotify, Bandcamp, Instagram and Facebook that have significantly reconfigured how 

independent musicians and labels distribute their music and advertise concerts (see 

Bartmanski & Woordward, 2020; Magaudda, 2020). Through analysing how the cassette 

appears in local, translocal and virtual contexts, I will expand Peterson and Bennett’s 

theory by demonstrating that the cassette’s hybridity not only lies at the core of the 

format’s persistence in the digital age but also substantially contributes to the continuity 

of the investigated music scenes in their particular localities.  
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In regard to the ‘circuit of practice’ approach (Magaudda, 2011), I suggest with 

Nowak (2014) that multiple circuits of practices need to be applied to the cassette tape. 

The interdependence and connectedness between the cassette’s material disposition and 

its practical adoptions is what ought to be analysed. Merely highlighting the rediscovery 

of the format through younger generations disillusioned with what they perceive as the 

inauthenticity of digital music does not effectively explain the cassette’s current cultural 

position. Furthermore, bound by the conditions that I have conceptualised as the visual 

turn of the cassette tape in the previous chapter, the cassette is not necessarily treated as 

a listening format for music anymore, but often appears as a mere merchandise artefact 

with primarily visual qualities. Bound by its technical limitations and current scarcity of 

player hardware described in Chapter 2 section 2, the cassette, in comparison to music 

streaming and the consumption of vinyl records, is thus unable to provide a listening 

experience that consumers perceive to be more ‘authentic’ as such, especially as their 

listening needs and habits have been fundamentally altered through the easy access and 

abundance of digital music. Streaming and digital music downloads, in combination with 

the digital continuity of cassettes, visually represented in photos on Instagram and aurally 

represented through cassette-based podcasts, are to be interpreted as different variants of 

circuits of practices. It is specifically this quality that illustrates the hybridity of the 

cassette: through its technological and cultural disposition, especially its ability to be 

directly and conveniently duplicated on a grassroots basis, the cassette affords more 

variations and free interpretation in usage than the vinyl record does. Systematically 

staged anti-promotion and obscurantism through extremely limited home-dubbed 

cassette-only releases discussed in Bailey’s (2012, p. 304 ff.) portrait of the French Black 

Metal collective Les Légions Noires is a possible adoption of the medium as is its 

mobilisation as a tool for the DIY distribution of home-recorded mixtapes and albums in 

Bay Area Hip Hop (see Harrison, 2006, 2018) or for the emergence of young Gabber 

scenes in the United States:  

In LA, […] there’s a Hardcore and Gabber scene that is coming up and all those 

kids, they’re all like 19-23 and they’re making cassette Gabber mixtapes and it’s 

sick as fuck, actually. […] I have a mix that this DJ, M27, he DJs a lot of raves 

around here; it’s just a cassette in a paper bag, pretty much, and it just has a sticker 

that says M27, like, Hardcore and it’s a weird 90s mixtape but this dude’s 22 

maybe but making fucking turntablism shit. There’s this guy Flapjack too, that 

does the same thing, and he is like a turntablist and he is 22 and wears chicos […] 

and candy. And he makes these mixtapes and they’re insane, they’re crazy but he 

is a crazy turntablist, he’ll turn the turntable on its side and scratch and do all that 
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shit. It’s crazy but it’s going, and people are stoked on it. It’s really interesting, 

so I think that’s another way of cassette culture coming back in a different way. 

Yeah, the mixtape is a different way of thinking of cassette culture. Instead of a 

curated label, you’re just putting out these hour-long mixes. 

Ori Ofir, Los Angeles, Night Gaunt Recordings, Lower Tar, Sterile Hand   

The analysis of the cassette tape’s rootedness in cultural practices therefore needs to 

concentrate on these multiple layers of affordances and adoptions while at the same time 

acknowledging and critically considering their contradictory nature. The cassette’s 

materially ambiguous quirks, such as its compact form designed for transportability, 

contrast in this sense with the vinyl record’s straightforward material fidelity in terms of, 

for example, cover art:  

Being five times bigger, vinyl cover[s] can hardly fail to be the most suitable for 

albums’ art. Even if fitted perfectly, CD covers cannot match the visual power 

conveyed by a thing that looks like an actual picture ready to hang on the wall. 

Indeed, when framed, record covers can be gorgeous pieces of art. (Bartmanski 

& Woodward, 2015b, p. 88)  

With its small and slim sized j-cards that commonly feature the printed cover artwork, it 

is clear that the cassette is even more disadvantaged than the CD when it comes to a large 

visual representation of artwork. 

As the cassette’s contradictory material idiosyncrasies unfurl the canvas of its 

hybridity by inviting manifold sets of usage, the cassette tape sets itself apart from vinyl 

records and streaming while at the same time functioning in correlation with them. The 

following sections of this chapter trace and discuss how the cassette is contextualised in 

various local, translocal and virtual settings that ultimately demarcate its cultural 

hybridity and significance for contemporary music practices. Each of them will highlight 

a different way the cassette is implemented for music production, distribution and 

consumption, while these patterns remain in an overall sense connected through the 

ongoing investment by DIY music scenes in using cassette tapes.   

 

5.2 Podcasts and Noise: From Local to Virtual   

 

Tabs Out, along with Norelco Mori, is arguably the most prolific cassette podcast in 

recent history. Active since 2012, it amassed over 150 episodes airing a respectable 

amount of music and sound art on cassette. In contrast to Norelco Mori, which for most 
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of its existence has been based in Los Angeles, Tabs Out sprung from Delaware’s local 

DIY music and art scene. Mike Haley, who began operating music labels in the mid-

2000s, had a prolific background of national and international collaborations on cassette 

when he decided to start the podcast. With his Noise project Wether, Haley also released 

a split-cassette together with Norelco Mori’s Ted James Butler (Discogs, 2020d) and 

appeared in an episode of Norelco Mori in 2014, discussing the origins of Tabs Out. The 

history of cassette podcasts is a descriptive example of how the cassette circulates 

throughout varying sectors of locality and demonstrates how Peterson and Bennett’s 

(2004) concept of local, translocal and virtual music scenes can be extended using the 

case of the cassette tape to accommodate the material and cultural circuits of music in the 

21st century. Both podcasts sprung from Butler’s and Haley’s personal cassette 

collections that documented the creative output of the Los Angeles and Delaware 

underground music scenes:  

Butler: I just had so much stuff that wasn’t available digitally, stuff that had 

really superb, like, highly detailed artwork and it was limited to such like, 

ridiculously small numbers that I was just like, you know, “I have to play this 

stuff for someone, ‘cause as far as I know, I’m the only one who likes this.” Yeah, 

that was just kinda what it was and figured “shit, well, I’ll put a couple tracks 

together and see what happens.” But I was surprised that people started listening 

to it, so you know, here we are. […] 

Haley: I talked to Dave and being like “we should do this like, podcast where we 

just play tapes and we talk about the tapes, we can talk about the packaging, we 

can talk about the artwork, we can call up labels and talk to people” (Butler, 2020). 

The interplay between local, translocal and virtual dynamics becomes more apparent 

when looking at the relationship that Butler and Haley have with Wilmington-based artist 

Ian Franklin, who releases experimental synthesizer music and Ambient under the name 

Shredderghost. Haley released a cassette by Shredderghost in 2015 after meeting 

Franklin and finding out that he lives only a few blocks away from his house. Butler on 

the other hand, a self-proclaimed fan of Shredderghost, played several of Franklin’s 

releases on Norelco Mori and was only in contact with him online, on the forum Muff 

Wiggler, a website dedicated to modular synthesizer hardware (see Butler, 2020). 

Cassette tapes and synthesizers, both material elements that heavily circulate in current 

Experimental Electronic Music scenes, function here as the material contact points 

through which cultural networks are established. These networks link the translocal music 
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scenes of Los Angeles and Delaware, while at the same time being tied into an online 

discourse of cassette podcasts, social media and discussion forums.  

The comparatively low production costs for cassettes reflect the participatory 

character of DIY music networks in the United States and worldwide. The DIY ethos of 

Independent Music, essentially rooted in Punk culture (see Bennett & Peterson, 2004, p. 

168 ff.), is also a central aspect of Tabs Out. For Mike Nigro, who started performing 

music and operating his cassette label Oxtail Recordings in Delaware before later moving 

to Sydney (Australia), cliquey characteristics of the podcast like inside-jokes and puns 

are closely connected to the local community building dynamics that Tabs Out represents. 

The social circle around the podcast has also been involved in hosting a longstanding 

monthly concert series for Experimental Music: 

The Tabs Out philosophy, which they will not articulate explicitly, and they will 

just make jokes, is about like, community, about doing it yourself, about not 

letting your head get too big. That’s where the humour comes in. ‘Cause they’re 

always knocking each other down a notch. And it comes out in bullying and 

making fun of and it has its bad side too, but it’s also about like “we’re all just 

people here trying to have fun, trying to be weird, trying to listen for sounds that 

we’ve never heard before. We’re trying to explore. And nobody here is special, 

nobody here is getting rich off of this”. Like, that’s the philosophy that they will 

never say in an honest way. Like, just be humble, have fun, make friends. 

Mike Nigro, Sydney, Oxtail Recordings  

In this local and tightly knit community context, the cassette functions as a material 

artefact of the DIY practices that the scene’s participants engage in: cassette releases on 

the one hand allow artists to collaborate and actively shape a scene’s local aesthetic and 

identity; split- and compilation cassettes on the other hand aid in connecting with distant 

scenes by introducing listeners from other cities, states or countries to artists in the local 

community. The reason for the choice of the cassette as a central material medium in this 

community setting is not only its affordability but also tied up with the history and cultural 

self-image of the involved music genres such as Experimental Electronic, Ambient, 

Drone and Noise. For Mike Nigro, choosing cassette tapes for releasing and participating 

in the scene is essentially tied to the historical continuation of these genres:  

For this type of music, for Experimental, synthesizer, Noise home-made bedroom 

music, cassette tape has that history and that lineage. And so, when you release 

that kind of music on that format you are participating in that history. […] Tape 
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does this double thing of being the format of the release and the medium for a lot 

of artists. Why? I’m kinda past that point. I don’t know why. But it just is now. It 

sort of has its roots in this 80s proto internet DIY networking when tapes were 

convenient, they were affordable still for regular people to make something. And 

they were also easy to send through the mail. And so, I think that is the origin of 

how tape became the medium. And it just held on. Now it’s just part of the culture. 

I got interested in that culture first and it’s really like, “I wanna participate in this 

culture, so I’m going to release tapes.” ‘Cause it’s a tape culture. (laughs) I’m not 

going to say, “I really wanna participate in the tape culture so I’ll start making 

CDs.” It doesn’t add up. By the time you get to the point of starting a label it’s 

sort of this foregone thing that it’s tape because you’re already interested in tapes. 

Like if you’re interested in CDs then it will be something else.  

Mike Nigro, Sydney, Oxtail Recordings  

In her investigation of the Toronto Heavy Metal scene, Udarchik (2018) unveils a similar 

understanding of cassette tapes which are treated as physical artefacts that connect 

contemporary music practices with historic ones, as… 

demonstrated by the fact that second-hand NWOBHM tapes from the 1980s are 

sold alongside newly produced cassettes at traditional metal shows […], implying 

a longing for a connection to the traditional heavy metal icons of the past. This 

strategic product placement also creates continuity in the history of this genre of 

metal, implying that the new Toronto traditional metal bands that have their music 

sold next to original NWOBHM bands are part of the same unfolding story. This 

is an obvious way in which the scene participants’ nostalgia for traditional metal 

manifests itself physically. (Udarchik, 2018, p. 45)  

Nigro’s account depicts the materiality of music releases as deeply woven into the 

prioritization of the communal and participatory aspect of Independent Music scenes (see 

Staub, 2010). To further investigate how this relationship is constituted, figure 12 

provides a visual representation of the circuit of practice approach adapted from 

Magaudda (2011). In this schematic…  

‘the solid grey lines represent the constant relationships between the three 

elements [objects, meaning and doing] constituting the practices as a whole entity, 

while the dotted black lines show the actual relationships and influences these 

elements dynamically establish in people’s experience’. (Magaudda, 2011, p. 21)  
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The ‘circuit’ aspect in this approach illustrates the reconfiguring dynamics in meaning 

and practice that the cassette is subjected to. These qualities highlight the cassette’s 

hybridity: its meaning and adoption are subjected to constant change making diversity in 

usage the format’s essential and constant characteristic.   

 
Figure 12. Circuit of Practice in the case of Mike Nigro and Oxtail Recordings. 

 

Following the accounts of Mike Nigro and Tabs Out, the circuit of practice model 

portrays a significance of the cassette that extends out from the context of the local 

Delaware scene into translocal scenes throughout the United States as well as global 

virtual scenes. Nigro adopted cassette tapes out of the wish to participate in the local 

music scene in Delaware revolving around the community building practices of the 

people involved with the Tabs Out podcast. The meaning of the cassette shifts here from 

a mere object of consumption to a tool for music production and active participation in 

the scene through distribution on cassette. Due to Nigro’s relocation to Brooklyn and 

subsequently Sydney, as well as his two DIY tours throughout the United States and 

Canada, the significance of the cassette changed for him from a currency for participation 

in the local Delaware scene to one that admits engagement with translocal and virtual 

music scenes. The collection of several cassette releases on his cassette label allowed 

Nigro to build new connections with people in other US states, Canada, Australia and 

Japan. Within these dynamics of DIY practices, cassette tapes can serve as artistic calling 
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cards (see Novak, 2013) helping to build meaningful relationships through music and 

materialise the invested work in music projects and collaborations. Through drawing on 

previous cassette projects of his acquaintances and friends from Brooklyn, Nigro was able 

to successfully establish a connection with Montréal-based artist Nick Maturo for the 

purpose of organising a concert in Montréal during his tour: 

Nick from Event Cloak and Sundrips, he lives in Montreal and I had been a fan 

‘cause he released on Tranquility Tapes, he released on Orange Milk and that was 

enough; like, I don’t know you but I’m gonna go to your Facebook page or I’m 

gonna go to your Bandcamp or whatever I’m gonna find your email address I’m 

gonna send you an email that says “Hi, I don’t know you, but I’m a fan of your 

releases we know these people in common I know Seth from Orange Milk, I know 

Franklin from Tranquility, I love your work, do you wanna do a gig?” And he is 

like “yes, of course.” Once you know that you’ve got this groundwork of things 

in common, then you know like we’re on the same wavelength […]. And I’ve 

done that to dozens of people all across the United States and that’s gonna come 

back to me. People are gonna come to me and say like can you help me out with 

a show in New York? And even if I can’t “No but talk to this guy”. Like, always 

give them one more referral to keep them on the breadcrumb trail. It’s just that 

community. 

Mike Nigro, Sydney, Oxtail Recordings 

This example illustrates a shared material and social background that becomes difficult 

to fathom if both artists had merely released their music on a centralised music service 

such as Spotify. The cassette tape allowed Mike Nigro to spread his music projects from 

a local scene outwards into the spheres of translocal connections and virtual music 

contexts. By contrast, for the Kansai-based label Muzan Editions on the contrary, social 

dynamics tied to the use of cassettes display an inwards motion from virtual and translocal 

settings towards local settings as releases on cassette tape enabled the label’s operators to 

attract international artists for the purpose of building a connection to their local music 

community in Japan.  

 

5.3 ‘Japaneseness’ and Cultural Authenticity: From Virtual to Local  

 

When looking at contemporary scenes internationally and in Japan, especially in the 

realm of Experimental and Electronic Music, it becomes apparent that key artists such as 
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Haruomi Hosono, Ryuichi Sakamoto, Hiroshi Yoshimura as well as the prolific Merzbow 

or Masonna among others left their mark on the global landscape of Independent Music 

and influence new and emerging artists to this day. The current Ambient and 

Experimental Electronic Music scene is internationally constructed and, as I will show, 

fundamentally coined by an exchange of virtual correspondences and cassettes for release 

projects which ultimately feed back into scenes in local settings. A label that stands out 

in the sense of such dynamics is the Nara and Ōsaka-based Muzan Editions, operated by 

three expatriates from Canada and Germany. Muzan Editions emerged in 2016 when 

Joshua Stefane began to release cassettes with his Ambient project Endurance. Similar to 

what Nigro described for the local scene in Delaware, Stefane’s decision to use cassettes 

for his own releases and Muzan Editions developed out of his wish to join an Electronic 

Music scene that gathered around a group of influential key labels releasing and 

distributing cassettes through Bandcamp:  

Stefane: When I started making Ambient music, I think the most obvious 

medium for releasing that was tape. Like, for my music just because there were 

tape labels whose music I was listening to. And it kind of matched the music that 

I was doing as well. So, I started my musical career such as it is doing tape. And 

so, when it came to doing something with Muzan, it was pretty natural for me 

like, to be honest, I never thought about doing CDs. […] Like this is what 

Ambient music is and released on; this is I guess the scene, so doing anything 

else is, [I] just didn’t really think about it.  

Düster: So, you found Ambient tapes of artists from the Kansai scene?  

Stefane: Not from the Kansai scene. I mean the scene internationally. Like I’ve 

been buying tapes for about a year before I started releasing my own music. From 

like Constellation Tatsu and A Giant Fern and a lot of other really fun labels. And 

yeah, they were just, that was the scene I wanted to be a part of. And to do CDs 

didn’t appeal to me on many levels. And doing vinyl just didn’t appeal to me on 

the level of not being poor. (laughs) So, tapes became the answer for that.     

Joshua Stefane, Nara, Muzan Editions, Endurance  

Unlike Mike Nigro, who was inspired to use cassette tapes for releasing his music through 

participating in the local music scene in Delaware, Stefane found a virtual connection of 

labels and artists, mostly represented through Bandcamp pages and social media presence 

that he sought to engage with. This disposition contrasts activities in the local music scene 

in Kansai, to which Endurance and Muzan Editions nonetheless contribute by performing 
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and arranging live events. Stefane and his label partner Andreas Holderbach encountered 

various hurdles in this regard once they started to engage with local and translocal record 

shops for the distribution of their cassettes and concert venues for organising shows. In 

Japan, where the CD is still the dominant physical format for music, the use of cassette 

tapes for music distribution can still evoke a lack of understanding from Japanese peers:  

[Cassettes] in Japan? Forget about it! You know, the place of a tape label within 

Japan is no place at all. Like, so many artists that we like and are regularly 

associated with they ask us like “Why are you doing tapes? Don’t you have CDs 

or something?” So, I think the reality is that most people in Japan don’t have that 

nostalgia that a lot of Westerners do for tapes […] the reality is that within Japan 

being a tape label has certainly done nothing to help interest in what we do for 

the majority of people. I mean there are some people who I’ve actually met who 

were like they found out I am from Muzan, they’re like “I bought your tapes!” 

and that’s a rare experience, for the most part nobody listens to tapes here. And 

again, 98% of our customers are from abroad. And most of the Japanese labels, I 

mean, I don’t know how many independent Japanese labels there are, but there is 

a few tape ones [sic] but lots who do CDs and digital only and stuff. So, it’s a 

weird situation for us to be in, to be a Japanese tape label with speaking critically 

not a lot of interest from the Japanese tape scene. But anyway, we live here, so 

for better or for worse we are a Japanese tape label.     

 Joshua Stefane, Nara, Muzan Editions, Endurance  

Interestingly, Stefane frames his position as an outsider who, despite the lack of interest 

in cassettes of his Japanese peers, stands opposed to a hermetic ‘Japanese tape scene’ that 

systematically avoids cooperation with Muzan Editions. This notion, however, does 

collide with his description of the cassette, that in comparison to the omnipresent CD, 

stands as a marginalised rarity in Japan which does not evoke the same nostalgic qualities 

as for music enthusiasts in the West. At the core of this dissonance in meaning lie 

conceptual differences between scene and culture which, for the purpose of 

terminological clarity, are worth pointing out in this context: stratified and semiotically 

saturated material artefacts such as cassette tapes and their surrounding technological 

hardware as well as practices and projects that utilise cassette tapes, especially in the 

settings of niche music scenes can meaningfully classified under the umbrella of ‘cassette 

cultures’. This implies taking into consideration that digital connectedness and the 

nowadays socioeconomic conditions render the contemporary manifestations in a quite 
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different manner than the historic cassette culture of the 1980s and 1990s. Scenes, on the 

contrary, designate  

particular clusters of social and cultural activity without specifying the nature of 

the boundaries which circumscribe them. Scenes may be distinguished according 

to their location (as in Montreal’s St. Laurent scene), the genre of cultural 

production which gives them coherence (a musical style, for example, as in 

references to the electroclash scene) or the loosely defined social activity around 

which they take shape (as with urban outdoor chess-playing scenes) (Straw, 2004, 

p. 412).  

Straw (2015) acknowledges the role that material objects play in shaping scenes as  

workplaces in the sense that much of the activity which transpires within them 

involves a transformative work carried out upon materials and resources. […] 

Whatever else happens within Montreal’s Mile End neighborhood music scene, 

significant amounts of time and interaction are expended in discovering and 

repurposing objects (old clothes, furniture and vinyl records, for example) and 

spaces (lofts and apartments) and drawing these together within practices whose 

outcome is a relatively coherent collective identity (Straw, 2015, pp. 4-5).  

Subsuming nowadays cassette releasing artists and labels into a unified ‘cassette scene’ 

however, works in a reductive manner and does not sufficiently explain the cultural, 

economic and socio-political conditions that underlie the use of cassette tapes. Treating 

the social, cultural and material dynamics in Japan, for example, as a ‘cassette scene’ 

would suggest social connections between projects, artists and labels solely based on the 

use of cassette tapes that either not necessarily exist or are not perceived as socially and 

culturally meaningful by the involved actors. The construction of a ‘cassette scene’ would 

then merely be based on the smallest common denominator between people, that is, 

everyone mentioned using cassettes in some way or another. In her investigation of the 

copy machine in New York’s political and cultural landscape of the 1970s and 1980s, 

Eichhorn (2015) rightfully puts emphasis on location in the Lower East Side and 

involvement with the production of art and music. In this context she refers to ‘the 

downtown scene’, ‘downtown arts scene’ or ‘downtown art and music scene’ (see 

Eichhorn, 2015, pp. 363-365). A ‘photocopy scene’ or ‘Xerox scene’, however, did not 

exist in New York as the group of people in question remained primarily connected 

through a shared location as well as an interest in art, music and political activism and 

not a principal interest in copy machines. The materials that artists, musicians and label 
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operators use for their recording and distribution purposes are more so to be viewed as a 

means that feed back into ‘the excess of sociability that surround the pursuit of interests, 

or which fuel ongoing innovation and experimentation within the cultural life of cities’ 

(see Straw, 2004, p. 412). Cassette tapes function as material artefacts and currency to 

widely digitally based distribution structures of music that, although are able to aid in 

shaping and defining the identity of music scenes, ultimately do not constitute what could 

be framed a scene solely based on the use of cassette tapes. For the investigation of 

cassette tapes, it is therefore more useful to frame the term scene in accordance with 

Peterson and Bennett (2004) around the shared interest and investment of a group of 

people in certain styles and genres of music.  

Muzan Editions remains a significant case in regard to how the cassette is framed 

as a tool for social and creative networks as the label seeks to establish a meaningful 

connection to its surrounding music scene by regularly asking local Japanese artists to 

release on their label, creating limited edition tour cassettes and organising concerts and 

tours as a way to encourage international artists to play shows in the Kansai region and 

not remain only in the vicinity of Tōkyō. In this sense, the operators of Muzan Editions, 

similar to locals in Delaware who are involved with the Tabs Out cassette podcast, 

function as a communal entity by bridging the local Kansai music scene with other music 

scenes overseas, for example in Canada and Germany. An example of this is a solo tour 

and tour cassette release Muzan Editions made for the Canadian artist Aidan Baker, who 

lives and works in Berlin. This also highlights the cultural significance of being located 

in Japan which the label skilfully incorporates for its promotion and corporate identity:    

People think somehow that we’re Japanese, which, well, it doesn’t matter. But 

yeah, we’ve made those Japan tour editions. Do you think if we would be some 

random little tape label in Germany, anybody would ask us to make a German 

tour edition tape release? No, of course not. Because in Japan, people only play 

3-5 shows. So, we have those few concerts and make a Japan tour edition release, 

which is something that still sounds good. And of course, the exotic bonus is there, 

definitely. It helps us a lot. 

Andreas Holderbach, Ōsaka, Muzan Editions  

Muzan Editions utilises this ‘exotic bonus’ by emphasizing Japanese cultural aspects in 

its release practices. The blurb for a series of art prints the label released concurring with 

a cassette run in 2019 states: ‘printed on […] quality Japanese Fujiwara paper stock, made 

from straw gathered at the foothills of Mt. Fuji’ (Bandcamp, 2020b). Emphasizing their 

location and embeddedness in Japan thus allowed the operators to create a corporate 
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identity that strategically utilises traditional Japanese cultural aspects. Holderbach, who 

is in charge of shipping, supports this by adding small additional presents to parcels such 

as cards stemming from the traditional Hanafuda game which is decorated with graphics 

of Japanese flora and fauna such as cherry blossoms and deer. Attaching personally 

written letters to these typical Japanese cultural artefacts creates an intimacy between the 

label and its patrons that allows for a stimulating material connection with Japanese 

culture which renders the experience of buying releases from Muzan Editions unique in 

relation to other labels, especially as the main group of customers is located overseas:  

We had the idea of not only sending the tapes. With cassettes it was this DIY idea 

and having a personal touch. I am always writing them a personal letter with their 

name saying, “thank you”, and “thank you” again, and again, “awesome” and so 

forth. The Hanafuda fit in there nicely and it has this Japan touch. This is this 

exotic bonus that you have in Japan. It’s an island and still people are like “Oh 

my god, Japan, a little bit crazy, Manga, Anime, Japanese cuisine, blablabla.” For 

us, all of this is completely normal. I mean, I don’t buy Hanafuda for myself. But 

yeah, maybe it makes us stand out a bit in relation to other labels. […] The people 

that buy our tapes are 90% or more from the US and Canada. I think all of them 

are definitely a bit older and most of them are from the West Coast, Portland, L.A. 

and so on. I think it’s the lofi, Punk, Experimental Music people, there’s many of 

those there. So yeah, I think that most of the people that buy cassettes have some 

kind of background knowledge or general background meaning that they grew up 

with them or just know what a cassette is.  

Andreas Holderbach, Ōsaka, Muzan Editions 

By exploiting the exoticized cultural influence that Japan and its music has on people in 

the West, Muzan Editions successfully established itself in a virtual scene of 

internationally linked Experimental Electronic Music and Ambient artists and labels. The 

distribution and sharing of releases on cassette thus take place within a niche market 

formed around said genres, with most customers from North America and Europe 

primarily buying releases online, and not at local shows. Although it mainly serves a 

virtual community of listeners, Muzan generated its appeal through drawing on local 

imagery and releasing local Japanese artists in order to produce a sense of cultural 

connectedness to Japan’s tradition as well as the country’s current local Independent 

Music landscape. When the aesthetic of Muzan Editions is compared to its Kansai 

contemporaries like Koshiro Hino’s birdFriend or Hoge Tapes from Kyōto, the latter do 

not emphasize strong references to Japan’s traditional culture. Muzan Editions stands out 
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in this sense as an emblematic case for how Independent Music projects in Japan exercise 

cultural influence and impact a transnational and virtual scene of Experimental Electronic 

Music artists who primarily use cassette tapes as material additions for their distribution 

through social media and online music platforms. 

 
Figure 13. Circuit of Practice for Joshua Stefane, Andreas Holderbach and Muzan Editions. 

The case of Muzan Editions thus contrasts with the usage of cassette tapes in the circuit 

of practice for Mike Nigro and his label Oxtail Recordings. For Joshua Stefane and Muzan 

Editions, the dynamic use of cassettes develops from a virtual setting back into a local 

context of the Kansai music scene. It starts with Stefane’s exposure to and consumption 

of Ambient and Experimental Electronic cassette releases on Bandcamp. As Stefane 

developed the wish to partake in this virtual music scene, the cassette was adopted as its 

currency, based on the fact that most artists and labels work with cassettes for their 

physical releases. Through the experience in founding Muzan Editions, subsequent 

cassette releasing, organising and performing at concerts around the Kansai area, Stefane 

and his partners then began to utilise the cassette as an instrument for building a 

connection with the local and translocal music scenes in Japan by releasing Japanese 

artists on cassette. Simultaneously, they began employing their cassette releases as 

material propositions in order to make touring in the Kansai area attractive for 
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international artists by offering them limited tour-edition cassette releases meant for retail 

during concerts and online.  

These accounts illustrate the manifold cultural dynamics that are tied into the 

contemporary use of cassette tapes: Nigro’s involvement with cassettes started with his 

desire to participate in a local scene. Proceeding from this, his projects grew and started 

to build translocal and virtual connections with other artists and labels, all under the 

banner of making friends and building social connections through music. For Joshua 

Stefane, it was the participation in a virtual network of artists and labels that forged his 

interest in cassettes. Together with his label partners, he then actively brought the 

resulting projects into a local context of music scenes in the Kansai area. The boundaries 

of music scenes are indeed fluid in this context and several artists, such as Koshiro Hino’s 

YPY projects, which are heavily invested in the local music scene also engage translocally 

and virtually with artists, labels and scenes overseas for the purpose of collaborative 

releases, performances and music production. 

The relevance of the cassette tape in these networks of Electronic Music is that of 

a physical artefact and cultural currency which on the one hand validates the music 

practices and interactions of artists with each other in a material form and, on the other 

generates a material document persisting outside of the realm of the momentary and 

ephemeral existence of music on the internet. The cassette’s hybridity also consists in the 

format’s mobility when it comes to bridging and connecting different localities in music 

scenes. It is nonetheless important to keep in mind that the cassette remains a material, 

yet partial aspect of music-based scenes; a tool that allows for social connection and the 

release of creative energy. For Muzan Editions and Mike Nigro, the use of cassettes offers 

a material object to get in contact with like-minded people and collaborate with them 

using cassettes as a material result in the creative process. Even though several cassette 

label operators and artists lamented the lack of cassette sales at local concerts and pointed 

out that most of their transactions are taking place online, the cassette is still able to 

function as a material point of orientation which validates and inspires artistic co-

operation between people who otherwise would likely not come into contact. In the case 

of current Ambient and Experimental Electronic Music scenes, the cassette circulates as 

a material artefact that bridges the spheres of local, translocal and virtual music 

communities by allowing it to break out of the realm of the digital space and create a 

material document of musical practices. Many of the collaboration projects between 

artists and labels that emerged throughout the past decade have used the cassette to create 

a material focal point for their work. In particular, the format of the split cassette, on 

which two different artists or projects contribute to one side of a collaborative cassette 
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release, is still a common way to bridge the physical distance in between national and 

international scenes and introduce artists to new audiences. By contrast, the vinyl record’s 

costly and time-consuming production process prevents the format from being used in 

the spontaneous recording, collaboration and releasing dynamics of current DIY music 

scenes. Apart from the monetary risk involved, a tour-edition vinyl record for an artist 

from overseas is almost impossible to realise at short notice, given that production can 

take up to six months or more and time for shipping has to be accounted for on top of that. 

The cassette, because of its low production price and small and sturdy materiality that 

allows for creative designs, connects primarily virtual scenes more sufficiently than the 

vinyl record is capable of. In this sense, the practices of labels such as Oxtail Recordings 

and Muzan Editions as well as artists such as Mike Nigro or Endurance provide a 

compelling illustration of how the cassette maintains its grassroots significance in current 

Experimental and Electronic Music scenes. 

Artists and labels are, however, not the only actors within the current music 

networks evolving around cassette tapes. As demonstrated in Chapter 3 (see 3.4.2), record 

shops are an integral part in this setting as well. Waltz, a shop specialising in the sale of 

cassette tapes that operates out of the suburb of Nakameguro in Tōkyō, is a striking 

example of how the cassette’s image has been transformed from a tool in Independent 

Music scenes for DIY music releasing to a retro-chic fashion and lifestyle item that led 

to declarations of a ‘cassette comeback’ in mass media.    

 

5.4 How Waltz Made Tapes Cool Again: From DIY Scenes to GUCCI 

  

Waltz is an unusual music shop in an unusual location for music shops. Tucked away in 

one of the many narrow side streets lined with the homes of high-income households in 

the quiet neighbourhood of Nakameguro in Tōkyō, it took only a few years for the store 

to grow from a novelty project selling cassette tapes in an era that seemingly had no need 

for the format into a selected Gucci place selling costly designer bags. Opened in 2015 

by the former Amazon employee Taro Tsunoda, Waltz set itself apart and quickly grew a 

reputation amongst Japanese music fans not only for its eclectic selection of second-hand 

and contemporary cassettes, but also its minimalistic interior design characterised by the 

large custom-made angled wooden cassette racks that create the photogenic centrepieces 

of the shop featured in numerous news reports and online magazine posts since its 

inauguration. The cultural role of Waltz for the so-called ‘cassette revival’ is patent. Both 

in Japan and internationally, the store has served as a cornerstone for mass media accounts 

of the cassette’s resurgence and explanations for why it has been regaining its cultural 
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authenticity (see Komura, 2019; Takeshi, 2019). Nonetheless, during its humble 

beginnings, Waltz kept a wary eye on what DIY music scenes in Japan and especially in 

the United States were doing with cassettes. By incorporating this strategy, it started off 

as a local and translocal anchor point for artists and cassette labels that found in Waltz a 

stylish shop in a desirable location that was willing to collaborate with them for the 

distribution of their cassette releases. During this time, Tsunoda nonetheless kept the 

store’s stock selective as he still was establishing a corporate identity; yet he was open-

minded in allowing even more confronting local cassette releases into the polished 

interior of his store. Tōkyō local Sean McGee remembers taking part in a cassette 

compilation called ‘Dawn of the Cassette’ which, as a conceptual prerequisite, required 

featured artists to use cassettes in their recording process:  

On the jacket of the cassette cover of the compilation was a man wearing an 

Amazon t-shirt and like zombies were about to eat him. And the guy [who made 

the compilation] told me like “yeah, fuck major distribution, fuck all the major 

companies.” And I knew that the Waltz guy was an Amazon guy, but I was like 

“whatever”. So, he looked at the cover and he is like “that’s pretty funny”. I was 

like “yeah, I am really sorry.” He is like “no it’s awesome, it’s great.” And he 

took a few and he put them on the table [laughs]. 

Sean McGee, Tōkyō, Tropical Death, Sharkk, Looprider 

Waltz maintained this connection to DIY cassette projects in the first years of its existence. 

During this time, not only local Japanese artists were contributing to the store’s catalogue 

but also overseas projects such as the Berlin-based Kitchen Leg Records that releases 

limited runs of hand-made cassettes ‘inspired by d.i.y. [sic], collages, dada, zines, mail-

art, Minutemen’s econo-aesthetic and philosophy, riot grrrls, punk and more’ (Tumblr, 

2020). Kitchen Leg Records’ collage aesthetic and practices are closely connected to 

Berlin’s DIY music scene, the majority of the released artists are local, and the label’s 

operators are avid in organising shows around the city and active in various Drone and 

Punk groups. Kitchen Leg’s releases, among the other cassettes that DIY tape labels and 

artists submitted for sale on a commission basis, created a scenic authenticity for Waltz 

that in combination with its unusual location, stock and stylish interior caught the 

attention of newspapers, lifestyle blogs and TV stations.  

As the media exposure grew, the shop began to work with larger and influential 

music labels such as URC or Deutsche Grammophon, selling re-releases of artists such 

as the iconic J-Rock band Happy End or the early solo works of Haruomi Hosono on 

cassette. Coinciding with this shift, Waltz began to part ways with most of the DIY 
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cassette labels and artists it had previously used to build its reputation. McGee recalls 

Tsunoda’s increasing reluctance to stock independently produced cassettes:   

Before Cassette Store Day kind of blew up, I’d say he would only work with 

obscure like, independent people. He really wanted people like us to just walk in 

and say: “Hey, can we sell our tape here?” He’d listen to it and if he liked the 

music he would be like, “of course, let’s do this.” He was very street culture [...] 

and he was nice enough to let me sell my first tape there. He did sell my second 

tape there, but for the second one when I emailed them, he said: “You know, I 

work with a lot of big labels now, I don’t have much space anymore.” So, he got 

kinda too big and […] he changed. 

Sean McGee, Tōkyō, Tropical Death, Sharkk, Looprider 

Joshua Stefane of Muzan Editions experienced a similar reaction when he enlisted the 

services of the shop to assist with the distribution of cassettes in Japan. Tsunoda’s reaction 

eventually contributed to the label’s decision to focus their distribution on overseas 

customers through Bandcamp rather than reaching out to local record shops in Japan:  

Japan is not very good for [distribution]. We’ve tried; about half a year ago, we 

were getting to a point where we thought that our catalogue was robust enough 

that would make record shops in Japan be really interested in what we have. […] 

And the reactions from the places that we talked to were less than enthusiastic. 

So Waltz in Tōkyō, […] we contacted them, you know like in Japanese, I wrote 

and I don’t expect super special treatment, but I was like “yeah, we are a label in 

Nara, yoroshiku9 and we are releasing Japanese artists as well” and the reply that 

they sent us wasn’t, they weren’t assholes, but they were like “we get so many 

submissions every year, please send this to us and we don’t listen to Bandcamp 

at all and basically send us a bunch of your tapes via paid for mail so you pay for 

it and you send it to us and let us know your prices.” So, no interest at all in the 

music. […] And I replied to them and I was like “we got these releases coming 

up, are you interested in getting them?” […] Again, just, and […] I was getting 

really discouraged, but then I was like, “wait a minute, we don’t need distro in 

Japan. In one sense we don’t need distro at all. We sell out what we make. Having 

distro in Japan is kinda redundant.  

 
9 よろしく [yoroshiku] is a formal way to introduce oneself in Japanese which can be translated as: ‘please 

treat me favourably’. 
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Joshua Stefane, Nara, Muzan Editions, Endurance 

The relationship between Waltz and cassette tapes since the store’s beginnings has been 

characterised by professionalism. The work that Tsunoda invested in collaborating with 

DIY projects in the early period of the store thus has to be interpreted as a strategic way 

to introduce the cassette to a wider audience. The elements that made the shop stand out 

thus helped to create an image of the obsolete cassette tape as a cool, fashionable and 

collectable item for music fans in the digital age. The connection with DIY and 

grassroots-based music scenes in Japan and abroad was in this sense not an idealistic 

concern for Waltz, but rather an expression of Tsunoda’s opportunistic stance towards 

collaborations that could benefit his shop’s image. As soon as the opportunity appeared 

to work with larger companies that would lead to a broader exposure and growth in the 

shop’s consumer base, Tsunoda restricted the distribution and shop space to the 

disadvantage of DIY music projects he previously cooperated with. 

Not only the subsequent cooperation with major music labels and the transition 

from selling cassettes by Punk, Noise and Experimental projects to Björk, Billie Eilish, 

Beck or Madonna have been the outcome of this development, but also the appointment 

of Waltz as a selected ‘Gucci Place’. With this collaboration, Waltz received a dedicated 

section on the Gucci website and sold a series of collaborative items such as limited 

wallets and bags (Gucci, 2020).  

 

 
 

Figure 14. Gucci and Waltz collaboration wallet (Waltz_Tokyo_Japan, 2018). 
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Self-evidently, Waltz’s cooperation with Gucci constituted a demarcation line between 

the shops former practice of collaborating with Independent Music projects and its 

subsequent adoption of the cassette tape as a retro chic fashion item directed at 

mainstream audiences. Tsunoda’s strategy caused a disruption with artists in the local 

Independent Music scenes that ties back into the discourse about whether the growth of 

the cassette into a cool fashion item eventually disadvantaged the actors that kept using 

the format in their projects:  

Nakagawa: I think Waltz is an important record store in Japan because they were 

the first record store that specialized in tapes in Tōkyō or maybe in Japan?! And 

if they are doing that and making it what they want like, I respect that. I’m sure 

the punk kids hate it because the punk kids hate everything.  

McGee: But in the beginning he was friends with those kids. Like, he wanted the 

obscure, like, he wanted the culture, he wanted the kids to do that. But all of a 

sudden it was Burger Records and Sub Pop coming in and he is like “I don’t have 

space on my table anymore […] things have changed since the last time we did 

business. And I am a little bit stricter now.” and I was like “well, anyway, here is 

the Mp3s” and he is like “I’ll take three.” When last time it was five and then 

another five and then another five. But he is like “no, three.” […] He used to work 

for Amazon. He is a businessman; he is a smart guy. I mean, whatever.     

Shingo Nakagawa, Sean McGee, Tōkyō, Tropical Death  

For the case of Waltz, the circuit of practice in which the cassette is contextualised in thus 

differs quite substantially from the grassroot practices of Oxtail Recordings and Muzan 

Editions.    
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Figure 15. Circuit of practice scheme for the shop Waltz in Tōkyō. 

Here, the dynamics in the grassroot-based circuits of practice that inspired Mike Nigro 

and Joshua Stefane to take on cassettes for self-releasing and starting their tape label 

projects functions as the basis upon which Waltz developed its sales strategy. When the 

shop started its operations in 2015, the cassette was already an established cheap 

alternative to vinyl records and CDs for self-released music in North American and 

European music scenes. Only a handful of longstanding Japanese projects such as Black 

Hole, VLZ Produkt, Duenn, Hiroshi Hasegawa or Merzbow, working in Noise, 

Experimental Music and Punk scenes were already using cassettes in Japan at this point. 

Waltz created a platform for international DIY cassette labels to receive exposure in the 

Japanese market through a stylish shop concept that appealed to a Japanese consumer 

base and introduced the cassette as a ‘cool’ and authentic form of music consumption to 

a wider audience. Through this practice, Waltz was framed as one of the key proponents 

of the ‘cassette revival’ in Japanese mass media, although it merely pooled cassette 

releases of projects that in the case of Berlin’s Kitchen Leg Records for example, had 

already been running for years at this point. This media exposure caught the attention of 

major record labels who started to release cassette tapes of their artists. Waltz then 

incorporated this product into its stock, successively replacing the former grassroots DIY 

cassette releases that helped the store to establish its identity. At this stage, especially 

signified through the collaboration with Gucci, the shop had helped to establish the 

cassette tape as a retro-chic fashion and lifestyle item. This affected the cassette’s 
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affordance, moving from an audio format to a visual merchandise item and collectable. 

Although Waltz sells refurbished Walkmans and cassette decks, their comparatively high 

prices do not grant an easy access to the format; the cassette becomes ‘exclusive’ in a 

fetishized sense that counteracts the cultural condition within grassroots-based 

Independent Music scenes that had previously been using cassettes in their projects.  

The example of Waltz vividly illustrates that the cassette’s hybridity enables 

multiple types of adoption leading to various circuits of practice, often chained in 

succession and feeding off one another. Certainly, the shop’s break with the DIY scenes 

it formerly built its reputation on had consequences and fed back into the practices of 

these particular scenes. While Waltz began as a store where grassroots-based musicians 

could sell cassette tapes that criticised monopolistic companies such as Amazon, its 

current focus on major label distribution and Gucci collaborations may inspire future DIY 

cassette releases that will pillory Waltz itself. 

 

5.5 When Hybridity Meets the Circuit of Practice  

 

Throughout this chapter, I have demonstrated how the cassette’s hybridity takes shape in 

concrete practices located in the different layers of local, translocal and virtual music 

scenes. I have argued that the application of the ‘circuit of practice’ on material 

consumption patterns in music advocated by Paolo Magaudda (2011) as well as Peterson 

and Bennett’s (2004) concept of music scenes have to be extended to take the material, 

social and economic dynamics between versatilely layered music scenes and the varying 

levels of multiple circuits of practices into consideration in order to grasp a 

comprehensive picture of how the cassette is used and viewed in the 21st century. What 

hybridity entails here is the possibility of using the cassette as a tool for participating in 

local music scenes, as in the case of Mike Nigro. It also entails contributing to a virtual 

scene and integration of that scene into a local context as is shown by the practices of 

Muzan Editions as well as the appropriation into a fetishized retro symbol that is printed 

onto Gucci bags exemplified by the music boutique Waltz. The cassette as a tool and 

currency for participation in local, translocal and virtual music scenes is thus not limited 

to its consumption or use as a medium for music releases. The cassette’s recordability 

also enables it to function as an effect unit, sampler or sound manipulation device. 

Contrary to what Magaudda (2011) derives from his analysis of consumption patterns 

evolving around vinyl records, I argue that a mere depiction of the cassette as 

reintroduced into music consumption is abridged and only a fragment of the cassette’s 

overall status. The fieldwork conducted in multifarious types of music scenes across 
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Australia, the United States and Japan, rather makes clear that the cassette was constantly 

used on a small scale by niche music scenes such as Hip Hop, Noise and Punk throughout 

the 2000s when it was generally considered to be an ‘obsolete format’ in Japan and most 

Western societies. Expanding from this disposition, the usage of cassettes simply 

increased when a new generation of music listeners and practitioners discovered the 

format as an affordable alternative for music production and consumption during the 

beginning of the 2010s. The format then subsequently gained media attention which 

framed these dynamics as a ‘comeback of the cassette’ while, in fact, the format had been 

in use all along.  

The manifold cultural circuits in DIY music scenes that engage with the cassette’s 

material hybridity are what gives the format its cultural authority in the digital age. The 

practices in DIY music scenes across the globe that bridge local, translocal and virtual 

spheres of interconnectedness lie at the core of the cassette’s current cultural significance. 

The work of cassette labels and record shops, however, is not the only factor that needs 

to be taken into consideration in this context. Cassette Store Day has also been an integral 

phenomenon that widely contributed to the reception of a ‘cassette revival’ in the public 

eye. In the following chapter, I will continue the theoretical approach laid out in the 

previous sections of this chapter and proceed to evaluate the different layers of circuits of 

practices that evolve around Cassette Store Day, analysing the connections to cassette 

releasing artists, labels and distributing record stores that the event displays. This will 

further problematise the notion that the cassette prevails in the digital age as a hybrid 

format that according to varying sales and marketing strategies is appropriated in 

manifold and at times even diverging ways.   
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Chapter 6: Cassette Store Day  

  

The previous chapters explored the diverse ways in which contemporary amateur 

musicians, label operators and grassroots-based music scenes adopt cassette tapes. The 

sum of these appropriations, constructing an interrelated network of practices and music 

projects that take place in local, translocal and virtual contexts, is what I frame as the 

hybridity of the cassette tape (see Chapter 4). Drawing on Magaudda’s (2011) ‘circuit of 

practice’ approach, this chapter will trace how this hybridity manifests in the material, 

economic and cultural dynamics that unfold through the annual Cassette Store Day (CSD 

hereafter) events in the United States, Japan and Australia. As described in Chapter 3, 

national music markets and the disposition of cassette production and distribution in these 

different countries varies substantially. As CSD spans local, translocal and virtual 

contexts (Bennett & Peterson, 2004), the chapter highlights the diverse circuits in which 

the cassette is implemented and will substantiate my proposition that the ‘circuit of 

practice’ approach gains analytical depth when applied to multiple instances of usage 

while examining a single music format. This condition is further consolidated through an 

analysis of the varying relationships which connect labels, artists and record shops with 

the CSD events.  

While the phenomenon of CSD has grown from a local grassroots-based 

Independent Music project in the United Kingdom first held in 2013 into an international 

enterprise, my examination will focus primarily on how the event takes shape in Japan, 

as this case clearly exemplifies the cassette’s hybridity, that is, its technological traits 

being interpreted and re-interpreted for diverse and even opposing cultural and 

commercial purposes. In Japan, we can trace a clear transformation from cassette releases 

being employed by Japanese DIY music projects as tools for creating national and 

international exposure to the framing of cassettes as novelty fashion items specifically 

targeted at young music consumers and emerging artists. The portrayal will primarily take 

the point of amateur artists and cassette label operators and frame the understanding of 

CSD as a platform that transitioned from an attractive distribution opportunity for 

grassroots-based music projects to a mass consumer orientated marketing scheme that 

functions widely detached from the cassette’s original value for DIY music scenes. This 

dynamic adds another facet to the cassette’s hybridity. I argue that the organisers of CSD 

Japan ultimately failed in their intent to advertise the cassette as a trendy merchandise 
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item for young music listeners, given that their marketing strategies were unsuccessfully 

aligned with the resurgence in vinyl sales. In the context of CSD Japan the cassette was 

promoted as the next trend in retro technology with a disregard for its material and 

technological drawbacks. In an attempt to tackle the current scarcity of quality cassette 

player hardware, the organisers released a CSD limited-edition portable cassette player 

of dubious quality – a factor that made the cassette appear as unavoidably inferior to the 

vinyl record. Another key facet of the promotional strategies in Japan was the introduction 

of so-called ‘Cassette Store Day ambassadors’, who were supposed to offer a point of 

orientation and identification for adolescent consumers but at the same time repelled some 

independent artists and shops. The talk event with the band Scandal for CSD 2018 poses 

an illustrative example of the peculiar situations that arose due to the organiser’s 

unsuccessful attempt in creating a narrative which depicted the technological drawbacks 

and idiosyncrasies of second-hand cassette tapes as charming alternatives to current 

modes of music consumption. Qualities such as the cassette’s re-recordability and 

material sturdiness allowing for creative packaging concepts in contemporary DIY music 

projects were largely omitted in favour of framing the cassette as a desirable and ‘cute’ 

merchandise item. The following account is based on field notes during a public interview 

with the band at the record store HMV in Shibuya for CSD 2018. The interview features 

accounts by band members Haruna Ono and Mami Sasazaki and was moderated by the 

J-Wave radio host Sasha:  

It is a mild Thursday evening in October 2018, and I find myself standing 

amongst a small crowd of about 30 people at the HMV record shop in Shibuya 

(Tōkyō, Japan). A few of the attendees are still in their office suits; they must 

have rushed directly from work in order to be on time. We are listening to the J-

Wave radio host Sasha introduce the ambassador for Cassette Store Day Japan 

2018: Scandal, a Pop Rock group hailing from Ōsaka, which, since its major label 

debut for Sony Music in 2008, has seen a growing following in the Japanese 

popular music landscape. The group’s discography comprising eight albums and 

a multitude of singles, includes an overall of zero releases on cassette tape.  

The four band members descend the stairs from the second floor, circle around 

the crowd that patiently waits within a space barricaded with record shelves and 

smilingly enter the tiny stage. They are in their late 20s and early 30s. ‘First of 

all, what is it like to be in charge as cassette ambassadors?’ ‘For the four of us, 
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our relationship with cassettes has changed, so we wondered if we could tell 

everyone about how nice cassettes look.’ While listening to this somewhat 

mechanical dialogue, I am starting to ask myself whether this is an actual 

interview or an acted-out script of predetermined questions and answers. Guitarist 

Haruna Ono names the Netflix series 13 Reasons Why as an inspiration for buying 

a Walkman again. They continue working their way through the foreseeable 

topics of passion for vintage and retro and how cassettes embody nostalgia, before 

moving on to introducing cassettes that each member picked for the event. 

Madonna’s ‘Like a Virgin’, The Bangles’ ‘Different Light’, The Beatles’ ‘Help’ 

and Blur’s ‘Song 2’ – none of them releases by contemporary Independent artists 

or DIY cassette labels. While a clerk prepares to play the Madonna cassette, the 

PA system starts to emit loud popping noises. The audience is patiently waiting 

in silence for the music to begin. Suddenly a faint sound is audible, yet it is only 

the monotonous humming of the mechanism reeling the cassette into place: it was 

not rewound to the beginning. When the recording finally starts, the hissing 

almost drowns out the music while a high-pitched noise is constantly ringing in 

the background. Sasha says: ‘You can already feel it from the sound quality.’ 

Mami Sasazaki, replies: ‘Yeah, right?! It has a touch of that era.’    

The talk event with Scandal at Shibuya’s HMV record store stands as a striking example 

of the material and cultural problematic that CSD’s marketing practices brought in its 

wake; even though taking place under the umbrella of CSD, the event unfolded as a 

congregation of Scandal fans rather than a collective exchange platform for Independent 

Music artists and labels working with cassette tapes. The event thus appeared aimed at 

the ambassador’s fandom rather than the format they were promoting. The cassettes that 

the band members picked for their presentation further exemplifies this factor pertinently: 

no contemporary cassette releases were shown or mentioned during the talk. Scandal’s 

ambassadorship solely tied the use of cassettes into nostalgia orientated mainstream 

consumer culture by contextualising them with phenomena of popular culture such as the 

Netflix show 13 Reasons Why or second-hand cassettes by major artists that display little 

to no relation to current DIY cassette circuits. On top of this, the use of degrading second-

hand cassettes with clear weaknesses in fidelity for presentation purposes left the 

impression that cassette tapes are more or less unusable as serious audio formats. 

This is, however, not to say that CSD in Japan, as well as in other countries, offered 

positive and community building examples of cassette usage such as cassette DJ sets or 

mixtape-swap parties. The following sections of this chapter trace how CSD developed 
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from a local platform for exchanging and celebrating DIY cassette releases organised on 

a grassroots basis by Independent Music labels in the UK to a multinational enterprise 

gathering widespread media attention and operating franchises in multiple countries 

worldwide. CSD richly illustrates the material and cultural hybridity of the cassette 

underlying its manifold contemporary usages. In the end, however, the question remains 

whether CSD is an appropriate format for celebrating the cassette or merely dabbles in 

cassette related culture for a single day. 

 

6.1 The Origin and Target of Cassette Store Day 

 

Cassette Store Day started in the United Kingdom in 2013, when a group of independent 

label operators and artists including Steve Rose of the label Sexbeat, Jen Long of 

Kissability and Matt Flag of Suplex Cassettes joined forces in order to establish a 

celebratory event raising awareness for the medium they distributed their music on: 

cassette tapes. Illustrated by its name, CSD noticeably drew its inspiration from Record 

Store Day (RSD), an international event for the promotion of local record shops, 

established in 2007 by a group of independent record store owners across the United 

States. Unlike RSD, however, Rose, Long and Flag intended to lead the focus away from 

retailers and towards the cassette format itself. Long clarified this intention in a written 

manifest-like statement for New Musical Express in 2013:  

Unlike Record Store Day, this is less about supporting shops and more about 

celebrating the cassette format that has been making a comeback for a while. I 

can imagine that outside my indie circle this announcement is being greeted with 

rolls of eyes and a sigh of, “Fucking hipsters.” But it’s not all nostalgic cool. 

Tapes make sense in not only our current economic climate, but in our musical 

one too. Music today moves faster than ever before. We are swamped hourly with 

new acts, new tracks, and endless free downloads. It becomes addictive, with 

more and more bands wanting to release their music, and most importantly, more 

fans than ever wanting to become a part of this world and start a label. However, 

you can’t sell mp3s from the merch table (and it isn’t the most romantic way of 

introducing someone to a great band). Plus cassettes are cheap to make and you 

don’t have to commit to large quantities, unlike vinyl (Long, 2013). 
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Through specifically targeting small Independent Music scenes in order to motivate 

artists to use cassettes for their productions, CSD sought to promote cassettes on a local 

level. Although the event was firmly rooted in the UK’s Independent Music scenes, its 

reception at first was mixed as Tōkyō-based artist James Greer remembers: 

At first, I thought it was a bit of a gimmick, to be honest. […] in London it slightly 

felt like a sort of marketing gimmick at first to me. I was just: “What is this? Like, 

really?!” […] whereas in Japan, people are very serious about the audio they are 

buying or the format they are buying. It felt like […]: “Aahh, this is just the next 

fad, the next like, crazy thing.” And London had at that time quite a lot of, you 

just wondered: “Aahh, what’s next, what is the next ironic fashion?!” 

James Greer, Tōkyō 

Nonetheless, CSD subsequently received media exposure through magazines like New 

Musical Express (Long, 2013) and Rolling Stone (Kreps, 2017) and so in the years 

following its debut major label artists such as The White Stripes, Julian Casablancas and 

Muse joined the celebration through re-releasing limited cassette editions of their 

previous albums. With this rising exposure and growing interest from major music labels, 

distributors and retailers the event took a turn away from the focus on grassroots 

organisation and local music scenes towards promoting the format to a mass audience on 

a global level. International expansion was the consequence and as a result, Sean 

Bohrman and Lee Rickard of Burger Records based in Fullerton, California, who at first 

reluctantly participated during the event’s inaugural period, ended up as the directors of 

CSD in the United States:  

Rickard: It sounded really janky and we were making jokes and next thing you 

know, they called us and asked us to help and Sean helped.  

Bohrman: We participated in the first year; we’re the only label from another 

country outside of the UK.  

Rickard: Cassette Store Day. Like, it made no sense.  

Bohrman: Yeah, Jen Long sent us the info and I was like, “what’s a cassette 

store?! This is dumb”. But then it started taking off and it started getting in like, 

Billboard and all these things and like, “holy shit, I’ll guess we’ll ride the wave”. 

And the next year they asked if Burger wanted to run Cassette Store Day in the 
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US and […] I was depressed with the amount of work that I had, but at the same 

time, I was like, “I don’t want anybody else to be running Cassette Store Day in 

America other than us” so, I said “yeah, we’ll do it”. And this is like the 5th or 6th 

year this year that we’ve been doing it. 

Lee Rickard & Sean Borhman, Fullerton, Burger Records  

After a period of further expansion and three years after its first instalment in the UK, 

Cassette Store Day Japan took up operations in 2016. The organisers in this case are the 

company Side-B Creations INC., a Tōkyō-based business operated by the entrepreneur 

Takamasa Endo, which imports and distributes vinyl records under the moniker Vinyl 

Star International as well as cassette tapes from North America for domestic supply in 

Japan with their brand Cassette Express. Contrary to its predecessors in the United States 

and the UK, which remained somewhat rooted in the cultural circuits of Independent 

Music scenes surrounding Burger Records, Sexbeat, Kissability and Suplex Cassettes, 

CSD Japan began entirely detached from grassroots-based music scenes with its primary 

goal set at promoting cassette tapes to young music producers and consumers as a novel 

and visually more attractive alternative to the still dominant CD:  

We copied Record Store Day. Record Store Day is very famous in the world, 

even in Japan as well. But the cassette is still, the younger generation doesn’t 

know what is a cassette [sic]. They know records though. So, we try to promote 

the cassette using the Cassette Store Day in Japan. For the artist, the cassette looks 

very new, it looks very cute and they can sell the cassettes at live venues or 

festivals as a kind of, not music data but as a kind of novelty thing. You can see 

there is [sic] many different colour options for cassettes, so if for example, a girl’s 

band [sic] consists of four people, they can use different colours for the four 

members or motives as well. Also, the cost is not very expensive compared with 

pressing records. Cassettes are still cheaper than records. So, for the label side it’s 

very easy to release cassettes. CDs are very difficult to sell now the younger 

generation doesn’t like CDs. It’s just a plastic disc. The cassette is more like 

something new for the young generation. So, for the labels they need some kind 

of hook when releasing an album. 

Takamasa Endo, Tōkyō, Side-B Creations Inc, Cassette Store Day Japan 

In order to brand the cassette for a young consumer base, CSD Japan began to incorporate 

so-called ‘ambassadors’ in their 2017 marketing strategy. Initially chosen was the anime 
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character and mascot for the Vocaloid software Hatsune Miku, a voice-synthesizing 

program that has been incorporated into a vast number of global home recorded and 

professional music productions since its emergence in 2007. Hatsune Miku, which can be 

translated to ‘the first sound of the future’ is portrayed as a skinny teenage girl with 

disproportionately long blue pigtails and commonly sporting a colour-matching headset. 

Over the years, the character has been adapted into multiple forms of fan art and fiction 

and developed a cult following in the online sphere (Yamada, 2017). In 2018, CSD 

announced Scandal as their second ambassador. Regarding the motivation for starting the 

ambassador program Endo explained:  

This is to promote to a younger generation; they need something like an 

ambassador who can promote the cassette. Last year, the office of Hatsune Miku 

tried to promote Hatsune Miku with some other media. They contacted us and 

said they would like to release a cassette in the US and Europe. Then we asked 

them: “Why don’t you release in Japan, using Cassette Store Day?” They said ok, 

and we used Hatsune Miku. This year was the same approach, we needed 

something like you know, like a girl’s band that uses the cassette in this picture 

here [he points at the promo photo of the band in which they are posing with 

Scandal-branded cassette players] they are holding the Walkman type of cassette 

player. So, that kind of icon for the younger generation. 

Takamasa Endo, Tōkyō, Side-B Creations Inc, Cassette Store Day Japan 

On the one hand, Scandal had no experience in releasing cassettes as the band formed in 

2006, when CD-Rs were the major format for Japanese Independent Music projects to 

self-release their music on and, on the other, it had no ties to cassette affiliated genres 

such as Noise, Hip Hop or Hardcore Punk. This condition created a fiddly setup in regard 

to creating a culturally authentic ambassadorship for the purpose of cassette advertising, 

yet things grew even more nebulous: unexpectedly, Scandal did not release any cassette 

versions of their albums for CSD 2018, but a cassette player adorned with the band’s logo. 

Endo’s motive behind this release was to provide a convenient playback option that would 

allow customers to listen to the acquired cassettes. Given the sparseness in supply of 

quality cassette players during recent years (see Chapter 4.2) and the likelihood of the 

targeted adolescent consumer group not owning any cassette players, this decision 

seemed at a first glance appropriate.  
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Nonetheless, the announcement of the CSD ambassadorship was cause for 

confusion in Scandal’s fan community, as it was unclear where the abrupt connection 

between the band and cassette tapes was supposed to come from. On the band’s fan forum 

Scandal Heaven, the announcement was received with scepticism and located within the 

context of a general ‘cassette revival’, which reduced the cassette to the status of an odd 

novelty item, that in the eyes of several of Scandal’s fans falls short of the vinyl record 

and CD in terms of quality and fidelity: 

Mon Dio: The cassette revival makes no sense. The appeal was they were 

portable and took up less space in your room, but they provided crappy sound 

back in the day, and there's no reason to believe it's somehow better than anything 

else that exists today. If you're going to go to an old format for quality, go analog 

vinyl. [sic] That being said, I did mostly collect cassettes over vinyl when I was 

younger. I will probably get whatever Scandal puts out just to have it (may even 

frame it for my music room because it will be so odd) (Scandal Heaven, 2018). 

Once the Scandal-branded cassette player was announced, the community started to 

analyse its design and origin. Given that CSD is framed as a platform celebrating music 

on cassette, fans did expect a dedicated music release by Scandal. The news that the band 

would only release a cassette player and no music on cassette while promoting CSD thus 

spread further confusion:  

spacecadet: While I love everything they do these days, I'll probably skip that 

player. It looks like an extremely low-end player with a Scandal logo on it. I don't 

think I expected much different, but […] the record player and then this cassette 

player just look like junk. If they do bundle it with a cassette tape of them playing 

something, especially if that's the only way to get it, then I will buy it. But if it's 

just the player by itself, pass. 

hohenheim: They say on [sic] the interview what are the positives of cassettes in 

their opinion but if I'm being honest it's kind of weak reasons lol [sic]. I liked the 

player, it's cute and I'd probably buy it if I have the means when it goes on sale, 

even if I don't plan to use it […] That's a little pricey. […] I wonder if they'll 

rerelease any of their albums as cassettes? Seems natural considering they're 

making their own player. A CD player would be way more useful, especially 

considering you can actually buy CDs lol. I'd buy one way happier than I'd buy a 

cassette player (Heaven, 2018). 
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The cassette player was sold at HMV in Shibuya during the CSD 2018 talk event with 

Scandal and as one fan, who attended the event later analysed in the fan forum, sales did 

not fulfil the organisers’ expectations. This observation aligns with my experience talking 

to Endo and the other organisers a few days after the launch event. This circumstance was 

also due to the event having confusing entry requirements and a mistimed marketing post 

on Instagram by Side-B Creations INC. that advertised one of their other cassette players, 

the same model as the Scandal player, for a reduced price of 2500¥ (~$30AU) (see 

Cassette-Store-Day-Japan, 2018) Two members of the Scandal fan forum, wildthing and 

cantacanta, discussed this issue a few days after the event was held:  

wildthing: We had a small crowd, as Scandal announced the event a week or two 

ago. There was a small crowd of about 12 people before the shop opened at 11am, 

before the event entry started only 13 Scandal cassette players were sold. Small 

turn out, also there was a bit of confusion, as initially they were going to sell out 

30 players and then give out free event participation tickets, in the end fans just 

walked in to [sic] the event space later, I think we probably had about 30 odd 

people attend. Note on cassette player, the green plastic is a bit transparent, so the 

glue they used appear [sic] highly visible on some of the players they made, I 

ended [up] exchanging mine for a better looking one. 

cantacanta: were all 30 players sold?  

wildthing: No there were still about 5 players and 4 display mode [sic] when we 

left HMV. […] [I] Noticed on instagram the cassette day organisers were already 

discounting a non branded [sic] player and tape bundle for ¥2500, might make 

the Scandal version a hard sell at the participating stores (Heaven, 2018).  

The Scandal cassette player failed to generate a broad interest in cassettes amongst the 

band’s fans, especially due to the circumstance that Scandal’s music was neither released 

on cassette prior nor during the event. The reserved reception and confusion amongst the 

fan-base regarding the purpose of the player and low sales numbers illustrate that CSD 

Japan’s aim of using the band as a marketing tool to endorse the cassette format to an 

emerging generation of music consumers was not achieved. Consequently, Side-B 

Creations INC. dropped the entire ambassador program for CSD Japan in 2019 and only 

offered a pre-event party with a pop-up shop located in the Ochanomizu chain-store of 

the music retailer Diskunion. The former was postponed, and the latter cancelled due to 
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typhoon Hagibis reaching Japan’s largest island Honshū in early October 2019 (Cassette 

Store Day Cassette-Store-Day-Japan, 2019).  

By copying Record Store Day, Side-B Creations INC. aimed at building on the 

recent increase in vinyl record sales in Japan in order to promote the cassette format as a 

fashionable novelty item accredited through Independent Music culture. Yet, the 

cassette’s technological idiosyncrasies, such as its small size and limited sound fidelity 

prevented the format from being perceived in a similar fashion as vinyl records (see 

Chapter 3.3 & 4.3). Advertising the cassette as a merchandise item that, besides being 

cheaper than vinyl, has nothing to offer other than carrying a download code for the digital 

version of a recording, leaves the format’s particular qualities, such as its re-recordability 

and openness for creative appropriation, neglected. The cassette in the context of CSD 

Japan’s marketing scheme is reduced to an empty vessel that is not able to live up to the 

qualities that the vinyl record dictates. As a mere visual merchandise gimmick, the 

cassette’s material qualities are reduced to its ‘cute’ size and the bright colour schemes 

of the cassette shells which are predetermined by plastic components in the manufacturing 

process. CSD 2018 in Japan ultimately failed to raise awareness for the cassette as a 

creatively engaging option for artistic DIY expression in local music communities as it 

solely focussed on presenting the format as a ready-made product meant only for 

superficial consumption. In its first instantiation in 2016, however, CSD Japan cooperated 

with local Independent Music scenes and effectively functioned as a promotion tool for 

Japanese bands which, through the event, were able to advertise and sell their music in 

major chain record stores like HMV or Diskunion for several days.  

 

6.2 Opportunity and Exploitation 

 

CSD in Japan, as in other countries, does acknowledge the connection that cassettes 

exhibit to DIY music scenes; if nothing else, the event’s organisers exploit this connection 

for the purpose of creating a sense of cultural authenticity. Although the cassette tape’s 

connection to DIY Music scenes is pertinent, Endo highlighted that his focus is directed 

towards something else: 

I think the indie scenes have been using cassettes for a long time. Not only 

recently. So, they are kind of the major influence for expanding the cassette in 

Japan. But I think most important is [that] major artists just started to release 
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cassettes. Not only old albums but they are also releasing new albums on cassette. 

So, that is a very important [thing] for us. 

Takamasa Endo, Tōkyō, Side-B Creations Inc, Cassette Store Day Japan 

While he emphasized the importance of major J-Pop artists starting to release cassettes in 

recent years for his aim of normalising the format in Japan, according to him, more than 

50% of CSD’s releases in 2018 were constituted by Independent artists and labels, which 

leaves only 20% major label releases and the rest made up by merchandise (clothing, pins 

and a card game). CSD gave a variety of Independent projects the opportunity to have 

their music advertised in major chain record stores like HMV and Diskunion during its 

events. Sean McGee and Shingo Nakagawa, who both play in the Post-Hardcore band 

Tropical Death, released two albums together as well as two albums by McGee’s solo 

project Sharkk and a re-release by McGee’s second band Looprider on cassette. These 

bands are working with Call and Response Records, a label established by the British 

journalist and Tōkyō local Ian F. Martin. According to him, the initial intention to release 

cassettes came from the artists as he, despite being open to their input and ideas, remained 

rather critical regarding the significance of the cassette format for Japan’s Independent 

Music landscape:  

The bands wanted to put them out so, I was like “yeah, do what you like”. You 

know, I’m happy to try it out, see how it goes. […] HMV would have some just 

for the day itself and then like after that it will just get sent back. (laughs) So, it’s 

really, other than that, it’s really just the same as a normal release. I don’t think 

the sales numbers are that different.  

Ian F. Martin, Tōkyō, Call and Response Records  

Despite the additional layer of coordination that CSD demanded, the event initially 

offered an effective distribution opportunity for McGee and Nakagawa’s music to be sold 

on cassette in the major music retail chain stores around Tōkyō. As they knew that the 

use and distribution of cassette tapes in North America through online platforms such as 

Bandcamp had already been a common practice for years, the start of CSD in Japan was 

a welcome change of pace. This was especially due to the circumstance that the previous 

options for affordable physical releases in Japan were limited to either CDs or CD-Rs. 

Neither Nakagawa nor McGee were formerly involved in releasing cassettes or part of a 
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scene that regularly used the format. In this sense, they perceived CSD as a marketing 

platform that would give them an unusual and therefore outstanding form of exposure:  

McGee: Cassettes were in the West coming back, but that wasn’t quite the case 

here. And there was Cassette Store Day and we decided to ride that wave. But 

also, because it was a cheap opportunity for pressing and it’s cheap to sell because 

it’s difficult to sell a 3000¥ [~$36AU] vinyl. Or like, a 2000¥ [~$24AU] CD to a 

fanbase that we are still trying to build. […] Before the [cassette] boom really 

arrived in Japan, there were people doing it, but it wasn’t a fad until then. Like, 

you go to a live house and all the bands’ merch tables, they look the same. 

They’ve got the CDs and the flyers and maybe they have a vinyl. They put the 

CDs in their computer and then they gonna throw away the CD. Or they not even 

gonna buy the CD because it’s annoying, it’s expensive. So, I thought, this would 

make the table stand out. We have this tape, people gonna be like: “What is this?! 

I can’t play it!” And then you say: “Oh there is a download code it’s the same 

thing. It’s cheap. It’s the same thing. And look, it’s this weird little thing.” 

…depending on what age you are. And that caught on. […] 

Nakagawa: I think the most important part about like 2-3 years ago was that 

everyone was trying to become more tactical about the medium form of what they 

release, so that they can reach sales. […] We are not tape heads [sic], I’m sorry, 

but at the same time we enjoy around the medium because like, we’re able to 

choose colours of the tape and choose the format, it’s more of a possession than 

a medium. That’s the whole sale of the tape culture in Japan, because streaming 

and all these things came up.  

Shingo Nakagawa, Sean McGee, Tōkyō, Sharkk, Tropical Death, Looprider 

From the beginning, visual design was a fundamental feature of cassette releases for CSD 

Japan. Indeed, drawing attention towards their merchandise table at concerts was Tropical 

Death’s primary goal and so the band cunningly made use of the visual design 

possibilities that a release on cassette could facilitate: the jewel case of their album 

‘Thunder Island’ is encased in a cardboard sleeve, showing a front-shot of a muscular 

body wearing a skimpy slip that in fact is a cut-out in the paper. The J-card underneath 

features a vertical array of different coloured and patterned slips that allows choice 

between different designs by sliding the cardboard case up or down.  
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Figure 16. Tropical Death’s first cassette (Tropical Death, 2016). 

 

The cassette’s compact shape allowed for a cost-effective creative packaging and 

presentation of a DIY music release that efficiently fulfilled its purpose of drawing 

spectators’ attention. The ‘Tropical Death – Thunder Island’ release is thus another 

example of how the cassette’s affordance in the digital age has changed from an audio 

listening device towards a visual and material merchandise item that primarily functions 

as a container for a download code (see Chapter 4.3). It, however, also illustrates that this 

use of cassettes does not only occur in the context of major label artists and merchandise 

articles for Hollywood movies such as the Guardians of the Galaxy franchise (see Chapter 

3.1), but also in the context of self-released projects in niche music scenes. In another 

example, McGee included a cassette-only ‘drum karaoke’ version on the B-side of his 

solo release ‘Be That Way’. By only muting the drum track and leaving the audio tracks 

of guitars, vocals and bass audible, this version allows for playing along to the music on 

drums. This example is a tongue-in-cheek use of the cassette’s materiality that playfully 

merges the popularity of Karaoke in Japan with McGee’s work as a drummer (Sharkk, 

2017). The cassette’s hybridity allows for a multitude of usages that, although in certain 

situations culturally and commercially oppose each other, contribute to the format’s 

overall significance in the digital age. The cassette bridges grassroots-based niche music 

scenes and the context of general pop music (see Chapter 4.3) by appearing as both a 

recording, distribution and listening format as well as a merchandise novelty collectible 

with mostly figurative visual qualities. On the basis of connecting several of these 

material and cultural circuits the cassette is embedded in, CSD in Japan as well as in other 
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countries contributed from the perspective of participating artists to the normalisation of 

cassette tapes in music scenes as well as the general public:  

After the first Cassette Store Day it wasn’t like quirky and interesting and funny 

to have your band release a cassette tape. It became a legitimate choice that a lot 

of bands are making now. Before that it was like: “Ohh, cassette?! Why?!” And 

there was always a decent answer, for us it was: cheap, download code.  

Sean McGee, Tōkyō, Sharkk, Tropical Death, Looprider 

When the event ventured into the realm of widespread promotion strategies with the 

launch of its ambassador program, the participants’ relationship with CSD changed 

significantly. The effort that CSD Japan invested into engaging major labels for cassette 

releases and collaborations with products such as Hatsune Miku created a perceived lack 

in organisational and distribution structures for participating DIY music projects. The 

announcement of Miku as the ambassador for CSD in 2017 was at best confusing and at 

worst detrimental, leading to artists such as Tropical Death to refraining from 

participating in the event altogether:  

The second Cassette Store Day, I thought that was kinda interesting; like, a lot of 

bands were like: “Oh cool, maybe it will be a thing next.” You know, maybe cool 

bands will release. Last year we didn’t do it because I already thought like there 

is no point to do that. […] It was very corporate, because it was to sell the label 

that was functioning for Cassette Store Day and they were not doing a good job 

at it. They were not doing a good job curating bands and they were not doing a 

good job finding new artists that… like, the best thing about the first release was 

we were able to get in Tower Records and HMV without a distributor. We usually 

have to go to a distributor which means that we get a cut and because we were 

able to deal directly, we had a better revenue. But at the same time, it was more 

work for me too, because like, I had to send a bunch of press releases and a bunch 

of contact mails to all the record stores.  

Shingo Nakagawa, Tōkyō, Tropical Death 

Parallel to the dynamics at the Tōkyō-based cassette boutique Waltz (see Chapter 5.4), 

the organisational focus that CSD invested in normalising the cassette for music releasing 

and merchandise purposes ultimately disadvantaged Independent artists such as Tropical 

Death, who initially profited from their participation in the event. According to Ian F. 
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Martin, the normalisation of the cassette also led to saturation in demand as well as 

increases in cassette tape production costs that surpassed even the financial investment 

needed for pressing CDs: 

We are not doing any more cassettes at the moment though, because I just feel 

like the market is kind of topped out. There is [sic] now so many bands doing it 

and I don’t think the audience is getting any bigger particularly so, also cassettes 

are getting too expensive to make as well.  

Ian F. Martin, Tōkyō, Call and Response Records  

Similar to the shop Waltz, CSD Japan was initially offering an attractive platform for 

Independent and DIY music labels that were already working with cassette tapes or, as in 

the case of Tropical Death, were inspired by CSD to start using the format for their 

releases. The cassette was primarily framed as a novel merchandise item in this context; 

meant for visual consumption and display that practically served the purpose of housing 

download codes for digital versions of music distributed primarily through platforms such 

as Bandcamp (see Hesmondhalgh et al., 2019). The introduction of the Hatsune Miku and 

Scandal USB cassette players did not fundamentally change this perception of the cassette. 

The missing cultural connection between cassettes and a mascot for a Vocaloid program 

or a band that had never released cassettes led to CSD being stuck in a self-imposed 

cultural limbo in which neither possible consumers nor participants in the event were able 

to understand what merits the cassette can provide for current music production, 

distribution and consumption.  
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Figure 17. Circuit of Practice for the case of CSD Japan. 

 

When analysing the conditions that led to this stalemate situation, the application of 

Magaudda’s (2011) circuit of practice offers the opportunity to visually display and 

highlight the interlocking material and cultural dynamics that connect the technological 

idiosyncrasies of the cassette with DIY music scenes and the Popular Music landscape in 

the context of CSD Japan. As laid out in Chapter 5, it is necessary to apply the circuit of 

practice model in various different circumstances in order to fully exhaust the full 

potential of Magaudda’s concept for displaying multiple layers of pragmatic contexts that 

evolve around a single audio format’s materiality. In the mid-2010s, cassette tapes were 

used in Independent Music scenes and for several releases of major label artists. The 

marketing and distribution strategies of RSD, first initiated in 2008, had been successfully 

established at this point. CSD events, which had occurred annually in other countries 

since 2013, were introduced to Japan in 2016, posing an appealing opportunity for DIY 

artists to have their recordings sold in major chain music stores for a limited time without 

the need of a distributor. Nevertheless, according to Martin and Nakagawa, the sales 

remained roughly the same as with their regular self-distributed output, despite the 

additional communicational effort that had to be invested for preparing dedicated CSD 

releases. In this context, the cassette was largely framed as a visual merchandise item that 
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practically functioned as a container for download codes and was thus not primarily 

consumed as an audio format, a condition that ultimately set the format apart from vinyl 

records which, despite their collectability, remain functioning as a mode of music 

listening. Endo acknowledged this drawback of the cassette in comparison to vinyl 

records and sought to address it through introducing special-edition USB cassette players 

that were linked to CSD’s ambassador program. Through this scheme, CSD sought to 

provide the opportunity to consume the cassette tape as a genuine audio format for an 

audience of adolescent music listeners. During this process, cassettes were normalised 

and became a more common choice as merchandise and distribution method throughout 

Japan’s Independent Music sphere. This, nonetheless, also meant that production costs 

for the format rose proportionally to its prominence, and the subsequent introduction of 

the ambassador program confused and deterred several of the initially participating 

grassroots-based music projects. In consequence, the standardisation process that aimed 

at reintroducing the cassette into Japan’s mainstream music landscape was in the end 

disadvantaging the very same DIY artists that initially provided CSD with a cultural 

foundation.  

Without a doubt, the socio-economic and cultural dynamics in Japan remain a 

unique case; not every branch of CSD detaches itself from surrounding local DIY music 

scenes to pursue a normalisation of the cassette in mainstream consumer circuits. Scott 

McLatchie, a devoted contributor to DIY music scenes in Melbourne, who toured through 

South-East Asia with his former band Diploid is supportive of CSD contributions that 

originate from Malaysia’s Screamo and Hardcore Punk Scene:  

Utarid Tapes in Malaysia, he goes absolutely ham on CSD, I’m pretty sure most 

of his label is tape and it’s just like just rare Skramz gems just like little of 

Hardcore and whatever […]. I love those days. I think they’re really great. It’s 

[…] not like Record Store Day where it’s like really big events where there are 

shows and stuff it’s more like a nice chill kinda vibe. It’s mostly I find 

independent labels that [are] usually celebrating CSD rather than like individual 

actual stores, they might have a sale for tapes but like, most of the things I see are 

usually because it’s independent labels like Utarid or Team Glasses or things like 

that. 

Scott McLatchie, Melbourne, The World At A Glance  
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The example of Utarid Tapes shows that CSD does not exclusively treat the cassette as a 

visual merchandise item. In countries outside of Japan, the format can be found anchored 

within a context of DIY music scenes and yet celebrated through CSD. Japan remains in 

this sense an outstanding case, as emerging and reintroduced circuits of music 

consumption such as analogue material formats and music streaming have to compete 

with the, now as before, prevailing dominance of the CD in the music industry.  

 

6.3 Representation: What and Who does Cassette Store Day  

stand for?   

  

Before CSD’s commercialised celebration of the cassette tape drew the attention of 

international media, cassettes had for years been established in an assiduous network of 

DIY music projects. Participants in this network assessed the emergence of CSD critically, 

especially as it remained questionable whether the event would provide merit and a 

sufficient representation of their practices and values or would simply introduce a way 

for major labels and distributors to exploit the novelty factor of the cassette for profit. 

Indeed, viewed from the perspective of niche music scenes that evolve around genres 

such as Noise, Hardcore Punk and Hip Hop in which cassette tapes have never ceased to 

be treated as culturally relevant items, CSD appeared as a parasitic attempt to take 

advantage of their credibility in order to turn the cassette into an artificially nostalgia-

laden merchandise article.  

Joninne Nokes of the label Tender Collection and Tom Martin of Comfort Cassettes 

both DJed cassettes at Melbourne’s Polyester Records store for CSD. While Nokes 

acknowledged that the event was an opportunity for members of the local music scene to 

congregate at one of their record shops, Martin pointed out that the event appeared 

redundant to him and was unsuccessful in creating a meaningful connection to the scene 

as the concept of a ‘cassette store’ appeared unrelatable from the get-go:  

I played some tapes at Polyester Records and that’s about it. I think I played tapes 

for about an hour and I was like “this is strange” […] Imagine opening up a store 

that just sold cassettes, you wouldn’t have any fucking business. A cassette store 

is like, it doesn’t exist. So why would there be a day for it, it doesn’t make any 

sense.  
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Tom Martin, Melbourne, Comfort Cassettes, The Faculty 

In contrast, Wyatt Blair of Lolipop Records in Los Angeles remembered that CSD had a 

positive community building effect for his label’s bricks and mortar store: 

It was great, man, a shit ton of people came and bought tapes. […] It was a good 

thing. The first year we had bands playing in the store. […] Our store was just 

across the street from a Donut place and we would just buy hundreds of Donuts 

[and give them out] for free. We’d open early and we just listened to tapes and 

people would eat free Donuts all day. We just DJed tapes basically. […] We did 

a split release once; we did compilation tapes almost every year. […] There was 

like four versions of it. So, we would do that, and we would actually give ‘em out 

for free to people that came by the store.  

Wyatt Blair, Los Angeles, Lolipop Records  

Unmistakably influenced by the LA music scene that spread between Burger Records and 

Lolipop Records (see Taylor, 2016), the event was welcomed as an opportunity for the 

city’s community to spend an afternoon at their local record store. The practices of 

cassette DJing and give-aways of compilation tapes also signifies that although the 

cassette was used in some instances as a promotional item, it remained a legitimate audio 

format meant for listening and exchanging.  

The North American Independent Music landscape with its still distinct grassroots 

and DIY culture stimulated ensuing projects in Japan that on the one hand derived direct 

inspiration from the release strategies of Burger Records and on the other tried to 

introduce Burger Records as a fashion brand into Japanese consumer circuits. Long-time 

member of Tōkyō’s Punk scene Hiroki Ōsawa started his cassette label I Hate Smoke 

Tapes in 2015, after noticing that several of Burger Records’ cassette releases attracted 

attention in his social circle: 

There was the Burger Records label in the US, which only released on cassette. 

They were my biggest influence. I started releasing cassettes because I really like 

American Punk, and cassette tapes became very cool and there were a lot of 

people in my circle of friends who were inspired by Burger Records. (Laughs) 

That was my motivation, but I guess the American Indie scene influenced me. 

There are more and more cassette labels in the United States, and I guess that has 

a strong impact. 
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Hiroki Ōsawa, Tōkyō, I Hate Smoke Records 

For Ōsawa, it was a reunion with the format as he had used cassette tapes previously for 

demo releases with his bands in the mid-2000s. The demand for cassettes in Japan, 

however, was miniscule during this period and so Ōsawa continued to release his music 

on CD, CD-R and vinyl for the next decade. The influence that American popular culture 

exerts onto scenes and individuals in Japan is unmistakable in this context. Not only is 

Ōsawa’s label an example of this, but also Toda Takeshi and Yusuke Tatewaki’s talk 

event the Buy Nowers Club, which recurringly discusses cassette releases of labels such 

as the eclectic Orange Milk or the prevalence of American tape and vinyl releases at Big 

Love Records located in Tōkyō’s fashion district Harajuku.  

The fashion industry played an important factor for Burger Records’ exposure to 

Japanese audiences, particularly as the label received a dedicated pop-up shop located in 

a fashion store in Shibuya and subsequently licensed its logo to the lifestyle and clothing 

retailer X-Girl: 

It was in a shop called And A in Shibuya. […] this company Magnif hit us up and 

they licensed some records from us, so, […] they came here to our shop and 

people set it up at And A and they took pictures and recreated our shop like with 

the green walls and with the burlap and everything and they flew me and Rexx 

out there and I got to DJ the opening party and it was so much fun and do 

interviews. […] And that lasted about a year and then after that we licensed our 

logo to X-Girl for two years and that was our ascent with the fashion industry in 

Japan so far.  

Sean Bohrman, Fullerton, Burger Records  

This development bears similarities to the sales strategies of CSD Japan’s ambassador 

program or Waltz, which sought to appropriate the cassette tape within a fashion context 

through its cooperation with Gucci (see Chapter 5.4). Notwithstanding the circumstance 

that Burger Records functioned as an Independent label that for years followed a strict 

DIY ethos, it was introduced to Japan as a fashion brand that, next to cassettes, sold costly 

licensed merchandise items and clothing (see X-Girl, 2016). This approach ensured 

exposure to a broader fashion-orientated mainstream audience but also deprived the label 

of its cultural integrity in the eyes of Independent Music scenes in Japan: 
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I am not into Burger Records, I don’t really think they are about music, I think 

they are a fashion brand really. But still, it’s culture. It’s authentic.  

Sean McGee, Tōkyō, Tropical Death, Looprider, Sharkk 

Burger Records, in correspondence with the misguided ambassador program at CSD 

Japan gave Japanese Independent artists and labels the impression that the cassette was 

increasingly misappropriated as a retro-fashionable gimmick that all the more became 

detached from its meaning as a participatory currency for DIY music scenes. In other 

words: the cassette’s authentic anti-commodity status for DIY and grassroots-based 

music scenes was endangered by the marketing practices of CSD Japan, Waltz and the 

Burger Records pop-up shop, which sought to convert what was formerly viewed as an 

obsolete format by mainstream consumer culture into a commodity for poseurs. This 

disparity between what McGee perceives as the authenticity of Burger Records’ original 

DIY practices in their native North American setting and the appropriation of this cultural 

capital by marketing teams for widespread consumerism vividly displays how the hybrid 

technological and cultural agency of the cassette in Japan is utilised for monetary gain. 

Based on their background knowledge of American Independent Music scenes and 

culture, McGee, as well as Hiroki Ōsawa remain able to acknowledge the significance of 

Burger Records’ DIY ethics and practices that in the first place distinguished the label 

from its contemporaries. Even though Burger Records was adopted in a way that rendered 

it a fashion brand in the setting of its Tōkyō-based pop-up shop, this underlying basis of 

authenticity remained intact until the label lost its credibility and was shut down in 2020 

due to the involvement of some of its staff and musicians in cases of sexual misconduct 

(Minsker, 2020; see Strong & Rush, 2018 for a discussion of sexual assault and violence 

in popular music's past). 

CSD Japan illustrates the disparity between the event’s aim of introducing the 

cassette to an emerging audience of music interested adolescents and Japan’s Independent 

Music landscape that ultimately led to a strong sense of non-representation on the side of 

artists, labels and record shops. Fukuoka-based Tomohito Hiratsura’s project Duenn 

initially contributed to CSD by providing cassettes for the event’s release list. He, 

however, felt that the event was neither directed at him nor his scene:  

When Cassette Store Day took place for the first time in Japan, they asked me if 

I could send them some releases, so I did that. It didn’t seem like a good event 
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for core music fans. (laughs) That was a bit disappointing. Yeah, it doesn’t have 

a relation to the cassette scene.  

Tomohito Hiratsura, Fukuoka, Duenn 

Also, for the cassette collector Takeshi Toda CSD neither addresses his favourite genres 

of Experimental and Electronic Music that produce a notable number of new cassette 

releases each year, nor does it represent him as a music and cassette enthusiast. Toda 

frequently researches the latest cassette releases and avidly discusses them in his blog 

Dirty Dirt on Instagram and also in his talk event Buy Nowers Club together with his 

friend Yusuke Tatewaki: 

In Japan, normal people that usually have nothing to do with cassettes all of a 

sudden take part. It’s nothing for people that buy cassettes on a day-to-day basis, 

I mean, only things get released there that don’t have a relation to us. It’s idols, 

old Japanese Pop and current Pop music that they put out. People that release 

cassettes listen to them and buy them but with this, it’s only people that usually 

don’t listen and buy them, so what’s the point? Abroad, people that run cassette 

labels take part in Cassette Store Day but in Japan it looks like people that have 

no relation to cassettes suddenly release a bunch of them just for one day. 

Takeshi Toda, Tōkyō, Dirty Dirt, Buy Nowers Club 

In addition to this, a significant group of independent record shops was not aware of the 

event or refused to participate in it. An illustrative example of this is the Kōenji-based 

prolific record shop ¿Los Apson? established by Keiji Yamabe in 1994. ¿Los Apson? has 

been a long-time staple for niche Experimental Music scenes in Japan and internationally; 

in 2004, Yamabe collaborated with Masami Akita’s notorious project Merzbow for a 

dedicated special-edition CD in celebration of the store’s 10th anniversary. Yamabe’s 

reaction all the more demonstrates the general reception of events such as RSD and CSD 

in Japan’s underground music scenes:  

Nothing happened in this shop. I also didn’t take part in Record Store Day. It has 

no relation to the store. Well, they came here and asked me to join in, but I didn’t 

really understand what the point of it was, so I didn’t participate. 

Keiji Yamabe, Tōkyō, ¿Los Apson? 
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From the perspective of established independent record shops, CSD ultimately fails to 

contribute anything original or helpful. In Japan, the event paradigmatically exists within 

a field of tension of continuing cultural significance of the cassette and its constructed 

‘revival’ in which CSD’s ambition to advertise cassette tapes as novelty items to a new 

generation of music consumers is confronted by the rejection of established artists, labels 

and record stores.  

This tension lies at the very core of the event in its various franchises worldwide, 

such as the 2015 German branch of CSD in Berlin in which I personally participated. In 

this case the events for CSD, which included mix-tape swaps and a cassette market, at 

which local labels sold their releases remained mostly detached from the largest part of 

Berlin’s DIY music scenes and the event developed more into a congregation of friends 

of the label operators rather than a platform for cassette enthusiasts. The rift between 

CSD’s commercial interests and local music scenes is not only exemplified through 

marketing tactics such as the ambassador program in Japan, but also the subsequent 

involvement of established artists and major labels rendered it questionable for DIY and 

Independent artists and labels whether the event functioned as a useful grassroots 

platform that self-organised amateur music projects would be able to benefit from.   

 Besides this cultural discrepancy, CSD managed to draw the attention of mass 

media and major chain store retail distribution. Similar to the case of Waltz, this increased 

media exposure led to the interpretation of CSD as helping the cause for a general 

‘comeback of the cassette’ (see Chino, 2017; Morimoto, 2017). This notion, on the 

contrary, overshadowed the representation of niche genre music projects or independent 

stores that dealt with cassettes on a regular basis before the idea of a ‘cassette revival’ or 

CSD had been conceived. Certainly, record stores such as ¿Los Apson?, Neds, Omega 

Point or Paralax Records experienced the demise of cassettes and rise of independent 

releases on CD-R in the 2000s as well as the influx of cassette and vinyl releases in recent 

years. Nonetheless, shops like File Under Records in Nagoya or Amoeba in California 

dealt with second-hand and occasional DIY cassette releases in the meantime and did not 

entirely abandon the format. Another example of this is Akira Matsuoka, an artist and 

label operator who has been active in Japan’s Experimental Electronic Music scene for 

multiple decades and began to release cassette tapes with the sub-label HISSterik Tapes 

of his main project VLZ Produkt in 2012:   
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Cassette tapes have been continuing in the Noise world since the 80s. There is no 

time in Experimental Music in which cassette tapes got lost. They have been there 

all the time. (laughs) It is not an unusual thing for me to make cassette tapes.  

Akira Matsuoka, Tōkyō, VLZ Produkt, HISSterik Tapes, Veltz  

Practical issues in cassette production for DIY music projects need to be 

acknowledged in this context as well. Since CSD has grown into a platform for major 

labels to release limited editions of their albums on cassette, production plants are forced 

to prioritize these short-run, yet labour intensive releases over their usual DIY-based 

costumers:  

They eat up all that time at record plants and cassette plants pressing all that stuff 

because they’re able to buy in ‘cause you got Universal, is just like, “well, if 

you’re not like, gonna do this record, we’ll just take it somewhere else” so, then 

they have to start doing those jobs for people. […] well, this is mafia shit; you 

guys are basically extorting to get your product be put in front of all these other 

people waiting patiently, no matter what size that they are. […] And you’re 

making the plants have to choose. Based off of business. It’s bullshit. […] CSD 

did the same thing like, certain labels threw in all that money to get stuff pressed 

and then you’re kind of being put on the bottom of the pile. And you gotta wait it 

out. That’s not cool. 

Michael Hentz, Los Angeles, Auasca  

This dynamic is also present in the circuit of practice that views CSD from the perspective 

of Independent Music scenes. This allows to graphically represent the rejection that the 

event received from the Independent Music sphere in Japan. In a comparatively small 

niche, nevertheless on a stable basis, cassette tapes have been present in grassroots-based 

DIY music scenes since the start of the new millennium. Noise and Experimental Music 

artists such as Lawrence English, Hiroshi Hasegawa or Punk bands such as Hiroki 

Ōsawa’s Seventeen Again demonstrate that cassettes had multiple uses before the general 

notion of a ‘cassette resurgence’ gained a foothold in the public mind.   
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Figure 18. CSD from the perspective of established DIY music projects and record stores. 

 

As the circuit of practice model shows for the case of established Japanese DIY music 

projects and record stores, cassette tapes initially posed an inexpensive, culturally and 

historically authentic medium for music releasing that offered a unique sound aesthetic. 

In the UK, the beginnings of CSD grew out of this admiration for the cassette’s 

technological and material idiosyncrasies that set the format’s material interaction apart 

from CDs, vinyl records and emerging streaming platforms. The result of CSD’s ensuing 

growth in reputation and mass media exposure, however, was a growing chasm between 

the event and Independent Music projects who initially partook but found themselves 

more and more disadvantaged and disconnected from CSD’s original purpose: sharing 

and celebrating the cassette on a grassroots-basis. The cassette was less and less marketed 

as a participatory currency for DIY music scenes but more as a gimmicky merchandise 

article for young music listeners influenced by the nostalgia focussed consumer culture 

evolving around lifestyle retailers such as Urban Outfitters. Although during its first years 

of existence, CSD gave local artists and labels a grassroots-based distribution platform as 

well as providing music enthusiasts with an opportunity to gather for a day at their local 

record store and enjoy cassette DJ-sets, mixtape swap meetings and free compilation 

tapes, the expansion into the mainstream eventually disadvantaged Independent Music 

projects as more and more major label releases clogged cassette production facilities in 
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the event’s preceding months. Even though CSD was intended as an event that celebrated 

the cassette in the context of DIY music scenes, its venture into the mainstream eventually 

negated this initial aim. CSD developed bit by bit into a practical hurdle for cassette 

producing artists and labels; in a similar way to RSD, it deprived the cassette of its 

grassroots significance in favour of a more established existence in a realm where 

Independent Music coalesces with the economy of major music labels:  

Wolf: I think [Record Store Day is] the one day you shouldn’t go to a record store 

if you care about music. People just go for the coloured stuff.  

Jones: Coloured Justin Bieber records. (Laughs)  

Wolf: I went in one year, like, on my way home from work and it was like, Ed 

Sheeran’s face everywhere. It was so confronting. 

Tia Wolf & Riley Jones, Brisbane, Soot, Sorry Golden State 

In this setting, cassette tapes, like vinyl records are deprived of their particular qualities 

in favour of limited-edition colour variants of re-released music which has largely 

degenerated into merely serving a limited group of online resellers who manipulate not 

only the prices but also the availability and collectability of said releases through Discogs 

or Ebay. The original purpose of CSD and RSD are challenged by this development, 

ultimately begging the question whether some organisers will return to their grassroots 

beginnings in the future in order to use the cassette tape as a tool for bringing people 

together rather than disassociating them.   

 

6.4 A Day for Cassettes or Cassettes just for a Day?   

 

Cassette Store Day exemplifies the manifold adoptions in cultural and material circuits 

that the cassette in the digital age is subjected to. The disparity between international 

Independent and DIY music scenes and the exploitation of the cassette by Waltz, major 

music labels and CSD represents the format’s hybrid disposition in current music 

landscapes: the original intention behind CSD, to celebrate the cassette tape as a currency 

in grassroots music scenes, was ultimately turned on its head when the event grew out of 

the local realm into an international venture. In this sense, the multitude of diverging and 

contradictory practices that converge under the umbrella of CSD represent the cassette’s 
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overall cultural and material hybridity. In contrast to the vinyl record, which through the 

establishment of RSD has been subjected to systematic fetishization and disproportional 

price inflation for consumption and production costs, the cassette, with the exception of 

the highly fetishized market for 1980s and 1990s Noise, Industrial, Black Metal, Neofolk, 

Hip Hop or Punk cassettes, has widely maintained its grassroots image. Throughout the 

virtually connected sphere of local and translocal music scenes (Bennett & Peterson, 

2004) the cassette remains a cost-effective and resilient format for music production, 

distribution and consumption in the digital age.    

Although CSD was internationally effective in creating an awareness and 

standardisation of the cassette in current music circuits, the side effects of rising 

production costs and delayed manufacture periods for the DIY music scenes the event 

originated from were counterproductive in the long-term. Even though CSD started off 

as ‘a day for cassettes’, it gradually grew into an event that celebrated cassettes ‘just for 

a day’, much to the frustration of artists, labels and stores that dedicated respectable 

amounts of time and monetary assets into shaping the format as a tool for their networking 

and creative output:  

It’s kinda like, Shopping-Mall-Indie you know, […] it is sort of Indie, but it is 

also not. And it is selling the image of being Indie to people in a way that is totally 

fine you know, that’s cool, but like, there is a lot of people working every day on 

this shit and it’s like their life. And it sort of feels a bit like these guys have lots 

of money and once a year they can do this like: “Ooohh, isn’t this fun, let’s make 

some tapes, remember them?!” 

James Greer, Tōkyō 

The strategies and aims for the cassette framed as a product of CSD’s various franchises 

differ in this sense from country to country. In the UK, Australia and United States, the 

event started as a DIY platform for musicians, labels, and stores that enabled participants 

in Independent Music scenes to share and expand their enthusiasm for music creation that 

evolves through and around the use of cassette tapes. In Japan, however, the intention 

behind CSD was commercially orientated from the start, and so, for the organisers, stable 

and longstanding collaborations with independent artists and labels quickly became 

secondary to pursuing their ambassador program and attracting major music labels into 

releasing and re-releasing their catalogues on cassette.  
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As diverging and contradictory as they are, these multifaceted ways in which the 

cassette is conceptualised, used, and exploited across grassroots and major music cultures 

constitute the format’s wide-ranging hybridity. For CSD, cassettes have been recorded 

on, sold as music releases, used as give-away compilations or mixtapes, DJed, or turned 

into a merchandise container for digital download codes. CSD left the organisation of 

events open for the participating franchises. The diversity between how Utarid Tapes in 

Malaysia uses CSD to celebrate South East Asian DIY Underground Punk scenes, 

contrasts with the dynamics in which the event is organised in Japan or the USA. This 

diversity can be traced back to the cultural and material circuits the cassette is embedded 

in. Each of the given cases demonstrates that the cassette tape is far from being obsolete. 

If anything, they attest that the cassette’s significance is discursive in nature; it’s status 

and significance for current music, may it be in a local, translocal or virtual setting, and 

changes drastically from person to person. Although the cassette’s hybridity, which 

allows for these manifold implementations, remains the format’s constant characteristic 

throughout these cases, the extent and ways in which these adoptions are carried out 

undergo constant discursive re-evaluations and negotiations. Regardless of whether 

cassettes are used for a single day each year or each day every single year, their leeway 

for creative cultural practices is what still manifests them within the current political 

economy of music.  
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 

 

The contribution of this thesis consists in further developing the academic discourse in 

cultural sociology, popular music studies and media studies that negotiates the cassette 

tape’s significance in the digital age. In reconsidering Carl Howard’s statement from the 

first issue of Electronic Cottage, quoted at the beginning of this thesis, it is necessary to 

acknowledge that although this thesis was written with the aim of providing a 

comprehensive investigation of the cassette format in the 21st century, the subject matter 

and its surrounding field still offer a multitude of opportunities for future research. In 

particular, the necessity for a political ecology of the cassette or, in other words, a critical 

analysis of the environmental consequences that the use of cassette tapes implicate ought 

to be outlined in this context. The connections between cassette production, distribution 

and consumption and the sustainable use of energy resources as well as plastic waste 

require detailed research.  

During fieldwork, my interviews usually concluded with the question: ‘What do you 

think the future holds for cassette tapes?’ Based on the responses, I see a need to connect 

the contemplation on this question with an outline of what a future political ecology of 

the cassette tape has to take into consideration before providing a summary of the findings 

and topics addressed in the previous chapters of this thesis. Although the cassette tape’s 

long lifespan has been turbulent, full of sharp turns and counterintuitive developments, 

this thesis stands as a document illustrating that the format is far from being dead and 

gone. When imagining the future of cassette tapes, however, it becomes inescapably clear 

that these considerations are essentially connected to how we as humans need to change 

our self-concept and consumption habits in order to reasonably conquer the threat that 

plastic pollution poses for life on earth. I do not only offer an outlook on what further 

research opportunities the investigation of cassette tapes in the digital age entails. I am 

emphasising that the present environmental challenges have to be comprehensively 

addressed throughout the spectrum of cultural sociology, popular music studies and 

media studies.   
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7.1 The Future of the Cassette Tape or: The Plastic Fantastic 

Dilemma  

 

In February 2020, The Guardian (2020) newspaper published an article telling the story 

of Stella Wedell, who was reunited with an old cassette mixtape she had lost 25 years ago. 

While travelling through Spain in the early 1990s, Wedell accidentally dropped the 

cassette into the ocean – in most cases an instantly irrevocable loss. Against all odds, she 

however rediscovered the long-lost tape in a recent art installation by the British artist 

Mandy Barker, who specialises in composing her works from collected marine debris. 

‘Barker had picked up the tape from the Playa de Barlovento beach in Lanzarote, had it 

restored – and made playable – by an expert at Plymouth University and included it in 

her touring exhibition Sea of Artifacts’ (S. Morris, 2020). This astounding story not only 

gives credit to the emotional strength of mixtape making; the memory of a playlist for a 

travel mixtape from over two decades ago was strong enough for Wedell to be instantly 

remembered when she identified her cassette in the exhibition. Furthermore, this example 

strikingly illustrates the resilience of the cassette’s main material constituent, that is, 

petrochemical-based plastic. 

The problem of plastic materials, for cassette tapes, vinyl records and CDs, only 

began to be thematized in academia and DIY music discourses in recent years. Most 

notably, Devine’s (2015, 2019) work on the political ecology of music critically sets the 

scene for the consequences that the disposal of material music recordings and the 

surrounding equipment for their playback entail:  

Since 1973, the standard substrate of cassette tape has been polyester 

terephthalate (PET). In terms of PET, at the height of the cassette format in 1988 

(1.4 billion units) the recording industry produced a literally astronomical amount 

of tape per year: about 150 million km of it – enough to stretch from the Earth to 

the Sun. And, like the LPs, the cassette is hydrocarbon based (ethylene). (Devine, 

2015, p. 376)   

Indeed, when asking what the future holds for a format like the cassette tape, a material 

artefact of music cultures which subsists in a field of tension between its nostalgic charm 

and obvious technological obsolescence, the impact of its material components on the 

environment has to be granted substantially more thought in future investigations 
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especially when regarding the internet-based distribution patterns of cassette tapes that 

consume large amounts of energy on a daily basis. Not only the status of the cassette’s 

plastic components has to be taken into consideration in this context, but also the format’s 

playback hardware and distribution forms that massively rely on online networks. Devine 

detects that the seemingly dematerialised digitalisation processes that transfer music and 

its distribution circuits into the sphere of cloud-based streaming services are wrongfully 

promoted as less environmentally impactful options in contrast to PVC-based material 

music consumption methods (see Devine, 2015, p. 384). The carbon footprint that the 

production and distribution of music playing devices such as smartphones and computers 

entails need to be taken into consideration in this context. On top of this, the enormous 

energy consumption that the hosting of server farms for internet-based cassette 

distribution platforms such as Bandcamp or Discogs as well as music streaming entails 

has to be critically re-evaluated as it threatens to significantly counteract the values and 

aims of numerous globally active DIY music scenes. Nathan Moody, a California-based 

artist graphically summarised this disparity with regards to the cassette’s surrounding 

playback and recording equipment:  

Cassettes will survive only if playback devices survive. […] Using eBay-

purchased Walkman devices isn’t a long-term solution… but then again, that’s a 

double edged [sic] sword. Consumerism and social media encourages [sic] such 

scavenger hunt behaviors online, but purchasing items used reduces waste and 

encourages thinking about other forms of re-use. Cassettes need to evolve by 

moving away from petrochemicals used in their manufacture. I’ve done research 

into cornstarch-based resins, but tooling a factory to create cassette shells in this 

way would be incredibly expensive.  

 Nathan Moody, San Francisco Bay Area, Obsidiansound, Noisejockey 

When critically considering the status that plastic inhabits for their grassroots-based 

music production and consumption habits, many actors in DIY music scenes find 

themselves confronted with the dilemma of bringing their music into an affordable and 

shareable material form while at the same time aiming at reducing plastic waste and acting 

in an environmentally conscious way. These cultural considerations have to be seen as 

embedded in larger circuits of economically coined developments that the forms of music 

consumption have been subjected to since the extensive commodification of recorded 

music took shape in the early 20th century. Since then, the material and technological 
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characteristics of music consumption have been radically reformed every few decades, a 

seemingly process that, according to Hesmondhalgh and Meier (2018, p. 1567), paved 

the way for the introduction of new consumer electronics devices, however much to the 

cost of older ones that became stigmatised as obsolete:  

In ecological terms, the IT sector is based, even more than other sectors such as 

CE [consumer electronics], on the unceasing imperative to devote vast resources 

to the development of new devices, and the equally unceasing need to throw away 

old ones […]. Such an imperative in general terms is clearly having hugely 

damaging effects on the planet. 

Whereas Straw (1999-2000, 2000) writes about second-hand record shops and thrift 

stores acting as ‘museums of failure’ (1999-2000, p. 162), that circulate a plethora of 

material and consequently cultural waste that the music industry has produced, it remains 

clear that in comparison to the vinyl record the cassette tape offers more versatile options 

for creative reuse. While vinyl records themselves can be repurposed as decorative wall 

pieces or storage bowls, their packaging remains the only component that poses sufficient 

material for the purpose of music releasing. In a recent example, the Brisbane outfit Pious 

Faults released the Australian version of their 2018 LP Old Thread housed in inverted 

thrifted vinyl record sleeves decorated with lino-printed artwork on the front and a 

photocopied and pasted song list on the back (Discogs, 2020h). Cassette tapes on the other 

hand are rerecordable and thus allow for being repurposed completely into a second 

existence as material audio formats. Several DIY cassette labels focus on upcycling 

thrifted cassette tapes with Brisbane’s Team Glasses and Minimal Impact being two 

examples from the Metal, Grindcore, Hardcore Punk and Noise sphere. Tristan Eyles, 

who runs Minimal Impact, decided to use this strategy based on ethical considerations 

about the environmental impact of newly produced plastic:  

Part of my idea for using recycled tapes and just upcycling in general came from 

a sort of fixation with like, environmental crisis and I guess, like, a sort of 

doomsday neurosis or whatever. And just not wanting to partake in the production 

of new tapes. I was seeing this plastic being produced for other labels; I was 

seeing online and thinking: “well, shit, I don’t think I can be ethically involved 

in that.” ‘Cause when there’s all these op shops that are like spewing old Bing 

Crosby tapes and whatever else around, you know.  
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Tristan Eyles, Brisbane, Strangler Fig, Enjoy Our Last Century on Earth, 

Minimal Impact 

Indeed, the freedom of online distribution circuits allows for considerations on how to 

participate in the material production and distribution of music in the digital age. Next to 

CD-Rs that in some cases are in fact equipped with copyright codes to prevent their re-

use, cassettes and magnetic audio tape in general remain in this context the only re-

recordable audio medium that can be repurposed for music. The ties of DIY cassette 

cultures to thrifting strategies thus not only become relevant in relation to the pursuing of 

usable second-hand cassette player equipment, but also for DIY cassette labels that do 

not wish to partake in the production cycles for new cassettes.  

 

 
 

Figure 19. Minimal Impact’s release for Enjoy Our Last Century on Earth – Rehearsal Demo ‘18 

 

In several instances, semiotic traces of the cassette’s previous usage as mixtape, 

country or popular music release are creatively appropriated, ultimately giving credit to 

the fact that the repurposing of cassettes can add to its material interaction. In an 

illustrative case, Minimal Impact’s cassette for Enjoy Our Last Century on Earth’s 2018 

rehearsal demo retains the original audio recording of the 

‘Motivational/Educational/Training Series’ on its second side. A sticker playfully covers 

up the original title yet leaves the copyright protection statement visible and thus 

incorporates it into the conceptual statement of the release. The miniscule details that the 

production process for the upcycling of used cassette tapes demands, however, does not 

only need to retain the cassette’s former semiotic characteristics but can also seek to 
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completely cover them through material appropriation. In the case of several cassette 

releases for Team Glasses and Minimal Impact, this incorporates physically splicing the 

magnetic tape for each cassette to accommodate a fitting length for the new audio 

recording. An ornate and time-consuming process that clearly represents the amount of 

passion and motivation for DIY production that inform the upcycling processes for 

cassette tapes:   

Team Glasses in Brisbane as well, […] he upcycles his tapes like, every tape 

release he’s done, through that label has been upcycled […] he’ll take out the tape 

reel, cut it to length. See, that’s the thing as well, the dedication that some people 

have to that craft is like unbelievable, like I was just like, “dude, I would not 

waste my time, like, cutting tape to length”. He’ll measure it out and cut it, 

reapply it to the spindle and then record it. […] Some people are just so dedicated 

to it. Because yeah, it is really cheap, it’s really accessible and like, people like a 

collectible. I feel like it’s win-win. 

Scott McLatchie, Melbourne, The World At A Glance 

This engagement with the cassette represents a new layer of material interaction that in 

the case of numerous contemporary cassette labels is bracketed out as they completely 

rely on production facilities to take care of splicing and assemblage of their releases. ‘DIY 

production’ in these cases merely consists of sending graphic and audio files to a facility 

like National Audio Company and then receiving the finished shrink-wrapped release in 

the mail a few months after. In contrast to this, DIY work, exemplified by the material 

interaction with the cassette, is embodied through the label operator who cuts and glues 

magnetic tape of a used cassette to house a new recording. Tristan Eyles shares further 

insights into his strategies regarding the process of measuring, splicing and assembling 

cassettes for his releases:  

The most straightforward method I found is having it rewound all the way to one 

side. And then without disassembling the shell, just pulling the tape out. And then 

once it gets to what I can visually approximate the right length has been. Once I 

approximate the right length, I just cut that off and connect it to the leader again, 

just tape it over. And I’ll end up with buckets of excess tape that I do things with 

sometimes. […] Learning curve, real learning curve.  
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Tristan Eyles, Brisbane, Strangler Fig, Enjoy Our Last Century on Earth, 

Minimal Impact 

This mode of production vividly adds a significant layer of material interaction to the 

circuits of practices that evolve around the use of cassette tapes in the digital age. It 

accentuates the fact that the cassette is both ephemeral due to the degradation of the 

magnetic tape and long-lasting because of its ability to be re-recorded and upcycled. In 

comparison to other formats such as CDs and vinyl records which offer only a limited 

range of options for recycling, the cassette stands out as the material artefact of music 

that can be creatively and sustainably repurposed in the future. Nonetheless, projects such 

as Minimal Impact or Team Glasses remain distinct cases that stand out of the majority 

of labels which rely on mass-produced new cassettes for their releases, albeit having 

access to reusable materials.   

In Japan, a plethora of new-old stock Enka cassettes are collecting dust in sales bins, 

not only in thrift- or record shops but also specialised Enka stores. The common argument, 

that upcycled cassette tapes are inevitably of lesser audio quality as they are already 

degraded does not necessarily hold in this case as many of the Enka cassettes, although 

aged, remain untouched since production. Despite these cassettes being unused and 

available, the majority of Japanese cassette labels prefer the time and energy consuming 

way of having cassettes shipped to Japan in order to produce new cassette tapes for their 

releases overseas in North America. Next to the global tendency of professionalisation of 

Independent Music cultures, the wish of Japanese label operators to participate in an 

international, yet primarily anglophone, scene that produces its releases on colourful and 

new cassettes certainly contributes to this disposition. Nowadays cassette cultures and 

their view on what DIY production constitutes differs quite drastically on this point from 

participants in the historic Cassette Culture of the 1980s and 90s that were accustomed to 

appropriating bland looking standard cassettes through spray painting and other 

conceptual methods. It is worth noting that although the cultural circuits around the 

cassette’s materiality have transitioned, its re-recordability function maintains to be a 

constant characteristic now as before that constitutes the format’s material hybridity that 

leaves the option for reappropriation and, in the case of Japanese cassette labels, the 

opportunity to use the resources of already available Enka cassettes in the future. The 

prominent use of newly produced cassettes especially is questionable when considering 

that the majority of newly produced cassettes are not made to be used as a primary source 
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for music listening but as merchandise containing a printed download codes that leads to 

an online stored version of the music which requires a server to be operating day and 

night. One of Devine’s (2015, 2019) major contributions to the political ecology of music 

consists in debunking the notion that Mp3 files, or the streaming of music are 

dematerialised forms of music consumption. When considering the environmental impact 

of consumed energy for hosting an album online, using non-sustainable materials such as 

plastic for material containers that generate the access to digital music appears not a viable 

solution anymore for imagining a sustainable future of music production, distribution and 

consumption.  

The political ecology of music is closely intertwined with the economic, cultural 

and political dynamics in contemporary circuits of cassette production, distribution and 

consumption. Only through systematically addressing the environmental impacts of 

current cassette usage and by creatively incorporating the opportunities for re-recording 

and recycling that the cassette’s material and technological characteristics offer are we 

able to shape material interactions with music in a sustainable manner. The political 

ecology of music is not a topic that should remain limited to academic meta-discourses 

on music’s material culture. Researchers hold the responsibility to actively seek contact 

with musicians and music industry stakeholders in order to develop a common ground 

and understanding of the challenges that plastic and the wasting of energy pose for the 

planet. Similar to cassette cultures and DIY music scenes that are functioning on a 

grassroots-basis, the discourse on political ecology has to include everyone that is 

involved in the circuits of music production, distribution and consumption. Consisting 

almost entirely of plastic, the cassette tape certainly is a part of the problem. However, its 

functionality allowing for creative upcycling lets it also stand out as a symbol for how we 

can purposefully reuse plastic materials that are already in circulation. In contrast to 

primarily single-use material audio formats such as CDs and vinyl records, the cassette 

tape allows us to develop sustainable solutions for our future dedication to music.       

 

7.2 Substantiating a Discourse on Cassette Tapes in the Digital Age  

 

While relying on the perspectives and arguments of numerous participants in international 

cassette scenes, I have presented an investigation of how the appropriation of the cassette 

tape in the digital age takes shape in economically, culturally and politically informed, 
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that is, multidimensional and sometimes even opposing forms. While the first chapter 

analysed the economic conditions that current cassette production and distribution mainly 

take place in, it becomes clear from the start that the status of the cassette for 

contemporary music is inevitably intertwined with the complex digitalisation processes 

music has been subjected to since the start of the new millennium. As a result, the current 

presentation and distribution circuits of the cassette primarily take place on platforms 

such as Bandcamp, Instagram or Discogs. It is furthermore common for the cassette to 

be bought and consumed as a physical artefact that is not used as a bona fide audio format 

but as a decorative material item that contains a download code leading to the digital 

versions of the distributed music. The main purpose of the cassette in this context is to 

provide a material memento that can be traded in the circuits of DIY music scenes. For 

example, in the context of live music events when scene participants congregate and 

interact with the material artefacts of their music culture such as cassettes, vinyl records 

or zines in face-to-face situations gathering at merchandise tables or in independent 

record stores. While relying on Gibson’s (2014) theory of affordances and Dant’s (2008) 

notion of the material interactions with objects, I traced and analysed these culturally 

informed relations with the materiality of the cassette in the second chapter. Based on its 

re-recordability and sturdiness, I used the cassette tape to discuss the concept of the 

material hybridity of audio hardware (see Nowak, 2016; Taylor, 2014). The multi-faceted 

cultural appropriations of the cassette, such as DJ tool, recording, mixing and listening 

device or as sculptural artefact in conceptual art projects ultimately stand at the core of 

its use in current DIY music scenes. Placing this characteristic at the centre of the 

investigation, I discussed how Gibson’s notion of affordances can be employed as a 

starting point for framing the practical use of cassette tapes as a possible explanation for 

why they subsist in the digital age (Gibson, 2014). Indeed, the manifold appropriations 

of the cassette demonstrate that the cassette’s affordances, significance and usefulness are 

subject to an ongoing discursive negotiation that takes place within local, translocal and 

virtual cultural contexts. Based on the critical evaluation of Gibson’s theory (see 

Bloomfield et al., 2010; Costall, 1995; Hutchby, 2001, 2003), I applied Dant’s (2008) 

‘material interactions’ as well as Kopytoff’s (1986) concept of the ‘cultural biography’ 

of material items to the fieldwork data to show that the meaning and significance of the 

cassette’s affordances are fundamentally socially and culturally determined.  

In Chapter 3, this approach is enlarged upon by investigating the cassette’s various 

appropriation and distribution circuits in correspondence with Peterson and Bennett’s 
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concept of local, translocal and virtual music scenes (Bennett & Peterson, 2004). By using 

Maggaudda’s (2011) concept of the ‘circuit of practice’, various visual representations of 

the different strategies in using cassette tapes support the analysis of the format’s hybrid 

technological and cultural status. Based on the cassette’s hybridity, I argue in line with 

Nowak (2014) that the circuit of practice approach has to be extended. As the cassette’s 

different treatments worldwide display, multiple circuits of practice embedded in local, 

translocal and virtual contexts of music production, distribution and consumption are 

necessary for deriving a thorough analytical evaluation of the cassette’s current 

significance.  

This aspect is further consolidated in Chapter 4 in which the circuits of practice 

approach is used to investigate the phenomenon of Cassette Store Day. The example of 

CSD is useful in demonstrating that the cassette was first used as a tool in DIY music 

scenes before it caught the attention of mass media which then led to its re-integration 

into mass consumer circuits. CSD grew from local cassette-releasing Independent Music 

scenes in the UK into an international enterprise with multiple franchises that now frame 

the cassette as a tool for their particular marketing purposes. Especially the case of CSD 

in Japan uncovers how cassettes at first offered a platform for young DIY musicians to 

gain exposure that would have been formerly limited to well-established or major label 

projects. Yet, CSD subsequently developed into a marketing scheme that sought to 

advertise cassettes as fashionable merchandise items to young music listeners; a 

progression that, in the end, was to the disadvantage of the Independent artists and labels 

that originally gave the event its cultural validity. CSD stands in this sense as an example 

of how the cassette’s hybridity manifests throughout varying economic and cultural 

backgrounds. Not only does this aid in interpreting how cassette tapes crept back into 

mass media and consumer circuits in the past decade, but it also demonstrates that the 

format’s hybridity lies at the core of its continuing use in grassroots-based DIY music 

scenes worldwide.   

Over the course of the past decade, various academic studies have highlighted the 

use of cassettes in current music scenes while primarily focussing on projects and labels 

that are based in the USA and UK (see Curran, 2016; Eley, 2011; McConnell, 2006). 

Although these works give valuable insights into how the cassette is framed in the digital 

age and contribute to including the format within the discourse on the relevance of 

analogue audio formats for present-day music practices, they mostly remain limited to 

local dynamics and do not fully analyse the interconnectedness between the use of 
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cassette tapes and digital distribution and consumption dynamics on internet platforms 

such as Bandcamp or Instagram. This thesis addresses this gap through providing a 

comprehensive analysis of the cassette that spans local dynamics but also extends into the 

realm of translocally and virtually connected music scenes. Only by expanding the 

academic discourse on music in the digital age through a qualitative enquiry of the 

cassette can the full scope of materiality in current music making and consumption be 

grasped. As indicated by Carl Howard in Electronic Cottage#1, 1989, researching 

Independent Music scenes that deal with cassettes are subjected to ongoing fluctuation; 

they overlap in complex, even confusing ways and most importantly, they are ephemeral. 

Several cassette related projects, most notably the influential label Burger Records, have 

been discontinued in the course of this project. In the next few years more projects will 

cease and be superseded by others. This thesis is thus to be seen as a snapshot that 

documents the occurrence of cassette tapes in the 21st century over a limited period of 

time and in specific local, translocal and virtual contexts. The transitory nature of DIY 

music scenes, however, also offers useful starting points for future research that traces 

the development of cassette circuits. This entails, for example, contacting my 

interviewees within the next five years and inquiring whether their projects are continuing, 

have been amended or folded. The research field can also be expanded and investigate 

the use of cassette tapes in South East Asia and Europe while comparing cultural, 

economic and social dynamics to the data collected in Australia, Japan and the USA. As 

demonstrated in the first section of this concluding chapter, future investigations also 

need to take the political ecology of music into consideration when further analysing the 

digitally coined material circuits of music in the 21st century (see Devine, 2015, 2019). 

The fact, that the cassette is still adopted for various kinds of music practices 

appropriately exemplifies that the consumption habits of music are winding, and, 

although new technologies have revolutionised music within the past twenty years, older 

and technologically obsolete music formats are still in use because of the unique material 

interactions they enable. The cassette tape has often been overlooked, frowned or laughed 

at for its technological quirks. Yet, its continuing existence in music scenes around the 

world withstands any biased judgements about its importance. It is time to move beyond 

the dead-end notion of a temporary ‘cassette comeback’ and acknowledge that the 

cassette has and will persist throughout a broad spectrum of different musical and cultural 

contexts. Just as the existence of the cassette in the digital age is multifaceted and rich, 
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so can be the dialogue be on how we can creatively and sustainably approach the 

challenges of the present through our engagement with music.           
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Appendix A: Bilingual Participant Information Sheet   

 

 

Encountering Cassettes in the Digital Age: Context, Practices and Discourses /  

２１世紀のカセットテープ：背景、実践と論考 

 

INFORMATION SHEET / 情報シート 

 

Chief Investigator: Prof Andy Bennett  

Email: a.bennett@griffith.edu.au  

Student Researcher: Mr Benjamin Duester  

Phone: +61 (0) 415947219 

Email: benjamin.duster@griffithuni.edu.au 

GU ref no: 2018/678 

 

Purpose and expected benefits of this research / この研究の目的と益 

This research project examines the meaning and context of the cassette as a hybrid format for music 

production, consumption and distribution in the 21st century. In an age where consumption of music through 

digital streaming co-exists with the re-emergence and ongoing usage of analogue music formats, it is critical 

to interrogate what significance the cassette displays in this context. Thus, this doctoral research project 

aims to generate a critical understanding of the cassette’s contemporary meaning for transnational 

Independent Music scenes, mass media and online networked music cultures. It will enhance the 

comprehension and academic knowledge about the cassette in the digital age. / この研究プロジェクト

のテーマは２１世紀におけるカセットテープのあり方です。カセットテープは近年、様々な国

で復活の兆しを見ることができます。然しながら幾つかの音楽類型は、例えば、「パンク」と

か、「ヒップホップ」がカセットテープぶっ続けをリリースで使っています。それで、研究の

問題は現行のカセットテープの意味を調べています。 

 

Research procedure and what you will be asked to do / 研究の手続き 

You have been chosen to participate in this research because you use, manufacture, or consume 

cassettes. You are invited to share your input and expertise about the manufacturing, usage and distribution 

of cassettes. Data will primarily be collected using in-depth, one-to-one interviews. Questions will focus 
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on the significance the cassette has for your project, business or interest in art and music, and will not 

mention anything sensitive. At some sites, there will be participant observation in which the researcher 

might collect information about cassettes on display, information materials, sale dynamics related to 

cassettes and so on. / あなたは、カセットの製造、使用、および流通に関するあなたの意見と専門

知識を共有するよう求められます。データは、主に 1 対 1 のインタビューで使用して収集され

ます。質問は、あなたのプロジェクト、ビジネス、アートや音楽への興味に対してカセットが

持つ重要性を扱います。質問は微妙なトピックを取り扱いません。いくつかの会場では、研究

者は観察を用いてカセットに関する情報を収集するかもしれません。 

 

Recorded Interviews / インタービューの録音 

Interviews will last between 30 minutes to one hour and will be recorded using a digital voice 

recorder. Recordings will then be transcribed. The Recordings will be stored on Benjamin Duester’s work 

computer during the time of the research project. They will be retained for a period of five years overall 

before being deleted. Transcriptions will be kept in a locked file cabinet in Benjamin Duester’s office at 

Griffith University. Interview Data will be used in academic publications and by participating in the project 

you assign the researcher(s) the rights to publish the results. / インタビューは 30分から 1時間をかけ

て行われ、デジタルボイスレコーダーを使用して録音されます。その後、録音はコピーされま

す。録音は、研究プロジェクトの期間中、ベンヤミン・デュスターのコンピューターに保存さ

れます。録音は削除されるまで、5 年間保管されます。データファイルと転写シートは、プロ

ジェクト完了後 5 年間、ベンヤミン・デュスターの事務所の密閉されたファイリングキャビネ

ットに保管されます。インタビューデータは学術出版物で使用されます。プロジェクトに参加

することによって、研究者に結果を発表する権利を割り当てます。 

 

Risks to you / 危険 

The research will not be contrary to the best interests of participants and will not create undue 

distress for the participants due to the general nature of the questions asked during interviews. Furthermore, 

no sensitive questions will be posed to the participants. 本研究は一般的なことがらについてお尋ねす

るものであり、参加者に過度の苦痛を与えることはありません。この研究は参加者の最善の利

益に反しません。質問は微妙なトピックを取り扱いません。 

 

Your participation is voluntary / あなたの参加は任意です。 

You have the right to choose whether or not to participate in the study. If you do choose to participate, 

you are free to withdraw at any time. Likewise, you may also refuse to answer some or all of the interview 

questions. /   

あなたには研究に参加するかどうかを選択する権利があります。あなたはいつでも研究

への参加を取りやめることができます。さらに、インタビューの質問の一部またはすべてに答

えることを拒否することもできます。  
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Your confidentiality / 機密性 

This project seeks to highlight the contribution of your work and commitment to using cassettes in 

the context of art and music. The different sites of the research will be listed in academic publication, but 

your contribution can be anonymised if you wish so. Individuals familiar with music projects, record stores 

or music scenes in the mentioned cities may be able to identify participants by interference. / 研究の所在

地は学術出版物に掲載されますが、望むならあなたの貢献は匿名化することができます。前述

の都市の音楽プロジェクト、レコードストア、音楽シーンに詳しい人は、推測から参加者を特

定できます。 

 

Questions / further information / 質問/もっと情報 

If you have any further questions you may contact the project leader, Prof Andy Bennett 

a.bennett@griffith.edu.au or the student investigator benjamin.duster@griffithuni.edu.au / さらにご質問

がある場合は、プロジェクトリーダー Prof Andy Bennett a.bennett@griffith.edu.au または研究者

の学生 Benjamin Düster benjamin.duster@griffithuni.edu.au に連絡ください。 

 

The ethical conduct of this research / この研究の倫理的な行為について 

Griffith University conducts research in accordance with the National Statement on Ethical Conduct 

in Human Research. If potential participants have any concerns or complaints about the ethical conduct of 

the research project, they should contact the Manager, Research Ethics on +61 (0)7 737 54375 or research-

ethics@griffith.edu.au / 大学は「National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research」に基づい

て研究を行っています。参加者が研究の倫理的行為について、懸念材料や疑問をお持ちの場合

は、マネージャーの研究倫理に関して、 +６ 1（ 0） 7 737 54375 または  research-

ethics@griffith.edu.au でご連絡ください。 

 

Feedback to you / フィードバック 

Summaries of results/publications can be requested from the student researcher: Benjamin Duester, 

benjamin.duester@griffithuni.edu.au and participants are invited to contact him at any time to discuss the 

findings and results of the research. / 研 究 の 発 表 と 、 そ の 結 果 の 概 要 は 、 

benjamin.duester@griffithuni.edu.au でご要求ください。 

 

Privacy statement / プライバシーステートメント 

The conduct of this research involves the collection, access and/or use of your identified personal 

information. As outlined elsewhere in this information sheet, your identified personal information may 

appear in the publications/reports arising from this research. This is occurring with your consent. Any 

additional personal information collected is confidential and will not be disclosed to third parties without 

your consent, except to meet government, legal or other regulatory authority requirements. A de-identified 

copy of this data may be used for other research purposes. However, your anonymity will at all times be 
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safeguarded, except where you have consented otherwise. For further information consult the University’s 

Privacy Plan at: http://www.griffith.edu.au/about-griffith/plans-publications/griffith-university-privacy-

plan or telephone (07) 37354375 / この研究には、あなたの特定された個人情報の収集、アクセス、

およびまたは使用が含まれます。あなたの個人情報は、この研究から生じる出版物に掲載され

る可能性があります。研究に参加することで、あなたはこの条件に同意したものとみなします。

収集された追加の個人情報は、あなたの同意なしに第三者に開示されません。唯一の例外は、

政府、合法的、または他の権限要件を満たすことです。データの非識別コピーは、他の研究目

的に使用される可能性があります。ただし、あなたが了承した場合を除いて、匿名性は常に保

護されます。より詳細については、上に書いたリンク先で大学のプライバシープランをご参照

ください。 
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Appendix B: Bilingual Participant Consent Form 

 

Griffith Centre for Cultural Research 

 

Telephone +61 (0)7 3735 7338 

Facsimile +61 (07) 3735 4132 

 

Nathan campus, Griffith University 

Address 170 Kessels Road, Nathan 

Queensland 4111 Australia 

 

GU ref no: 2018/678 

 

承諾シート 

日本語の大筋 

 

Project title:  Encountering Cassettes in the Digital Age: Context, Practices and 

Discourses /２１世紀のカセットテープ：背景、実践と論考 

 

 

Chief Investigator: Prof Andy Bennett   

Email: a.bennett@griffith.edu.au  

Student Researcher: Mr Benjamin Düster  

Email: benjamin.duster@griffithuni.edu.au 

Phone: +61 (0) 415947219 

 

• I have read the information sheet, and the nature and the purpose of the research project have been 

explained to me. I understand and agree to take part. / 私は情報シートを読んで、研究プロジェ

クトの目的を理解しました。研究のプロジェクトに参加したいです。  

 

• I understand that I may not directly benefit from taking part in the project. / 私は研究のプロジェ

クトに参加することで直接利益を得られないかもしれないことを理解しています。 

 

• I understand that I can withdraw from the study at any stage and that this will not affect my status 

now or in the future. / 私はどの段階でも研究から脱退できることを理解しています。 
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• I understand that I may be audio-taped during the study and that I have the right to request that parts 
of the interview not be transcribed if, on reflection, I feel this is appropriate. I may also request a 

copy of the interview transcript. / 私は研究中に音声で録音されるかもしれないことを理解して

います。私はインタービューの部分が転写されないように要求する権利があります。また、

インタビュー内容の写しを要求する権利があります。 

 

• I grant the University the exclusive and royalty free right to reproduce and use in its ongoing activities 

the audio-taped data which have been produced in the course of the project. / 私は大学に、オー

ディオテープのデータを継続的に活動で複製して使用する排他的かつロイヤリティフリー

の権利を付与します。 

 

• I understand that the raw data files and written transcripts will be stored in a locked filing cabinet in 
the office of Mr Benjamin Duester for 5 years after the project has been completed. Only I, and the 
university researchers involved in the project will have access to the raw data tapes for the purposes 

of the research. / 私はデータファイルと転写シートが、プロジェクトが完了した後 5年間、

ベンヤミン・デュスター氏の事務所の閉じ込められたファイリングキャビネットに保管さ

れると理解しています。私と、このプロジェクトに関わる大学の研究者だけが、研究目的

のためにデータにアクセスできます。 

 

• I understand that wherever practical, the university will acknowledge my participation in the project. 

/実用的であれば、大学は私のプロジェクトへの参加を認めてくれることを理解しています。 

 

• I understand that, upon request, I can be provided with a summary of the project findings for my 

reference. / 私は自分の参照のためのプロジェクトの結果の概要を要求できると理解します。 
 

Name of participant:  

 

 

Signed:      Date: 

 

 

 

I have explained the study to the participant and consider that he/ she understands what is 

involved. 

 

Researcher’s signature and date: 

 

 




